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Summary of methods and findings
The methodology used is exploratory, and Involves a triangulation of four research methods. 

The firs t method is ethnographic non-participant observation; over the course of seven 

months hundreds of cases were observed in a number o f courts in and outside of Dublin. The 

choice of this methodology was based on the need to address the speculative and anecdotal 

nature of what is known about court interpreting. Complementing this method was a series of 

eighteen semi-structured interviews carried out w ith interpreters and solicitors/barristers; the 

style o f interview supported the exploratory nature of the research.

The th ird method involved a legal analysis of the right to an interpreter in Ireland using the 

case-law of relevant instruments, courts and bodies. Irish cases that ruled or commented on 

interpreting were also analysed to understand the extent to which interpreting issues have 

arisen and the language ideology of judges. The fourth and final method involved a review of 

existing reports, publications, studies and articles, as well as a qualitative content analysis of 

newspaper articles in two mainstream newspapers from 2000 to 2010. These sources, not 

previously exploited, enabled a broad picture to be painted of how interpreting was being 

portrayed in official reports, by the press, and in the reports of other interested bodies.

This thesis finds a distinct ideological division in how the issue of interpreting is represented by 

various sources; the 'official' view portrays the 'positive and proactive' reaction of the Courts 

Service in providing quality interpreting services in courts, while the 'alternative' view 

considers interpreting problems to be of such magnitude as to represent a genuine 

impediment to justice for LEP defendants. Adhering to the form er ideology, the Irish 

Independent has consistently featured headlines w ith sensational claims of 'soaring' costs and 

huge sums being 'forked' out and 'lost in translation', and money emerged as a contentious 

theme throughout: from the contracting of a sole agency to provide services on the basis of 

cost-effectiveness, to the EU Commission taking the Irish Government to court over the 

allegedly illegal tender process; from the perception o f interpreters earning more than senior 

counsel in some circumstances, to reports o f 'cowboy' agencies taking the bulk of profits.

The 'alternative' view involves concern about the quality of interpreting, and this thesis finds 

that the number and prevalence of factors acting as barriers to interpretation in the District 

Court reduces the likelihood of quality interpretation taking place; it was found that certain



factors consistently affect the interpretation of information like the facts, bail conditions and 

the sentence; factors include the 'insider' nature of District Court language; communicative 

interference; poor understanding of interpreting processes; and poor interpretation. It is also 

found that the language of the District Court is structured in such a w/ay as to exclude 

outsiders; not through complex legal language or argument, but mainly through the omission 

from speech of key words, phrases, and grammar, and through the use of District Court jargon.

The right to an interpreter is not directly protected in Ireland, but it is accepted as part of 

natural justice and due process, and requests for interpreters are routinely granted in courts. 

However, anything beyond provision is a grey area. There is a lack of protocol and consistency 

w ith regard to court procedures; ethically questionable issues, such as interpreters acting as 

advocates, go unnoticed or are tolerated; and communication through an interpreter can 

become unwieldy due to the court's preference for the voice of the legal representative. A 

casual approach to prior consultation also means that consultations regularly take place during 

proceedings, which prevents the actual proceedings from being interpreted.

Overall, predominant and dual concerns emerge about the money being spent on interpreting 

services and the quality and reliability of services being provided in return, but limited concern 

is found for the impact of poor services on the District Court in terms of access to justice. 

Having created a theoretical framework using Garland's Culture of Control, this thesis finds 

little  evidence that the implementation of interpreting services is affected by such a culture of 

control; while certain trends that have affected other parts of the criminal justice system are 

also evident in the provision of services, services and access to justice are most affected by the 

characteristics of the District Court, by the language ideology of Irish judges, and, potentially, 

by increasing European protection of the right to an interpreter.

However, it is found that there is a differential in the processing of LEP defendants; certain 

parts of the case are routinely not interpreted, and poor interpreting, inefficient court 

practices, and not being Irish may disproportionately impact on particular parts of the case, 

such as the bail process, and affect how a defendant is perceived by the court. Although it is 

d ifficult to say whether or how this impacts on the sentence or the granting of bail, this thesis 

finds that a case can be made linking language and interpreting issues, at least on some level, 

w ith the growing number of non-Irish committals to Irish prisons.
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Introduction
"Come, come -English. Swear him to l<now whether he does not understand 

English. Can you speak English, fe llow ?"

"Not a word, plase your honour.

Taken from  the Irish novel 'The Collegians', the scene is an early 19'^ century Irish court in 

which Phil Naughten, an Irish speaker, feigns ignorance of English and frustrates the court w ith 

his halting words and simple demeanour. Not a theme confined to fiction, Waldron documents 

the murder trial o f five members of a family in Maamtrasna, Co. Mayo, for which Myles Joyce 

was tried and hanged. One of the key witnesses "would not answer when asked did he speak 

English -  a well-known ploy in courtrooms. Many non-English speakers could understand it 

adequately, but to think out their replies while the interpreter was translating, they feigned 

total ignorance".^ MacCabe's study of Mayo petty sessions in the early 19th century found 

magistrates growing impatient w ith such ploys, and notes that after the early 1830s 

interpreters were used grudgingly to hear prosecutions through Irish, if at all.^

Eanna Hickey, who analysed these examples as well as a range of anecdotes, oral stories, 

travel books, fiction and popular sayings, found two opposing stereotypes of those using Irish 

language interpreters in courts under British rule, the first being one of downtrodden peasants 

oppressed by laws of which they were ignorant and suffering the 'crippling handicap' of lacking 

fluency in the English language.'* While this stereotype was often evident in Irish nationalist 

history and literature, some judges also simply accepted that the language o f the court 

presented difficulties for Irish speakers. In R. v. Burke^ a key defence witness was sworn in and 

examined through an interpreter; though he claimed not to speak English, this was challenged 

by two witnesses who said he had spoken to them and sung a song -  both in English. Of seven 

judges, four deemed the evidence inadmissible, w ith the leading judgment stating:

'  G, Griffin, Tine collegians (N ew  Yorl</London: Garland, 1979) a t 3 79 -8 0
 ̂J. W ald ro n , M aam strasna: The m urders and the  m ystery (Dublin: Edmund Burke Publisher, 1993)

 ̂D. M cCabe, M agistrates, peasants and the p e tty  sessions courts: M ayo  182 3 -5 0 , V Cathair na M a rt 45  (1985) at 49  

'' E. Hickey, Irish law and lawyers in m odern folk trad ition  (Cork: Four Courts Press in association w ith The Irish Legal 
History Society, 1999) a t 20-21  citing Leon Uris, Trin ity (London: Deutsch, 1976)
^ R . V Burl<e [1858] 8 Cox C.C. 44
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"I apprehend it is perfectly possible that the witness was actuated by an 

honest motive in wishing to be examined in Irish. He may have wished to 

express himself in the language which he knew best, in which he could most 

clearly express his thoughts, (...) and certainly if every lady who sings an 

Italian song is to be taken on that account to  have a perfect knowledge of 

the Italian language, I can only say that a great number of ladies may very 

easily find themselves placed in a very unpleasant position indeed."

The second stereotype was one of fearless, manipulative peasants with a passion fo r the court 

and an innate understanding of how to exploit the system; 'extrovert' witnesses who avoided 

direct answers in a "whelter of rhetoric and skilful wordplay", and 'in trovert' witnesses who 

said nothing or very little  as "[i]gnorance of law and language was easily feigned and could 

form a most effective, if less entertaining, barrier between the court and the truth."® Having to 

find interpreters caused delays and the confusion between interpreter, witness, lawyers and 

judge created "windows of ambiguity which might be profitably exploited w ithout the risk of 

damning one's soul in perjury."^ Ni Dhonnachadha has found that interpreters were present at

a great number of important trials throughout Irish history, and that while defendants or

witnesses tended to consider interpreters an asset, judges traditionally viewed them as rogues 

who would not obey their oath but who did not have any outright effect on proceedings.®

Many issues described here broadly represent common themes in the current literature on 

court interpreting, including distrust of interpreters and of claims to need interpreters, the 

language barrier for non-native speakers, and interpreting as intrusive but of no great 

consequence. In fact Nf Dhonnachadha's latter observation mirrors the popular current theory 

that courts tend to perceive interpreters as a 'necessary evil', while for defendants they often 

represent a 'saviour'.® However, although interpreters have clearly played an important and 

perhaps emotive part in the history of courts in Ireland, we know little  about court 

interpreting in the courts o f today. There is a body of Irish case-law related to the rights of 

Irish speakers to use that language in court, and debate has largely centred on the implications 

of Article 8 of the Constitution (that either Irish or English can be used for official purposes).

 ̂ E. Hickey, Irish law  and lawyers in m odern folk tradition (1999) a t  94  

 ̂ E. Hickey, Irish law  and lawyers in m odern folk tradition (1999) a t 95
® M . ni Dhonnachadha, Irish language interpreting in the courts since the  1850s, Unpublished iVlA Thesis, DCU 

(2000)

® 'Necessary evil' was used by J, H erbert in Manual de I'in terprete  (The In terpreter's  Handbook)(Geneva: Librairie 

de I'Universite, 1952) while R. M orris has w ritten  widely about this and th e  opposing perception o f th e  defendant; 
see e.g. The gum syndrom e, 6(1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999). Discussed in Chapter Tw o
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However, the immigration trends of the last fifteen years or so have changed the linguistic 

landscape of the courts system, and as significant numbers of defendants w ith limited English 

proficiency (LEP) -  and almost certainly no Irish language skills -  appear before the courts, the 

issues of language and interpreting that Irish courts have to deal w ith are on a far greater and 

more complex scale than ever before.

In terms of immigration, between 2000 and 2007 approximately 600,000 people are recorded 

as having immigrated to Ireland. The 2006 census recorded 419,733 people from 188 different 

countries living in Ireland, making up around 11% of the p o p u la t io n .W h ile  no statistics are 

available fo r the numbers of LEP defendants appearing in court, in 2007 Riordan, a judge in the 

District Court, estimated that up to 20% of daily appearances involved 'foreign offenders'.“  

The sudden and exponential growth in spending by the Courts Service on translation and 

interpreting services is another indication o f this growth; this rose from €103,000 in 2000 to 

around €2.7m in 2007.^^ The diversity of immigration is reflected in the numbers of d ifferent 

languages and dialects requested and provided in courts: up until 2007 the Courts Service put 

this at 210, though the official figures given by the contracted interpreting agency in 2007 and 

2008 were 75 and 71 languages respectively; in 2008 -  the last year fo r which any information 

on interpreting is available from the Courts service - 10,000 requests were made for an 

interpreter, and Polish, Romanian, Lithuanian, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Latvian, Portuguese 

and French, Czech and Arabic were the languages most often requested.

It is unclear from the seemingly drastic drop in the number of languages being requested at 

the peak of the immigration trend whether the number of languages was originally over

estimated, the heterogeneity of immigrants suddenly decreased, dialects were omitted from 

latter counts, or whether some languages and dialects were perhaps catered for by different 

agencies. The number of requests also fails to tell us much; many courts had (and have) 

interpreters for the most common languages present throughout all sittings, and interpreters 

requested fo r one case are likely to interpret fo r one or a number of other cases while at 

court, meaning that in many cases an interpreter is present w ithout having been requested. It 

also fails to tell us how many LEP defendants were in court without interpreters. The few 

available statistics, then, tell us very little, and their vague nature is indicative of the little  that

82%  o f these w ere from  ten countries: China, G erm any, Latvia, Lithuania, Nigeria, Poland, UK, USA. In form ation  

from  CSO, Census 2006: Non-Irish nationals living in Ireland, available at
h ttp ://w w w .cs0.ie /census/docum ents/PA RT% 201% 20NO N% 20IR ISH% 20NA TI0N A LS% 20LIV IN G % 20IN% 20IR ELA ND . 
pdf

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institu te  Journal 95 (2007)
Irish Translators and In terpreters Bulletin, January 2008
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is known about the  top ic  m ore generally. Consider tha t newspaper articles have variously 

reported the num ber o f languages being in te rpre ted  in courts as 120 (a m isp rin t? )/^  57 (an 

agency)/'' 175 (another misprint?)^^ and the 167 or 200 languages used in the Republic/® and 

the confusion increases, in part due to  apparent carelessness w ith  the  little  in fo rm a tion  tha t is 

available.

Research on LEP defendants in Ireland

In academic terms, only tw o  articles have looked at the issue o f LEP defendants in Irish courts; 

Bacik's "Breaking the  Language Barrier: Access to  Justice in the New Ireland" and Riordan's 

"Im m igrants in the Crim inal Courts", both from  2007. Riordan provides us w ith  a personal and 

som ewhat negative perspective on how  the  increased numbers o f im m igrants and LEP 

im m igrants are im pacting on the system; changes include longer sittings, higher costs due to 

in terpreting, delays caused by an alleged reluctance o f 'fo re ign offenders' to  plead guilty, and 

the court's  'persistent d ilem m a' in deciding when an in te rp re te r is n e ce ssa ry .E q u a lly , he 

points to  the  strong possibility tha t non-English speaking defendants are subject to  a 

sentencing d iffe ren tia l due to  real o r perceived language b a rr ie rs /*  Bacik also looks at 

language barriers bu t from  the perspective o f the  defendant's righ t to  access justice; she 

discusses the  im portance o f tra ined and professional in terpreters, and looks at the 

in te rnationa l, regional and developing EU fram ew ork of the  right to  an in te rp re te r before 

considering Irish law and practice, where she identifies a num ber o f key defects in an 

'unsatisfactory ' system.

Both articles were w ritte n  at the peak o f the im m igration flow , and as the Courts Service had 

jus t contracted ou t all transla tion and in te rpre ting  to  a sole service provider, Lionbridge. Bacik 

found it unacceptable th a t services were being fu lly  delegated to  a private agency w ith  no 

public accountability, she identified po tentia lly  serious flaws in the  tender and the 

privatisation more generally, and found the lack o f a tten tion  being paid to  an issue o f such 

im portance "inexcusable"/®  yet in terest in and com m ent on the  issue since then has remained 

a lm ost exclusively the  reserve o f the  Irish Translators and Interpreters Association (ITIA), w ith

Felle, € 55 0 ,0 0 0  payout fo r  court in terpreters, Irish Independent, 17 August 2005  

R. Riegel, Transiator shortage causes tiavoc in court scheduies, Irish Independent, 14 M ay  2001  

M . Tighe, In terpreters in court pay  row , Irish Times, 29 M arch 2009
C. O 'Brien, A re we iost in translation?, Irish Times, 4 April 2006; M . Tighe, In terpreters in court pay  row  (2009) 
Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95 (2007)
European Convention fo r th e  Protection o f Hum an Rights and Fundam ental Freedom s art. 5 (2), Nov. 4, 1950, 213  

U.N.T.S. 221, 226  (entered  into force Sept. 3, 1953) [henceforth ECHR]
I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ire land, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 109 

(2007)
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sporadic contributions by the media. The tw o academic articles identify important aspects of 

the current system of court interpreting, and highlight not only the impact on the criminal 

justice system and barriers to justice fo r defendants w ith limited English proficiency, but also 

the almost complete lack of interest in the area and the fact that much of what is known is 

anecdotal and speculative.

Aims and objectives

The aim of this thesis is to address the gap in what is known about LEP defendants in Irish 

courts. Specifically it looks at the District Court; as the court that deals with the vast majority 

of criminal offences, it must also be the court that deals w ith the largest number of LEP 

defendants. The point of departure of the thesis is three-pronged:

•  It has been demonstrated that interpreting can have a significant impact on court 

proceedings, yet the importance and complexity of the interpreting process is rarely 

acknowledged. In the worst case scenario, serious miscarriages of justice can occur as, 

fo r example, in the seminal English case, Iqbal Begum:^° in 1991 Mrs. Begum, having 

killed her husband from an arranged marriage after years of abuse, pleaded guilty to 

murder w ithout understanding or appreciating the difference between this and 

manslaughter, and then sat silently throughout her trial. The reason: she did not 

understand the interpreter, who did not speak the same language as her. Although 

years later it was pronounced "beyond the understanding" o f the appeal court that 

this possibility had never occurred to anybody and her conviction was quashed, Mrs. 

Begum later killed herself.

• Every person charged w ith a criminal offence has the right to a fair trial, and anybody 

that cannot speak or understand the language of the court has the right to an 

interpreter. It was held in Begum, and on several occasions by the European Court of 

Human Rights (ECtHR),^^ that the interpreter should also be competent, and in general 

the right involves more than simple provision.

Iqbal Begum [1991] 93 Cr. App. R. 96 at 101
See Cuscani v UK, App. No. 32771/96, 36 E.H.R.R. 2 (Sep. 24, 2002); Brozicek v Italy, App. No. 10964/84, 23 Eur. 

Ct. H. R. (Dec. 19, 1989); Kamasinski v Austria, App, No. 9783/82, 168 Eur. Ct, H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989); Gungor 
V Germany (dec.), App. No, 31540/96, (M ay 17, 2001); Hermi v  Italy, App, No, 18114/02 (Oct, 18, 2006)
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•  A large number of LEP defendants are and have been appearing before the Irish 

District Court, yet the preliminary evidence provided by Bacik, the ITIA and some 

media reports suggests that there are some very serious flaws in the current system. 

Anecdotally, fo r example, reports have emerged of interpreters going on dates with 

murder suspects and later interpreting for witnesses at trial;^^ illegal immigrants 

interpreting fo r the Gardai';^^ judges refusing to provide interpreters;^'’ interpreters 

lacking basic vocabulary;^^ and interpreters failing to convey vital information to 

suspects.^® Many more systemic problems have also been identified, such as the lack 

of qualifications and training among court interpreters, and the absence of guidelines, 

accreditation, ethical codes, monitoring and policy.

It is thus asserted that despite the lack of interest the topic has engendered, this is an 

increasingly important area with implications fo r the workload and procedures of courts, for 

access to justice and due process rights, and for the criminal justice system more broadly, as 

the statistics provided by the Irish Prison Service suggest a consistently high presence of non- 

Irish nationals in Irish prisons. Like the immigration trend, this peaked in 2007 when one third 

of all those committed were non-Irish; this fell to just under 30% in 2008 and to 24% in 2009, 

but removing those committed under immigration laws (37% in 2007, 22% in 2009), the 

number of non-Irish persons committed to prison under sentence or on remand actually 

increased in 2009, and remains comparable with 2007.^^ There is no way of knowing how 

many of those committed would have needed an interpreter in court, but 90% of non-Irish 

nationals, or 22% of all those committed to  prison in 2009, fo r example, were from non- 

English speaking countries;^® statistics are based on nationality and grouped in broad 

categories, so do not allow identification of those from Anglophone countries, or non-English 

speakers from English-speaking countries, but a very broad estimate of those committed with 

potentially limited English proficiency might be somewhere between 15 and 20%.

C. Coulter, The trials o f  foreigners translate into a difficulty, 10 M arch 2003
C. Lally, In terp re ter system p o o r -G R A , Irish Times, 29 April 2009
Judge refuses to appo in t translator f o r  m an accused o f  handling stolen phone, Irish Independent, 28 July 2005; 

Galway Advertiser, 11 January 2 007  IN ITIA Submission on the  Courts Service S tatem ent o f Strategy 2 00 8 -2 01 1  

(2008) at 11
Judge dismisses 'incom petent' Polish translators, Irish Examiner, 12 O ctober 2007
C. Coulter, Time to look a t  Garda rules fo r  non-nationals, Irish Times, 4 M arch 2003; Galway Advertiser, 2 M ay  

2008 IN ITIA Submission on th e  Courts Service S ta tem ent o f S trategy 2 00 8 -2 01 1  (2008) at 3
20%  in 2007 , and 19%  in 2009; recent reports do not provide a breakdown o f com m ittals by sentence and 

rem and for non-Irish people
English-speaking countries being defined as the UK, the  US, Australasia as per these statistics. This includes those  

com m itted under im m igration laws as the  statistics only provide a break-dow n by nationality  fo r persons 

com m itted , and not fo r im m igration offences.
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However, if interest in the topic was limited at the height of imnnigration (and o f spending on 

interpreting and translation services), it seems now to have disappeared from  the agenda; the 

2008-2011 Strategic Plan and the 2009 Annual Report of the Courts Service fail to make any 

reference to interpreting services; the previous Strategic Plan made a (minimum) commitment 

to continue to provide interpreters in courts, and Annuals Reports since 2002 have included 

(minimal) information on interpreting costs, demand for services, languages requested, and 

usually some (minimal) commentary acknowledging that courts are dealing w ith increased 

diversity. The absence of commentary in the 2009 report is therefore conspicuous, and its 

implications unclear. An impression is created that interpreting is no longer an issue for the 

courts, and this ties in w ith the prevalent perception that immigrants are 'going home' in ever 

increasing numbers; an image fuelled at least in part by media coverage of a 'huge exodus', 

'sharp drops', and plunging numbers of immigrants driven away by the recession.^®

CSO estimates and other sources, however, suggest that while the makeup of the immigrant 

population may have changed, it has not disappeared. In 2009 Ireland became a country of net 

emigration again fo r the first time since 1995 as immigration levels fell substantially^° and non- 

Irish emigration rose.^^ In 2010 overall emigration levels increased again but fewer non-Irish 

people left, and although the non-Irish population has fallen slightly since its highest point in 

2008, it remained, in April 2010, at an estimated 487,933 or almost 11% of the population, just 

slightly less than the 11% in 2007 and 11.7% in 2008. The downturn in immigration clearly 

does not equate to the disappearance of immigrant groups, and the Immigrant Council of 

Ireland, fo r example, has recently said that despite the prevalence of a 'going home' rhetoric, 

demand fo r their services has remained consistently high, demonstrating that many migrants 

have made a home in Ireland.

The recent accession states^^ have contributed most highly to the growth in immigration, as 

well as to the emigration trends o f non-Irish people, yet there has also been a net growth in 

the population of this group. Looking specifically at the situation of Polish migrants in Post- 

Celtic Tiger Ireland, Krings et al. find that in spite o f the impression promulgated by the media

F, Black, Im m igrants  leaving in thousar^ds: applications f o r  PPS numbers by fore ign  nationals p lunge, Irish 

Independent, 24  Decem ber 2009; K. Doyle, 1 0 0 ,00 0  workers leave Ire land  as pressure on jobs grows. H erald.ie, 29  

D ecem ber 2 008
1 09 ,50 0  in 2007 , 3 0 ,8 00  in 2010; year ending April, CSO, Population and M igration Estimates, April 2010
From 2 9 ,1 00  in 2007 to  4 6 ,7 00  in 2009; CSO, Population and M igration Estimates, April 2010
Im m igrant Council o f Ireland, Press Release: Level o f callers to  ICI does not support rhetoric o f migrants 'going 

hom e', 16 July 2010
2 00 4  Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, M a lta , Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia; 2 007  Bulgaria 

and Romania
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that immigrations from these states "are on their way out", the situation involves more than 

simple economics/'* Their assertion is that, although it is too early for definite conclusions, 

while some migrants are likely to leave - particularly those hit by the recession and who saw 

employment in Ireland as temporary, many others have reason to, and are likely to remain. 

While the future may be uncertain, many remain employed, and welfare entitlements insulate 

these migrants against destitution in the case of job loss. Finally, there is evidence that social 

networks have started to become more important than (economic) push and pull factors as 

migrants reach later stages of the migration process. Interestingly, they suggest that those 

likely to stay will have acquired relevant work experience and 'sufficient' English proficiency.^^

Indeed, not all immigrants will have difficulties speaking English; fo r example, the UK and the 

US represented two of the ten biggest non-Irish groups in the 2006 census, and is also to be 

supposed that other immigrants, like Krings et al. suggest, w ill have acquired varying degrees 

of proficiency in English. Nothing is really known, however, about the language proficiency of 

immigrants currently in Ireland, and it is widely acknowledged that the English 'sufficient' to 

survive in day-to-day life or, fo r example, in low-level service industry jobs, is not sufficient to 

understand and participate in court if charged with a criminal offence. The Courts Service 

acknowledges that for ordinary members of the public the language of the legal system is an 

"obvious block" to understanding the "rules that dictate the practice and procedure o f all 

courts";^® the challenge to those w ith  limited English and little  or no understanding of how the 

justice system functions must be far greater. The Law Society of Ireland has noted tha t the 

right to an interpreter is gaining importance "as the population of non-nationals residing in 

Ireland is growing",^^ and Riordan considers that changes resulting from the increased 

immigrant and LEP presence involve a 'permanent shift' in how the District Court is run. 

Perhaps most significantly, O'Malley's 2009 'The Criminal Process' contains a full chapter 

dedicated to language issues, the first half of which looks at the right to an interpreter in Irish 

courts fo r those w ithout fluency in English or Irish, while the second part focuses on the Irish 

language.

Up to 1 ,3 0 0  Poles leaving Ireland every week, Irish Independent, 8 D ecem ber 2008; 3 ,0 0 0  Poles leave Ire land  

every m onth, Sunday Tribune, 18 January 2009  

T. Krings, A, Bobek, E. M oriarty , J. Salamonska &  J. W ickham , M ig ratio n  and  recession: Polish m igrants in post- 

Celtic Tiger Ire land, 14 (2 ) Sociological Research Online (2009)
Courts Service Annual Report 2005  

”  Law Society o f Ireland hum an rights law m anual (B. M oria rty  & A. M ooney C otter, eds.)(Oxford: Oxford University  

Press, 2004)
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The Research Questions and Design

The objective o f the thesis is to address the gap in knowledge around linnited English proficient 

defendants in the District Court.

•  The firs t objective is to find out and describe what happens when an LEP defendant

connes before the District Court: while there has been some comment on the services 

being provided generally, little  is !<nown about courtroom procedure and protocol in 

processing LEP defendants.

•  The second question is whether or not LEP defendants are able to access justice fairly

and on an equal basis with English speakers: what does the right to an interpreter

entail beyond mere provision, and how is it understood and implemented in Irish 

courts?

• The th ird  question asks what the impact of the increase in LEP defendants is and has 

been on the District Court: Riordan's comments suggest that the experience has been 

a negative one that has put additional strain on the system; the lack of commentary by 

the Courts Service suggests that interpreting may no longer be considered an issue or 

relevant; and Prison Service statistics suggest non-Irish people may be imprisoned 

disproportionately.

As there is little  existing empirical research on the topic, and little  is known in relation to the 

research questions being posed, the research design of this study is necessarily exploratory, 

and a number o f methods are used in an e ffort to answer the questions as fu lly and reliably as 

possible.

First, ethnographic non-participant observation was carried out in a number of District courts 

inside and outside Dublin; over the course of seven months hundreds of interpreted (and 

monolingual) cases were observed and qualitatively analysed in an e ffort to address the 

speculative and anecdotal nature of what is known about interpreting in Irish courts. The 

observation was supplemented with eighteen semi-structured interviews carried out w ith key 

participants in the interpreted District Court case: interpreters and solicitors/barristers. The 

interviews addressed a range of issues including the experiences o f working w ith 

interpreters/in court/w ith  LEP defendants; perceptions of the interpreter's role, interpreting
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standards and quality; challenges faced in LEP cases; and attitudes towards LEP defendants. 

Both methods supported the exploratory nature of the research; the senni-structured nature 

o f the interviews led to the introduction of issues not previously identified as relevant, while 

the observation led to a widening of the data collection to include the language of the District 

Court more generally, as it was found to be intrinsic to understanding interpreting matters, 

and connections were also identified between interpreting and other District Court 

characteristics that had not been anticipated.

A legal analysis of the right to an interpreter is also carried out: relevant case-law in Ireland as 

well as the comments and judgments of the Human Rights Committee, the European Court of 

Human Rights, and a number of leading common-law judgments are considered in an effort to 

understand what an LEP defendant in an Irish court may be entitled to. Specific consideration 

is given to entitlement, payment, quality and competence, content to be interpreted, as well 

as the new EU Directive on the right to interpretation and translation in criminal proceedings. 

Irish cases are explored more broadly to assess the extent to which interpreting issues have 

been addressed by courts, and to discern the attitudes of judges to issues that have arisen.

Finally, a review of relevant, existing documentation is undertaken; there is a significant 

amount of information contained in the reports of various bodies, and a small number of 

relevant studies in the field have been carried out. These, and the articles mentioned above, 

are analysed in conjunction w ith a qualitative content analysis of newspaper articles that 

appeared in tw o mainstream newspapers (the Irish Times and the Irish Independent) between 

2000 and 2010. This methodology consolidates existing documentation fo r the first time to 

form a picture of what is known - or alleged - about interpreting services in Irish courts.

Layout of the thesis

This thesis begins w ith a review of relevant criminological literature. As the research topic is 

located in the criminal justice system and addresses wider criminological issues. Garland's 'The 

culture of control: crime and social order in contemporary society'^* is taken as a starting point 

from which to consider various trends identified as relating to modern criminal justice 

systems, and the extent to which these developments can be said to apply in the Irish context. 

The aim is to create a framework through which to consider the position of an LEP defendant

D. Garland, The culture o f control: crime and social order in contem porary society (Oxford: Oxford University  

Press, 2001)
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in the system, and to explore how and if a culture of control impacts on one aspect of the 

criminal justice system: the provision of interpreting services in court. As such, the chapter 

considers five specific trends that represent, or are deduced from  the indices of change 

identified in Garland's Culture of Control, and these are: increased punitiveness and control, 

the changing nature o f the criminal justice system, the politicization and populism o f crime, 

decreasing concern for due process, and 'otherness' in the system.

A review o f literature on legal language and court interpreting follows, the aim of which is to 

explore what is known about the structure of legal language, its role in courtroom 

proceedings, and its potential impact on the outcome of court proceedings. Interpreting 

literature, heavily based on studies of language more generally, is then reviewed with a 

particular focus on how assessment of the need fo r interpreters and assigning them is dealt 

w ith; the interpreter's role in criminal proceedings and how interpreters are perceived by 

courts; and finally how studies have found interpreting to impact on, influence and alter 

courtroom proceedings.

Chapter Three contains the legal analysis o f the right an interpreter in Ireland; sources of the 

right, including an analysis of the number o f Irish cases containing the term 'in terpreter', are 

considered in the firs t section, while the second section looks at the substance of the right, 

including the issues of payment, entitlement to an interpreter, what should be interpreted, 

quality and competence, and the new EU Directive on the rights to interpretation and 

translation in criminal proceedings.

Chapter Four contains the review of documentation and media content analysis; it looks at 

how various sources have documented the provision and quality of, and the need for 

interpreting services since 2001. The research design and methodology is outlined, described 

and explained in detail in Chapter Five. The firs t part of the chapter deals w ith the preliminary 

details of the study: choice o f terminology, choice of the District Court as the research context, 

the multi-disciplinary framework of the study and the research questions. The second part 

details the research design and explains the choice of methodology, while the third part 

explains the preparation phase of the fieldwork: ethical issues, how the District Courts were 

chosen and how interviewees were sourced. The fourth section describes the data collection 

phase including its challenges and limitations, while data analysis is outlined in the final 

section.
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The final three chapters discuss the findings of the ethnographic observation and interviews, 

providing a detailed account of language and interpreting in Ireland's District Court. Chapter 

Six looks at District Court language: its principal characteristics, how language is used by 

participants, and language in action, for which a set of linguistic units is created that largely 

parallel the process by which a case nnoves through the system. Chapter Seven describes 

interpreting processes in the District Court: firstly exploring how the court assesses language 

proficiency and assigns interpreters, and secondly considering the work of the interpreter, 

including the ir role and the challenges they face; in addition, a typology is created that 

identifies five different types o f interpreters working in the District Court according to their 

work patterns. Chapter Eight considers from a practical perspective how interpreting impacts 

on the District Court and the LEP defendant's ability to access justice. In the first part it 

considers attitudes to interpreters and their place in court, delays caused by interpreting, and 

the relevance of the solicitor/barrister in an interpreted case. The second part of the chapter 

revisits the linguistic units o f the case and considers how these differ (or don't) in an 

interpreted/LEP case. At the end of these three chapters, and preceding the Conclusion, a final 

section will use the analysis of interpreting in Irish courts to consider the right to an 

interpreter from  a practical perspective and in light o f the new EU Directive on the rights to 

translation and interpretation in criminal proceedings.

In the final chapter I conclude my thesis. A summary of findings considers how my research 

makes an original and appreciable contribution to  knowledge, which is followed by a 

discussion of the methodological and theoretical contributions of the thesis.
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Chapter One: Controlling Crime and 
Punishment

Introduction

Jus t ice  is n o t  a s ta tic  co n cep t ,  n o r  a re  t h e  c o n c e p t s  o f  c r im e  an d  p u n is h m e n t .  The criminal 

ju s t ice  sy s te m  d o e s  n o t  exist in a v acu u m , and  its va lues ,  a im s an d  ob jec t ives  c h a n g e  ov e r  t im e  

an d  accord ing  to  t h e  social,  eco n o m ic ,  cultura l political and ,  increasingly , techno log ica l  

d e v e lo p m e n ts  o f  a socie ty . O ver t h e  last fo r ty  yea rs ,  d ra m a t ic  c h a n g e s  to  t h e  criminological 

la n d s c a p e  have  b e e n  identif ied , a l th o u g h  t h e r e  isn ' t  a lw ays  a g r e e m e n t  on  w h a t  t h e s e  ch a n g e s  

enta i l ,  w h e re  t h e y  a re  re levan t ,  o r  w h a t  th e i r  c a u se s  an d  im plica tions  are .  In G ar land 's  (2001) 

sem ina l  w ork  'The cu l tu re  o f  con tro l:  c r im e  an d  social o r d e r  in c o n te m p o ra r y  society ' ,^  he  

e x a m in e s  th e  evolving field o f  criminal ju s t ice  in t h e  UK and  th e  US in an  a t t e m p t  to  d e v e lo p  a 

"critical u n d e r s ta n d in g  of prac t ices  and  d is co u rse s  o f  c r im e  contro l" ;^  h e  ex a m in e s  t h e  h is to ry  

and  fo rce s  b e h in d  chang ing  a s s u m p t io n s  in p ro ced u ra l  and  su b s ta n t iv e  jus t ice  f ro m  th e  1 97 0s  

o n w a rd s  an d  w hich  a re  co n tinu in g  to  evo lve  to d a y .  G arland  th e o r iz e s  a 'co m p le x  and  

co n trad ic to ry '  field o f  cr im e co n tro l  w h e r e  increasingly  pun it ive  a t t i tu d e s  to  c r im e an d  

p u n i s h m e n t  a r ise  fro m  and  a re  p e r p e t u a t e d  by m a jo r  social an d  e c o n o m ic  u ph eav a ls ,  n e w  

te c h n o lo g ie s  a n d  th e  rise o f  t h e  m ass  m ed ia ,  t h e  poli tic ization o f  crim e, th e  rise o f  th e  victim 

and  public p ro tec t io n ,  and  a n e w  focus  on  risk a s s e s s m e n t  an d  co s t -e f fec t iv e n e ss ,  and  w h e re  

rehab ili ta t ive  im p u lses  a re  rep laced  by incapa c i to ry  an d  d e t e r r e n t  t e n d e n c ie s  in t h e  s ea rch  to  

co n tro l  w h a t  soc ie ty  perce ives  -  o r  is led to  p e rce ive  -  as increas ing  c h a o s  an d  d iso rder .

Critics o f  G a r la n d 's  th e o r y  h a v e  s u g g e s te d  a l te rn a t iv e s  to  expla in  'm a s s  im p r i so n m e n t '  in th e  

US, an d  m an y  h av e  su b m i t te d  th a t  e x p la n a t io n s  o f  pena l  p rac t ices  a re  necessar ily  d e p e n d e n t  

on  t h e  local, r a th e r  th a n  being  exp la inab le  th r o u g h  global d e v e lo p m e n ts .  Tonry, fo r  exam ple ,  

a rg u e s  t h a t  " th e  in s u p e rab le  difficulty" o f  G a r lan d 's  claim is t h a t  w hile  t h e  'c ausa l '  

d e v e lo p m e n ts  h e  iden t if ies  can  be  gen e ra l is e d  acro ss  w e s te r n  co u n tr ie s ,  policy t r e n d s  and  

im p r i s o n m e n t  ra te s  c a n n o t  be  e xp la ined  by ge n e ra l  fo rces  o f  g lobal iza t ion  o r  th e  

c o n d i t io n s /c r i se s  of late m od ern ity ;  a ckn ow led g in g  th e  v a lue  o f  ana ly se s  in a re a s  o f  in com e  

inequality ,  w elfa re ,  g o v e rn m e n t  s t ru c tu r e s  a n d  t ru s t ,  and  so on, Tonry  su g g es ts  fou r  in t e r 

c o n n e c te d  fac to rs  w hich "go a long w ay" t o  exp la in ing  c u r r e n t  p e na l  policies in th e  US: a 

'p a ra n o id  s ty le '  o f  politics w h e re  th in gs  a r e  abso lu te ly  goo d  o r  ab so lu te ly  evil a n d  w hich

'  D, G ar land ,  The  c u l tu re  o f  contro l:  c r im e  an d  social o r d e r  in c o n t e m p o r a r y  soc ie ty  (Oxford: Oxford  Univers ity  
Press,  2001)
 ̂D. G ar land ,  The  c u l tu re  o f  contro l:  c r im e  a n d  social o r d e r  in c o n t e m p o r a r y  socie ty  (2001) a t  160
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Republic rhetoric (re-)made mainstream in the 1970s; Protestant fundamentalism and 

intolerance which has culminated in a modern moralistic crusade against drugs and crime; a 

Constitutional structure which is outdated and acts as a buffer fo r "short-term  emotion and 

popular sentiment"; and the recent use of crime and violence as code words for race to ensure 

the continuation of the historical racial d iv ide / Other critics have taken issue w ith particular 

aspects of the theory, such as the basic notion of 'punitiveness', arguing that it lacks credible 

definition and is based on speculative claims that obscure the reality of modern crime 

control;'* or w ith neglect of, fo r example, a more focussed gender- or race-based approach^ a 

neglect of the role of politics®, or insufficient consideration of 'tempering' factors such as 

human rights that are vital to understanding difference in current penal and criminological 

po licy/

As Garland himself has acknowledged, this criticism has proved useful in evolving, refining and 

adding to the debate, but recognising that "each national pattern will of course be unique" 

and that in every context there are influential, restrictive forces, he also has also reiterated the 

usefulness o f using the Culture of Control to conduct further investigation,® and the concepts 

and indices of change that he identifies can be usefully applied in such an undertaking, bearing 

in mind relevant criticisms and developments (since 2001 many of the contexts identified by 

Garland have evolved considerably). If, taken as a whole, his concepts do not wholly explain 

rising US incarceration levels, and if he does not make explicit every relevant social and 

economic development, and neglects or underplays the significance of some perspectives, the 

Culture of Control nonetheless remains a valid and credible heuristic instrument by which to 

examine -  w ith due precaution -  the Irish criminological landscape.

From being a low-crime country where in 1958 only 369 people were being held in Irish 

prisons and prisons were being closed down, Ireland has become a country w ith a prison

 ̂M , Tonry, Explanations o f  Am erican punishm ent policies, 11(3) Punishm ent and Society 377  (2009)
See e.g. R. M a tth ew s , The m yth  o f punitiveness, 9 Theoretical Criminology 175 (2005)

 ̂ See e.g. L. Gelsthorpe, Back to basics in crime control: weaving in wom en  7 (2) Critical Review o f In ternational 
Social and Political Philosophy 73 (2004); B. W estern , Punishment and inequality in America (N ew  York: R. Sage 

Foundation, 2006)
 ̂ L. Loader & R. Sparks, For a historical sociology o f  crime policy in England and Wales since 196 8 , 7 (2) Critical 

Review o f In ternational Social and Political Philosophy 5 (2004)
 ̂S. Snacken, Resisting punitiveness in Europe?, 14 Theoretical Criminology 273 (2010); J.Q W h itm an , Harsh Justice: 

criminal punishm ent and the w idening divide betw een America and Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003)
* D. Garland, Beyond the culture o f  control, 7 (2) Critical Review of In ternational Social and Political Philosophy 160  

(2004)
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population comparable to many of its European neighbours;® w ith 4 ,4 9 l“  in prison in July 

2010 (or 93 per 100,000 of the population), the prison population is at an all-time high and 

continuing to rise, and prisons are operating at or above full capacity.“  Although patchy, 

incomplete and inconsistent criminal justice statistics make precision difficult, it has become 

clear that Ireland's growing prison population cannot be explained solely by increases in crime 

rates. Kilcommins et al. use Garland's culture of control theory as an heuristic device to 

examine 'crime, punishment and the search fo r order in Ireland'^^; although they find a culture 

of control to be in a stuttering state overall in Ireland, some evidence of a crime complex and 

Garland's indices of change were identified. This chapter draws on Garland's and Kilcommins 

et al.'s explorations o f a culture of control to inform the consideration o f limited English 

proficient (LEP) immigrants in the Irish criminal justice system.

Essentially, we know very little about non-Irish people in the system whether in terms of how 

many there are, why they are there, or what happens to them, though prison statistics reveal 

that they appear to be overrepresented in Irish prisons. In five areas that are considered 

particularly relevant to the position of LEP immigrants, current trends are analysed in an e ffort 

to create a framework through which to contextualise, and from which to begin a discussion of 

the LEP defendant and the provision of interpreting services in Irish courts. In each area an 

overview of the trends Identified by Garland will be followed by a consideration of the Irish 

context.

•  The firs t area is 'control and punitiveness', where broad consideration is given to the 

rise of a crime complex and punitive ideals.

•  The second area is 'the changing nature of the criminal justice system', including new 

management and the desire fo r cost-effectiveness, an area of particular interest for 

consideration of interpreting service provision.

•  The th ird area deals w ith 'the new emotions of crime' including the role o f the media 

and politicians in influencing public opinion, which may inform the later discussion 

on representations of LEP immigrants and interpreting provision.

 ̂ Such as France and the  Netherlands; it is higher than  the prison population in G erm any. Statistics as of August 
2010; W orld  Prison Population Rates per 100 ,000  o f th e  national population, available at 
h ttp ://c h a rtsb in .co m /v ie w /e q q  

Plus 784  on tem p orary  release 

”  Irish Prison Service Report 2009
S. Kilcommins, I. O 'Donnell, E. O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, punishm ent and the  search for o rder in Ireland  

(Dublin: Institute o f Public A dm inistration, 2004)
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•  The fourth area looks at 'relaxation of concern around due process/human rights', of 

particular interest in relation to the LEP immigrant's due process rights, including the 

right to an interpreter.

•  The fifth  and final area uses Garland's 'criminologies of essentialized differences' to 

examine the implications of a culture of control for m inority and immigrant groups.

Increased punitiveness and controli^

Garland describes the turbulent and unpredictable changes that have occurred in penal policy 

and practice since the 1970s in the US and the UK, when a sustained attack was begun on the 

"faulty, discriminatory and inconsistent" ideals of penal welfarism, and rehabilitation as an aim 

of the criminal justice system.^'* As these -  and the criminal justice system more generally -  

were perceived to be failing, a 'crisis' of penal modernism developed where the belief that 

'nothing works' pervaded. A new field of crime control began to take shape that Garland 

considers to have been profoundly influenced by a range of social, economic, political and 

cultural changes including economic recession and unemployment, new political leadership, 

and the rise of mass media; as images of riots, demonstrations, other violence and street 

crimes were televised to the public, society fe lt -  or part of it was led to feel - increasingly 

under threat, insecure and defensive, thus necessitating order and control of the chaos.

Garland argues that the perception o f crime began to change: while in the era of penal 

welfarism crime had been conceived o f as a social problem, the social causes of which needed 

to be tackled, it came to be viewed once again as a threat to society, something that was 

committed rationally by wicked, opportunistic individuals lacking discipline and self control. 

Response to crime became correspondingly more punitive, and retributive and deterrent 

ideals replaced rehabilitative ones to bring about increased convictions and more severe 

sentences. Repressive tendencies, the open expression of punitive sentiments, and draconian 

legislation became acceptable and the norm, with policies such as 'zero tolerance' and 'three 

strikes' part o f the everyday rhetoric of crime policy. As the belief re-emerges that 'prison 

works' to reduce and prevent crime, exclusionary and get tough attitudes have become an

From Garland's (2001) decline o f the  rehabilitative ideal; rise in punitiveness and expressive justice; return  of 
presum ption th a t prison works, changing criminological thought tow ards theories o f control; 'crisis o f penal 
m odernism ' - theore tica l fa ilu re  o f the  justice system: Kilcommins et al. (2004) dem ise o f rehab ilitation - rise of 
punitiveness; prim acy o f im prisonm ent 

D. Garland, The Culture o f Control: Crime and Social O rder in C ontem porary Society (Oxford: Oxford University  

Press, 2001 ) a t 55
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integral part of contemporary penality/^ prison has been redefined as a mechanism of 

exclusion and control, while probation often involves much more demanding conditions of 

supervision and is seen more as 'punishment in the community' than rehabilitation/® Prison, 

probation and parole officers have reshaped their roles to emphasise monitoring, control and 

risk management over treatment, as tougher policies of deterrence, incapacitation and 

predictive restraint have led to "expressive, exemplary sentencing and mass imprisonment".^^ 

In the US, 748 per 100,000 of the population is in prison, and the figure in England and Wales 

is 154.

The fact that in many other countries incarceration trends continue to  grow w ithout the crime 

trends to justify such growth means that penalization has become "a hot issue in 

contemporary criminology",^® but also a complex one; while certain trends can be generalised, 

the local also inevitably influences crime policy,^® and complexity appears to be increasing as 

insecurity and the 'crisis of modernity' is influenced by new and greater risk factors including 

terrorism and contemporary counter-terrorism frameworks, religious and nationalist 

fundamentalism, and global warming, amongst other factors.^®

In Ireland, despite a crisis in public financing and rising building costs, there is ongoing 

commitment to expanding the prison s y s t e m . I n  fact, Ireland is undergoing what O'Donnell 

calls "the most extensive prison-building programme in the history of the s t a t e " , a n d  it is an 

area, he submits, that seems "insulated from  considerations of cost-e ffectiveness".W hether 

this increase in imprisonment in the Irish context can be explained by the fall in welfarism and

rehabilitative ideals is questionable, however; Kilcommins et al. note that Ireland only began

to embrace the principles of rehabilitation as they began to  decline elsewhere, and the ideals 

of rehabilitation still remain a part of the criminal justice system's rhetoric, at least to some 

extent, though financial and political commitment to the ideal is considered to be

B. Hudson, Understanding justice: an in troduction to  ideas, perspectives and controversies in m odern penal 
theory  (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2003)

B. Hudson, Understanding justice (2003) a t 42 

”  B. Hudson, Understanding justice (2003) a t 156  

W . de Koster, J, van der W aal, P. A chterberg & D. H outm an, The rise o f  the pena l s tate: neo-liberalization or new  

political culture?  48  British Journal o f Criminology 7 2 0  (2008)
For a discussion on how and vi/hy policy is transferred , see e.g. T. New burn &  R. Sparks, Criminal justice and  

political cultures IN Criminal justice and political cultures: national and in ternational dimensions o f crim e control (T. 
New burn &  R. Sparks, eds.)(Oregon, USA: W illan Publishing, 2004 ); T. Jones &  T. N ew burn, Policy transfer and 

criminal justice: exploring US influence over British crim e control policy (M aidenh ead: Open University Press, 2007) 
™ S. W alk late  & G. M ythen , H ow  scared are we?  48  British Journal o f Criminology 209  (2007)

Irish Prison Service Report 2009; see also S. Kilcommins, I, O 'Donnell, E. O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, 
punishm ent and the  search for order in Ireland (Dublin: Institu te o f Public Adm inistration , 2004)

I. O 'Donnell, Crime and  Justice in the  Republic o f Ire land, 2 (1 ) European Journal o f Criminology 99 (2005 ) at 107  

I. O 'D onnell, Crime and justice in the Republic o f  Ire la n d  (2005)
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inconsistent.^'* The welfare state also only emerged In the 1960s with the decline of non-state 

penal institutions like psychiatric hospitals and homes for unmarried mothers, which had 'far- 

reaching control functions', and were part of a 'complementary and interdependent structure 

o f control'. In terms of Imprisonment representing Increased control. It has in fact been 

suggested that when punitiveness is conceptualised more broadly as 'coercive confinement', 

eight times more people were confined In 1951 than in 2002 which suggests a decrease rather 

than an Increase In control w ith modernity.

An increasing orientation towards custody and the primacy of prison Is nonetheless Identified 

in the sentencing patterns of Irish courts; O'Donnell points out that Imprisonment Is used 

more often than probation and community service together,^® and while fines are still 

commonly used as punishment, there has been considerable concern over the imprisonment 

o f fine defaulters, though legislation has been introduced to tackle this I s s u e . A t  the same 

time, consideration o f growth in the prison population must take into account those being 

held In prisons but who have not been convicted o f criminal offences; the numbers being held 

on remand have Increased enormously since the 1996 Constitutional amendment widening 

the circumstances under which ball could be denied, which conflates the figures significantly; 

and those detained under Immigration laws have become an integral element of the system, 

although these have fallen significantly in the last number of years. Taking these categories 

into consideration, O'Donnell suggests that "the pressure to expand is not coming from within 

the criminal justice system."^* In addition, although O'Malley points out that while those 

serving long sentences make up most of the prison population at any given time, most of 

those committed to prisons are fo r short sentences:^® for example those committed for 

periods of under 3 months more than doubled between 2007 and 2009.^° These sentences, It 

is generally accepted, are ineffective both as deterrents and In terms o f rehabilitation. While 

an increasing use of prison is in evidence, it Is unclear if, how and to what extent this relates to 

punitiveness or deterrence.

Kilcommins et al. (2004); The Katherine Howard Foundation and the  Irish Penal Reform  Trust, (2007) The
W h ita ke r C om m ittee  20  Years On: lessons learned or lessons forgotten?

E. O'Sullivan & I. O 'Donnell, Coercive confinem ent in Ireland: the waning o f  a  culture o f  control, punishm ent and
society, 9 (1) The In ternational Journal o f Penology (2007); Kilcommins et al. (2004) a t 76 - 87  

I. O 'D onnell, Crime and  justice in the Republic o f  Ire land  (2005) a t 120  

”  L. Cam pbell, The culture o f  control in Ireland: theorising recent developm ents in crim inal justice, 1 W eb  Journal of 
C urrent Legal Issues (2008)

I. O 'D onnell, Stagnation and  change in Irish penal policy, 47(2 ) The Howard Journal 121 (2008) a t 129  

This changed little in D ecem ber 2009 , except the  la tte r category rose to  27%  (Irish Prison Service Report 2009 ) &  

T. O 'M a lley , Time served: the  im pact o f  sentencing and paro le decisions on the prison population. Paper delivered to  

Irish Penal Reform  Trust, M orrison Hotel, Dublin, June 28, 2010  

2 ,293  to  5 ,750 , Irish Prison Service Reports
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However, Kilcommins et al. detail a move towards a conceptualisation of crime as rational and 

normal and a focus on the offence rather the offender, and Campbell identifies a shift in the 

conceptualisation of offenders; instead of being perceived of as people who have suffered 

hardships and been deprived, increasingly offenders are portrayed as "avaricious and 

rapacious predators or career criminals, or feckless y o u t h s " . A  study by Healy and O'Donnell, 

which analysed 538 cases as reported in local newspapers in 2002 and 2008, also finds that 

judges tend to believe defendants in control of their behaviour, and that they engage in 

"minimal rehabilitative intervention, believing that defendants [are] responsible fo r managing 

their own reform.

Changing nature of crim inal justice system: the community, managerialism and 
cost-effectiveness33

Some o f the responses identified by Garland to the 'new' crime problem involve changes in 

the nature o f the criminal justice system. One major change is the partial relocation of crime 

control from  sole control of the state into the community where a 'responsibilization strategy'. 

Garland submits, creates a sense of duty fo r ordinary people to play their part. 'The new 

criminologies of everyday life' are everyday precautions that involve anticipating crime, 

calculating risks and helping to prevent crime, such as replacing cash w ith credit cards, TV 

cameras on the streets, night buses and car park attendants. Responses can be seen at the 

levels of the individual (revised daily routines to minimize victimization; firearms), the 

household (insurance and community devices; locks and bolts, intruder alarms) and the 

community (neighbourhood watch; gated communities; residential associations). Self-policing 

is encouraged, and 'community policing' moves the focus of crime prevention from the police 

to increased agency and local community involvement.^'* This has signalled the growth of the 

security industry as opposed to the security sector, but it is has also led to the 

commodification of security which can be used for profit by 'fear entrepreneurs'.^^ The idea of 

a pervasive fear of crime, which Garland suggested has not only become a fact of everyday life

L. Cam pbell, The culture o f  control in Ireland: theorising recent developm ents in crim inal Justice (2008)
D, Healy &  I. O 'D onnell, Crime, consequences and court reports, 20(1 ) Irish Criminal Law Journal 2 (2010)
From G arland’s (2001): expanding in frastructure o f crime prevention; com m ercialisation o f crim e control; new  

m anagem ent and w/orking practices throughout system  - emphasis on cost-effective m anagem ent o f risks and 

resources: From Kilcommins et al. (2004 ) diffusion o f crim e control; efficiency o f the  crim inal justice system
H. Kemshall, Crime and  risk IN Risk in social science (P. Taylor-G ooby & J. Zinn, eds.)(O xford: Oxford University  

Press, 2006); J, W ood & C. Shearing, Im agining security (Cullom pton: W illan, 2007)
F. Furedi, The politics o f fear (London: Continuum , 2005)
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but a cause of anxiety fo r some (while others adapt seamlessly), is a highly researched topic, 

though Walklate and Mythen point out that little  is known about how this has actually 

affected people on a day-to-day basis, and how responsibilized people have become in 

reality,^^ and some studies suggest that the fear of crime as affecting the public is 

exaggerated.^*

Crime control has thus been partly relocated to the community, while there has also been a 

move towards privatisation and the outsourcing of parts of the criminal justice system. Justice 

has been further professionalized and rationalised, as management styles and working 

practices have changed; instead of a crime-fighting force delivering 'law and order', police 

forces now mandate themselves as a 'responsive public service' and promise to  deal w ith 

complaints and apply punishments "in a just, efficient and cost-effective way."^® Feeley and 

Simon refer to  an actuarial style of criminal justice, where precaution has become as 

important as response to damage already done,'‘° while rehabilitation -  where it remains - has 

been redefined as targeted intervention to protect the public, manage risk and enhance 

efficient social control,'*^ and as an ideal more generally replaced by the management of risks 

and resources. However, Vaughan notes that risk in 'actuarial justice has not had as dominant 

a reign as feared, or not in the same way; in dealing w ith the supervision of sexual and violent 

offenders, fo r example, Kemshall and Maguire have found that risk-classification may be used 

as a primary step, but the views and assessment of individual professionals continue to play a 

vital role.'*^

While economics as a purpose and function of the criminal justice system cannot be 

considered entirely new - Bentham, for example, considered that accuracy, expedience and 

lack of undue expense were among the main objectives of criminal justice procedure -  a social

For a com prehensive review  see S. Wall<late & G. M ythen , H ow  scared are we?  48  British Journal o f Criminology  

209  (2007)
S. W alklate & G. M ythen , H ow  scared are we?  (2007) a t 212
Jackson and Gray find , fo r exam ple, th a t fear of crim e as a social problem  has been exaggerated; a London-based  

survey showed around a qu arter o f the  sample to be w orried on any level abou t crime; a qu arter o f these fe lt safer 

through taking precautions and did not feel the ir quality  o f life was affected (functional fear); those affected by 

dysfunctional fear th a t a ffected their quality o f life generally had a connection w ith  victim ization. J. Jackson &  E. 
Gray, Functional fe a r  and  public insecurities about crim e, 50 British Journal o f Criminology 1 (2010)

D. Garland, The culture o f control (2001 ) a t 120
M .M . Feeley & J. Simon, The new  penology: notes on the emerging s trategy o f  corrections and its im plications, 30  

Criminology 4 49  (1992)
D. Garland, The culture o f control (2001 ) a t 176
B. Vaughan, The po ten tia l dangers o f  risk analysis fo r  the crim inal justice system , 12(3) Irish Criminal Law Journal 

3 (2002) citing H. Kemshall &  M . M aguire, Public protection, partnership a nd  risk penality: the m u lti-agency  risk 

m anagem ent o f  sexual and  violent offenders  IN Criminal justice, m ental health and th e  politics o f risk (N . Gray, J. 

Laing &  L. Noaks, eds.)(London: Cavendish Publishing Ltd, 2002)
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mentality and lexicon has been replaced by an economic one, where finances are at centre- 

stage in policy decisions, and policy and practice is increasingly viewed and expressed in terms 

of economics and commercialisation. Terms like 'risk factors', 'incentive structures', 'supply 

and demand', 'crime costing' and 'penalty pricing' are commonly used in reference to the 

justice system, where cost-effectiveness, efficiency and public accountability have become 

paramount and are measured and made available through performance indicators, reports 

and strategic plans.''^ The trend is further marked by a move towards 'consumerism' whereby 

the opinion of services users -  overwhelmingly victims -  are sought.

In the Irish context, Kilcommins et al. find that communities and private citizens and 

organisations are increasingly encouraged to participate in crime control -  through 

Neighbourhood Watch schemes and private security measures - as the Gardai focus on 

'serious' crime and the consequences of crime,'*'' and while Rogan considers that Ireland has 

been slow to adopt techniques of situational crime control, there appears to be growing 

interest among policy makers as part of what she sees as a re-orientation o f the role of 

criminal law and the State in criminal justice m a tte rs . In  2003, commercialization in crime 

control was considered to be in its infancy and the idea of preventative partnership relatively 

u n d e re x p lo re d .M o re  recently, Campbell has noted that while there has still been no 

privatisation of prisons, it has been recommended by the Inspector of Prisons, while 

privatization of prison escorts has also been discussed.''^ In addition, the increasing use of 

external regulatory agents operating w ith substantial prosecutorial powers outside the 

conventional criminal justice system -  or the "rise of the regulatory impulse" - has been 

identified as a major shift in the Irish criminal justice.

In terms of changes w ithin the system, there has been a shift in the focus o f the criminal 

justice system towards maximising efficiency and control, and reducing risk;'*® Vaughan 

identifies "clear signs that the discourse of risk is beginning to  infiltrate", particularly with 

regard to sex offenders, parole and probation, but he also points to the critical scrutiny

A.E. Bottom s, The philosophy and politics o f  punishm ent and  sentencing  IN The politics o f sentencing reform  (C. 
Clarkson &  R. M organ, eds,)(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995)
'''' Kilcommins et al. (2004)

M . Rogan, Crime control w ithou t the crim inal law ? Perspectives on em erging strategies o f  dealing w ith  crim e— 

Part I, 25  Irish Law Times 23 (2007)

I. O 'Donnell & E. O'Sullivan, The politics o f  in tolerance - Irish style, 43 (1 ) British Journal o f Criminology 41  (2003)
L. Cam pbell, The culture o f  control in Ireland: theorising recent developm ents in crim inal justice  (2008)
B. Vaughan, The M ag in o t line o f  Irish crim inology p a r t  I: The rise o f  the regulatory  im pulse, 19(2 ) Irish Criminal 

Law Journal 34  (2009); L. Campbell, The culture o f  contro l in Ireland: theorising recent developm ents in crim inal 
justice  (2008)

Kilcommins et al. (2004)
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currently being applied to actuarial justice and the prediction of future offending on an 

international l e v e l . I t  has been found that nnanagement structures have undergone 

alteration and that the annual reports and plans of various criminal justice agencies 

increasingly employ the language of managerialism, but that an emphasis on cost- 

effectiveness, auditing, performance and monitoring is not greatly reflected in practice.^^

In practice also, organisation and efficiency appear to be issues of concern; there is a backlog 

of cases in the system leading to long periods of delay such that complaints about delayed 

trials are common and costs are e n o rm o u s .In  addition, O'Malley points out that trials, once 

begun, can be -  and are - adjourned at any time, fo r any reason considered appropriate and 

for long pe rio d s .O 'M a ho ny  submits that the system is inadequate and inefficient, and that it 

has "infrastructural, practical problems that severely inh ib it the system",^'' w/hile O'Donnell 

notes that the computer systems of the police, courts, prisons and probation service are 

separate and not configured to share deta ils .Jackson and Doran conclude from their study of 

the criminal courts that "[fju rthe r investigation should be conducted into the factors that 

cause delay in the processing of cases in the District Court".

The new emotions of crime: politicization, media and p o p u l i s m ^ ^

The influence of the media is an important element of Garland's culture of control. As 

television became more popular, the public was increasingly influenced by media portrayal of 

crime and other forms o f unrest; this impacted on public perceptions of crime and contributed 

to rising public insecurity and calls for control of the c h a o s . T h e  rise of the mass media and 

new technologies have created powerful tools by which public opinion can be moulded and 

solidified on issues of crime and punishment, while at the same time providing a platform for

B. Vaughan, The po ten tia l dangers o f  risk analysis fo r  the crim inal justice system, 12(3) Irish Criminal Law Journal 
3 (2 0 0 2 )

I. O 'D onnell, Crime and  justice in the Republic o f  Ire land  a t 120, Kilcommins et al. (2004)
F. de Londras, Kow tow ing to the tw in  gods o f  tim e a nd  money: the guilty plea discount, 14(1) Irish Criminal Law 

Journal 14 (2004)
”  T. O 'M alley , The crim inal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009) a t 15.12 o r 571  

P. O 'M ahony , The Courts: introduction  IN Criminal justice in Ireland (P. O 'M ahony, ed,)(Dublin : Institute o f Public 

A dm inistration, 2002) a t 331
I. O 'Donnell, E, P. Baum er & N. Hughes, Recidivism in the Republic o f  Ire land, 8 Crim inology and Criminal Justice 

123 (2008) at 124
J. Jackson & S. Doran, A study o f  the jurisdiction o f  the crim inal courts In Ireland, Report to  the W orking Group on 

the  Jurisdiction o f the  Courts (Courts Service, 2003 ) a t 83
”  From Garland's (2001) Change in th e  em otional tone o f crim e policy; politicization and populism o f crime; From  

Kilcommins et al. (2004) politicisation o f penal policy 

D. Garland, The culture o f control (2001)
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the voice o f a public that increasingly wants its say in a changing society.^® How crinne is 

presented to  the public has changed over time: quantitatively, coverage of crime had 

increased hugely as public interest remains high, while the qualitative nature of reporting and 

analysis has altered to become more personalized and focussed on the experiences of 

ordinary people and crime victims, instead of the abstract or expert point of view.®° Pratt 

asserts that reliance on personal accounts 'destatisticalizes' how the reality of crime is 

understood; crime statistics are the least memorable source of information about crime and 

often seem to  contradict what the public 'knows' to be true, such that they become only one 

source of information used.®^

Pratt also suggests that reporting has become more glamourized, as crime 'shows' (instead of 

documentaries) increasingly blur the distinction between public affairs and pop culture, and 

issues of crime and punishment are increasingly exaggerated and dramatized. Media reporting 

also tends to  be highly selective, favouring "the surprising or frightening or outrageous",^ 

including violent and sexual crimes. As it creates awareness among the public of risk issues, it 

has "arguably encouraged feelings of uncertainty and fear";“  Cohen's 'moral panics' are 

largely based on the use of media to demonize offenders and spread fear among the public, 

and Furedi talks about a 'culture of fear' created by the mass media's encouragement of 

people to make every situation one of safety.®'* Part o f the media representation of crime is its 

use of sound bite political statements: in an era o f 'globalization and sloganization',®^ these 

statements such as 'three strikes and you're out', 'tru th  in sentencing', 'tough on crime', 'zero 

tolerance' and so on, have spread and become the highly-charged currency of politicians for 

whom crime and law and order is now a staple element of political and electoral discourse.®®

Political actors use crime and crime policy to gain support, and political speech on the subject 

has become more populist and emotive.®^ Public opinion -  rather than evidence and the views 

of experts -  has increasingly come to influence policy making and legislative changes, and

Pratt, Penal populism (London: Routledge, 2007)
Pratt, Penal populism (London: Routledge, 2007)

J. Pratt, Penal populism (London: Routledge, 2007)
A. A shworth &  M . Hough, Sentencing a nd  the c lim ate o f  opinion, Criminal Law Review 776  (1996) a t 779  

S, W alklate &  G. M ythen , H ow  scared a re  we? 48  British Journal o f Criminology 209  (2007) a t 211  

F. Furedi, Culture o f fear (London: Continuum , 2002); F. Furedi, The politics o f fear (London: Continuum , 2006); F. 
Furedi, The only thing w e have to fe a r  is the culture o f  fe a r  itself, (2007 ) available at ww w .spiked- 
on lin e .co m /ind ex .p hp? /s ite /a rtic le /3053  (last accessed 13 O ctober 2010)

J. Pratt, Penal populism (London: Routledge, 2007) a t 89
W .M . O liver &  N.E. M arion , Political p a rty  p latfo rm s: symbolic politics and crim inal Justice policy, 19(4) Criminal 

Justice Review 397  (2008)
D. Garland, The culture o f control (2001)
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Pratt submits that certain types of offending have "come under the populist spotlight" for 

harsher treatm ent: sex criminals in the US and Britain have become "iconic emblems of evil"; 

juvenile courts, the last to  resist punitive rhetoric and behaviour, have come under pressure to 

assert greater control over youth crime following the emergence of some well-known cases of 

"exceptional wickedness and malevolence" in recent years; recidivists and cumulative offences 

are viewed more seriously; and there has been a clampdown on minor crim inality including 

'anti-social behaviour'. In Britain minor deviations such as littering or inconsiderate parking are 

becoming priority targets of quality of life policing, while in the US, zero tolerance is being 

applied to trespassing and loitering, jay walking and public drinking.®* This sort of disorderly 

conduct is seen as detrimental to an orderly community and its law-abiding citizenry, and 

Garland also suggests that the cost-effective management of resource and risk necessitates 

selectivity in response to crime and offending, which leads to particular targeting of crime 'hot 

spots'

Jones and Newburn^® identify drugs and race as the two most important issues that have 

emerged from this political rhetoric; the 'war on drugs', starting with Reagan in 1982 and 

heightened during the Bush era, involved an attitude of zero tolerance and a huge budget for 

drug law enforcement. Pratt makes the point that 'penal populism' has localised differences, 

and argues that drugs have been a much less visible element of penal populism in Britain and 

New Zealand, for example, than in Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands, where the 

presence of drug addicts has become a "symbol of misplaced welfarism and tolerance"^^ 

against which penal populism is reacting. He submits that an important element of crime 

control policy steered by penal populism is that it is targeted at 'others', and not ordinary 

people; he suggests that the 'war against drugs' in the US was not a reaction to the voice of 

the actual public, but to politicians speaking on behalf of the 'silent m ajority'; the public is no 

longer silent, and because soft drug use has become normalised fo r many people, the focus of 

crime control policy has shifted away from this 'war'. To illustrate this point he uses the 

example of the voting in of mandatory treatment and rehabilitation fo r drug offenders in 

California - the "firs t inroads" into the three strikes policy.

J. Pratt, Penal populism  (London: Routledge, 2007)

D. Garland, The Culture o f Control (2001)
T. Jones and T, N ew burn, Policy transfer and criminal justice: exploring US influence over British crim e control 

policy (M aidenhead: Open University Press, 2007)
J. Pratt, Penal populism  (London: Routledge, 2007) at 95
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In Ireland, 1996 is generally recognised as marking the beginning o f major changes in criminal 

justice policy and legislation, as well as the increase in the Irish prison population, and the 

period since then constitutes the "contemporary (i.e. post-1996) period."”  In 1996 a number 

of criminal justice 'crises'^^ profoundly affected the psyche of the Irish public; these included 

three rural murders involving particularly dramatic circumstances and suggesting that the 

hitherto virtually undisturbed rural safety was in p e r i l , t h e  murder of Garda detective Jerry 

McCabe, and the murder o f journalist Veronica Guerin. Prior to this, the public had 

demonstrated little  interest in, or concern about crime; various surveys show that in 1980 only 

7% of the population considered crime to be the most important issue facing the government, 

that 2% put crime at the top of this list in 1988, and 3% in 1994; in July 1996, however, some 

50% o f Irish people considered law and order to be the most critical issue facing the 

government, and 88% thought "the government was losing the fight against crim e."”

The media and political reactions to the series of events around 1996 have been identified as a 

classic case o f 'moral panic';^® heated and emotive debate around law and order, election 

promises to wage and win a relentless war on crime and introduce 'zero tolerance' policies, 

and the depictions of and associations w ith gangsterdom, 'untouchability', and intim idation. 

The legislative response was a wide-ranging 'anti-crime package'^^ which included the Drug 

Trafficking Act, 1996 creating greater powers of detention and allowing negative inference to 

be drawn from  silence under particular circumstances, the bail referendum which limited 

when bail could be granted to those charged w ith serious offences, and the establishment of a 

Criminal Assets Bureau and a witness protection programme. Yet, analysis has shown that this 

emotive reaction and public fear of crime more generally does not coincide w ith recorded 

crime trends; crime began to increase significantly in Ireland in the 1960s and, aside from a 

falling trend between 1983 and 1987, grew until 1995; follow ing this, however, crime rates 

declined sharply until 1999, w ith indictable crimes decreasing by 21%.^*

V. Conw ay & M . M ulqueen , The 2 0 0 9  anti-gang land  package: Ireland's N ew  Security B lanket?, 19(4 ) Irish Criminal 
Law Journal 106  (2009)
”  P. O 'M ahony , Crim inal chaos: seven crises in Irish crim inal justice  (Dublin: Round Hall Sweet &  M axw ell, 1996)

I. O 'Donnell, Crime and justice in the Republic o f  Ire land, 2 (1) European Journal o f Criminology 99  (2005) a t 105 

I, O 'Donnell, Crime and justice in the Republic o f  Ire land  (2005)
The te rm , coined by S. Cohen in Folk devils and m oral panics (London: Routledge, 1972) refers to a m edia- 

induced social over-reaction in the  face o f an apparent th re a t or behaviour. See e.g. C. H am ilton, The presum ption  

of innocence and Irish criminal law (Dublin: Irish Academ ic Press, 2007 ) a t 100 - 102 or Kilcommins et al. (2004 ) for 

an overview  o f th e  m edia coverage
”  C. H am ilton, The presum ption of innocence and Irish crim inal law  (2007)
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This suggests that the politicization o f crime and how it is represented in the media has 

seriously impacted on public perceptions, and indeed an empirical study of Irish newspapers 

found a connection between the media's distortion of the reality of crime, and public 

perception of law and order; the study showed that papers gave disproportionate coverage to 

extreme and violent offences- for example the proportion of newspaper accounts of murder 

was 3075 times higher than the official murder statistics; it also showed that coverage 

particularly emphasised vulnerable victims, and that references to crime were notably 

pessimistic and contained "strong themes of moral mini-panics".”  Kilcommins et al. 

considered, in the early 2000s, that the 'crisis' tone follow ing 1996 had waned,®” but there is 

some evidence of a more recent renewed panic.

Campbell documents dramatic political statements comparing gangland murders and violent 

crimes to Bogota, and pronouncing the reign o f gangland law, growing ungovernability and 

te rro r among the people.®^ Conway and Mulqueen document another possible "moral panic" 

that has arisen from the extensive and emotive political and media discourse on gangland 

crime, and particularly on a number of murders that did not involve gang members but 

members of the public -  one in a case of mistaken identity and another whose relative had 

given evidence against a member of a gang. They argue that a discourse of anger and fear has 

surrounded these issues, even leading to  public rallies and marches.*^ Again, there has been a 

sw ift and expansive legislative reaction; "the 2009 package of measures" involved six bills 

apparently necessitated by the out-of-control gangland issue and the inadequacy of existing 

legislation. Aside from these very dramatic and specific 'panics', a huge number of legislative 

changes and other criminal justice developments have taken place over the last number of 

years which many commentators consider to have stemmed from political and public 

reactions to the perceived need to fight crime, rather than from professional research findings 

or informed debate;®^ trends have included a decrease in judicial discretion w ith wide 

provisions on mandatory and presumptive sentencing, a more severe attitude towards bail, 

confiscation of the proceeds of crime, the introduction of numerous provisions on drug 

offences and sentencing; and the recruitment of prison officers and increasing police funding.

M . O ’Connell, Is Irish public opinion tow ards crime distorted by m edia bias?, 14(2) European Journal of 
Com m unication 191 (1999). The period o f analysis was Decem ber 1993  -  January 1994

I. O 'Donnell &  E. O'Sullivan, The politics o f  in tolerance - Irish style, 43 (1 ) British Journal of Criminology 41  (2003)
L. Cam pbell, The culture o f  control in Ireland: theorising recent developm ents in crim inal justice, 1 W eb Journal of 

C urrent Legal Issues (2008)
V. Conw ay &  M . M ulqueen , The 2 0 0 9  anti-gang land  package: Ireland's N ew  Security Blanket?, 19(4 ) Irish Criminal 

Law Journal 106 (2009)
See e.g. I. O 'D onnell, Crime and  justice in the Republic o f  Ire land  (2005 ) a t 103; L. Cam pbell, The Crim inalJustice  
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O'Donnell considers that "developments have always been expensive, sometimes manifestly 

unnecessary and occasionally retrograde."*'*

Relaxation of concern around due process/human rights

Garland identifies a major shift in the legitimisation of the justice system in terms o f the 

victim; once the "forgotten man of the criminal justice system"/® victims play increasingly 

prominent roles in the criminal process. Priority is often given to the victim 's perspective on 

the crime and punishment, and victim impact statements are increasingly admitted in court. 

Victim Charters have been introduced and a series o f other changes in policy and legislation 

have addressed the needs of the victim,®^ while in some cases laws are formally or informally 

called after the victim who 'inspired' them.** Garland submits further that where once there 

were victimless crimes, the community has now come to represent the 'collective, all-purpose 

victim ', and protection of the public has become a central concern.*® Pratt suggests that the 

harming of a victim by the "malevolent and irredeemable" 'o ther' is equated w ith harm to 

society.®®

While rights-based language is sometimes used to describe the victim 's role in the criminal 

process, Ashworth distinguishes between "service rights" and "procedural rights", asserting 

that while victims are entitled to be treated sympathetically and w ith respect, receive support 

and information, facilities, and compensation where appropriate, they should not influence 

sentencing decisions.®^ A recent report by the House o f Commons Justice Committee in the UK 

raised concerns about the false expectations created by rhetoric describing the victims as "at 

the heart" o f the criminal justice system, and the extent to which prosecutors may be seen as 

'champions' of the victim;®^ the report stresses that the prosecution must maintain its

I. O 'D onnell, Crime and Justice in the  Republic o f  Ireland, 2 (1) European Journal o f Criminology 99  (2005) a t 101 

From Garland's (2001) increased concern fo r tlie  victim; overriding im portance o f public protection; Kilcommins 

e ta l. (2004 ) a ffirm atio n  and protection o f victims 

J. Shapland, J. W illm ore  & P. Duff, Victims in the  crim inal justice system (Aldershot: G ow er, 1985) a t 3 

M , Hall, The relationship betw een victims and prosecutors: defending victim s' rights?  1 Criminal Law Review 31 

(2010)

For exam ple 'M egan 's  Law' in the  US and 'Sarah's Law' in th e  UK: in troduced fo llow ing the  murders o f young 

girls, they  require in form ation about convicted sex offenders to  be m ade available  
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traditional separation from the victim  in the interests of fairness, impartiality, and respect for 

the rights of the defendant, and Hall submits that although victims can expect more services 

than ever, their procedural role in the criminal process is still limited; prosecutors retain their 

discretion, and victims "should not expect to dictate prosecution decisions or, in all 

circumstances, have their wishes adhered to".®^ He raises the question of whether rhetoric to 

the contrary may, in fact, be damaging the public perception of the criminal justice system, 

and recognises the tension between those advocating greater participatory rights fo r victims 

and "those supporting a more rigid due process model of criminal justice."®'’

Packer's well-known "Two Models o f the Criminal Process" informs the idea of crime control 

and due process as distinct and separate models of criminal procedure; the latter emphasising 

a system of checks on the power of the state and the criminal law, a focus on protecting the 

rights of the accused, and a preference fo r allowing some guilty to go free over the 

imprisonment of the innocent; the former primarily concerned with efficiency and results, 

accepting that the imprisonment of innocent individuals may be necessary to control crime 

and protect society. While fo r some a dual or multi-purpose justice system does not 

necessarily imply conflict,®^ and others criticize the simplicity of such a split and observe that 

theoretical models ignore the gaps between rhetoric, rules and reality,®® the acknowledgment 

that tensions may exist between a focus on crime control and a concern for due process raises 

questions as to whether the rise of the victim is part of a 'zero sum game' in which there is a 

corresponding fall in the defendant's relative position, or where victim prioritisation causes a 

'pendulum swing' from  the rights of the offender to those of the victim.®^ Garland posits that 

rising levels of fear and insecurity have made people complacent around the increasing 

repressive and coercive powers of the State and the criminal justice system,®* while Pratt and 

Hudson consider that the state's preoccupation with protecting the honest citizen creates a

”  M . Hall, The relationship betw een victims and prosecutors: defending victim s' rights? 1 Criminal Law R eview  31 

(2010 ) a t 39
M , Hall, The relationship betw een victims and prosecutors: defending victim s' rights?  (2010) a t 45  
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to  protect the public from  crim e, and to  com pensate victims [M . Stephens, Crime and social policy: th e  police and 

crim inal justice system (Eastbourne: G ildredge Press, 2000 ) a t 42-5 )
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and R. Young, From suspect to tria l IN Oxford handbook o f crim inology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2 002 ); N. 
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eds.)(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); A. Bottom ley, Decisions in the  penal process (London: Robertson, 
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tension between rights and risk, where rights are available only to those who behave 

responsibly, and those who put society at risk may fo rfe it them.®®

Aside from  concern for the victim as an individual, Garland suggested that the growing 

importance o f public and community protection has led to  a relaxation of concern fo r civil 

liberties and rights; this has been particularly influenced in recent years by growing concerns 

with terrorism  and counter-terrorism measures, which, Hudson submits, have dealt justice 

"some heavy b l o w s " . I t  has been suggested that criminological trends like the calculation of 

risk and the wars on crime and drugs have influenced the counter-terrorism framework, and it 

is also argued that the notion o f national security, used in the fight against terrorism, is being 

integrated into criminal justice, and that in the post 9-11 context national security is being 

pursued through the criminal justice system, though there are certain tensions between the 

impartia lity ideals of criminal justice and the politically-charged notion of national security.^“  ̂

McCulloch and Pickering suggest that one element of this national security agenda has 

involved the increasing use of pre-crime measures; while crime prevention measures are non- 

punitive in nature and aim at decreasing opportunities for crimes, pre-crime, while justified on 

the basis of preventing crimes, involves "imaginary future harms" where those believed to  be 

going to  commit them are criminalized.^®^ They suggest that the emergence of a US global 

carceral complex in the context of counter-terrorism^®^ m ight be seen from  a criminological 

perspective as an extension of mass imprisonment and punitive policy.^®''

Whether in the name of protecting victims or the interests of society against crime, serious 

crime, organised crime or terrorism, numerous legislative inroads into fundamental rights and 

the basic principles of due process are considered to have damaged, eroded or endangered 

the presumption o f innocence, the right to silence, presumption in favour of bail, and the right 

to a fair trial, amongst many other rights.

In Ireland, notable characteristics of the many legislative changes that have been introduced 

include the facts tha t they have been brought in at speed and w ithout much public debate.

J. Pratt, Penal populism (London: Routledge, 2007); B. Hudson, Understanding justice: an in troduction to ideas, 
perspectives and controversies in m odern penal theory  (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2003)
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that they have been brought in on a piecemeal basis so that their impact is d ifficult to assess, 

and that a number of them are geared, at least rhetorically, towards victims of crime and 

public protection. Kilcommins et al. identify, like Garland in the UK and the US, a growing 

concern fo r victims and a need to involve them in the criminal justice process/®^ and a number 

o f specific developments attest to the more centralised role and rising status of victims. These 

developments include the provision of increased support fo r victims or what Ashworth might 

call 'service rights', such as the establishment of Victim Support (1985), a Commission for the 

Support of Victims of Crime (2005), and a Crime Victims Helpline (2008). There have also been 

numerous procedural developments in terms of evidence being permitted in court via live 

television link where the court believes the witness may be fearful or subject to 

intimidation/®® protection of victim identity in sexual offences cases, and the admissibility of 

victim impact s t a t e m e n t s . I n  the 1999 Victim's Charter, the Gardai commit to keeping the 

victim informed of case progress, and the DPP to "have regard to any views expressed by you 

(the v ic tim )"^* in prosecution decisions, and as well as to give reasons when not proceeding 

w ith  cases where a crime has resulted in death. How much these developments actually do for 

victims in terms of affording them meaningful rights as protected in European and 

international law has been questioned by Duffy who submits that in the current debate about 

'balance' in the criminal justice system, "the defendant is being pitted against the victim" in 

the move to uphold the rights of crime victims, but that the measures being taken are actually 

more likely to harm the right to a fair trial than to improve the victim's position.

In the preface to his 2009 textbook on the criminal process, O'Malley writes that "[c]rime 

control is indisputably the predominant concern of our present era", and that while each of 

the many changes in legislation over the last number of years has been presented as vital in 

the fight against serious crime, "[o]nce enacted, it transpires that it is not so adequate after all 

and we are then solemnly informed that further rights-abridging measures are urgently 

n e e d e d . W a l s h  uses Packer's models to argue that the 2006 Criminal Justice Act was "the 

culmination of a sustained and successful attack on due process values by a dominant control 

ideology over the past 22 years",“  ̂ removing the Irish criminal justice system from  its

Kilcommins et al. (2004)
Criminal Justice Act 1999 , No. 1 0 /1 9 9 9  

Criminal Justice Act 1993 , No. 6 /1 9 9 3
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previously 'firm ' position in the due process model. He considers that the combined effect of 

the measures being introduced may prove to be a "crushing defeat fo r due process values". 

Campbell also uses Packer's models to consider legislative changes and finds that changes in 

procedural rights throughout the criminal process have amplified the state's crime control 

scope/^^ while on "the 2009 package of measures", Conway and IVlulqueen posit that it is less 

likely to  prevent the occurrence of organised crime than to drag others into the system who 

are involved in less serious crime, and to breach the fundamental rights of citizens.

Some o f the serious inroads into procedural rights in Ireland include the right to silence which 

has suffered a "series o f statutory encroachments"^^^ allowing adverse inferences to be drawn 

from the silence of suspects in increasingly wide circumstances;^^® the widening of the 

circumstances under which bail can be r e f u s e d , a n d  the increased regulation of bail 

c o n d itio n s .K ilc o m m in s  et al. also discuss a lack of recognition of the accused's right to 

confront their accuser in court, and a complacent attitude towards the right of a detained 

person to have access to a l a w y e r , w h i l e  Hamilton details growing complacency around the 

presumption of i n n o c e n c e , I n  addition, Gardai powers have been greatly widened; in 

addition to powers of detention, entry and search, Gardai have increasingly broad 

discretionary powers to deal with public behaviour that Walsh submits "was not, is not, and 

probably never w ill be, crim inal"; he further submits that as key issues of liberty, privacy and 

property become the domain of the Gardai, decision-making is moving to the "closed, secret 

offices and cells of the Garda s t a t i o n " . T h e  increasing regulatory nature of criminal 

behaviour has also been recognised as prejudicial to a rights-based system: as crime control 

increasingly bypasses the criminal justice system, authorities can bypass accountability and 

function w ithin a far less robust set of protections for the accused. Sanctions imposed in 

private, contractual or civil law settings do not have to meet the same safeguards, they are

D. W alsh, The Crim inalJustice Act, 2 0 0 6  (2007)
M. Rogan, Crime control w ithou t the crim inal law ? Perspectives on em erging strategies o f  dealing w ith  crim e, 25 
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less visible, and they are not subject to basic principles of the criminal law, such as guilt, 

responsibility, burden of proof and mens rea}^^

Another element that arises is the enmeshing of crime and organised crime w/ith terrorism and 

national security. Kilcommins et al. discuss the Gardai's ability to switch w ithout impediment 

from ordinary procedures of detention to extraordinary powers designed to be used against 

terrorism and allowing for longer periods of detention w ithout charge, and they associate a 

shift in the burden of proof w ith in  the domain of te rro r is m .K ilc o m m in s  and Vaughan 

identify a metaphoric path between terrorism and ordinary crime, describing a trickling down 

to the normal criminal justice system of emergency laws from Ireland's history and an 

increasing use of extraordinary provisions to deal w ith 'fo lk devil' c r im in a ls .T h e y  also assign 

to the nature of our troubled history the ease w ith which the public has accepted strikingly 

repressive measures. In the 2009 package Conway and Mulqueen identify a "discreet but 

unmistakable erosion of the boundaries between organised crime and national security", 

representing another move away from a rights-based regime.

On the other hand, arguing that crime control is not as stable or pessimistic a framework as it 

is sometimes believed or portrayed to be, and that 'countervailing forces' temper the growth 

of punitiveness and modern crime control, Vaughan and Kilcommins build on O'Malley's 

dispute of the accuracy of what he terms 'criminologies of catastrophe'^^® in submitting that 

amongst the forces operating above and below the national government of Ireland, the 

European Union (EU) and 'sub-national governance'^^^ in the form of victims' lobby groups or 

social-issue networks "have inserted themselves into the state's narrative of ju s t ic e '" .T h e y  

also argue that human rights have the potential to temper Ireland's shift towards a repressive 

model of criminal justice, particularly as a result of the Europeanization o f human r i g h t s . I n  

terms of the EU, they assert that the security agenda prevalent in Europe since 9/11 is
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challenged by the growing prominence of the EU in matters of criminal justice, including the 

steps being taken towards a set of EU-wide procedural rights, though they do not make 

specific reference to the first of those steps which made history in becoming the first ever EU 

measure in the creation of common minimum standards for the rights of the defence in 

criminal matters in October 2010: the right to interpretation and translation in criminal 

proceedings in the EU/^°

Criminologies of essentialized differences: ‘otherness’ in the crim inal justice 
system

Garland submitted that as justice has changed over time, contemporary conceptions of justice 

which exist side by side may be contradictory/^^ One such contradiction is that while crime is 

seen as rational, normal and part of everyday life ('criminologies of the se lf), those who 

commit crimes are seen as different to the average, honest citizen: the criminal is demonised 

as a 'threatening outcast' or a 'fearsome stranger' ('crim inology of the other'). In addition, a 

person or group of people may be cast as an 'alien other' and moulded as a suitable enemy by 

playing on public fears and media bias ('criminology of essentialized differences')/^^ It has 

been suggested that populist responses tend to be presaged around the 'other', or a common 

enemy, and Pratt considers that policy is most likely to be influenced when this is the case/^^ 

Accepting that the issue of race and ethnicity is complex, not least due to the contested nature 

o f the t e r m s , a n d  that immigrants and asylum seekers or refugees in any country are highly 

heterogeneous groups that cannot be generalised, it is increasingly argued that a culture of 

control and populist policies disproportionately affect such groups, as political pressure and 

biased media coverage leads to targeting and effective criminalization of some g r o u p s , a s  

"friend" is distinguished from "foe"/^®

See ch a p te r Three
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'Race' and imprisonment is a vast area of study in the US, as studies attempt to explain the 

disproportionate numbers of Black and, increasingly Hispanic people -  usually males - in 

prisons. Strong connections have been made between the emotive tone of political rhetoric 

and race; and between the perpetuation by the media of African-American criminality, the 

"highly racialized strategies" of the 'wars' on drugs and crime and the imprisonment of huge 

numbers of African Americans and large numbers of Hispanics/^^ In the UK, an enormous 

literature has documented the disproportionate imprisonment of Blacks, much of which has 

focussed on discrimination in the criminal justice system/^® As immigration trends have 

created a much more diverse 'other', it has been suggested that newer immigrants groups, 

including white ones, are likely to displace Blacks as the "folk devils of the fu tu re ".F itz g e ra ld  

highlights a recent trend of media focus on Polish c r im in a ls ,a n d  Bosworth and Guild discuss 

how British legislation and policy has constructed 'unknown' foreigners as a crime risk, and 

suggest that crime control policies deepen the divide between non-citizens and citizens.

Negative rhetoric about the threat posed by immigrants is becoming more common as 

xenophobia and political sensitivity to crime and immigration increase,^''^ and it is suggested 

that this association w ith risk trickles easily into the policing of ethnic m inority citizens. 

Growing hostility towards foreigners across Europe has been associated with the rise of radical 

political parties such as those in Austria, France and Germany, and de Koster et al. suggest that 

the political agendas of such parties (the "quest for national unity and national identity" and 

repression of other identities, the need to re-establish order and re-establish traditional 

mores) may be directly affecting incarceration rates; they draw heavily on crime-fighting in

A fter the w a r on crime: race, dem ocracy, and a new  reconstruction (M .L. Fram pton, I. Haney Lopez, & J. Simon, 
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th e ir push fo r o rd e r / ''' ' and in a study o f 16 countries, de Koster e t al. found incarceration 

rates w ere highest in countries w ith , and during the periods o f, new -righ tis t prominence.^''^

C rim inalisation o f asylunn seekers in particu lar has also become a vast area o f research, and it 

has been w ide ly  suggested th a t much o f the  im m igra tion  debate in the  UK portrays asylum 

seekers and refugees as crim inal, deviant and harm fu l to  the 'British people ', and th a t they are 

increasingly crim inalised by the  media th rough th e ir association w ith  gangs, drugs, people 

tra ffick ing , corrup tion, and being labelled 'illega l' and ' b o g u s ' . T h e  extension o f a cu lture  o f 

contro l to  continenta l Europe in term s o f the de tention  and crim inalisation o f asylum seekers 

has also been identified , and Welch and Schuster subm it th a t the  'w ar on te rro r ' has increased 

fears o f the  'o th e r', which has resulted in greater im m igration con tro ls /''^  In general, te rro rism  

and the  'w a r on te rro r ' has added another d im ension to  constructions o f an 'enem y w ith in ', 

and the  state targe ting  o f non-citizens (particu larly  Muslim s and Arabs) has been a cause fo r 

concern;^'*® it has been subm itted th a t in th is context the  term  'suspect com m unity ', 

in troduced by Hillyard to  describe targe ting  o f the  Irish com m unity  in Britain,^''® "is now 

comm on currency in relation to  the  tre a tm e n t o f M u s l i m s . H o w e v e r ,  it has also been 

suggested th a t fears have been diffused to  include all non-citizens w ho are linked by a "single 

discourse on border c o n t r o l " . W a l k l a t e  and M ythen po in t ou t tha t in practice the  'stop and 

search' measures o f an ti-te rro ris t legislation are unevenly used, and i t  is n o t jus t individuals, 

bu t com m unities th a t are under s u r v e i l l a n c e . H u d s o n  suggests th a t "[t]e rro rism  confronts
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m anaging the dangerous, 7(1) Punishm ent and Society 54  (2005); J, Banks, The crim inalization o f  asylum seekers 
and asylum policy, 175 Prison Service Journal 43 (2008)
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criminal justice (H, Singh Bhui, ed.)(London: Sage, 2008)
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us w ith  an other who appears irreducibly and incomprehensibly different", the reaction to 

which is driven more by hatred and vengeance than a concern fo r justice/^^

Kilcommins et al. concur w ith Garland that recent tough provisions in criminal justice are often 

"justified and re-enforced by archaic images of 'otherness'"/^'' The focus on community and 

public protection creates a danger of majoritarianism, where individuals and m inority groups 

can be neglected;^^^ where the interests of the victim are aligned with those of society, but the 

rights of the accused are not. 'Otherness' is a vague concept that is dangerously subjective and 

open to interpretation; in this context the 'other' could be the person who commits a crime, 

who comes from a 'crim inal' neighbourhood, who is likely to commit a crime, or who is simply 

somehow different from those enforcing the laws of the criminal justice system. The 'other' of 

the Irish prison population has been relatively well documented: similar to most developed 

countries, prisoners "tend to be young, urban, undereducated males from the lower socio

economic classes and the so-called underclass.

Many prisoners are alcohol or drug dependent, have unstable family backgrounds, and mental 

health issues,^”  although the type of prisoner varies according to the prison.^®® In a study on 

recidivism, O'Donnell et al. found that those being released from prison were overwhelmingly 

male, unmarried and young, many had low levels of formal education, and just over half were 

unemployed before being imprisoned.^”  Nearly half of those released were reimprisoned 

w ithin four years, and it was found that recidivism rates were significantly higher for males, 

younger people, those w ith less formal education, and unemployed and illiterate persons. 

Rates were also found to be significantly higher among those who were held on remand as 

part of their confinement, and fo r those having a recent prior prison committal. O'Sullivan 

submits that the class-based imprisonment in Ireland is not as visible or conspicuous as race, 

but it may be that "fo r the small sector of the Irish population that appears predestined to fill 

our prisons, the odds stacked against them are even greater than fo r the socially excluded

B. Hudson, Justice in a  tim e o f  terror, 4 9  British Journal o f Criminology 702  (2009)
S. Kilcommins, I. O 'D onnell, E, O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, punishm ent and the  search for order in Ireland 

(Dublin: Institute of Public Adm inistration, 2004) at 148 & 154
L. Cam pbell, From due process to crim e control: the decline o f liberalism  in the Irish crim inal justice system , 25  

Irish Law Times 281  (2007)
P. O 'M ahony, Punishing poverty and personal adversity, 7 (2 ) Irish Criminal Law Journal 152 (1997)
P. O 'M ahony, M o u n tjo y  prisoners: a sociological and criminological profile (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1997)
I. O 'D onnell, Who gets punished?  IN Crime and poverty (I. Bacik & M . O 'Connell, eds.)( Dublin: Round Hall Sweet 

&  M axw ell, 1998)
I. O 'D onnell, E.P. Baum er & N. Hughes, Recidivism in the Republic o f  Ireland, 8 Criminology and Criminal Justice 

1 2 3 (2 0 0 8 )
I. O 'D onnell, E.P, Baum er & N. Hughes, Recidivism in the Republic o f  Ire land  (2008) a t 134
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Afro-American."^®^ What is clear is that the strong link between crime and deprivation points 

to  the type of crime being punished by prison, and not that crime or immoral conduct is 

related to deprivation, and conversely that those being sent to prison are not the only ones 

committing crimes; "the population of the punished becomes distinct from the population of 

offenders".

The idea that in a culture of control those who are seen as deviant are more likely to be 

punished, and that the perception o f deviance can change according to what is considered 

'norm al' fo r the general public is perhaps well illustrated in the recent signing into law o f the 

Fines Bill. The high numbers of fine defaulters being imprisoned in Ireland has long been 

recognised as a serious issue; in 1993, more than one third of adults committed to prison were 

in default of fines, and although the numbers committed had grown enormously by 2009 

(1880 in 1993 to 4806 in 2009), the percentage of committals for fine defaulting was 

comparable at just over 30 per cent. The Bill was drafted w ith a view to  ending a situation of 

people routinely being imprisoned fo r the failure to pay a fine: judges may set the fine 

according to a person's ability to pay, facilitate payment in instalments, allow for the seizure of 

goods to pay a fine instead of prison, and impose community service instead of prison. This 

inspires the question: is this the result of ten years of campaigning^®^ or is this the result of a 

new social acceptability of the inability to pay fines? Could the fact that fine defaulters can no 

longer be conceived of as the 'other' have influenced this measure?

It is also acknowledged that in general those appearing before the District Court on criminal 

charges are not typical of the general population at large, but a study by Bacik et al. found the 

degree of difference to be even greater than expected. In their study, appearance was heavily 

biased towards males, young people and people living in economically deprived areas (73.3% 

o f defendants in the study had addresses in economically deprived areas) to the point, it was 

submitted, that "one might be forgiven for suggesting ... that the Dublin District Court system 

appears to be th e re /o r people from deprived areas."^®'' In addition, the study found that more 

males and more people from deprived areas were given custodial sentences, suggesting that 

the backgrounds of those appearing and of those adjudicating may have an impact on

E. O 'Sullivan, Punishing poverty and personal advers ity  IN Crime and poverty (I. Bacik & M . O'Connell, 
eds,)(Dublin: Round Hall Sweet & M axw ell, 1998) a t 61

I. O 'D onnell, W ho gets punished?  IN Crime and poverty (1998 ) at 33  

Fines Bill, Irish Times, 16 M arch 2010
I. Bacik, A. Kelly, M . O 'Connell, H. Sinclair, Crime a nd  poverty in Dublin: an analysis o f  the association between  

com m unity deprivation, District Court appearance and sentence severity, 1 Irish Criminal Law Journal 104 (1997)
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sentencing; judges and lawyers tend to come from middle class backgrounds/®' which 

suggests a "de facto  bias against the poor."^®® This suggests that defendants are ro t only 

d ifferent from the general population, but that in their social and economic backgrounds and 

education, they contrast sharply w ith those 'processing' them.

There is a new 'o ther' in Ireland's criminal justice system that has been paid almost no 

attention: the immigrant. As part of their analysis of the culture of control in Ireland, 

Kilcommins et al. recognised that a fair and principled framework of justice is particularly 

important in increasing contacts w ith "foreign racial and ethnic minorities'',^®^ while 0  Donnell 

predicts that race w ill become a more important issue and that "the composition of the prison 

population will change as members of m inority groups begin to appear before the courts on 

criminal charges".^®® He suggests that the area would benefit from examination as it is not at 

present clear why the make-up of committals to Irish prisons is suddenly changing; whether it 

is due to police targeting, differential patterns of offending, or the changing population.

Riordan has suggested, in fact, that there may be a differential in sentencing when dealing 

w ith  certain immigrant groups; courts may be reluctant to put non-English speakers on 

probation due to difficulties, or perceived difficulties, in engaging and communicating through 

an interpreter, and community service may be "even less viable a penalty" for this reason, 

particularly where a scheme involves a group of five or six offenders.^®® Riordan suggests that 

LEP offenders may be more likely, therefore, to be given sentences of fines or imprisonment. 

He also highlights an issue with guilty pleas, alleging "a marked reluctance to plead guilty" 

among those from immigrant communities, even for easily proven charges and with the 

assistance of an interpreter and solicitor, and he suggests that this creates delays and can 

mean the loss of substantial discounts in s e n te n c in g .In  the District Court where the guilty 

plea has long been established as guaranteeing a discount in sentencing, and where it is also

P.C. B artholom ew , The Irish judiciary (Dublin: Institute of Public A dm inistration, 1971) cited in I. Bacik, A. Kelly, 
M , O 'Connell, H. Sinclair, Crime and  poverty in Dublin (1997): nearly tw o-th irds o f Irish judges w ere  from  upper 

m iddle class backgrounds, the  rem ainder was m iddle class; m ost of the  judges' fathers w e re  lawyers  

I. Bacik, A. Kelly, M . O 'Connell, H. Sinclair, Crime and poverty in Dublin  (1997)

Kilcommins e t al. (2 00 4 ) a t 179
I. O 'D onnell, Crime and  justice in the Republic o f  Ireland, 2 (1) European Journal o f Criminology 99  (2005 ) a t 119  

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95  (2007) a t 105-7  

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts (2007 ) a t 103
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alleged to Improve efficiency, these are serious considerations in the sentencing of non-Irish 

defendants/^^

'Otherness' is a subjective quality that seems to  apply to  devious criminals and vicious gang 

members In common rhetoric and policy-making, but to the poor, the unemployed, the 

uneducated and the underclasses in sentencing and imprisonment. The non-English speaking 

non-Irish defendant and offender is a new 'o ther' in the Irish criminal justice system tha t the 

experience of other countries suggests requires special attention. However, almost nothing Is 

known about them in the Irish context except that there are increasing numbers In Irish 

prisons, and that sentencing differentials may apply to them fo r a variety of reasons.

Conclusion

Incarceration levels are rising in many countries, including in Ireland. Over the last th irty  years 

or so, even as crime has in many cases fallen or remained stable, the media and politicians 

have adopted crime as a staple agenda; dramatic national headlines have become 

commonplace, crime 'shows' have been glamourised, and tough on crime rhetoric has 

replaced the rehabilitative ideal. The public, no longer mere spectators, participate 

increasingly In the discussion of crime and demand an influence over crime policy, while 

professional and statistical analyses make way Increasingly fo r the personalised accounts of 

the victim. In severe cases 'moral panics' have ensued where the public Imagination has been 

caught by coverage of particularly heinous crimes or crimes that threaten the 'status quo' of 

crime; in Ireland, the public reacted in 1996 when crime was seen as coming to  the 

countryside and when neither the Gardai nor the freedom of speech was safe, while a 

renewed moral panic in 2009 followed more gangland murders, this time involving innocent 

members o f the public (as opposed to other gang members). The public -  influenced by the 

media -  asserts an increased pressure on politicians to get tough on crime, and many 

legislative changes are made in response to  individual incidents. In the wake o f Ireland's 

'moral panics' a plethora of wide-ranging legislation was Introduced, while ongoing 'm ini 

moral-panics' have led to a constant stream of measures being taken to combat crime, 

organised crime and terrorism.

F. de Londras, Kow tow ing to the tw in  gods o f  tim e a n d  money: the guilty p lea  discount, 14(1 ) Irish Criminal Law 

Journal 14 (2004). She also argues th a t unfair pressure is put on defendants to  plead guilty, and th a t th e  guilty plea 

does not necessarily achieve these aims
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The victim 's role in the criminal process has also undergone a shift: no longer silent or 

invisible, greater consideration is given to the treatment of the victim and the victim 's voice is 

increasingly heard at various stages of the process; in Ireland the Victim's Charter and the 

admission o f victim impact statements have changed the status of the victim. Society has been 

equated w ith a collective victim, and protection of the public and of the community has 

become paramount; fighting crime is often couched in terms of protecting the victim and 

being in the public interest. Increasingly in an age of terrorism, national security is invoked. 

The protection of victims, society and national security, however, permits a wide berth in the 

measures taken -  morally, philosophically and sometimes legally, though the extent to which 

many of these measures will actually achieve their aim in reducing various types o f crime and 

recognising the place o f the victim is met w ith the question of how much damage will be 

caused by legislation brought in quickly, in a piecemeal fashion and w ithout informed debate. 

The rise of the victim has sometimes been seen as the fall of the defendant and due process 

rights; the rise of society as a collective victim as the relaxation of concern for civil liberties 

and the increase in control o f 'deviant' behaviour, and the rise o f national security as the 

targeting of possible future terrorists -  sometimes whole communities. In Ireland the 

increasing powers of the Gardai and regulatory agencies bring criminal control outside the 

traditional transparency of criminal justice and permit the application of punishment w ithout 

recourse to due process, while w ithin the criminal justice system, damage to traditional due 

process values, particularly the right to silence and the presumption of innocence, are w idely 

documented.

Offenders are Increasingly seen and classified as evil and morally aberrant, as different from 

ordinary honest citizens, and as wholly responsible for their actions. Attitudes have become 

recognised as more punitive, and incapacitory and deterrent penalties are used w ith greater 

frequency than rehabilitative ones: even probation has been re-modelled as punishment in 

the community. Prison has become -  once again -  a mechanism for exclusion and control 

where 'others' are kept away from normal society, and a new rhetoric of 'actuarial justice' is in 

evidence; performance indicators measure the 'success' of police forces, prisons and other 

criminal justice agencies, where new management systems and risk assessment are intended 

to increase cost-effectiveness and effectivity. In Ireland, some evidence has been found that 

judges treat offenders as rational and responsible for their own actions, and that sentencing 

has become more oriented towards custody, but it has also been argued that the ideals of 

rehabilitation are still present, if only in rhetoric. Similarly managerialism and actuarial ideals
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have become a vital part of the rhetoric in reports and strategies of criminal justice agencies, 

but are less evident in practice.

The indices of change used by Garland in his depiction and analysis o f a culture of control have 

become well established in discussions of modern penology and criminology, and although 

criticisms may be made of his neglect o f certain areas and exaggeration of others, they provide 

a credible framework for the analysis o f trends in Irish criminal justice. Kilcommins et al. found 

in 2004 that a culture of control was in a stuttering state in Ireland; since then the media 

obsession w ith organised crime, renewed moral panics, and ensuing legislation have led 

salience to  the notion that punitiveness is rising, the rehabilitative ideal is declining and that 

traditional due process values have taken a back seat in the new crime control model of 

criminal justice.

At the same time it has been suggested that punitiveness as a concept is underexplored and 

does not represent a consistent theorisation o f criminal justice developments,^”  and that 

'criminologies of catastrophe' fail to consider other political, social and legal developments 

that act as countervailing forces, such as the 'Europeanization' o f human rights, including the 

increasingly prominent role of the EU in criminal matters and rights in criminal proceedings, 

and sub-national forces like advocacy groups tha t can lobby successfully on particular issues. 

There is also evidence that on a practical level, 'contro l' responses are only one part of a wider 

professional approach (risk assessment in probation), and that the ideology of traditional roles 

in the criminal process is maintained and has due process at its core (re-assertion of the 

prosecution and the victim in the UK). The judiciary in Ireland has asserted its independence, 

for example, through the non-application of mandatory minimum sentences, and growing 

movements call for a re-consideration of prison expansionism and a social justice agenda that 

recognises the reality of an underprivileged prison population. While the prison population 

continues to grow dramatically in Ireland, the evidence and conviction necessary to attribute 

this fu lly to rising punitiveness and a culture o f control are missing.

To the extent that there is evidence of a culture o f control in Ireland, it is unknown the extent 

to which this impacts on immigrants and non-English speaking people; evidence from 

elsewhere would suggest that m inority and immigrant groups are most likely to be targeted 

and affected, and Prison Service statistics suggest that non-Irish people are overrepresented in

R. M atthew s , The m yth o f  punitiveness, 9 Theoretical Crim inology 175 (2005)
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committals to Irish prisons. It is also known that the provision of interpreting and translation 

services, unlike other services w ithin the criminal justice system, has been privatised, and that 

the media has covered details of the rise in court interpreting in Ireland. It is known that the 

right to an interpreter is accepted in Irish courts as a right of due process, but the extent to 

which, and how this is observed is not known. The analysis of Garland's Culture of Control 

provides a framework w ithin which to consider these developments in the Irish criminal justice 

system.
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Chapter Two: Legal Language and 
Court Interpreting

Introduction

This chapter aims to  explore why the fact tha t someone does not speak or understand the 

language of the court should be a problem. The answer goes beyond an Instinctual feeling that 

it must be more d ifficult, and looks at how and why legal language or language o f the legal 

system is d ifferent to everyday language and why this language is d ifficult to understand. It 

also looks at the language used by defendants and witnesses in the courtroom, and how their 

use of language impacts on the court. The second part of the chapter will consider how the 

linguistic barrier is overcome by a person who doesn't speak the language of the court -  by 

way of interpreting - and the numerous issues that are implicated in the use of such a service, 

including understanding the role of the interpreter, court attitudes towards, and the ideology 

of interpreting, the practicalities of assessing language need and assigning interpreters, and 

finally how interpreting can affect or impact on the court and case outcome. This chapter 

introduces the language of the criminal justice system, particularly that of the courts, as well 

as the theory and practice of court interpreting, information that w ill allow a practical 

consideration in the next chapter of how the right to an interpreter has been interpreted by 

courts.

Section A: Legal language

Legal language in its various forms has existed as long as law has, and the intrinsic connection 

between them has long been recognised; Mattila writes that in Ancient Greece the science of 

rhetoric and the endeavours of advocates in the courtroom were closely linked,^ and in Plato's 

Gorgias, rhetoric was described as a means o f convincing people of justice and injustice in the 

state's public arena.^ More recently the law has been described as "an overwhelmingly 

linguistic institu tion"^ "a rhetorical activity","' a "profession of words"^ and as "the language

'  H.E.S. M a ttila , C om parative legal linguistics (A ldershot, UK; Ashgate, 2006 ) a t?

 ̂Cited in J.B. W h ite , Law as rhetoric, rhetoric as law : the  arts o f  cultural and com m unal life  IN Law and language (T. 
M oraw etz , ed.)(A ldershot: D artm outh , 2000) a t 55
 ̂ J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003) a t 1
“ Law and language (T. M o raw etz , ed.)(A ldershot: D artm outh , 2000) a t 55
 ̂ W .M . O 'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, power, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academic 

Press, 1982) a t 15
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of time-honoured tradition"®. The criminal process has also been described in terms of being 

made up of language events from beginning to end; the charge made against the defendant, 

police questioning, consultations w ith lawyers, and the trial all exist through and are 

fundamentally connected w ith  language/

In spite of the connection between language and law, however, "there has never been a time 

since the Norman Conquest when the English of the law has been in tune with common 

usage".® The current language o f the law® is heavily influenced by its history, principally the 

fact that English was not always the language of the law; the common law system originated in 

the Germanic invasions of Britain at end of Roman rule, although Maley considers that law in 

its current form  dates from the Norman Conquest of Britain, after which Latin, the lingua 

franca of Europe and the Ecclesiastical Courts, became the main written language of the law, 

and by the 14‘  ̂ century French was the principal language in Year Books and statutes.“  

Through the centuries, attempts were made to make English the language of the law, such as 

the 1362 Statute of Pleading, which although written in French itself, deplored the use of 

French for pleas in court proceedings because of "the great mischiefs which have happened" 

as a result of the French tongue being used in law but little  known in the r e a l m . I t  was, 

according to Melinkoff, so ineffective that French became thereafter the standard language of 

statutes, while the language of record remained Latin. It was against vociferous arguments 

from the legal profession that English was finally made the language of the courts in England 

by means of the 1731 Courts of Justice Act/^

"Whereas many and great mischiefs do frequently happen to the subjects 

of this kingdom, from the proceedings in courts of justice being in an 

unknown language, those who are summoned and impleaded having no

knowledge or understanding of what is alleged fo r or against them (...) To

remedy these great mischiefs, and to protect the lives and fortunes of the

® p. Goodrich, Legal discourse: studies in linguistics, rhetoric and legal analysis (London: M acm illan, 1987)
 ̂ See e.g. L. Solan &  P .M . Tiersm a, Speaking o f crime: the  language o f criminal justice (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2005)
® Y. M aley, The language o f  the law  IN Language and th e  law (Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) a t 11 -12
® M uch o f the  research on the language o f law has been done on com m on law countries and in the  English
language, and it is o ften o r generally described in generic term s as pertaining to  all com m o n-law  legal systems using 

the English language, w ith  implicit or explicit acknowledgm ent th a t countries have developed th e ir  own specificities 

of legal language. The discussion is thus nonspecific and relates to  'English' legal language generally.
Y. M aley , The language o f the la w  IN Language and the  law (Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) at 12

S tatu te  o f Pleading, 135 2 , 36 Edw. 3 (Stat. 1] Ch. 15 [England]
R. M orris , G reat mischiefs: an historical look a t  language legislation in Britain  IN Language legislation and 

linguistic rights (D.A. Kibbee, ed.)(John Benjamins Publishing Company: A m sterdam /Philadelphia, 1998) a t 32 -4  &  D, 
M ellinkoff, The language o f the  law  (Boston: Little, Brown & Com pany, 1953)
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subjects of that part of Great Britain called England (...) from the peril of 

being ensnared or brought in danger, (...) all proceedings (...) which concern 

the law and administration of justice, shall be in the English tongue and 

language only, and not in Latin or French, or any other tongue or language 

whatsoever.

According to Maley, by this time "a host of Old English, Latin, Norman-French and Middle 

English terms had become fixed in the vocabulary of lawyers",^'* and although much of the 

vocabulary has been anglicised over time, the influence rem a in s .T h is  multilingual genesis is 

perhaps most apparent in a feature of legal language where synonyms o f d ifferent origins are 

coupled to create commonly-used terms;

It is ironic to consider that while many members of the legal profession argued against 

abandoning the traditional language of the law, English would later become the language used 

in the courts o f British colonies on arguments that native languages were inappropriate 

vehicles of the law; they lacked the requisite textbooks and terminology in the vernacular, 

drawing up law reports in a foreign language was complex and inaccuracies would result 

through mistranslation, certain materials needed to be quoted verbatim, or in other words, 

the argument that only English can serve as the language of the law.^^ Many legal 

professionals have also traditionally argued against changing or simplifying legal English for 

public consumption on the basis that its distinctive characteristics are vital to ensuring 

precision, accuracy and consistent interpretation by legal professionals. For example. Philips 

submits that the use of plain language in law may increase comprehension but "at the expense

Courts o f Justice Act 1731 , 4 Geo. 2, Ch. 26 [England] (emphasis in original)
“  Y. M aley, The language o f  the la w  IN Language and th e  law (Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) a t 12

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in the  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003 ) a t 7-8
W .M , O 'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academ ic  

Press, 1982 ) a t 20

See R, M orris , G reat mischiefs: an historical look a t  language legislation in Britain  IN Language legislation and 

linguistic rights (D.A. Kibbee, ed,)(John Benjamins Publishing Com pany: A m sterdam /Philadelphia, 1998) a t 3 2 -4  & D, 
M ellinkoff, The language o f the  law (Boston: Little, Brown & Com pany, 1963)

acknowledge and confess 

act and deed

(Old English/French) 

(French-Latin/Old English) 

(Old English/French)^®breaking and entering
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of functionally valuable features of legal language, such as precision and internal 

consistency."^®

However, there is an equally "long and robust tradition"^® of criticising the language o f the 

law; it has been condemned by non-lawyers for centuries,^ and mocked by writers 

throughout history as "a paradigm of linguistic inaccessibility".^^ It was not until the 1970s, 

however, that the first attempts were made to understand, describe and categorize the 

functioning of legal language. A lawyer, Mellinkoff, provided the first major description of legal 

language which is still widely-regarded and influential;^^ it focused mainly on written language 

at the lexical level and its origins, while later accounts established that legal language is more 

than "an esoteric v o c a b u la ry " ,b u t is also distinctive at the grammatical and discourse levels. 

'Legalese' and 'legal jargon' are the terms that are probably most often used to refer to legal 

language, labels that are in themselves implicative of the divergence from ordinary language; 

legalese is commonly associated with written legal language (legislation, judgments or 

contracts^''), but it is also sometimes used to describe legal language in oral settings such as in 

the courtroom or during police questioning.^^ Legal jargon may be considered the most 

superficial level of legal language and is usually understood as referring to technical, legal 

vocabulary or to the lexical level of legal language. In its difference and distinction from 

everyday language, legal language has been variously labelled a distinct dialect, a separate 

register^® and a sublanguage.^^

From the accounts available^® we know that legal jargon is distinct in its use of words from Old 

and Middle English, Latin and Norman French; common words w ith specialized meanings

A. Philipps, Lawyer's language (London; Routledge, 2003) a t 37
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford; Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003)
“  V.R. Charrow , Linguistic theory and the study o f  legal and  bureaucratic language  IN Exceptional language and  

linguistics (L.K. O bler & L. M enn, eds.)(N ew  York; Academ ic Press, 1982) a t 84  

Law and language (T. M o raw etz , ed.)(A ldershot; D artm outh , 2000) a t xi 
D. M ellinkoff, The language o f the  law (Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1963)
R.P. C harrow  & V.R. Charrow , M aking  legal language understandable: a  psychoHnguistic study o f  ju ry  instructions, 

79(7 ) Columbia Law Review 1306 (1979) a t 1359
See e.g. P. Tiersm a, Legal language (Chicago/London: University o f Chicago Press, 1999) w ho distinguishes 

operative docum ents (legislation, judgm ents, contracts); expository docum ents (that explain law  e.g. 
le tte r/educa tiona l m ateria l) and persuasive docum ents (submissions to  persuade a court)

See e.g. W .M . O 'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London; 
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('action' fo r lawsuit); technical terms as well as formal words and expressions; words and 

expressions w ith flexible meanings (adequate; promptly), polysyllabic words and professional 

argot or words used for in-group communication (damages, due care). In addition to this, 

abbreviations such as acronyms or referring to statutes by number may be common in spoken 

legal language.^® Grammatically, w ritten legal language can feature long, complex sentences 

with many prepositional phrases and unusual sentence structures^® as well as a lack of linkage 

between sentences; it may use an impersonal tone including the passive voice, or be abstract 

and hypothetical through use of the conditional tense; it often uses negatives and multiple 

negatives, repetition, nominalizations (nouns made from verbs) and unique determiners 

('such', 'said' + nouns, e.g. in any such event). Legal texts often contain numerous definitions, 

lists or rules; some texts or parts of texts can be vague, wordy and lack cohesion, while others 

are extremely precise; they can appear pompous and dull, or sophisticated and elegant. 

Legalese has also been described as solemn and ceremonial, or even ritualistic.

Its complex nature poses little  difficulty fo r legal professionals, initiated into the language of 

the law in university or law s c h o o l,a n d  who have spent entire working lives "immersed in 

the complexities of the law".^^ Goodrich submits that a large part of learning the law is 

learning its "highly technical and frequently archaic v o c a b u la ry " . In  fact most lawyers and 

judges not only master the specificities of legal language, but tend to be excellent language 

u s e rs .M a le y  talks, for example, about the honed argumentation skills of judges and their 

"mastery of the specialised vo cabu la ry ".H ow eve r the same cannot be said for the average 

lay person; Hood's 2003 study on perceptions o f fairness found that 'posh' language and legal 

jargon created difficulties fo r defendants, many of whom did not fully understand the 

sentencing comments of judges and magistrates: 60% of respondents said the language used 

in court had put them at a disadvantage.^® Legalese and legal jargon have been described as

Com parative legal linguistics (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2 00 6 ); R.P. C harrow  &  V.R. C harrow , m aking legal ianguage  

understandable: a  psycholinguistic study o f  ju ry  instructions, 79(7 ) Columbia Law Review 1306 (1979) and B. Danet, 
Language in the lega l process, 14(3) La w  & Society Review 445  (1980)

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 
Ltd., 2003) a t 45

E.g. pronoun anaphora, 'whiz' de letion, and phenom ena such as misplaced phrases see B. Danet, Language in the  
legal process, 14(3) Law & Society Review 4 45  (1980)

J.M. Conley & W .M . O 'Barr, Just words: law, language and pow er (Bristol: University o f Chicago Press, 2005)
H. M ikkelson, In troduction to  court in terpreting (M anchester: St. Jerom e Publishing, 2000 ) a t 106  

”  P. Goodrich, Legal discourse: studies in linguistics, rhetoric  and legal analysis (London: M acm illan, 1987) a t 176  

P.M . Tiersm a, The ju d g e  as linguist, 27 Loyola o f Los Angeles Law Review 269  (1993)
Y. M aley, The language o f  the law  IN Language and th e  law  (Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) at 4 2 -3  
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trea tm e n t (London: Lord Chancellor's D epartm ent, 2003)
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"often incomprehensible"/^ "a completely foreign language to the layperson-juror",^* and a 

"rather distant cousin of everyday language",^® and Danet says that even well-educated 

speakers often have difficulty understanding the language of c o u r t w h i l e  O'Barr opines that 

almost everyone has some degree of trouble with it.''^ While lawyers have argued that 

comprehension difficulties stem from the complexity of legal concepts, studies by linguists 

have rejected this contention, and demonstrate that the ability to understand legal discourse 

is determined by its "grammatical, semantic, and contextual complexity", or most of the 

features of legal language described above. Ser i ous  concerns have thus been raised at the 

idea that criminal defendants are often unable to understand their own trial.

Two basic principles of justice have been recognised as paradoxical or imperilled based on the 

impenetrability of legal language. The first is that justice should not only be done but should 

also be seen to be done; Philips considers that this implies a requirement for obvious fairness 

in court proceedings, but says that this is compromised by the fact that "the hypothetical 

observer of open justice finds his view obstructed by the Chinese wall of an alien and 

alienating language."'*'* The second principle is ignorantia Juris non excusat or ignorantia juris  

neminem excusat; ignorance of the law excuseth not or excuseth no-one; the law's 

presumption that the person who committed the unlawful act knew that it was a crime. Philips 

considers this a 'bizarre' expectation,'*^ Gibbons calls it a 'logical absurdity"*® and Morawetz 

finds it paradoxical that where transparency of language is most desirable it is unlikely to be 

found.^^ Goodrich goes a step further and refers to the 'major paradox of contemporary legal 

culture' that although it is incumbent on us all to know the law, the structure of legal language 

and practice prevent any other than a 'highly trained elite of specialists' from acquiring this 

knowledge.'*®

s. Schane, Language and the  law  (London: Continuum , 2006) at 2
A. Elwork, B.D. Sales &  J.J. Alfini, Juridic decisions: in ignorance o f  the law  or in light o f  It?, 1 Law and Hum an  

Behavior 163 (1977) a t 165
J. Colin & R, M orris , In terpreters  and the  legal process (W inchester; W aterside, 1996) at 20  
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See e.g. B. D anet, Language in the legal process, 14(3 ) Law & Society Review 445 (1980) a t 467 -8
A. Philipps, Lawyer's language (London: Routledge, 2003) a t 28
A. Philipps, Lawyer's language (London: Routledge, 2003) at 29
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing  

Ltd., 2003 ) at 162
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P. Goodrich, Legal discourse: studies in linguistics, rhetoric and legal analysis (London: M acm illan, 1987) a t 7
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In fact much o f the literature on legal language is concerned w ith elitism and exclusion. 

M ellinkoff suggested that the reason fo r the historical divergence of legal language from that 

o f common usage was the urge of those in the legal profession for their own, secret language, 

and Maley supports this view, asserting that there is a strong historical and cultural pattern of 

powerful and elite groups having their own, special language that served to  identify them 

socially and perpetuate their power "by depriving the less powerful classes of access to its 

mysteries".''^ Carey argues that although the modern lawyer is unlikely to admit to deliberate 

exclusion or confusion of the public, the obscurity of legal language nonetheless serves to 

protect the law from scrutiny. He also opines that the nature of legal language makes it one of 

expertise and a professional language, and because it is exclusive and widely inaccessible, 

those who use it are "a professional e lite " .L e g a l language is thus frequently viewed as a 

membership marker of the prestigious elite group to which lawyers and judges belong, and as 

strengthening professional solidarity.^^

Legal language is further frequently depicted as an instrument of authority, power and 

con tro l.S oc io lega l research has long been concerned with the idea that in practice, the law 

does not meet its own ideal of fairness, and Conley and O'Barr consider that in the courtroom 

one is immediately struck by the feeling "that the law's power is more accessible to  some 

people than to others."”  Saville-Troike says that social control is greater in situations where 

speech events are formalised,^'* and in the courtroom, "a highly ritualized linguistic setting"^^ 

where strict rules govern what can be said, when and by whom, power belongs to those most 

entitled to speak and to choose and control topics;^® while witnesses have some degree of 

control, at the top of the hierarchy w ith the greatest linguistic power are attorneys and 

ju d g e s .F ro m  this perspective it is a short step to viewing language as a weapon wielded by

49
Y. M aley, The language o f  the law  IN Language and th e  law  (Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) a t 12 
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language professionals, or as a lawyer's most basic, powerful and manipulative tool^* that can 

be used in court to mislead, confuse, annoy, trap, intim idate or obtain an advantage over less 

sophisticated users of language.^® Considering the position of vulnerable witnesses in the 

adversarial system, Ellison describes how techniques such as questions, vigorous objections, 

warnings, repetition of questions and insistence on proper answers, as well as speech rate, 

eye contact, physical gestures and facial expressions can be used to establish linguistic 

dominance.“

Much of the research and literature on legal language has as a central concern the adversarial 

nature of the trial and the central and essential role of witness examination. The trial has been 

likened to a "ritualized battle",®^ a "verbal duel";“  a "joust or a battle" fought w ith words in 

"an arena of opposition and drama";®^ "a war of words" where "dramatic tension is at its 

height when the defendant is being cross-examined".®'’ The trial has also been conceived o f as 

a process of story-telling, whereby different versions of the tru th  are presented to the judge or 

jury who, in deciding who and what to believe, interpret what is said and create their own 

version of what happened. While generally considered to be the establishing of fact, all 

versions of the tru th  are selective, such that the final, accepted version has been described as 

a 'constructed reality'.®^ Maley suggests that some groups, such as certain ethnic groups, may 

find this procedure confusing and upsetting, and may be "unable to exploit the opportunities 

offered them to tell the ir story."“  He distinguishes two dialogic models o f trial discourse: the 

first is combative and adversarial where lawyers basically attempt to undermine the other 

side's story, and Berk-Seligson describes how lawyers use verbal strategies to make witnesses 

fo r the opposing side appear dishonest, unreliable, and incompetent.®^ The other model is 

cooperative and supportive; lawyers support their version of events and try to make their own

H.E.S. M attila , C om parative legal linguistics (A ldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2006) a t 19
See e.g. D. Eades, Evidence given in unequivocal term s: gaining consent o f  A borig inal young people in court, IN 
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witnesses "look credible, sincere, and competent".®* Here lexical and grammatical choices can 

play a role in mitigating or obfuscating guilt; Danet has analysed, fo r example, how the 

prosecution and defence in a manslaughter trial over a late abortion used different words to 

describe the incident; the prosecution referred to  a baby or a child, while the defence used the 

terms fetus  and products o f conception to mitigate culpability.^ Matoesian in his seminal work 

on language, power, and domination in rape trials finds that rape trials, like other adversarial 

trials, are ultim ately not about truth  or falsity, but winning and losing.™

A basic principle transcends the use of language to inculpate or mitigate; that "[h ]ow  things 

are said in court (...) may be much more important that what is actually said."’  ̂ Possibly the 

most cited experiment to illustrate this principle is that of Loftus and Palmer^^ in which a film 

with a car-crash was shown to two subject groups; while one set of subjects was asked to 

estimate how fast cars were going when they "smashed" into each other, the other set was 

asked to estimate the same thing when the cars "collided", "bumped", "h it" and "contacted". 

Loftus and Palmer found that when the term "smash" was used, subjects estimated the speed 

of the car as being significantly higher than when the other terms were used. In addition, 

when the subjects were re-called a week later, 32% of the "smash" group claimed that there 

had been broken glass at the scene, while only 14% of the "h it" group claimed this. There was 

no broken glass. Having considered some of the comprehension issues tha t legalese poses, 

this principle lays the foundation fo r consideration of how defendants and witnesses 

communicate in the courtroom, and whether a layperson's use of language can affect the 

outcome o f a trial. Relevant research has considered how juries evaluate the speech of 

witnesses, and how linguistic differences in litigants' presentation of cases can affect their 

success.

Through the ir study of language in American courtrooms, O'Barr et al. revealed that, while 

previous descriptions of legal language had conveyed an impression of legalese as a 

homogenous entity, there was actually a range of language varieties to be heard in the 

courtroom, each o f which could be considered a separate register of court talk. They identified

s. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters  in the  judicial process (2002 ) a t 20
B. D anet, 'Baby' o r fe tus '?  Language and the construction o f  rea lity  in a  m anslaughter tria l, 32 (3 -4 ) Semiotica 187  

(1980)

G .M . M atoesian, Reproducing rape: dom ination through ta lk  in the  courtroom  (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1993) a t
32

W .M . O 'Barr &  J.M . Conley, Subtleties o f  speech can tilt  the  scales o f  justice: when a ju ro r  watches a  lawyer, 3 
Barrister 8 (1976)
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language and m em ory, 13(5) Journal o f Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior 585  (1974)
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four such registers and observed that most speakers moved between them, though none used 

all four:^^

• Formal legal language: closest to  w ritten legal language; used by judges to  instruct the 

jury, pass judgment, speak "to  the record"; used by lawyers to address court, make 

requests

• Standard English: correct English, more formal than everyday language; used by 

lawyers and most witnesses

• Colloquial English: closer to everyday English; some lawyers and some witnesses use it

•  Subcultural varieties: includes Black English and dialects of poorly educated whites

A person's speech can provide clues about their social class and social status, such as level of 

education, age group, gender, occupation or o rig in /'’ It also affects how a person is perceived. 

A number of studies have explored the use and impact of speech styles in the courtroom on 

this basis, including that o f Conley et al. in which the aim was to discover how juries perceive 

and evaluate certain speech styles of witnesses. One such style is the use of 'powerful' and 

'powerless' speech.'Pow erless ' speech means speech "characterized by the frequent use of 

words and expressions that convey a lack of forcefulness in speaking",^® something often 

associated w ith women,^^ though Conley et al. suggested the distinction may relate to social 

power rather than gender. Studying presentational styles in the courtroom, they found that 

the language o f witnesses with a higher social status (e.g. well-educated, white collar men; 

male and female expert witnesses) involves fewer incidences o f powerless speech,^® Their 

statistical analysis was unambivalent in its finding that those who used a powerful style of 

speech were evaluated more positively in terms of credibility and the veracity of their 

testimony; they were considered to be more competent, more intelligent, and more 

trustworthy. Conley et al. concluded from their experiment that both female and male

W .M . O'Barr, Linguistic evidence; language, pow er, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academic  

Press, 1982) a t 25
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M esthrie, J. Swann, A. D eum ert, W.L. Leap, eds.)(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2000) a t 6. Also W .M . 
O'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in the courtroom  (1982) a t 4 
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J.M. Conley, W .M , O 'B arr & E.A. Lind, The p o w e r o f  language: presen ta tiona l style in the courtroom , 6 Duke Law 

Journal 1375 (1978); Features include hedges ("I think"; "It seems like"); m odifiers ("kinda"; "sort of"); hesitation  
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witnesses are consistently evaluated more positively w/hen they use the powerful style of 

speech/^

Solan and Tiersma link the 'powerless' style of speaking to having one's right to counsel 

satisfied; US courts have often ruled that indirect statements like "I th ink I'd like a lawyer" do 

not constitute legitimate requests or a valid invocation o f the right to  counsel; as the less 

empowered are more likely to make indirect requests than the better-educated and more 

well-off, they are less likely to have their right to a lawyer respected.*” They also associate this 

speech style w ith the police getting confessions, and point out that children, people w ith 

learning disabilities and those who have limited English skills and/or knowledge of the system 

are among those at risk of signing false confessions; they submit that this "no doubt this has 

some effect on the demographics of the prison system."®^

Another style evident in the courtroom is 'hypercorrect' speech; in the intim idating and formal 

setting of the trial court, this is the effect o f witnesses trying to use a more formal style of 

language than they normally would, but as a result making "frequent errors in grammar and 

vocabulary" which actually has the effect of rendering their speech "stilted and unnatural".®^ 

Conley et al. found that juries also evaluate this style of speech negatively; it is equated with 

low social status or a desire to ingratiate, and those using it were considered less convincing, 

less competent, less qualified and less intelligent than those using the formal style of speech 

correctly.®^

Wodak-Engel undertook a study to determine how courtroom factors affect the linguistic 

behaviour of defendants, and the extent to  which the linguistic behaviour of defendants 

influences the outcome of their case. She hypothesised that because of the institutional 

nature of the speech setting, only those defendants who were aware o f courtroom norms and 

could express the ir knowledge "in spontaneous interaction" would be successful in their 

linguistic strategies.®'’ Having divided defendants into Working class (WC), Lower middle-class 

(LMC) and Middle class (MC), she found that those in the WC group came to court w ith almost

J.M . Conley, W .M . O 'Barr &  E.A. Lind, The p o w e r o f  language: presen tational style in the courtroom  (1978)
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W .M . O'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academ ic  

Press, 1982) a t 87
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no story, their behaviour reinforced certain stereotypes of the judge who behaved in a hostile 

manner, and these defendants received higher sentences although less responsible; they w^ere 

unable to adopt successful strategies as they were unaware of what to expect. LMC 

defendants, on the other hand, were capable of linguistic behaviour positively evaluated by 

the judge, but because of not pleading guilty were unsuccessful in achieving a positive image. 

Both the WC and LMC defendants were given more severe sentences than those in the MC 

group who, being familiar w ith the strategies and norms of court interaction, pleaded guilty 

and were able to construct a valid and consistent story using technical vocabulary; this 

ensured plausibility and an image valued by the court. Having acquired the speech norms 

used in the courtroom, MC defendants were able to succeed in court.

Wodak-Engel thus submits that the ability to create a certain image in court is important; the 

judge wants a quick trial and thus values defendants who enter a guilty plea, offer a 

reasonable explanation and a credible story, don 't argue, and are well-presented. 

Interestingly, she also considers the behaviour of those w ith previous convictions (PC), finding 

that these treat the court appearance as a sort of game; they are "competent and 

comfortable" in court, and capable of manipulating procedure, and their manner of speaking 

clearly evinces their knowledge of courtroom procedure, leading Wodak-Engel to find that 

even if these defendants are from a working-class background, their court experience acts in 

their favour making them more capable in court.*^ Although her sample is very small (15 

defendants), her findings are supportive of and supported by those of Conley, O'Barr and Lind.

Conley and O'Barr carried out a study of how ordinary, self-represented American lay people 

in small claims disputes identify and analyse legal problems, and how they approach and 

respond to the justice system.*® They found that lay and legal people approach the system 

very differently, to the point that they seem to speak different languages. They label the 

dichotomy 'rules versus relationships', where rule-oriented accounts are presented in a 

framework that corresponds more to  official discourse; a discourse which is primarily 

concerned w ith rules and the law, and to the sense of logic analogous with the court and the 

law more generally; and where relational accounts are presented in relation to their social 

context and social relations. The latter approach, used by most lay people, is typically treated 

as being filled w ith irrelevant and inappropriate information, and can be compared to the

R. W odak-Engel, D eterm ination  o f  guilt: discourse in the courtroom  (1984) a t 93
J.M. Conley & W .M . O 'Barr, Rules versus relationships in sm all claims disputes IN Conflict talk: sociolingulstic 

Investigations o f argum ents in conversation (A. Day Grim shaw, ed.)(Cam bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) 

at 178-193
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'powerless' style o f testifying. Where judges give the litigant the chance to speak, they are 

"unable to comprehend what they are trying to say", as their speech is not conforming to the 

conventions o f legal discourse. Rule-oriented accounts, on the other hand, are presented in a 

framework recognizable to the court and the judge, who are better able to deal w ith the 

discourse as a result. In their study, only some self-represented litigants presented rule- 

oriented accounts, and Conley and O'Barr consider that people with experience in business or 

law may be more inclined to present such accounts. Conley and O'Barr find that accounts are 

transformed through the use of legal language and, more subtly, by the process o f 'thinking 

like a lawyer', or identifying those aspects that judges and legal professionals will consider 

relevant. They say that lawyers thus conceptualise disputes in a d ifferent way.®^

While it may be somewhat overzealous to suggest that judges, recognised as competent users 

of language, are unable to understand relational accounts, the findings are relevant in 

highlighting that some court users are better able to interact successfully w ith the court by 

engaging in appropriate use of language and by presenting 'facts' in ways that the court can 

relate to more easily and more quickly. It also suggests more generally that a represented 

defendant, whose lawyer can present the account (or the 'facts') in an appropriate framework 

and w ith appropriate language, is at an advantage in the courtroom; the right to counsel is 

therefore also important fo r linguistic reasons. These studies reveal a pattern and provide an 

empirical basis for what might be considered an instinctual conclusion based on the formality, 

sophistication and exclusive nature of legal language: that defendants w ith a higher level of 

education are more likely to understand legal language, that defendants w ith a higher social 

status who use 'powerful' speech are more positively evaluated, and that those w ith 

experience in business or law (probably well educated and/or of high social status or possibly 

repeat offenders) are more able to produce accounts that are readily acceptable to the court. 

The studies therefore strongly suggest that defendants w ith high levels o f education, high 

social status and/or previous court experience are more likely to be able to understand what 

happens in court, and to interact successfully. This leads us to the discussion o f the position of 

defendants w ith little  or no English language skills.

J.M. Conley & W .M , O 'Barr, Just words: law, language and pow er (Bristo l: U niversity o f Chicago Press, 2005) at 
134
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Section B: Court Interpreting

Due to the nature of legal language, the concepts of interpreting and translation are inherent 

in legal proceedings, even w ithout the addition of a foreign language. Most basically 

'in terpretation ' in the legal context involves deciding the exact meaning of a legal text, but the 

dichotomy between legal language and ordinary language is often considered to necessitate a 

process of translation,** which has even been described as being at "[t]he heart of the law."*® 

Charrow and Charrow explain that those who are not familiar w ith a specific field will have 

difficulty understanding and will need a translation, which in a way "is what lawyers do by 

explaining to suspects what they are being investigated for or charged with",®° and Danet 

compares the role of a lawyer to that of an interpreter fo r those who cannot understand the 

language of the c o u r t.O 'B a rr  sets out a number of ways in which interpretation is a central 

element in the courtroom: various versions of the truth are interpreted to decide who wins; 

witnesses interpret their memories of what happened; lawyers interpret the situation in their 

opening remarks and their closings; and the jury interprets in order to give a verdict.®^

The Need for In terpreters

When a defendant who does not speak English appears in court, an interpreter permits 

"judges, attorneys, court reporters, and other key courtroom personnel to understand the 

testimony."®^ Wadensjb submits that interpreters fu lfil a role in the "institutional system of 

control, by seeing to it that interaction continues, that a certain agenda is kept."®'* It has been 

asserted that those working in the legal system have a right to dependable interpretation so 

they can work to appropriate legal and professional standards,®^ and Storey talks about the 

right o f the general public to have crimes investigated, and to have the perpetrators tried and 

convicted; to this end the evidence of the non-English speaker must be available to  the

J. Colin & R. M orris , In terpreters  and the  legal process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996) a t 21  

J.B. W h ite , Law as rhetoric, rhetoric as law : the arts o f cultural and  com m unal life  IN Law and language (T, 
M o ra w e tz , ed.)(A ldershot: D artm outh , 2000 ) at 63 

R.P. C harrow  & V.R. Charrow , M aking  legal language understandable: a  psycholingulstic study o f  ju ry  instructions, 
79 (7 ) Columbia Law Review 1306 (1979) a t 1312

B. D anet, Language in the legal process, 14(3) Law &  Society Review 445  (1980) a t 4 70
W .M . O 'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, power, and strategy in th e  courtroom  (N ew  York; London: Academ ic  

Press, 1982)
E.M . de Jongh, Foreign language Interpreters in the courtroom : the case fo r  linguistic and cultural proficiency, 

75 (3 ) The M odern  Language Journal 285 (1991) a t 288
C. W adensjo , In terpreting in in teraction (N ew  York: Addison Wesley Longman, 1998) a t 13
Aequitas: Access to  justice across language and culture in the  ELI (E. Hertog, ed .)(A ntw erp: Lessius Hogeschool, 

2001); C. W adensjo , In terpreting in in teraction (N ew  York: Addison W esley Longman, 1998)
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court.®® A significant po in t o f departure o f the  N uffie ld study on court in te rpre ting  in England 

and Wales was th a t court in te rp re te rs  were necessary to  fac ilita te  com m unication fo r  the 

court which "needs to  be able to  conduct its business e ffic ien tly  and equitab ly and fo llo w  

testim ony fu lly  and accurately."®^ They consider th a t th is perspective has no t been given as 

much consideration as the need o f the  non-English speaker fo r in te rp re ta tion , nor has much 

a tten tion  been paid to  tensions between the  la tte r and the  court's expectations and 

re q u ire m e n ts .A lth o u g h  th e ir study does not necessarily do anything to  correct this, th e ir 

po in t is accurate in th a t the m ajority  - th o u g h t certa in ly no t the  to ta lity  - o f lite ra tu re  

concerned w ith  court in te rp re ting  focuses on the language-disadvantaged defendant.

The linguistic and socio-cultural barriers described in the  firs t part o f th is chapter are even 

m ore d ifficu lt to  overcom e fo r those w ith o u t fluency in the  language o f the crim inal justice 

system or fam ilia rity  w ith  its principles and procedures. For th e ir study on partic ipation in the 

justice system. Bottom s and McClean created a typology o f defendants and non-English 

speakers, no t being the  focus o f the  study, fe ll in to  the category o f 'o the r types'. It was found 

tha t th e ir lack o f command o f the language "dom inated all aspects o f the case",®® and w h ile  

they do no t explain how language issues arose or w he ther they had (problem s w ith ) 

in terpreters, th e ir description o f the  im pact o f lim ited English proficiency in court is 

unequivocal. Gibbons suggests th a t when a person does no t have any comm and o f the  

language spoken in the legal system " it  is d ifficu lt to  find a rational argum ent to  deny access to  

an in te rp re te r/tra n s la to r", as w ith o u t one the defendant is unable to  understand the  process 

or com m unicate the ir version o f e v e n ts .H o w e v e r ,  the  com plexity o f court language and 

procedure means th a t a high level o f fluency is required fo r this, and the in tim ida ting  and 

stressful nature o f the  court setting can also im pact on perform ance in the  acquired

K. storey. The linguistic rights o f  non-English speaking suspects, witnesses, victims and  defendants  IN Language 

legislation and linguistic rights (D.A. Kibbee, ed .)(A m sterdam /P hiladelph ia: John Benjamins Publishing Com pany, 
1 9 9 8 )at 30

I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the  courts o f England and W ales (Cardiff: School 
o f Social and Adm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992) a t 3

I. Butler &  L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the  courts o f England and W ales (1992) at 3, citing  

R. M orris , The im pact o f court in terpre tation  on legal proceedings, M .A. Thesis; H ebrew  University o f Jerusalem  

(unpublished, 1989) and J. Bainbridge Stafford, No com prendo: the non-English speaking defendant a nd  the crim inal 
process, 68 (1 ) Journal o f Criminal Law/ and Criminology 15 (1977)
99

A. Bottoms & J.D. MacClean, Defendants in the  criminal process (London: Routledge & K, Paul, 1976) a t 71 

^°°J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in the  justice system (Oxford: Blackw/ell Publishing 
Ltd., 2003) a t 232
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language/^ such that interpreters may also be considered necessary for defendants with 

limited English proficiency.^”^

The US Supreme Court has described as "m eaningless"/”  ̂ "incomprehensible r itu a l" /“  

"invective against an insensible object"^^, "guarantee[d] confusion"^® and "Kafka-like''^°^ the 

application of criminal justice to those w ithout fluency in English, and the literature on 

interpreting usually conceives of the interpreter as facilitating access to justice, mitigating the 

disadvantage of such defendants and correcting imbalances, and helping immigrant and other 

'powerless' groups. The right to an interpreter is often cited as a justification fo r interest and 

research in the area, as is the fact that minority, ethnic and immigrant groups are often 

massively overrepresented in prisons and the question of whether, how and to what extent 

language issues may contribute to  this. While finding a definitive answer to these questions 

seems unlikely at present, a review of the existing literature on court interpreting presents a 

number o f relevant insights. Broadly, the remainder o f this section will consider the role(s) of 

an interpreter; court attitudes; practical issues; language assessment and assigning an 

interpreter, and the impact and potential consequences of interpreting on the court process.

The In te rp re te r’s Role

Berk-Seligson points out that there is an important distinction between a bilingual person and 

a professional court in te rp re te r ,a n d  de Jongh submits that being fluent in two languages is 

only the beginning o f an interpreter's t ra in in g .Id e a lly ,  on a practical level, an interpreter 

should have good hearing, a clear speaking voice, physical stamina and a confident manner, 

and the sensitivity of the role favours diplomacy, tolerance, the ability to build a rapport, 

objectivity and social, cultural and political awareness, as well as a thorough awareness of

J.J. Gum perz, Fact a nd  inference in courtroom  testim ony  IN Language and social identity  (J.J, G um perz, 
ed.)(Cam bridge: Cam bridge University Press, 1982) a t 182

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (2003) at 211 & 232  

State V Fa'afiti, 54 Haw . 537, 513  P.2d 697  (1973)
United States v Carrion, 488  F.2d 12, 14 (1st C ir.1973), cert, denied, 416  U.S. 907 (1974)
State V Rios, 12 Ariz. 143, 144 539  P.2d 900, 901  (1975)
United States V M ayans , 17 F.3d 1 1 7 4 ,1 1 7 9 -8 0  (9th Cir. 1994)
U nited States  v Desist, 384  F.2d 889, 9 01 -0 2  (2d C ir.1967), a ff'd , 394 U.S. 244 (1969). In Kafka's The Trial, Josef K, 

an innocent m an, is arrested , tried , charged and punished w ith o u t understanding the procedures involved o r how  

to  defend him self [F. Kafka, The tria l (H arm ondsw orth: Penguin, 1953)]
S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 

lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 42
E.M. de Jongh, Foreign language interpreters in the courtroom : the case fo r  linguistic and  cultural proficiency, 

75(3) The M o d ern  Language Journal 285 (1991) a t 285
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professional e th ic s .F ro m  a more technical perspective a good interpreter w ill be highly 

proficient in both languages, be able to hear, analyse and repeat a message, and have good 

general knowledge as well as specific knowledge of certain subject matters, countries, groups 

or cultures. As fam iliarity w ith a particular field greatly facilitates comprehension,^^ the court 

or legal interpreter should also have knowledge of the legal system and legal language as well 

as an awareness of differences between systems; legal concepts can exist in one and not in 

another, and some terms and concepts of English law may be "incomprehensible for a 

foreigner",^^^ posing a technical d ifficulty for interpretation. Familiarity w ith other types of 

language used in the courtroom and relevant discourse conventions is also important;^^^ it is 

clear from Conley and O'Barr's descriptions of the registers used in court that the interpreter 

should be able to  use both of their languages at various levels, from the technical and formal 

speech of legal professionals and expert witnesses to non-standard or colloquial speech and 

slang.“ ''

Colin and Morris point out that because legal argument is particularly d ifficult to fo llow  -  and 

lawyers do not modify their speech for the benefit of laypeople - the interpreter needs 

considerable expertise for such material. It is important that defendants understand what is 

going on so that they may instruct their lawyer if necessary, and for this reason they consider 

that an intelligible summary is appropriate if simultaneous interpretation is not possible. 

Berk-Seligson agrees that summary interpreting is appropriate where very technical legal 

language is being used that even native speakers would have difficulty fo llo w in g .H o w e v e r, 

the view taken in Aequitas is that summarizing is not the same as interpreting, and 

interpreters are obliged to interpret everything that is said; summarizing involves prioritisation 

of specific details by the interpreter, decisions which are not w ithin the ambit of the 

interpreter's role and which would compromise the interpreter's neutrality (see below); for

See e.g. E. Granger &  M . Baker, The role and  experience o f  in terpreters  IN W orking w ith  in terpreters in m ental 
health (R. Tribe & H. Raval, eds,)(Hove: Brunner/R outledge, 2003); J. Colin &  R. M orris, In terpreters  and the legal 
process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996); J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an introduction to  language in th e  justice 
system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2003 ) at 2 4 3 -4

See e.g. I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the  courts of England and W ales (Cardiff: 
School o f Social and A dm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992) a t 4 

H.E.S. M a ttila , Com parative legal linguistics (A ldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2006) a t 221
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an introduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003) a t 241

A.B. Edwards, The practice o f court in terpreting (A m sterdam /P hiladelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 
1995) a t 91-92

J. Colin &  R. M orris , In terpreters and the  legal process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996) a t 95. There are a num ber  

of modes, techniques or m ethods o f in terpreting including sim ultaneous (w here  the  in te rp re te r listens and speaks 

alm ost concurrently); consecutive (the speaker pauses at intervals to  a llow  in terpretation); summary; and sight 
translation (oral rendition of w ritten  m ateria l w ritten  on sight)

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 
III./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 38-9
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these reasons summaries should be given only in exceptional circumstances and where there 

is consent/^^

The interpreter's aim is essentially to "convey precisely, accurately, and completely in the 

target language the information contained in the source l a n g u a g e " . I n  order to avoid 

miscommunication the message should be conveyed "w ith  its entire semantic, emotional and 

aesthetic b a g g a g e " , a  task that requires attention to nuance, style, register, formality, tone, 

and gestures/^® The previous section explored the importance of how  something is said and 

ideally the interpreter should maintain the way the witness/defendant speaks, conveying "the 

same impression in English that the witness would have given to a lawyer examining 

directly."^^^ The d ifficulty of realizing such an aim is significant for a number of reasons: first, 

court interpreting happens instantly w ithout time fo r reflection or consultation. In addition, 

from a technical perspective, languages are not directly equivalent: grammars are structured 

differently; etymologically similarly words may have very d ifferent meanings across languages; 

and cultural concepts or basic perspectives may be at variance. If language is understood 

according to Halliday's theory as "a system of meanings" that "reflects and transmits the 

values and relationships of a s o c i e t y " , t h e n  the concept attached to a specific word or 

phrase in one language will not be directly equivalent to that word or phrase in another, if it 

exists at all; this means that to avoid literal and meaningless translation, interpreters, in a 

sense, also act as cross-cultural communicators.

Morris points out that these interlingual issues are particularly salient in judicial c o n t e x t s . I t  

has been mentioned that legal systems vary greatly, such that literal translation from one legal 

system to another may cause confusion;^^'’ as Hyland says "the legal system cannot overcome 

the particularity of the language in which it is f o r mu l a t ed " . Gonza l ez  et al. highlight, for 

example, the fact that fo r Navajo Indians the concept of individual guilt does not exist, and

Aequitas: Access to justice across language and culture in the EU (E. Hertog, ed .)(A ntw erp: Lessius Hogeschool, 
2001 ) a t 28

E.M. de Jongh, Foreign language in terpreters in the courtroom : the case fo r  linguistic and  cultural proficiency, 
7 5(3 ) The M odern  Language Journal 285  (1991) a t 288

E.M. de Jongh, Foreign language interpreters in the courtroom  (1991) a t 288  

™  E.M. de Jongh, Foreign language interpreters in the courtroom  (1991) a t 292
J. Colin & R. M orris, In terpreters  and the  legal process (W inchester: W aters ide, 1996) a t 91 

R. M orris , The gum syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) a t 7 

R. M orris, The gum syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999 ) a t 7
See A.B. Edwards, The practice o f court in terpreting (A m sterdam /Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing 

Com pany, 1995) a t 94-95
R. Hyland, Babel: A She'ur, 11 Cardozo Law Review 1585  (1990) reprinted in Law and language (T. M oraw etz , 

ed.)(A ldershot: D artm outh , 2000) a t 39
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that there is no word for 'guilty ' in their language;^^® and de Jongh explains that looking at the 

floor is a respectful gesture in Haitian and many Hispanic cultures, while in Anglo-American 

culture it is often interpreted as a sign of guilt/^^ That legal language often employs 

commonly-used words in a technical sense can create difficulties fo r the interpreter, as can 

the fact that terms tha t appear similar across languages may actually represent d ifferent legal 

entities/^* However, while legal jargon is often considered by interpreters to be the biggest 

challenge in court, research has shown that most issues arising from the interpretation of 

courtroom discourse are pragmatic in nature, or stem from  trying to  maintain the 'how' of 

how a person speaks/^® Evaluation o f the interpreters in Berk-Seligson's study found them to 

be largely unaware of pragmatics and inattentive to the relevant aspects of speech; their 

interpretation thus inevitably caused "a skewing of intended meaning and tone "/^°

We have seen that judges and lawyers tend to be adept users of language, but this 

sophisticated use o f language does not necessarily imply understanding of the mechanics 

underlying language or its function in particular situations,^^^ and Tiersma submits that courts 

can possess 'surprising linguistic acumen' in some respects, while at the same time exhibiting 

'woeful disregard fo r how language operates in real life s itu a t io n s '.T h is  may be partly 

explained by the suggestion that people don 't always have good intuitions about linguistic 

p h e n o m e n a .O 'B a rr & Conley set out to  investigate the reliability of some aspects of court 

ideology on language; they found that when lawyers were asked to discuss their 

presentational styles in court, what they said "often bore little  relation to what we had 

o b s e r v e d , l e a d i n g  them to conclude that legal professionals are not sufficiently aware of 

discourse d y n a m i c s . T h e y  also analysed the contents of trial practice manuals and found 

that the views and suggestions they contained were of questionable dependability, and had no

R. Duenas Gonzalez, V.F. Vasquez & H. M ikkelson, Fundam entals of court in terpreting: theory, policy and  

practice (D urham , NC: Carolina Academ ic Press, 1991)

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 
lll./London: University of Chicago Press, 2002) a t 234

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003) a t 243
S. Hale, In terpre ters ' trea tm er)t o f  discourse m arkers in courtroom  questions, 6(1) Forensic Linguistics 57 (1999) 

a t 57
S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters  in the  judicial process: w ith a new  chapter (Chicago, 

lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 2-5
L. Solan & P .M . Tiersm a, Speaking o f crime: the  language o f crim inal justice (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 

2 005 ) at 10
P .M . Tiersm a, The ju dge  as linguist, 27 Loyola o f Los Angeles Law Review 269  (1993)
L. Solan &  P .M . Tiersm a, Speaking o f crim e (2005 ) a t 1 & 104
W .M . O 'Barr &  J.M . Conley, Subtleties o f  speech can tilt the scales o f  justice: when a  ju ro r  watches a  lawyer, 3 

Barrister 8 (1976)

J.M. Conley &  W .M . O 'Barr, Just words: law , language and pow er (Bristol: University o f Chicago Press, 2005) at 
134
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empirical b a s i s . F r o m  their own study, Charrow et al. observed that many lawyers have 

views on language and legal language that differ "substantially from what legal analyses 

r e v e a l " . O ' B a r r  consequently asserts that linguistic assumptions are made at every stage in 

the legal system "which by the standards of social science are frequently unfounded or 

unwarranted",^^® and Solan and Tiersma submit that the criminal justice system adheres to 

"deeply entrenched notions about language, many of which we now know are wrong".

One such notion is the 'verbatim ' theory of interpreting, or the requirement in many legal 

systems that interpreting be 'word-for-word' or ' l i t e r a l ' . Duenas  Gonzales et al. describe the 

verbatim standard by which US court interpreters are bound as interpretation "w ithout 

editing, summarizing, deleting, or adding while conserving the language level, style, tone, and 

intent o f the s p e a k e r " . B a s e d  on the nature o f language and interpreting it is unsurprising 

that they suggest "a tru ly verbatim interpretation is literally i mposs i b l e " . Mo r r i s  suggests, in 

fact, that lawyers consider 'in terpretation ' to be a legal activity performed only by lawyers, 

and that they will thus instruct court interpreters not to interpret but to translate, "a term 

which is defined, sometimes expressly and sometimes by implication, as rendering the 

speaker's words v e r b a t i m . A s i d e  from the questionable possibility of producing verbatim 

translation, its desirability has also been questioned. Berk-Seligson reflects that while mistakes 

made by lawyers or judges should theoretically be interpreted, an interpreter that does so 

risks looking incompetent as it may be the interpretation that appears faulty.^'''* Similarly it is 

possible that an interpretation may come across as mockery if it echoes a speaker's 'flowery 

expressions' too closely, though if left out this could be considered editing or summarising.^''^ 

Morris carried out an analysis of interpretation in the Demjanjuk trial in Israel, and found that 

those interpreting into Hebrew routinely left out the expressions of courtesy and deference

W .M . O'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in th e  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academic  

Press, 1982) a t 36
V. Charrow, J. Crandall &  R. Charrow , Characteristics and functions o f  legal language  IN Sublanguage: studies of 

language in restricted sem antic domains (R. Kittredge &  J. Lehrberger, eds.)(Berlin, New  York: W a lte r de G ruyter, 
1982)

W .M , O'Barr, Linguistic evidence (1982 ) a t 31
L. Solan & P .M . Tiersm a, Speaking o f crime: the  language o f crim inal justice (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 

2005) a t 1 & 104
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in the  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003) at 247
R. Dueiias Gonzalez, V.F. Vasquez & H. M ikkelson, Fundam entals o f court in terpreting: theory, policy and 

practice (D urham , NC: Carolina Academ ic Press, 1991) at 16
R. Duenas Gonzalez, V.F. Vasquez &  H. M ikkelson, Fundam entals o f court in terpreting (1991 ) a t 17
R. M orris , The m oral dilem m as o f  court in terpreting, 1(1) The Translator 25 (1995) and J. Colin & R. M orris, 

In terpreters and th e  legal process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996) a t 22
S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 

lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) at 65-6
J. Colin & R. M orris , In terpre ters  and the  legal process (W inchester: W aters ide, 1996) a t 22
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used by the US defence lawyers "because a fa ithful reproduction of such formulae would have 

had a farcical effect in Hebrew.^'’® Although a violation of the 'rules', this was done to  facilitate 

efficient communication and avoid "the undesirable consequences of inappropriate usage". 

The attitude of the judge and trial dynamics led this interpreter to take on a role o f "a 

gatekeeper, an editor, and a mediator."^"^

However, impartia lity and neutrality are essential and central elements of the interpreter's 

role. Researchers in the Nuffield study found that neutrality and unobtrusiveness were 

considered important attributes of a good interpreter by court s t a f f , a n d  the Aequitas 

publication advises that interpreters must not introduce any bias through their choice of 

'language, emphasis, intonation or body language',^''® but acknowledge that there are two 

schools of thought on how  neutral an interpreter should be; the traditional one insists on a 

neutral tone at all times, while it is increasingly recognised that complete neutrality is d ifficult 

and 'may lack c r e d i b i l i t y ' . I t  is generally accepted that interpreters should resist giving legal 

advice or advocating,^^^ although Wadensjo believes that the division between 'translation' 

and 'mediation' is largely an academic construct, indistinguishable in p r a c t i c e . L i k e  the 

interpreter in the Demjanjuk trial. Granger and Baker have found interpreters to have 

conflicting perceptions of their role due to the complexity of interpreting contexts, and most 

considered it part of their job to be a cultural broker, technical explainer and a d v o c a t e . T h e  

Nuffield study found the interpreter's role open to interpretation, and to be shaped by the 

interpreter's experience, as well as the court's fam iliarity w ith, and perception of, 

i n t e r p r e t e r s , w h i l e  Schlesinger concurs that very few legal systems provide relevant 

g u id e lin e s .In te re s tin g ly , Morris finds that where a defendant is unrepresented, both the

M . Shlesinger, In terp re ter la titu de  i/s. due process: sim ultaneous and  consecutive in terpre tation  in m ultilingual 
trials IN Empirical research in translation and in tercultura l studies (S, T irkkonen-Condit, ed.)(Tubingen: G unter Narr, 
1991) at 151

R. M orris , Taking liberties? Duplicity or the dynamics o f  court in terpreting  IN in terpreting in legal settings (D. 
Russell &  S. Hale, eds.)(W ashington, D.C.: G allaudet University Press, 200 8 ) a t 14

I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpre ting  in the  courts o f England and W ales (Cardiff: School 
of Social and Adm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College of Cardiff, 1992) a t 7

Aequitas: Access to justice across language and culture in th e  EU (E. Hertog, ed .)(A ntw erp: Lessius Hogeschool, 
2001) a t 28

Aequitas: Access to  justice across language and culture in the  EU at 28
J. Colin & R. M orris , In terpreters  and the  legal process (W inchester: W aters ide, 199 6 ) a t 22-3
C. W adensjo , In terpre ting  in in teraction (N ew  York: Addison W esley Longman, 1998)
E. Granger &  M . Baker, The role and experience o f in terpreters  IN W orking w ith  in terpreters  in m ental health (R. 

Tribe & H. Raval, eds.)(Hove: B runner/R outledge, 2003)
I. Butler &  L. Noaks, Silence in court? (1992) a t 7
M . Shlesinger, In terp re ter la titu de  vs, due process: sim ultaneous and  consecutive in terpre tation  in m ultilingual 

trials IN Empirical research in translation and intercultural studies (S. T irkkonen-Condit, ed.)(Tubingen: G unter Narr, 
1991) a t 153
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defendant and courtroom personnel use language difficulties as an excuse to pass the 

advocate's responsibility to the interpreter/^®

Interpreters: "violent opponents of soap and sunlight”

The unrealistic expectations and mismatched perceptions of the interpreter held by courts, 

legal professionals and defendants are commonly referred to in literature on court 

interpreting/^® Morris presents evidence that US courts view the interpreter as having a 

purely 'verbatim ', technical function in which he or she acts "as a phonograph; a transmission 

belt; transmission wire or telephone; a court reporter; a bilingual transmitter; a translating 

machine; a medium and conduit of an accurate and colourless transmission o f questions to 

and answers from  the witnesses; a mere cipher; an organ conveying sentiments or 

information; a mouthpiece; and a means of communication."^® This view contrasts and is in 

tension w ith the tendency of defendants to consider the interpreter, who speaks their 

language and may be of the same nationality, as a 'saviour' or the 'Shangri-La of 

c o m m u n ic a tio n ',a lth o u g h  Tribe also recognises that defendants who depend on 

interpreters to convey their words may feel more vulnerable and as having 'lost the ir voice'. 

Defendants, particularly when unrepresented, may expect interpreters to be on their side and 

ask them questions, or for advice, and the resulting predicament is well described by an 

interpreter-turned-barrister/®^

"(...) there is almost inevitably a strange, transient intimacy between 

interpreter and defendant (...) exacerbated by the fact that the interpreter 

stands alongside the accused in the dock and on the witness stand and 

repeats his words as they are uttered, using the first person singular. The

R. M orris, The gum  syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) a t 12
H. M ontgom ery  Hyde, N orm an Birl<ett: The life o f Lord Birkett o f Ulverston (London: Hamish Ham ilton, 1964) 

cited in R. M orris , The gum  syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999 ) a t 9
See e.g J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in the  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell 

Publishing Ltd., 200 3 ) a t 247; S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: 
w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 200 2 ) a t 2; R. M orris , The gum  syndrom e, 6(1) 
Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999 ) a t 6-7

R, M orris, The gum  syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) a t 8 citing in order: Gregory v Chicago, R. I, &  P. 
R. Co. 124 N W  7 97  (1910); U nited States v Anguloa  598  F 2d 1182 (1979) a t 1186; People v Resendes 210 Cal Rptr 

609 (1985) at 612 .13; Gaio v R. [1960] 104 CLR 419; Gaio  v R. a t 431; S tate  v Chyo Chiagic 92 M o  395, 4  SW 704  

(1887) at 704; R, v A tta rd  [1958] 43 Cr App R 90  at 91; Du Barre v Livette  (1791) 170 ER 96 (Peake 108); Gaio v R. at 
429  & 432

R. M orris, The gum  syndrom e, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) a t 6 -7  and 9
R. Tribe, W orking w ith  in terpreters  IN Race, culture, psychology and law  (K. H olt B arrett & W .H . George, 

eds,)(Thousand Oaks, California; London: Sage, 2005)
D. M organ, The life  o f  a  court in terpreter, 86 Graya 51(2) (1982) a t 51
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result is a curious identification with the defendant (...). The accused, fo r his 

part, nearly always responds warmly, regarding the interpreter more as a 

friend and ally than as a person paid by the prosecution to do a job. After 

all, in many cases the interpreter is the only person around w ith whom he 

can hold a direct conversation! It is sometimes hard fo r him to  accept that 

the interpreter's role is other than friend and mentor."

The possibility that an interpreter w ill fu lfil the saviour role instead of remaining impartial may 

be a source of distrust for the court. It has been suggested that the court may evince an 

element of distrust towards foreign language speakers g e n e r a l l y , a n d  that this may extend 

to the interpreter. Indeed distrust may simply be created by the fact that an interpretation, by 

its very nature, may involve more or fewer words than the original u t t e r a n c e . I n  his 1952 

interpreters' handbook Herbert used the phrase 'necessary evil' to describe the attitude of the 

court to the presence of an interpreter^®^ and it has been widely employed since then to 

represent a certain lack of enthusiasm around interpreter participation in trials. While much 

interpreting literature implicitly or explicitly accepts this perception of judicial attitudes, it is 

perhaps taken to  extremes by Morris who frequently refers to 'hapless' interpreters, often 

treated as traitors, charged with 'treason or duplicity', and demonised by a judicial system 

where 'the prevailing ethos' encourages distrust of them.^®® She refers to the traditionally 

negative attitudes of lawyers towards interpreters, and quotes Norman Birkett of the 

Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal Bench as calling 'translators' "touchy, vain, unaccountable, 

full of vagaries, puffed up w ith self-importance of the most explosive kind, inexpressibly 

egotistical, and, as a rule, violent opponents of soap and sunlight."^®^

On the whole, judicial attitudes towards interpreting are portrayed negatively in the literature 

which, aside from the aforementioned reasons, may be explained by the fact that bilingual 

cases can take up to twice as long as other trials and cause frustration by their cumbersome 

nature; the interpreting process could be viewed as advantageous to defendants w ith some 

knowledge of the court language in providing extra thinking time; and it creates difficulties in

P. Goodrich, Legal discourse: studies in linguistics, rhetoric and legal analysis (London: M acm illan, 1987)
R. Tribe, W orking with in terpreters  IN Race, culture, psychology and law  (K. Holt B arrett & W .H. George, 

eds.)(Thousand Oaks, California; London: Sage, 2005)
J. H erbert in M anuel de I'i ,1 9 5 2 )

R. M orris , Taking liberties? Duplicity or the dynamics o f  court in terpreting  IN In terpreting in legal settings (D. 
Russell & S. Hale, eds.)(W ashington, D.C.: G allaudet U niversity Press, 2008) a t 1 &  4

H, M ontgom ery  Hyde, Norm an Birkett: The life o f Lord Birkett o f Ulverston (London: Hamish Ham ilton, 1964) 
cited in R. M orris , The gum syndrome, 6 (1) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) a t 9
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gauging witness credibility.^®^ Some o f these tensions are well illustrated in a report of the 

Australian Attorney-General's Department which looks at some of the beliefs about 

interpreters tha t contribute to their under-use.

•  An interpreter will give a second language speaker w ith some knowledge of the

language the advantage of extra time for thinking and developing a response

• It is d ifficu lt to gauge the credibility of witnesses, as non-verbal information is altered

• Interpreters may modify content and not interpret literally

• Interpreters may take an active role and intervene in interaction

• A right to  an interpreter affects judicial discretion in deciding whether one is needed*”

Morris makes a very relevant observation, setting aside the demonizing terminology, that 

there is a paradox in treating interpreters with mistrust and apprehension while at the same 

time not only expecting 'verbatim ' translation, but assuming that interpreters can and do 

perform perfectly/^* an assumption that is particularly apparent in the US court tradition of 

instructing bilingual jury members to disregard evidence in the original language, and pay 

attention only to  the interpreted version that will appear on record.

Naturally, interpreters are not immune to negative attitudes towards them. In a study on 

interpreting in Scottish courts, the respondent interpreters reported that the court 

atmosphere was stressful, pressurized and unwelcoming; they did not feel that they were 

treated as professionals, and their work was hindered by the court's failure to understand 

their role or use a consistent approach. They had difficulties with legal term inology and 

sometimes the language/dialect of witnesses, and reported that participants would speak 

w ithout consideration of their presence, whispering and using long sentences. These are 

common complaints across the literature, where other difficulties include unpredictable 

employment and low pay; intim idation through exposure to public scrutiny; feelings of

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003); I. Butler &  L, Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the courts o f England and W ales  

(Cardiff: School o f Social and A dm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992) a t 9
Australia A ttorney-G eneral's  D epartm ent, Review of C om m onw ealth  Criminal Law (Australia) (Canberra: 

Australian Govt. Pub. Service, 1991) a t Chapter 3, cited in J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  

language in th e  justice system (2003) a t 233
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (2003) a t 233  

R. Morris, Taking liberties? Duplicity o r the dynamics o f  court in terpreting  IN In terpreting in legal settings (D. 
Russell & S. Hale, eds.)(W ashington, D.C.: G allaudet University Press, 200 8 ) a t 1-2

See e.g. J .M . Conley &  W .M . O 'Barr, Just words: law, language and pow er (Bristol: University o f Chicago Press, 
2005) at 150; S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters  in the  judicial process: w ith  a new  

chapter (Chicago, lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002 ) a t 163; A.B. Edwards, The practice o f court 
in terpreting (A m sterdam /Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Com pany, 1995) at 70
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isolation and not quite fitting  into the court team; a lacl< of respect and appreciation; 

emotionally draining work, lacl< of training and support, and d ifficu lt physical conditions such 

as poor acoustics and external noise. As the language o f the courtroom is already quite 

complex, comprehension and therefore quality is adversely affected where participants 

mumble or speak at high speed, where acoustics or amplification is poor, where there is a lot 

o f background noise, or where there are physical barriers between the interpreter and the 

person speaking, such as glass panels separating the defendant.

Assigning In terpreters

Considering the judicial attitudes described, it is not too surprising that in the 1970s and early 

1980s, failure to provide interpretation was the most common interpreting-relating grounds 

fo r appeal in the US, and it remains a p r o b l e m . A n o t h e r  recurrent and related issue 

described in the literature is that of allowing friends, relatives or even counsel to interpret 

where interpreters are not permitted or provided, a less than desirable solution in view of the 

complexity of the interpreting process. One of the central concerns of the literature in this 

regard relates to how language ability is assessed by the court, and who is assigned an 

interpreter; it was mentioned that while the case may be clear fo r a defendant w ith no 

command of the court's language, it is less so when a person has some knowledge; at what 

point should interpreting be provided? If an accused says they do not need or want an 

interpreter, does this guarantee they w ill be able to participate fu lly in the case?

A clear starting point is that if legal language and court discourse is d ifficult fo r the average lay 

person, it must be more so for a non-native speaker. Barrett indicates that "[f]o r an immigrant 

to be considered bilingual in legal proceedings, the party's language level should be at the 12*'  ̂

grade level in both languages."^^^ The US Federal Court Interpreters' Act provides that to 

qualify for an interpreter the defendant's English language comprehension must be sufficiently 

'inhibited',^^® but this is not defined further and while Solan and Tiersma suggest that courts

See e.g. J. Colin & R. M orris, In terpreters  and th e  legal process (W inchester: W aters ide , 1996) a t 18 

V. Benm am an, In terpre ter issues or) appeal, Proteus: N ew sle tter o f the National Association o f Judiciary 

In terpreters  and Translators Volum e IX No. 4 (Fall 2000)
K. Holt Barrett, Guidelines and suggestions fo r  conducting successful cross-cultural evaluations fo r  the courts IN 

Race, culture, psychology and law (K. Holt B arrett & W .H . George, eds.)(Thousand Oaks, California; London: Sage, 
2 0 0 5 )at 113

J.A. Radm ann, Do you speak English?: A study on English language proficiency testing o f Hispanic defendants In 

U.S. crim inal courts (M .A . Thesis, Louisiana State University, 2005)
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sometimes allow linguistic experts to resolve questions of profic iency/”  the decision is 

generally at the discretion of the judge. In light of the foregoing allegations of questionable 

linguistic reasoning by courts, how judges do this is and whether or not they are qualified to 

do so is of concern.

In Radmann's survey of how judges assess the English proficiency of Hispanic defendants in US 

criminal courts, 50% of respondents say they wait for the defendant or his counsel to request 

one; 31% ask the defendant directly, and 22% assess the need fo r an interpreter by means of a 

short series of questions and answers, leading her to conclude that judges generally avoid 

assessing language p ro f ic ie n c y .I f ,  as per this survey, interpreters are often provided on a 

request basis, the question of whether courts hold silence to be a waiver is particularly 

relevant, and although Berk-Seligson suggests that in the US this is the case, in the next 

chapter it w ill be shown that at common-law it has been held that there is no automatic right 

o f waiver.^*® With regard to asking the defendant, the literature stresses that a defendant is 

not the best person to assess their own language ability; amongst other reasons they may fear 

being judged n e g a t iv e ly , th e y  may be trying to cooperate,^®^ might genuinely think one 

unnecessary, want to go home quickly, or not wish others from their language community to 

know about their court appea rance .B enm am an  considers that decisions on assigning 

interpreters are often arbitrary and based on perception and that even where a judge carries 

out an assessment of language skills, it usually involves simple questions requiring 

"monosyllabic answers, which provide little insight into the comprehension or communication 

ability of a minimal English speaker."^®'* While some jurisdictions have rating scales to ascertain 

proficiency,^*^ it is suggested that otherwise judges should ask open-ended questions not 

satisfied by one-word answers and be aware of clues indicating proficiency problems such as

L. Solan & P .M . T iersm a, Speaking o f crime: the language of crim inal justice (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 
2 0 0 S )a t  27

See e.g. S. del V alle , Language rights and the  law in the  U nited States: finding our voices (C levedon,
England/Buffalo NY: M ultilingual M atters , Ltd., 2003) a t 165 - 180

J.A. Radm ann, Do you speak English? (2005) at 7 0 -81 . The study involved judges in 4 US states 

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  Judicial process: w/ith a new chapter (Chicago, 
lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 32

K. Holt B arrett, Guidelines and  suggestions fo r  conducting successful cross-cultural evaluations  ('2005) a t 113  

L. Solan & P .M . T iersm a, Speaking o f crime (2005) a t 83
K. Storey, The linguistic rights o f  non-English speaking suspects, witnesses, victims and defendants  IN Language

legislation and linguistic rights (D.A. Kibbee, ed.)(A m sterdam /Philadelph ia: John Benjamins Publishing Com pany, 

1998) a t 28
V. Benm am an, In terp re ter issues on appeal, Proteus: N ew sletter o f the National Association of Judiciary 

In terpreters  and Translators Volum e IX No. 4 (Fall 2000)
E.g. The In ternationa l Second Language Proficiency Ratings (ISLPR, fo rm erly  the  Australian Second Language 

Proficiency Ratings)
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repeated vocabulary, grammar and syntax errors/^® the defendant apologising or asking what 

to  say, not replying or responding inappropriately, overtly stating incomprehension or 

repeating the same question.

Impact of the In te rp re te r/In te rp re tin g

In an exploratory US study on access to justice fo r immigrants who are victimized, 47% of 

respondents named language as a barrier. It was revealed that "although officials believed 

that interpreters assisted immigrants in being understood by court personnel, they noted that 

immigrants were often unable to understand court proceedings conducted in English".^*® The 

study is not specifically concerned w ith language issues, which are named as just one of many 

barriers, and it does not seek to discover why immigrants could not understand court 

proceedings if they were being interpreted, but this finding would seem to call into question 

the quality of the interpreting being provided. A defendant unable to fo llow  proceedings is 

one possible result of poor interpreting, and it is one of the most easily identifiable as it 

involves a breakdown in communication. While courts may assume interpreter competence, it 

is by no means the case that all those employed as interpreters are skilled, experienced or 

fu lly competent, and Berk-Seligson also challenges the prevalent belief that interpreted 

proceedings do not d iffer in any from monolingual proceeding and that the interpreter does 

not impact on how a judicial event proceeds; she demonstrates -  as have other studies - that 

interpreters, interpreting and particularly unskilled interpreting can impact very seriously on
189court proceedings.

Berk-Seligson's seminal court interpreting study began from the premise that "in an ideal 

world, the American legal system would (...) have the court interpreter physically invisible and 

vocally silent, if at all p o s s ib le " .S h e  finds that in fact attention is constantly being drawn to 

the interpreter from  the moment she takes the oath swearing to interpret accurately and to 

the best of her ability which, she says, in itself suggests that interpretation may not be 

accurate. She also raises the point that "[n ]o  amount o f oath-swearing can guarantee high-

J.l. M o o re  & R.A. M am lya, Interpreters in court proceedings  IN Im m igrants in courts (J. M o o re  &  M . Fisher, 
eds.)(Seattle; London: University of W ashington Press, 1999 ) a t 33

J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in the  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003 ) a t 211 & 218-9
R.C, Davis, E. Erez &  N. Avitabile, Access to justice fo r  im m igrants  victim ized by crime: the perspectives o f  police 

and prosecutors, 12 Criminal Justice Policy Review 183 (2001 )
S. Berk-Seligson, Bilingual court proceedings: the ro le o f  the court in terp re ter  IN Language in the judicial process 

(J. N. Levi & A. G raffam  W alker, eds.)(Nevi/ York/London: Plenum Press, 1990)
S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 

lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 54
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quality interpreting from an interpreter who does not have the necessary competency."^^^ The 

interpreter's presence is highlighted during the voir dire, whenever the accuracy of the 

interpreting is challenged, and when the interpreter herself asks fo r clarification or permission 

to explain something. While the standard rule in interpreted conversation is to use the first 

and second person as if the speaker and listener were conversing w ithout a third party, 

lawyers w ill often ask the interpreter the question intended fo r the defendant and defendants 

or witnesses commonly address the interpreter personally, drawing further attention to the 

interpreter and possibly creating an impression of a private conversation.^®^

More significantly, Berk-Seligson found the impact on legal proceedings to be far greater than 

supposed, and the interpreter an intrusive element that manipulated language and altered the 

flow of courtroom discourse, albeit unconsciously. Firstly, the interpreter tends to alter the 

speech style of defendants (or witnesses) by lengthening testimony and thereby adding 

features of 'powerless' speech, and by converting speech to a narrative style which is also a 

more 'powerless' style. Both of these shifts render the defendant's speech more likely to be 

negatively evaluated by juries. The interpreter also alters politeness and formality, which can 

affect evaluation of the defendant's competence and intelligence, and she can influence 

sympathy towards the defendant by shifting the blame structures in d isco u rse .In te rp re te rs  

can thus have a considerable influence on how a jury evaluates a non-English testifying 

defendant or witness. Further to this, Berk-Seligson found that interpreters often interfere 

with the questions asked by lawyers in witness examination by altering the pragmatic intent of 

the speaker; in later studies she also found that they reduce the coerciveness of leading 

questions, thus basically finding that interpreters can weaken the control of lawyers over 

testimony.^®'’ Essentially Berk-Seligson has demonstrated that interpretation in courtroom 

proceedings is not necessarily faithful to the original speech; the interpreter can influence a 

jury's perception of a defendant or witness positively or negatively, can reduce the 

coerciveness or control of lawyers, and is far more verbally active than generally realised, 

which strongly affects the court's power relations.

s. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002) a t 204
Also J. Colin & R. M orris, In terpreters and the  legal process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996) a t 23 

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002)
™  S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002) a t 25 & S. Berk-Seligson, Bilingual court proceedings: the role o f  

the court in terpre ter  IN Language in the  judicial process (J.N. Levi &  A.G. W alker, eds.)(N ew  York: Plenum 1990 ) at 

156-9
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As Tribe puts it, "working w ith an interpreter is a qualitatively different experience from  

working w ithout one"^®^, and many further interpreting studies have concerned themselves 

with the impact of interpreting on the adversarial nature of the tria l, and on control and 

power relations in the courtroom, w ith a particular focus on the question and answer process 

of witness examination. Rigney finds, fo r example, that interpreters alter the control of 

attorneys over testifying witnesses by changing the aspect of questions,^®® and Hale 

demonstrates how Spanish/English interpreters systematically leave out or incorrectly 

translate discourse markers, thus altering the speaker's i n t e n t i o n s . H a l e  and Gibbons find 

that interpreters consistently change the tenor of questions and render indirect questions as 

direct ones, thereby reducing politeness and impacting the relationship between the attorney 

and the witness.

Many studies conclude that their findings have serious implications fo r "lawyers engaged in 

hostile cross-examination",^®® and that interpreters alter the flow  of cross-examination, 

making it less adversarial and reducing the lawyer's ability to destroy witness credibility. 

Wadensjo submits that although interpreters have been shown to alter the judicial process, 

this transformation is not recognised in p r a c t i c e . T h e  complexity of the interpreting process 

and the legal setting create multiple possibilities fo r erroneous, incomplete or misleading 

interpretation that can also prejudice perceptions o f the defendant,^°^ yet the quality of 

interpreting is allegedly "almost consistently ignored by all but language professionals".^®^ In 

the Nuffield study, for example, it was found that in English and Welsh courts an interpreter 

who is "plainly incompetent" w ill be replaced, but there is no systematic quality assurance and 

interpretation is generally carried out by amateurs.

R. Tribe, W orking with in terpreters  IN Race, culture, psychology and law (K. Holt B arrett & W .H . George, 
eds.)(Thousand Oaks, California; London: Sage, 2005) a t 169
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data  based study o f  Spanish-English bilingual proceedings, 4 (1 ) Discourse Studies 25 (2002)
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external realities, 20 Applied Linguistics 203 (1999)
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III./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 224
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R. M orris , G reat mischiefs: an historical look a t  language legislation in Britain IN Language legislation and 
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The concern in the interpreting literature with justice and due process means that a lack of 

quality in interpreting is often equated w ith denying equal access to justice or due process. 

While competent interpreters can "put the language-handicapped participant on a nearly 

identical footing w ith the native speaker of the language of the legal proceedings"/®^ engaging 

unskilled people "means building a weak link into the legal p ro c e s s " .O 'M a lle y  submits that 

inaccurate interpreting can affect the fairness of a trial and result in serious injustice, as the 

court or jury m ight not be able to fu lly understand the case being made by one or both 

parties,^°^ while de Jongh considers that unless interpreters are skilled and competent "the 

right to due process is rendered m ea n in g less".In de ed , Gonzalez et al. assert that the due 

process rights o f many US citizens have been abridged due to "unqualified, untested, and 

untrained" interpreters being used.^°® The Nuffield project equates quality interpreting with 

ensuring justice and equity for linguistically disadvantaged individuals in court, and concludes 

that only official interpreters should be used.^^° Berk-Seligson considers that justice w ill be 

served when all parties can fu lly understand proceedings and make themselves understood, 

and when the crucial role of the court interpreter is recognised by the justice system. 

Enumerating the benefits of quality interpreting fo r the criminal justice system is less 

common, though Colin and Morris suggest that competent interpreting enhances the 

efficiency of proceedings, as experienced interpreters can ensure that things progress 

speedily, thus saving time, resources and money, and that it reduces the likelihood of costly 

interpreting-related appeals.

In an analysis of appeals based on claims of poor interpreting in the US, Berk-Seligson found 

that appellate judges consistently rejected claims of unfairly conducted trials based on errors 

o f interpretation or translation. This mainly resulted from the fact that no concrete proof 

could be provided as proceedings were transcribed only in E n g lis h .J u d g e s  commonly 

argued, however, that they would accept as evidence a court record showing the interpreter's 

answers to be "unresponsive, confusing or unintelligible", or a record of attorney/defendant

R, M orris, In terpreters  and the legal process, 1 46 (6759 ) New  Law Journal 1310 (1996)
J, Colin & R. M orris , In terpreters and the legal process (W inchester; W aterside, 1996) a t 70  

T. O 'M alley , The crim inal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009) a t 210-211  

E.M, de Jongh, Foreign language interpreters in the courtroom : the case fo r  linguistic and cultural proficiency, 
75(3 ) The M od ern  Language Journal 285  (1991) a t 293

R. Dueiias Gonzalez, V.F. Vasquez &  H. M ikkelson, Fundam entals o f court interpreting: theory, policy and 

practice (D urham , NC: Carolina Academ ic Press, 1991) at 5 

I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court? (1992) a t 60 &  68  

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002) at 237
J. Colin & R. M orris , In terpreters and th e  legal process (W inchester: W aterside, 1996) a t 24  

S, Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: w ith  a new chapter (Chicago, 
lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 199-200
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objections to the interpreting at tr ia l.B e rk -S e lig s o n  naturally points out that firstly, the 

interpreter could be completely changing the testimony where it would still make sense to the 

court, and secondly, that the absence of objection is flawed: the defendant might have no or 

very little  comprehension of English and would not be able to detect even 'grossly inaccurate 

interpreting'. Defendants are provided w ith an interpreter precisely because they do not 

understand the language of the court, so it would be d ifficult fo r them to pinpoint 

in a c c u ra c ie s .M o rr is  identifies another basic difficulty in the fact that lawyers are frequently 

unaware o f interpreting problems, but because the LEP defendant is reliant on the interpreter 

for communication w ith the lawyer and a sub-standard interpreter may not pass on any such 

comments, "such motions are unlikely to be made during the proceedings."^^® If it is an 'exotic' 

language, it is also unlikely that anyone in court will understand.

On the question of who should assess quality, O'Malley says that ensuring that the 

interpreting is competent "rests with the appropriate agencies of the state" and that the court 

should satisfy itself as to the competence of the interpreter,^^® though Morris points out that 

the trial judge might not be well placed to assess issues of quality as they often lack "the 

requisite language skills to  objectively judge the interpreter's performance."^^®

Conclusion

This chapter aimed to explore in detail the reasons why legal language or court discourse pose 

difficulties fo r those who are not legal professionals, to consider how this affects a person with 

no or limited fluency in the court's language, and to analyse the impact of, and issues raised by 

court interpreting where this is provided. It was found that legal language has historically 

diverged from the language of everyday use and that current legal language is also shaped by 

its historical linguistic roots. Legal jargon and legalese were found to be complex, technical, 

formal and often archaic, and these characteristics, among others, render legal language 

extremely d ifficult to understand fo r the average layperson. This complexity has raised the 

potentially paradoxical nature of some basic principles of justice including the requirement

s. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002) a t 199 -200
See e.g. S. del Valle, Language rights and the  law in the United States: finding our voices (Clevedon, England; 

Buffalo NY: M ultilingual M atters , Ltd., 2003) and V. Benm am an, In terpre ter issues on appeal, Proteus: N ew sletter o f 
the  National Association o f Judiciary In terpreters and Translators Volum e IX No. 4 (Fall 2000 )

R. M orris, The gum syndrom e, 6 (1 ) Forensic Linguistics 6 (1999) at 11 

S. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom  (2002) a t 202-3
T. O 'M alley , The crim inal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009 ) a t 210 -211  

R. M orris, The fa ce  o f  justice: historical aspects o f  court in terpreting , 4 (1) In terpreting 97 (1999 ) a t 10
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that justice should be seen to be done -  legal language obscures the view -  and that ignorance 

o f the law is no excuse; if the law cannot be u nderstood, how can it be known?

Legal language is often associated with elitism, exclusion, control and power; lawyers and 

judges form an elite, professional group that legal language serves to mark and protect, and in 

the courtroom legal professionals, through their control of language, have the greatest power 

over discourse. Language is considered a weapon of the lawyer that can be used to 

disadvantage those with less linguistic prowess, or to mitigate culpability of the side the 

lawyer is representing, and the adversarial trial has been likened to a battle of words as well as 

a story-telling process where the average defendant is at a disadvantage, particularly if he or 

she is unfamiliar w ith the nature of proceedings. Aside from comprehension issues, research 

has shown that some court users are more successful in their interaction w ith the law 

precisely because they can adopt appropriate language and have the ability to 'th ink like a 

lawyer' and transform 'facts' into a framework that corresponds to that of the law and the 

court. These court users are more likely to have a higher level of education, have possible 

experience in business or law, and be of higher social status. It is possible that repeat court 

users (or offenders) may also be able to interact more successfully, regardless of social status. 

The research strongly implies that from a linguistic perspective a defendant, particularly one 

w ith  low levels of education or low social status, is at a serious disadvantage w ithout legal 

representation, and that immigrant, ethnic or foreign groups are presented w ith serious 

challenges from the perspective both of language and procedure.

The provision of interpreters is often linked w ith justice and due process, or the need to 

ensure that defendants can understand and participate in their trial. It is also a means by 

which the court and court personnel can understand testimony, carry out the ir duties 

efficiently, conduct business, and effectively prosecute crime. While the non-provision of 

interpreters is one issue, another is the process by which judges decide on whether an 

interpreter is needed, and concerns have been raised that this is not effectively done. The 

literature suggests that the interpreter's task is complex and requires a multitude of skills, 

fluency in tw o languages being the most basic but only the starting point. It was also found 

that courts often have expectations of the interpreter that can create difficulties and are 

based on incorrect linguistic assumptions, such as the requirement of some legal systems for 

'verbatim ' interpreting; the notion that all interpreters can and will produce perfect 

interpretations; and the belief that a bilingual trial is effectively the same as a monolingual
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one, and tha t the interpreter acts merely as a mouthpiece and does not have any effect on 

proceedings. While interpreters are generally expected to be impartial, defendants often 

consider them to be on their side, a 'saviour' figure, which can put the interpreter in a d ifficult 

position. They are also expected to be neutral, but in practice this is sometimes found to be 

d ifficult and many interpreters consider the ir role to include aspects of mediation and 

advocacy. The literature suggests that courts and legal professionals have traditionally 

displayed very negative attitudes towards interpreters, who in turn have often found their 

treatm ent by courts to be less than satisfactory.

It has been demonstrated that, far from not having any effect on the trial, the interpretation 

of proceedings often significantly alters its flow  and style; interpreters tend to render the 

speech of defendants as more 'powerless' than it was originally, thus making it more probable 

that the defendant will be negatively perceived in terms of competence, intelligence and 

credibility. Interpreting also alters the speech o f lawyers, and in the context of witness 

examination has been held to lessen the coerciveness of questions and impact the relationship 

between the lawyer and the witness, amongst other influences. A lack of quality in 

interpreting has been held to impact seriously on the fairness of trials and access to justice, 

but has rarely been successfully challenged, at least in US courts of appeal. A central concern 

raised in this regard is tha t an LEP defendant is not in a position to  recognise poor interpreting 

quality, lawyers are often unaware of interpreting difficulties, and judges might not be in a 

position to assess quality. The possible implications are that quality should be ensured through 

training and the certification of interpreters, while monitoring of interpreter quality should be 

carried out independently.
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Chapter Three: The Right to an 
Interpreter in Ireland

Section A: Sources of the right to an interpreter

The Irish legal system  is based on th e  English connmon law  trad itio n ; th e  "hundreds o f 

thousands o f decisions w hich  have been  delivered  by courts over th e  centuries" w hich  the  

doctrine  o f p re c e d e n t m akes b in d in g / Taking precedence o ver com m on law  is leg is lation , and 

superseding  bo th  is th e  1 9 3 7  Irish C onstitu tion . European C o m m un ity  law  takes precedence  

over national law , and Ire land  takes a dualist approach to  in te rn a tio n a l la w ^  such th a t unless 

th e  in s tru m en t is inco rp ora ted  in to  Irish law  it is n o t en fo rceab le  dom estically , though  it  may  

have persuasive va lue  as "Irish courts w ill in te rp re t dom estic  law  in light o f th e  State's  

in te rn a tio n a l obligations".^

The tw o  m ost im p o rta n t in te rn a tio n a l ins tru m en ts  fo r th e  purposes o f understand ing  th e  right 

to  an in te rp re te r in Ire land  are th e  E uropean C onvention  on H um an Rights'* [ECHR] and the  

In te rn a tio n a l C ovenant on Civil and Political Rights* [ICCPR]; Ireland has ra tified  both  and 

should ensure th a t its law  and practice is consistent w ith  th e  rights p ro tec ted  therein .®  

Individuals m ay use th e  com pla in ts  m echanism s o f th e  European C ourt o f H um an Rights 

[ECrtHR] and th e  H um an  Rights C o m m itte e  [HRC] in cla im ing v io la tion  o f rights,^ and th e  case-

'  R. Byrne & J.P. McCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Butterworths, 1996)
 ̂ Irish Constitution 1937, Article 29.6; fo r a discussion of the political 'externalisation' o f international human rights 

obligation see D. O'Connell, Watched kettles boil (slowly): the impact o f the ECHR Act 2003 IN ECHR and Irish Law 
(U. Kilkelly, ed.)(Bristol: Jordans, 2009) and D. O'Connell, S. Cummiskey, E. Meeneghan & P. O'Connell, ECHR Act 
2003: a preliminary assessment of impact (Dublin : Dublin Solicitors Bar Association ; Law Society of Ireland, 2006)
 ̂6  DomhnoiH V Merrick [1984] I.R, 151

" European Convention fo r the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 
221, 226 (entered into force Sept. 3,1953)
 ̂ International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 14, Dec. 16, 1966, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR 

Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/6316, 999 U.N.T.S. 171, (entered into force Mar. 23, 1976)
 ̂The HRC has expressed concern about the status o f the ICCPR in Irish law and has cautioned the Irish government 

against focussing on European mechanisms to the exclusion of other international mechanisms in the area of rights 
protection; Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on Ireland's state report, 3 August 1993, UN 
Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add.21; Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on Ireland's state report, 19 July 
2000, UN Doc CCPR/C/SR 848
’’ ICCPR: the Optional Protocol allowing individual communications must be ratified (Ireland has); only Covenant 
rights can be adjudicated; admissibility criteria must be met (the complaint cannot be under consideration by 
another international body; all domestic remedies must have been exhausted). Views of the HRC are not binding. 
For the complaints process see e.g. D. Fottrell, Reporting to the UN Humors Rights Committee—A ruse by any other 
name? Lessons fo r  international human rights supervision from  recent Irish experiences, 19 Irish Law Times 61 
(2001); for ECtHR see Law Society o f Ireland human rights law manual (B, Moriarty & A. Mooney Cotter, 
eds.)(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004) at 73-4
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law o f both bodies, along with the HRC's General Comments, are Important in interpreting the 

right to an interpreter. The European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003® incorporates the 

EHCR into Irish law at a sub-constitutional level, giving it 'further effect': Section 4 requires 

that judicial notice be taken of Convention provisions and ECtHR judgments, advisory opinions 

and decisions, and Byrne and McCutcheon submit that the jurisprudence of the ECtHR is 

increasingly being relied on in Irish courts, particularly in areas related to equality, housing, 

immigration and criminal procedure.® O'Connell notes that the ECHR and ECtHR case-law are 

increasingly referenced in judgments "to  bolster the reasoning o f Irish c o u r ts " ,a n d  O'Connell 

et al. suggest that they are routinely invoked in judicial review ,^ while O'Donnell submits that 

this is most notable at superior court level and often in judicial reviews of the asylum process, 

while in the lower courts the Convention is not being raised "w ith any great conviction" or at 

all.^^

As part of the right to a fair trial, the ECHR and the ICCPR provide that everybody charged w ith 

a criminal offence has the right "to  have the free assistance o f an interpreter if he cannot 

understand or speak the language used in court."^^ Fairness, equality before the court and the 

law, and equal access to justice are at the core of the right; international law holds all persons 

"equal before the courts and tribunals" and "entitled to a fair and public hearing"^'* when 

charged w ith a criminal offence, and the right to an interpreter essentially derives from  the 

fact that this means not just to be present but also to be able to hear and follow 

proceedings.^^ The Human Rights Committee also links the right to an effective guarantee of 

access to  the administration o f justice,^® and O'Malley clarifies that where a person is unable 

to understand or meaningfully participate due to linguistic difficulties, they "cannot be said to 

be present at trial in a genuine s e n s e . H e  finds that Ireland has an obligation arising from

* European Convention On Hum an Rights Act 2003 , No. 2 0 /2 0 0 3
 ̂R, Byrne &  J.P IVIcCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloomsbury Professional, 2009) a t 812

D, O 'Connell, W atched kettles boil (slowly): the im pact o f  the ECHR Act 2 00 3  IN ECHR and Irish Law (U . Kilkelly,
ed.)(Bristol: Jordans, 2009 ) a t B

D. O 'Connell, S. Cummiskey, E. M eeneghan & P. O 'Connell, ECHR Act 2003: a prelim inary  assessment o f impact 
(Dublin : Dublin Solicitors Bar Association ; Law Society o f Ireland, 2006)

Judge T.E. O 'Donnell, The Constitution, The European Convention on H um an Rights A ct 2 00 3  and the D istrict Court 
-  a personal view  fro m  a Judicial perspective, 1 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 137 (2007) a t 147

ECHR art. 6 (3)(e); ICCPR art. 14(3 )(f). The right first appeared w ith o u t any apparent controversy in the th irteen th  

draft o f the  ECHR a t the  end of the fifth  session o f th e  fo rm er Commission on Hum an Rights [the Commission] see 

S. Trechsel, Hum an rights in criminal proceedings (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005 ) a t 328  

“  ICCPR art. 14 & ECHR art. 6(1)
Roos V Sweden, App. No. 1 97 9 8 /9 2  (April 6, 1994); S tanford v  U nited Kingdom, App. No. 1 6 7 5 7 /9 0  (Series A, No.

282-A )(Feb. 23, 1994); Colozza v Italy, App. No. 9 0 2 4 /8 0 , 7 E.H.R.R. 516  (February 12, 1985)
H um an Rights C om m ittee General C om m ent 32; Article  14: Right to  equality before  courts and tribunals and to a 

fa ir tria l, U .N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/32 (2007)
T. O 'M alley , The Criminal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 200 9 ) a t 113-4  on Kunnath v State  

[1993] 1 W .L R  1315, [1993] 4  All E.R. 30, 98 Cr. App. R. 455
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the international legal framework of Irish law and practice to "w ith in reason, accommodate 

the cultural and linguistic diversity of the population."^®

All EU Member States have ratified the ECHR; the Treaty on the European Union provides for 

the protection of ECHR rights/^ and the EU Charter o f Fundamental Rights explicitly protects 

the rights of criminal procedure, specifically that of a fair trial and the rights of the defence.^® 

An important aim of the EU is judicial cooperation and the principle of mutual recognition 

between Member States,^^ but based on European Commission research and the large volume 

of ECtHR cases indicating inconsistent observation o f procedural safeguards across Member 

States, the Commission decided that EU action was justified^^ and a Green Paper on 

procedural safeguards in 2003^^ was followed by a Proposal fo r a Framework Decision (FD) on 

certain Procedural rights in Criminal Proceedings in 2004.^'' The proposed FD focussed on five 

areas of procedure, one of which was free interpretation and translation, but it failed to 

garner unanimous approval and was abandoned in 2007. A step-by-step approach to 

establishing common minimum procedural rights was adopted,^^ and because the right to free 

legal interpreting and translation had been the least controversial of the proposed rights, this 

became the first step; a proposed FD was adopted in July 2009^® but became obsolete w ith the 

entry into force of the Lisbon T r e a t y . A  proposed Directive, similar to and replacing the 

proposed FD, was adopted by the European Parliament in June 2010 w ith some amendments, 

and the final text of the Directive was adopted by the Council of the European Union in 

October 2010; it sets out common minimal rules for the right to interpretation and translation

T. O'Malley, The Criminal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thomson Reuters, 2009) at 207
Treaty on European Union [TEU, Maastricht Treaty], 1992 O.J.C. 191/01, Feb. 7, 1992 (entered into force Nov. 1, 

1993)
EU Charter of Fundamental Rights arts. 47 & 48, 2000 O.J.C. 364/1, proclaimed in Nice Dec. 7, 2000. Art. 48 is 

considered to have "the same meaning and scope" as ECHR arts. 6(2)&{3) [Explanations relating to the Charter, 
Nov. 10, 2000] The Charter was given binding legal effect by the Treaty of Lisbon [amending the Treaty on European 
Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community, signed at Lisbon, 2007 O.J.C. 306/01, Dec. 13, 2007 
(entered into force Dec. 1, 2009)]

The Tampere European Council (Presidency Conclusions) Oct. 15-6, 1999, Conclusion 33; Programme of Measures 
to Implement the Principle o f Mutual Recognition o f Decisions in Criminal Matters, 2001 O.J.C. 12/02, Jan. 15, 2001 

T. Spronken & M. Attinger, Freedom, security ar^d justice- procedural rights in criminal proceedings: existing level 
o f safeguards in the European Union. European Commission, 12 December 2005, at 
http://arno.unimaas.nl/show.cgi?fid=3891 (last accessed 8 September 2010) at 6 

European Commission Green Paper, Procedural Safeguards fo r  Suspects and Defendants in Criminal Proceedings 
throughout the European Union, COM (2003) 75, Feb. 19, 2003 

Proposal fo r Council Framework Decision on certain Procedural rights in Criminal Proceedings throughout the 
European Union, Brussels, 28 April 2004, COM (2004) 328 final, 2004/0113 (CNS)
“  Council o f the European Union, Resolution on a Roadmap for strengthening procedural rights of suspected and 
accused persons in criminal proceedings, O.J.C. 295/01, Dec. 4, 2009; European Council made Roadmap part of 
Stockholm programme, adopted on 10 December 2009

Proposal fo r a Council Framework Decision on the right to  interpretation and to  translation in criminal 
proceedings, COM (2009) 338 final 2009/0101 (CNS), July 9, 2009
”  Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community, 
signed at Lisbon, 2007 O.J.C. 306/01, Dec. 13, 2007 (entered into force Dec. 1, 2009)
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in criminal proceedings.^* The new Directive will be considered in detail at the end of this 

chapter.

Ireland chose to opt in to  this legislation, which is interesting in light of its vigorous opposition 

to the 2004 proposed FD on the basis that Ireland already "has a comprehensive set of 

procedural rights in place which exceed those in the current proposal."^® However, although 

there is an entitlem ent to conduct a case through either Irish or English,^® there is no specific 

constitutional or statutory right to  an in terpreter in Ireland. Some cases dating back to  the  

Free State courts consider the Irish language issue from  the perspective of a constitutional 

right, while the reasoning used in others is based on principles of natural justice including the  

right to  understand one's t r i a l , a  distinction which makes the latter rulings particularly 

relevant for LEP defendants. The Irish Constitution makes all citizens, as human persons, equal 

before the law, and provides th a t anyone charged with a criminal offence must be tried in due 

course of law; this equates to and includes due process of law and basic principles of justice.

In 1929 Kennedy C.J. recognised that should the language of the defendant d iffer from  that of 

the court, "means of interpreting (...) should be provided";^^ Sullivan C.J held in 1936 that not 

interpreting evidence for the defendant contravened "one of the fundam ental principles of 

the administration of justice";^'* and in O 'M onachain v An Taolseach^^ the Supreme Court 

stated th a t "[i]t is a fundam ental principle of law - part of natural justice which is not

Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the right to  interpretation and translation in criminal 
proceedings, PE-CONS 27/10, Sep. 24, 2010 (not yet published in the Official Journal); Member States will have 
three years to  implement the Directive into national law

Dail Debates, Volume 638: W ritten answers -  EU Directives, Brian Lenihan, Minister fo r Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform, Sep. 26, 2007. It was also opposed to the FD on the basis of the EU's lack o f competence to legislate in the 
area of procedural safeguards; under the Lisbon Treaty Ireland can opt in or out of any legislation that falls under 
Title V: Area of Freedom, Justice and Security, which includes all areas o f criminal law. See also D. O'Connell, 
Watched kettles boil (slowly): the impact o f the ECHR Act 2003 IN ECHR and Irish Law (U. Kilkelly, ed.)(Bristol: 
Jordans, 2009) on

Irish Constitution 1937 art. 8: Irish and English equal fo r official purposes; Official Languages Act 2003, Section 8 
makes the right explicit; see also N. Nic Shuibhne, State duty and the Irish language, 4(1) Dublin University Law 
Journal 33 (1997) who points out that the court first recognised this as a right in An Stat (Mac Fhearraigh) v Mac 
Gamhna, unreported. High Court, July 1,1983. Other relevant cases include O'Coleain v D.J. Crotty [1927] 61 I.L.T.R. 
81, The State (Buchan) v Coyne [1936] 70 I.L.T.R. 185, O'Monachain v An Taoiseach, unreported, Supreme Court, 
July 16,1982

N. Nic Shuibhne, The Constitution, the courts and the Irish language IN Ireland's evolving Constitution: 1937-1997: 
Collected essays (T. Murphy & P. Twomey, eds.)(Oxford: Hart Publishing, 1998)

Irish Constitution 1937 art. 38.1; Conroy v Attorney General [1965] I.R. 411 per Kenny J; State (Healy) v Donoghue 
[1976] I.R. 325 per Gannon J 

Attorney General v Joyce and Walsh, [1929] I.R. 526, at 531
State (Buchan) v Coyne, (1936) 70 I.L.T.R. 185, at 186. See further Ivana Bacik, Breaking the Language Barrier: 

Access to Justice in the New Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 109 (2007) at 116 
[1986] I.L.R.M. 660
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permitted to be set aside - that it is neither just nor lawful to hear a case in any language" that 

the defendant does not understand.^®

Interpreting issues have also arisen and been addressed in Irish courts in more recent years in 

relation to LEP defendants. To consider the extent to  which Irish cases have dealt w ith court 

interpreting matters, the following table summarises 97 cases found to contain the term 

'in terpre ter'.”

Not Relevant Relevant TOTAL

Not Relevant 68

Asylum/judicial review 20

Crim inal/other 9

TOTAL 68 29 97

'Relevant' cases are those that comment in some way on court interpreting, above and 

beyond simply containing the term. Most cases are not relevant; many asylum/judicial review 

cases mention that an interpreter was used, needed or requested during proceedings; some 

reference the refugee application process,^® a number involve interpreting issues specific to 

the asylum process,^® and there are sundry references to statutory interpretation, the 

European Arrest Warrant, and Christ as an interpreter of morality. 70% o f relevant cases are 

(mainly High court) judicial review proceedings of the asylum process. These are civil in nature, 

and as such may not demand the same procedural standards as are required in criminal cases; 

they are principally included for their insight into the relevant ideology o f Irish judges. Of the 

remaining 9 cases, one is an Irish language case, another involves an LEP plaintiff, and one is a 

civil case. Only six are criminal cases w ith LEP defendants; two comment on interpreting 

w ithout referencing whether or how interpreting is related to the grounds fo r appeal, while

On Irish language in courts, in G. Carey, C rim inal Trials and Language Rights, 13(1) Irish Criminal Law Journal 15 

(2003)
M ain  source: W estlaw .ie  supplem ented by Courts Service judgm ents. Cases date from  1999  to August 2010  

Refugee Act 1996 , No. 1 7 /1 9 9 6 , Section 11(2); th a t interviews will be conducted through an in terp re ter "where  

necessary and possible"; th e  'In form ation  Guide for Applicants fo r Refugee Status' th a t access to  facilities will be 

provided including "w h ere  available, to  an in terpre ter" (now  In form ation Leaflet fo r Applicants fo r Refugee Status 

in Ireland); and letters from  the  M in ister fo r Justice, th a t a 'com petent' in terpre ter could be provided fo r interviews  

Particularly A.A. v The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform & Olive Brennan sitting as The Refugee  

Appeals Tribunal [2010] I.E.H.C, 143 on language analysis testing; M .M .A . v The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  

Law Reform and  the Refugee Appeals Tribunal, unreported. High Court, Clark J., M ay  12, 2009  w h ere  problems w ith  

spelling and language translation caused failed asylum application and leave to  apply fo r judicial review  was 

granted. On in terpreting and credibility see Conclusion.
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the final four cases are criminal appeals that are clearly based, at least in part, on interpreting 

issues.

Irish courts also draw, and have long drawn, on the case-law of other common-law 

jurisdictions from which there are a number o f authoritative judgments on the right to 

interpreting at trial. As early as 1909 the failure to provide 'translation' was found in R. v Kwok 

Leung and O th e rs ,according to O'Malley often considered the seminal case on the matter, to 

be contrary to the "fundamental and elemental principles of justice".'*^ In R. v Lee Kun'^  ̂ in the 

English Court of Criminal Appeal the right was also linked to the right to confront witnesses, 

and in United States ex reL N e g r o n , the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held that 

interpreters should be provided "as a matter of simple humaneness". O'Malley considers the 

decision o f the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v Tran'^'' to be a leading modern authority on 

interpreting which, although primarily concerned with Section 14 of the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms, can be usefully applied in Ireland;'’  ̂ here the right to interpreting was 

associated with Canada's claim to be multicultural, but more relevantly w ith "basic notions of 

justice, including the appearance of fairness" and the assurance that a person on a criminal 

charge "hears the case against him or her and is given a full opportunity to answer it."'*® 

Similarly in R. West London Youth Court, Ex p. Simon Brown L.J. held that it is an essential 

element o f a fair trial that the defendant can understand the case against him and the nature 

of proceedings, and that he can advance his case by giving evidence that the court can 

understand.

The legitimacy of providing an interpreter fo r someone who does not speak or understand the 

language of court and who has been charged w ith a criminal offence is based on broadly 

similar ideas of fairness, equality and justice. However the analysis of the previous chapter 

suggested that provision is only a starting point in ensuring equal access to justice, and the 

EHCR and ICCPR specify that the right to an interpreter is a minimum  right; the following 

section thus provides a more detailed analysis of the right, and considers how various sources

[1909] Hong Kong L.R. 161; Hong Kong Criminal Court
R. V Kwok Leung and  Others [1909] Hong Kong LR. 161; T. O 'M alley , The Criminal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - 

Thomson Reuters, 2009) a t 205  

R. V Lee Kun [1915] 11 Cr. App. R. 293  also cited in A ttorney-G eneral v Joyce and  W alsh [1929] I.R. 526  

United States ex rel. Negron v the State o f  N ew  York, 3 1 0  F. Supp. 1304 (1970) and 4 34  F.2d 3 86  (1970) cited in R. 
M orris, The Face o f  Justice: Historical Aspects o f  Court In terpreting, 4 (1) In ternational Journal o f Research and 

Practice in In terpreting 97 (1999) a t 117  

'” [1 99 4 ]2 S .C ,R . 951
T. O 'M alley , The Criminal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009) a t 206  

R i/ I r o n  [1994] 2 S.C.R. 951  

"  [2000] 1 W .LR . 2368, [2000] 1 All E.R. 823 cited in T. O 'M a lley , The Criminal Process (2009 ) a t 206
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of law have dealt w ith issues of payment, entitlement to the right, what is to be interpreted, 

and interpreter competence.

Section B: The Substance of the right to an interpreter

Who Pays?

The right, as per the ECHR and the ICCPR, is for "the free assistance" of an interpreter; 

provision should be based on linguistic necessity and is unrelated to the defendant's financial 

position, the principle being that the cost of hiring an interpreter could influence the accused's

decision to do so, which in turn could affect the fairness of the trial. The position was

confirmed by the ECtHR in Luedicke, Belkacem & Kog v Germany'*^ and again in Ozturk v 

German'/^ in its conclusion that, in light of their context as well as their object and purpose, 

the words "free"/"g ra tu item ent" could not be otherwise interpreted than as having "the 

unqualified meaning they ordinarily have in both of the Court's official languages" which is 

"neither a conditional remission, nor a temporary exemption, nor a suspension, but a once 

and fo r all exemption or e x o n e r a t i o n . I t  was further specified that charges fo r interpreting 

services may not be made after the conclusion of the case, and the HRC in its original General 

Comment 13 stated that this applies regardless of the outcome of the case,^^ though General 

Comment 32 replacing General Comment 13 did not re-assert this.

Two other landmark ECtHR cases have dealt w ith the issue; in t^yar i/ Bulgaria^^ a violation of 

article 6(3)(e) was found where the applicant, found guilty of drug trafficking by a Bulgarian 

District Court, incurred full costs at District Court level, and interpreting costs when the case 

later came to the Supreme Court. However in Abkingdl v Germany^^ the ECtHR held that costs 

can be awarded for translations not necessary fo r the accused's defence; the applicant had 

been found guilty o f being active in illegal Turkish organisations based largely on phone 

conversations tapped during the investigation which had been translated into German from 

Kurdish and Turkish. The applicant was ordered to pay costs, including the translation costs;

Luedicke, 8ell<acem & Kog v Germany, 2 E.H.R.R. 149 (Ser. A No. 29) (Nov. 28 ,1978) § 42
6 E.H.R.R. 409 (Ser. A No. 73) (Feb. 21, 1984)
Luedicl<e, BeHcacem & Kog i/ Germany § 40
Human Rights Committee General Comment No. 13, 8, April 13 ,1984, Equality before the Courts and the Right to 

a Fair and Public Hearing by an Independent Court Established by Law (Art. 14), ( 2 l“ Session, 1984), Compilation of 
General Comments & General Recommendations Adopted by Human Rights Treaty Bodies, U.N. Doc. 
H R I\G E N \l\R ev .l at 14 (1994)

App. No. 391/03 (Nov. 20, 2008), referring to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties arts. 31-33, May 23, 
1969,1155 U.N.T.S. 331 (entered into force Jan. 27 ,1980)
”  App. No. 74235/01 (Nov. 18, 2004)
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the Bavarian Court of Appeal upheld this, finding it did not violate the applicant's ECHR rights 

as the translation was fo r the investigation, not the defence, and that costs were thus 

excluded from Article 6(3)(e). The ECtHR agreed that the translation was necessary for the 

crinninal investigation but not the defence as the applicant already knew the content of the 

conversations, and that it did not therefore fall under the protection of Article 6(3)(e).

Who is entitled to an interpreter?

The ECHR provision states that "everyone" charged with a criminal offence is entitled to an 

interpreter,^'' and the ICCPR provides for "full equality" in accessing procedural guarantees. 

HRC General Comment 32 specifies that the right of access to courts is "not lim ited to citizens 

of States parties" but applies to all individuals in or subject to the jurisdiction o f the State Party 

"regardless of nationality or statelessness, or whatever their status, whether asylum seekers, 

refugees, migrant workers, unaccompanied children or other persons".^®

The right is specified as applying to those charged with a crim inal offence, which HRC General 

Comment 32 defines as an act "declared to be punishable under domestic criminal law", 

though it clarifies that it may also apply where acts are not so qualified, but are criminal in 

nature w ith  sanctions that "must be regarded as penal because of their purpose, character or 

severity". As d ifferent legal systems have different classifications of what constitutes a criminal 

offence, this is clearly intended to ensure as wide a degree of protection as possible, and to 

include some minor offences decriminalised under domestic legislation. One such ECtHR case, 

Ozturk V German'/^, involved a person charged with a m inor traffic violation in a German 

District Court where this no longer constituted a criminal, but a regulatory offence; the ECtHR 

held that the right to an interpreter free o f charge applied, as despite having been 

decriminalised in legislation and only constituting a m inor offence with a relatively small 

penalty, the traffic violation still had a criminal character.

In analysing OztCirk, Kidd notes that this conclusion was based on the common denominator 

approach: assessing criminal nature by comparing the criminal law o f other Convention States,

Art. 6(3)
Art, 14(3)
HRC General C om m ent No. 32; certain groups, including children and w om en are also specifically protected by 

other in ternational instrum ents including th e  Convention on th e  Rights of th e  Child art. 40 (2 )(6 ), Nov. 20, 1989, 
G.A. Res. 4 4 /2 5 , annex, 44  U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) a t 167, U .N. Doc. A /4 4 /4 9  (entered into force Sep. 2, 1990); 
Convention on the Elim ination o f All Forms o f Discrim ination against W o m en  art. 15(2), Dec. 18, 1979, G.A. Res. 
3 4 /1 8 0 , 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 46) a t 193, U.N. Doc. A /3 4 /4 6  (en tered  into force Sep. 3 ,1 9 8 1 )
”  6 E.H.R.R. 4 0 9  (Ser. A No. 73) (Feb. 2 1 ,1 9 8 4 )
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and submits as a logical assumption that increasing decriminalisation of m inor offences will 

make these less likely to be considered criminal w ithin the meaning of the ECHR.̂ ® He sees this 

as a positive development and asserts that in this case the Convention may have been taken 

"too far into relatively trifling  matters", supporting the dissenting judgment of Judge 

Bernhardt who commented; "...can it really be said that the object and purpose o f Article 6 of 

the Convention require the same guarantees (including the free assistance of an interpreter) 

for small traffic offences and similar petty offences, guarantees which are absolutely necessary 

in genuine criminal cases? I do not th ink so."^® The HRC further stipulates that the principle of 

equality also applies to civil proceedings, such that "[i]n exceptional cases, it also might 

require that the free assistance of an interpreter be provided where otherwise an indigent 

party could not participate in the proceedings on equal terms or witnesses produced by it be 

examined".®

Language

The provision of free interpretation is based solely on linguistic necessity and is aimed at 

defendants who "cannot understand or speak the language" of the court.“  The ECtHR has 

held that " it must be clear tha t the defendant has genuine difficulty in understanding or 

speaking the language used in c o u r t " . I n  Cuscani v UK^ ,̂ the ECtHR found that the trial judge, 

as the 'ultimate guardian of fairness', is responsible for ensuring that interpreting is provided 

where needed;®" where none is provided, it is for the judicial authorities to prove that the 

defendant is adequately fluent, and not for the defendant to demonstrate that he is not.®^ 

However in Santa Cruz Ruiz v the defendant having lived in the country for 15 years was 

accepted as sufficient guarantee of fluency despite the applicant's claim to the contrary, 

suggesting that assessment may be based on objective facts rather than competence; the 

ECtHR has shown itself willing to accept the conclusions o f domestic authorities that have 

conducted 'serious examinations'.®^

C.J.F. Kidd, Disciplinary proceedir)gs and the right to a fa ir  criminal trial under the European Convention on Human 
Rights, 35 International & Comparative Law Quarterly 856 (1987)

Ozturk V Germany, 6 E.H.R.R. 409 (Ser. A No. 73) (Feb. 21, 1984) at 438 
“  HRC General Comment No. 32; Article 14: Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial, U.N. 
Doc. CCPR/C/GC/32 (2007)
“  ECHR art. 6(3)(e) & ICCPR 14(3)(f)

Luedicke, Belkacem & Kog v Germany, 2 E.H.R.R. 149 (Ser. A No. 29) (Nov. 28 ,1978)
“  App. No. 32771/96, 36 E.H.R.R. 2 (Sep. 24, 2002)
“  Cuscani v UK, App. No. 32771/96, 36 E.H.R.R. 2 (Sep. 24, 2002) §§ 38-40 

Brozicek v Italy, App. No. 10964/84, 23 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Dec. 19, 1989)
App. No. 26109/95 (Oct. 22, 1997)(unreported)
SEK V Switzerland, App. No. 18595/91 (Jan. 12, 1994)(unreported)
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In Hermi v I t a l y , it was further held by the ECtHR that the nature of the offence should be 

considered in assessing whether complexity is such as to "require a detailed knowledge of the 

language used in c o u r t " a n d  this was upheld in Amer v Turkey’° where both the defendant's 

linguistic knowledge and the nature of the offence were considered before finding a violation 

of Article 6(1) taken in conjunction w ith Article 6(3)(e);^^ no interpreter had been provided 

during police questioning, but serious accusations had been nnade during this tinne that were 

"crucial and heavily relied on" in the trial court's conviction, and although the applicant spoke 

some Turkish, this was insufficient in the circumstances.

What is absolutely clear is that the right is strictly one of procedural fairness; it does not 

address problems or needs of linguistic minorities^^ and it is not a right to use one's mother 

tongue or a language of c h o i c e . I n  Dominique Guesdon v France’ '̂ , for example, the HRC 

upheld the refusal of the French Tribunal Correctionnel to  allow the defendant and his twelve 

witnesses address the court and testify in Breton through an interpreter as the parties had not 

demonstrated an inability to communicate in French, the court's official language,^^ and 

General Comment 32 states that "accused persons whose mother tongue differs from the 

official court language are, in principle, not entitled to the free assistance o f an interpreter if 

they know the official language sufficiently to defend themselves effectively." The principle 

has been re-iterated by the ECtHR in Bideault v France^®, K v France^^, and tsop v Austria, 

among other cases, and Trechsel submits that authorities are entitled to charge fo r 

interpreting expenses incurred by defendants who would have been able to communicate in 

the language of the court, and that insisting on an interpreter for reasons other than language 

ability is an abuse of the right.”

“  App. No. 18114/02 (Oct. 18, 2006)
Hermi v Italy, App. No. 18114/02 (Oct. 18, 2005) § 71 citing G0r\g6r v Germar^y (dec.), App. No. 31540/96, (May 

17, 2001); affirmed in Protopapa v Turkey, App. No. 16084/90 (Feb. 24, 2009) § 81 
™ App. No. 25720/02 (Jan. 13, 2009)

Amer v Turkey, App. No. 25720/02 (Jan. 13, 2009) § 83 
”  Zono V Turkey, App. No. 18954/91, 94 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Nov. 25, 1997), HRC: Yves Cadoret and Herve Le Bihan v 
France, Communication No. 221/1987, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C /41/D /221/1987 at 43 (1991) § 5.6; Victor P. Domukovsky, 
Zaza Tsiklauri, Petre Gelbakhiani and Irakli Dokvadze v Georgia, Communications Nos. 623/1995, 624/1995, 
626/1995, 627/1995, U.N. Docs. CCPR/C/62/D/623/1995, CCPR/C/62/D/624/1995, CCPR/C/62/D/626/1995, 
CCPR/C/62/D/627/1995 (1998); Shukuru Juma v Australia, Communication No 984/2001, U.N. Doc. 
CCPR/C/78/D/984/2001 (2003)
”  HRC General Comment No. 23, The Rights o f Minorities (Art. 27), April 8, 1994, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.l/Add.5 
at para. 5.3
”  Communication No. 219/1986, U. N. Doc. CCPR/C/39/D/219/1986 (1990)

Dominique Guesdon v France Communication No. 219/1986, U. N. Doc. CCPR/C /39/D /219/1986 (1990) § 10.2 
App. No. 11261/84, 48 DR 232 (1986)

” 35 DR 203 (1983)
App. 808/60, 5 YB 108 (1962)

”  S. Trechsel, Human rights in criminal proceedings (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) at 328
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O'Malley points out that at common law the right is also functional; "[t]he key question is 

always whether the accused person or witness actually needs an interpreter."*® In Andre 

Mercure i/ Attorney General fo r  Saskatchewan^^ the Supreme Court of Canada found that 

"[t]he  right to  be understood is not a language right" but a requirement of due process,®^ and 

this case has been cited in Irish courts.*^ The Court further held \n R v Tran^‘̂  that " it must be 

clear that the accused was actually in need of interpreter assistance..."/^ but also held, unlike 

the ECtHR, that if no interpreter is provided it is for the complainant to  establish that one was 

needed. However common law jurisprudence also suggests that there is no automatic right to 

waive the right to interpretation, and that there is an onus on the judge to provide 

interpretation where appropriate, even where this has been declined or no request has been 

made;*® in the English Court of Criminal Appeal case, R. v Lee Kun,^^ it was held that evidence 

should be interpreted to a 'foreigner accused' unless a wish is expressed to dispense with it 

and the "judge thinks fit  to permit the omission", which he should only do if confident that the 

accused understands proceedings.*® O'Malley submits that courts should be cautious about 

accepting a waiver as it goes beyond individual justice to the "maintenance of public 

confidence in the justice system", and a waiver must not be permitted if the result will be an 

unconstitutionally run trial,*® and he adds that as assessment of competence can be complex 

courts should proceed w ith  care.®°

In a number of Irish High Court cases, leave fo r judicial review has been refused where no 

clear need fo r an interpreter was shown, suggesting that Irish courts, too, consider the right to 

be a functional one. One ground for the judicial review application in Fuwa Oladale Olawale v 

ORAC & Anor^^ was that an interpreter had not been supplied by the Office of the Refugee 

Applications Commissioner (ORAC). Smyth J. considered this a baseless claim as the applicant 

had explicitly stated he was happy to be questioned in English, had signed a form  stating that

T. O 'M alley , The Criminal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009) a t 209  

[1988] S.C.R. 234
Andre M ercure v A ttorney  G eneral fo r  Saskatchewan [1988] S.C.R. 234 , a t 237
M acC arthaigh v Ire land  [1999] 1 I.R. 200; M acC arthaigh v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and Law Reform  [2002] 6 

I.C.L.IVI.D. 70  

“ [1994] 2 S.C.R. 951  

R V Tran  [1994] 2 S.C.R. 951  

*^T. O 'M alley , The Criminal Process at 205  

[1915] 11 Cr. App. R, 293  

R. V Lee Kun [1915] 11 Cr. App. R. 293 at 300
T. O 'M alley , The Crim inal Process at 205 at 211 citing e.g. R v D ow  [2009] Q.C.C.A, 478  (Quebec Court o f Appeal)

™ T. O 'M alley , The Crim inal Process at 205
Fuwa Oladale O law ale v The Office o f  the Refugee Applications Commissioner, The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality

and  Law Reform, un reported, High Court, Smyth J., O ctober 3, 2002
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his language was English, and had signed a receipt fo r in te rv iew  notes specifying tha t an 

in te rp re te r was not needed; the  Judge held th a t "[s]eeking to  advance such a ground is 

spurious science." S im ilarly, in S.O.A. v MJELR & Anor^^  the  applicant claimed th a t her 

in te rv iew  w ith  ORAC had been d ifficu lt as there was no in te rp re te r; when asked if she had 

requested one, she replied "I can't rem em ber" and "No-one asked me", contrad ictory 

responses th a t w ere considered by Clark J. to  underm ine her cred ib ility  along w ith  the  facts 

th a t her firs t language was English, th a t she had com pleted the  ORAC questionnaire in th is 

language herself, and th a t her "educated hand and the comprehensive and flu e n t answers" 

indicated no language d ifficu lty .

The genuine nature o f the  claim to  need an in te rp re te r was questioned by Smyth J. in Youssef 

Benderare v MJELR & Anoi^^, w here one o f the grounds fo r seeking judic ia l review was a lack 

o f fa ir procedures at the  appeals level; the  Judge noted th a t there  had been much discussion 

about w he the r the applicant "w ou ld  understand Berber o r Algerian or Arabic w ith  an Algerian 

accent" and th a t he had claimed a fte r the in te rv iew  not to  have understood the in te rp re te r 

very well, yet the  applicant had been able to  travel to , and organise h im self upon arrival in 

Ireland. The Judge fu rth e r noted th a t the  Tribunal had taken possible problems w ith  the 

in te rp re te r in to  account and disregarded inconsistencies in the application which may 

otherw ise have gone to  c red ib ility ; any disadvantage resulting from  defective in te rp re ta tion , 

w hether "real o r im aginary", was there fo re  irre levant.

Irish judges have thus condemned claim ing a righ t to  an in te rp re te r when none is needed. In 

the same vein, in D.P.P. v Ism et Ceka^'^ before the  Court o f Crim inal Appeal, Fennelly J. was 

also sceptical about a claim th a t the tria l leading to  a m urder conviction was unfa ir as, among 

o ther things, "the  judge fa iled to  give su ffic ien t w eight to  the  fact th a t the  accused was a 

foreign national w ith  poor know ledge o f English". The argum ent was rejected on the grounds 

tha t it had been obvious to  the ju ry  th a t the  accused was unable to  speak English; he had 

given evidence through an in te rp re te r, and the  prosecution had made every allowance for, 

and referred to  the d ifficu lties  created by th is several times.

S.O.A. V The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality a nd  Law Reform  and  Judy Blai<e, Sitting as the Refugee Appeals Tribunal, 
unreported. High C ourt, Clark J., M arch 24, 2009

Youssef Benderare v The M in is ter fo r  Justice Equality and  Law Reform , Conor Bow m an sitting as The Appeals 

Authority, un reported . High Court, Snnyth J,, O ctober 2, 2002  

D.P.P. V Ism et Ceka [2004] I.E.C.C.A. 25
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On the other hand, a small number of cases In the Court of Criminal Appeal have explicitly 

recognised the difficulties that can arise when the accused is not Irish or an English speaker; in 

The People (at the Suit o f the D.P.P.) v Stanislaus Stokowski^^ Finnegan J. notes the need to 

take into account that the applicant "is a non-national and that his English is not perfect and 

indeed he has required an interpreter even for this hearing". In The People (at the Suit o f the 

D.P.P.) V Vasile Vardoshilli^^ Finnegan J. suspended the final tw o years of a ten year sentence 

for rape, false imprisonment and assault causing harm;®^ tw o reasons fo r this were that the 

trial judge had not taken into account his lack of fluency in English and dependence on an 

interpreter, and that his ethnic and cultural background would "cause additional hardship to 

someone who is in prison". However, the decision was also based on a Victim Impact 

Statement and the victim 's "express wish that the applicant should not be subjected to a 

lengthy period of imprisonment", which makes it less clear the extent to which the language 

issue influenced the outcome. Cooke J. in the High Court has also recognised that those 

claiming asylum -  and possibly LEP individuals in general by extension -  who have been 

"translated to this jurisdiction from a remote land and an entirely different culture and 

society" may find proceedings stressful, thereby creating a duty "to  ensure that, so far as 

possible, the fair presentation of the case at a hearing is not, either deliberately or 

inadvertently, hampered by problems of interpretation, communication, or other 

difficulties."®®

W hat must be interpreted?

Documentation

The right provided by the ECHR and the ICCPR Is for an 'in terpreter' as opposed to a translator, 

but case law from the ECtHR shows that the right is not confined to oral proceedings; in 

Luedicke, Belkacem & Kog v German'/'^ the accused's right to an interpreter was held to 

include all that "which it is necessary for him to understand in order to have the benefit of a

The People (a t the Suit o f  the D.P.P.) v Stanislaus Stokowski, un repo rted . Court o f Criminal Appeal, Finnegan J., 
D ecem ber 17, 2009

The People (a t the Suit o f  the D.P.P.) v Vasile Vardoshilli, un reported . Court o f Criminal Appeal, Finnegan J., 
February 9, 2009

The th ird  factor was th e  Victim  Im pact S ta tem ent in which the  victim  expressed the  wish th a t the applicant not 
be given to  a long prison sentence

M .A .W . V Refugee Appeals Tribunal and  The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform  [2009] I.E.H.C. 330  

(unreported, High Court, Cooke J., July 8, 2009). Leave to  appeal on grounds o f com m unication difficulties was 

refused
2 E.H.R.R. 149  (Ser. A No. 29) (Nov, 28, 1978)
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fa ir tria l", including all documentary evidence against h im /°° In Kamasinski v Austria^°^ it was 

held to  include "documentary material and the pre-trial proceedings", specifically those 

documents necessary to have knowledge of the case and be able to defend oneself by putting 

one's own version of events before the c o u r t/“  However more recently in Hermi v I t a l y , the 

Court noted that because the provision refers to an 'in terpreter' and not a 'translator', "oral 

linguistic assistance may satisfy the requirements of the C o n v e n t i o n . I n  Amer v Turkey^°^ 

the court, citing Luedicke, more explicitly states that the right is fo r "the free assistance o f an 

interpreter for the translation or interpretation o f all those documents or statements in the 

criminal proceedings which it Is necessary for him or her in order to  understand or to have 

rendered into the court's language".

In the HRC's view, the accused should have access to documentary evidence in the pre-trial 

period, but the translation of relevant documents is not essential if his lawyer can 

communicate the necessary d e t a i l s . I t  has also found that the right applies only during the 

court hearing and in first instance procedures; it does not address the matter of appeals or 

other remedies.

Pre tria l proceedings

Any person arrested and/or charged w ith a criminal offence also has the right to be informed 

o f the reason fo r arrest and/or any charges against him in a language he u n d e r s t a n d s . I n  

Brozicek v ltaly^^° before the ECtHR, the accused was unable to speak the language in which 

the accusation was made, yet on making this known was not provided w ith a translation; a 

violation o f the ECHR (art. 6) was found as the accused had not been properly summonsed or 

heard on the charges. In Kamasinski v A u s t r i a , on the other hand, the Court concluded that

Luedicke, Belkacem & Kog v Germany, 2 E.H.R.R. 149 (Ser. A No. 29) (Nov. 28 ,1978) § 48 
App. No. 9 7 83 /8 2 ,16 8  Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19 ,1989)
Kamasinski v Austria, App. No. 97 83 /8 2 ,16 8  Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19 ,1989) § 74 
App. No. 18114/02 (Oct. 18, 2006)
Hermi v Italy, App. No. 18114/02 (Oct. 18, 2006) § 70 
App. No. 25720/02 (Jan. 13, 2009)
Amer v Turkey, App. No. 25720/02 (Jan. 13, 2009) § 77
Harward v Norway, Communication No. 451/1991, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/51/D/451/1991 (1994) § 9.5; Harward had 

taken the same case previously, it had been declared 'manifestly ill-founded' on same grounds
Nallaratnam Singarasa v Sri Lanka, Communication No. 1033/2001, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/81/D/1033/2001 (2004) §

7.2
ECHR arts. 5(2) & 6(3)(a), ICCPR art 14(3)(a). See also the non legally binding Body of Principles for the Protection 

of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, Dec. 9, 1988, G.A. Res. 43 /173, U.N. Doc. A /43 /49  
and Advisory Council of Jurists, Reference on Torture - Final Report, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, 24-26 August 2005, Part 
B: Commentary on Minimum Interrogation Standards

Brozicek v Italy 12 E.H.R.R. 371 (Ser. A No. 167) (Feb. 14 ,1989)
App. No. 9783/82, 168 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989)
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in spite of no formal translation being provided, the applicant had been sufficiently informsd 

of the charge, suggesting that the most important factor is not the provision of translation or 

interpreting, but whether the charge has been understood. The ECtHR held -  in more detail -  

in Conka v Belgium^^^ that "any person arrested must be told, in simple, non-techni:al 

language that he can understand, the essential legal and factual grounds fo r his arrest, so as to 

be able, if he sees fit, to apply to a court to challenge its law/fulness", but while the information 

should be conveyed 'p r o m p t ly ' , " i t  need not be related in its entirety by the arresting officer 

at the very moment of the arrest"; content and promptness are each to be assessed on thsir 

own m e r i t s . T h e  same principle was upheld by the ECtHR in Ladent v Poland^^^ where a 

violation of article 5 was found as Ladent was neither informed on arrest nor during a ten-cay 

detention in a language he understood of the reason fo r his arrest, but was furnished with a 

translation of same on his release.

In Ireland it is "well established that a person must be informed of the reason for his arrest"/^® 

it was held in Christie v Leachinsl<y^^^ that a person does not have to be informed of the reason 

where "circumstances are such that he must know the general nature of the alleged offence 

for which he is detained", and that in giving the reason for arrest precise, technical language is 

not necessary. The 1987 Custody Regulations oblige the member in charge of the station to  let 

the arrested person know "in ordinary language" why he has been arrested, and they provide 

foreign nationals w ith a right to consular assistance on arrest, but they do not specify the right 

to an explanation in a language the suspect understands or the right to an interpreter.^^* In his 

article on the Human Rights Act 2003, O'Donnell discusses the recent prosecution of a foreign 

national for drunk-driving in which the only defence involved Article 5(2) o f the ECHR, the right 

to be informed of a charge in a language one understands; he states enigmatically that 

"[w]hile there was an interpreter in court absolutely no case law was advanced in support of 

the purported defence", seeming to consider invocation of the Convention insufficient and 

somehow linking this to the presence of an interpreter; he adds that "[m ]atters also took a

App. No. 5 1 5 6 4 /9 9  (Feb. 5, 2002)
French: "dans le plus court delai"
Conka v Belgium, App. No. 5 1 5 6 4 /9 9  (Feb. 5, 2002 ) § 50  

App. No. 1 1 0 3 6 /0 3  (M arch  18, 2008)
A. Ryan, A rrest and detention: a review  o f the law , 10(1) Irish Criminal Law Journal 2 (2000)
[1947] AC 573
The Criminal Justice Act 1984  (T reatm ent o f Persons in Garda Siochana Stations) Regulations 1987, S.I. No. 

1 1 9 /1 9 8 7 , Regulation 8 ( l) (a )  &  & 14; Bacik finds this 'extraordinary'. She also looks at specific provisions w ith in  the  

asylum and refugee process; I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the  new  Ire land, 2 Judicial 

Studies Institute Journal 109 (2007)
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turn fo r the worse when the accused kept answering the questions put to him in perfect 

English!"/^® perhaps a better indication of the invalidity of the defence.

In The People (at the Suit o f the D.P.P.) v Valdas Valiul<as^^° in the Court of Criminal Appeal, 

one of the principal grounds fo r appeal was the delay between the time of arrest and when 

the applicant was informed through an interpreter "in his own language" of his rights and the 

reason fo r his detention. Kearns J took a "practical" approach to the matter, saying that 

"[w]here three foreign nationals from Lithuania arrive into a rural garda station at eight o'clock 

in the evening it inevitably gives rise to certain practical problems"; the Judge notes that while 

the delay was not ideal, he was satisfied that " if there was any breach of the regulations it was 

one of a m inor nature" that did not render the detention unlawful or affect the validity of 

admissions. It seems clear that, as per Conka v B e l g i u m , this would not constitute a 

violation of the ECHR requirement under Article 5(2) that details be given promptly.

Communication with Counsel

While the ECHR and the ICCPR ensure the right o f the accused to "adequate time and facilities 

(...) to communicate with counsel of his own c h o o s i n g " , i n  X v Austria^^^ it was found that 

the right to  an interpreter under the ECHR applied only to  communication between the 

applicant and the judge. In Lagerblom v S w e d e n , the applicant complained that his lawyer 

only spoke Swedish, but the ECtHR could not "find that he was so handicapped that he could 

not at all communicate with H. or understand him". While this suggested that there was no 

automatic right under the ECHR to the interpretation o f communication between the accused 

and his counsel, in a more recent case, Diallo v S w e d e n , the ECtHR noted that the 

investigation stage is crucial in the preparation of criminal proceedings as the evidence 

obtained at this stage determines how the offence w ill be considered; to safeguard against ill- 

treatment and to avoid incriminating statements being made that are later used in conviction, 

"as a rule, access to a lawyer should be provided as from the first interrogation of a suspect by 

the police" unless there is compelling reason to  do otherwise. Vitally, the Court held that "[i]n

Judge T. E. O'Donnell, The Constitution, The European Convention on i-iuman Rights Act 2003 and the District 
C o u rt-a  personal view from  a judicial perspective, 1 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 137 (2007) at 151

The People (a t the Suit o f the D.P.P.) v Valdas Valiukas, unreported. Court of Criminal Appeal, Kearns J., April 27, 
2009

App. No. 51564/99 (Feb. 5, 2002)
ECHR arts. 3{b) & (c) & ICCPR art. 14(3)(b)
App. No. 6185/73, 2 DR 68 (1975)
Lagerblom v Sweden, App. No. 26891/95 (Jan. 14, 2003)
App. No. 13205/07 (Jan. 5, 2010)
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the same line of reasoning, the assistance of an interpreter should be provided during the 

investigating stage" unless compelling reasons can be shown to restrict the right.

In Ireland there is a constitutional right of access to a solicitor on arrest where one has been 

requested, and there is a legal right to be informed of the right to a l a w y e r , b u t  while the 

member in charge must inform the detainee of his right to consult a solicitor, there is no 

obligation to make sure that the information has been understood; "all that is required is that 

the relevant information is given to the accused, and the relevant notice is handed to him".^^* 

The defendant has the right to be represented at trial, they must be given enough time and 

facilities to prepare their defence, and representation must be effective; although the State 

does not generally take responsibility for legal aid lawyers, there may be an obligation to 

intervene where representation is manifestly ineffective and this is brought to their 

a t t e n t i o n . W a l s h  submits tha t if representation is so defective as to impede equality of 

arms, the accused would be denied a fair t r i a l , b u t  he notes that a conviction has never 

been set aside on the grounds of inadequate legal representation. There is no explicit right to 

the interpretation of consultations with counsel in Ireland, but where the language barrier is 

so great as to impede communication, it may be impossible to prepare a full defence or ensure 

effective representation w ithout an interpreter.

The Speech o f Witnesses

In the courtroom, the EHCR and the ICCPR guarantee the right of the accused to examine and 

to have examined the witnesses against him, and to have witnesses in his defence attend and 

be examined under the same c o n d i t i o n s . I n  the ECtHR case Kamasinski v Austria, 

however, the complaint that questions directed at witnesses had not been translated was 

found in and of itself insufficient to establish a violation of art. 6(3)(d) or (e),^^^ implying that 

the onus is on the applicant to  show that not translating the evidence of witnesses hinders the 

course of justice.

Diallo VSweden, App. No. 1 3 2 0 5 /0 7  (Jan. 5, 2010 ) §§ 24-5
Criminal Justice Act 1984  (T reatm ent o f Persons in Custody in Garda Siochana Stations) Regulations, 1987 , S.l. 

No. 1 1 9 /1 9 8 7  Article 8
D.P.P. V Ivan O'Kelly, un repo rted , February 1 0 ,1 9 9 9
Law Society of Ireland hum an rights law m anual (B, M oria rty  &  A. M ooney C otter, eds.)(Oxford: Oxford  

University Press, 2004 ) a t 127
D. W alsh, Criminal procedure (Dublin: Thom son Round Hall, 2002 ) a t 575  

ECHR art. 6 (3)(d ) & ICCPR art. 14(3)(e)
App. No. 9 7 8 3 /8 2 , 168 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec, 19, 1989)
Kamasinski v Austria, App. No. 9 7 8 3 /8 2 ,1 6 8  Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989) § 83
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Does the in terp re ter have to be competent? Defining and appealing competence 
and responsibilities

The ECHR and ICCPR right is for 'an interpreter', as opposed to a qualified or competent 

interpreter and, although the adjective 'qualified' is often included by the EQHR in comments 

on admissibility,^^'' it has been held that the interpreter need not be certified or q u a l i f ie d . In  

terms of the effective administration o f justice, Trechsel considers this reasonable; it may be 

difficult to find anyone to  serve as interpreter fo r rarer languages, let alone someone with 

formal qualifications.^^® The interpreter should, however, be competent^^^ and the 

interpreting adequate and such as to enable the defendant to have knowledge of the case 

against him and to defend himself, notably by being able to put before the court his version of 

events.

In Baka v Romania, t h e  EQHR found no violation of the right to an interpreter where the 

applicant, who had initia lly agreed to have a Hungarian-speaking court clerk interpret fo r him, 

later claimed that no interpreter had been present and that the clerk's interpreting had been 

in s u ffic ie n t;a c c o rd in g  to the ECtHR the applicant had agreed to it, there was no evidence 

that the interpreting was faulty, and that which the applicant claimed was not interpreted by 

the clerk was repeated at a later hearing where an interpreter was present. Similarly, in Diallo 

V Sweden^'^^ the ECtHR found that "sufficient linguistic assistance” was provided to  the 

applicant during pre-trial questioning by a Swedish customs officer who "considered herself 

sufficiently skilled ... in French, which she had learned at school" as well as having lived in a 

"French-speaking home fo r eight years". These cases set a clear precedent for accepting the 

competence of people w ithout any interpreting training or demonstrated competence in the 

area - other than basic bilingualism - to interpret in criminal proceedings.

Appeals, burden of proof, and obligations on authorities to ensure effective

interpreting

"Everything in the trial was interpreted during the proceedings by qualified translators/interpreters": e.g. Tasos 
Asproftos V Turkey, App. No.16079/90, Eur. Crt. H.R. (Sep. 26, 2002), Despo Andreou Papi v Turkey, App. No. 
16094/90, (Sep. 26, 2002), Costas Strati v Turkey, App. No. 16082/90, (Sep. 26, 2002)

Kamasinski V Austria App. No. 97 83 /8 2 ,16 8  Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989) § 38 
^^^S. Trechsel, Human rights in criminal proceedings (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) at 339 

Cuscar\i v UK, App. No. 32771/96, 36 E.H.R.R. 2 (Sep. 24, 2002) §§ 38-40
Brozicek v Italy, App. No. 10964/84, 23 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Dec. 19, 1989); Kamasinski v Austria; Gungor v Germany 

(dec.), App. No. 31540/96, (M ay 17, 2001); Hermi v Italy, App. No. 18114/02 (Oct. 18, 2006)
App. No. 30400/02 (July 16, 2009)
"mediocre et fausse", Baka v Romania, App. No. 30400/02 (July 16, 2009) §§ 71 & 76 
App. No. 13205/07 (Jan, 5, 2010)
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Aside from  the  obligation to  provide an in terpreter, the  ECtHR in Kamasinski vAustria^'^^ found 

tha t the re  may be an obligation on authorities to  exercise some contro l "over the adequacy o f 

the in te rp re ta tion  provided", though it specified tha t th is was conditional upon the court 

having been "p u t on notice in the  particu lar circumstances", and th a t challenges based on 

inadequate in te rp re ting  could reasonably be lim ited "to  those where a m otion was brought at 

the tria l."^ '’  ̂ It is unclear whose obligation it is to  in fo rm  the  court o f inadequacies in the 

in te rp re ta tion , but in Eleni Vrahim i v Turkey^'^'^ the ECtHR stated th a t " it  does not appear tha t 

she challenged the qua lity  o f the  in te rp re ta tion  before the  tria l judge, requested the 

replacem ent o f the  in te rp re te r o r asked fo r c larification concerning the nature and cause o f 

the a c c u s a tio n " ,s u g g e s t in g  th a t it may be fo r the defendant to  h ighlight any problems. 

However, as in te rpre ters are only to  be provided in the  case o f genuine linguistic barriers to 

understanding the court, the  defendant may be in a poor position to  do so. A fu rth e r barrier to  

in te rpre ting  appeals is highlighted by in Kamasinski v Austria^^^ where the  applicant claimed 

tha t 'loud com plaints ' made at tria l about the  in te rpre ting  were not recorded. A dditiona lly, as 

court records tend to  be kept only in the official language o f the  court, there is often no record 

o f the in te rp re ting  and the re fo re  no means o f verifying its adequacy or otherw ise.

Although alleged vio lations o f the right to  an in te rp re te r are often based on the  fact tha t a 

'qualified in te rp re te r' was no t provided, or th a t in te rp re ta tion  was inadequate and led to  an 

unfa ir v e rd ic t ,T re c h s e l correctly points ou t th a t it is rare fo r com plaints about the  quality o f 

in te rpre ting  to  be investigated in detail; claims are often deemed unsubstantiated (e.g. HRC: 

"the  au thor has not substantiated, fo r purposes o f adm issibility tha t article 14, paragraph 3 (f) 

was vio lated due to  the  lim ita tions on, and the insu ffic ient quality of, in te rp re ta tion  

provided"^''®); or where a v io la tion  is found in another regard it may be considered 

unnecessary to  consider the  issue o f qua lity (e.g. HRC: "[g ]iven the Committee's conclusion 

tha t the  authors' righ t to  a fa ir tria l under artic le  14 was violated, it need not deal w ith  th e ir

App. No. 9 7 8 3 /8 2 , 168 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989)
Kamasinski v Austria, App, No. 9 7 8 3 /8 2 , 168 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser, A) (Dec. 19, 1989) § 74  

App, No. 1 6 0 7 8 /9 0 , (Sep. 26, 2002)
Eleni Vrah im i v Turl<ey, App. No. 1 6 0 7 8 /9 0 , (Sep. 26, 2002) §83, emphasis added 

App. No. 9 7 8 3 /8 2 , 168 Eur. Ct. H. R. (Ser. A) (Dec. 19, 1989)
Some qu ite  recent exam ples o f HRC jurisprudence include Safarm o Kurbanova v Tajiidstan, C om m unication No, 

1 0 9 6 /2 0 0 2 , U .N . Doc. C C P R /C /7 9 /D /1 0 9 6 /2 0 0 2  (2003) § 3.6 ("nor was he offered a qualified in terpre ter during the  

tria l"), N alia ra tn am  Singarasa v Sri Lanl<a, Com m unication No, 1 0 3 3 /2 0 0 1 , U.N. Doc. C C P R /C /8 1 /D /1 0 33 /2 0 0 1  

(2004) § 3 .2  ("H e claims ... he was not provided w ith  a qualified and external in terp re ter w hen he was questioned  

by the police,"); M ichae l and Brian H ill v Spain, Com m unication No. 5 2 6 /1 9 9 3 , U.N, Doc. C C P R /C /5 9 /D /5 2 6 /1 9 9 3  

(1997) § 2 ,2  ("a young, unqualified in terpre ter, a student in terpreter, was called to  assist in the  in terrogation ... the  

in terpreter's  English was very poor. As a result, serious misunderstandings allegedly arose")
E.g. S afarm o Kurbanova v Tajikistan (2002) § 6.6
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specific allegations relating to (...) the competence of the interpreters."^'*®) Nonetheless, this 

suggests that although the ECHR and the ICCPR do not require the interpreter to be qualified 

or certified, should a lack of qualification or competence be proven to impact on the fairness 

of proceedings, a violation of the right to an interpreter could be found.

Morris finds, similarly, that in common law/ cases, appeals based on incomplete or inaccurate 

interpreting often fail, and she suggests that fears of financial and administrative 

consequences are behind this.^^° Of course not all appeals based on interpreting fail; in the 

defining case of R v Iqbal Begurn^^^ in the Court of Appeal of England and Wales, a murder 

conviction was quashed on the basis that the charge had not been understood and a proper 

plea had therefore not been made, and at the trial relevant mitigating circumstances had not 

been brought to  light due to the incompetence of the interpreter. In the same vein as the 

ECtHR, the court stated that precautions should be taken to ensure the interpreter provided is 

"fu lly com peten t... by which we mean is fluent in the language which that person is best able 

to u n d e r s t a n d . I t  has been shown that fluency in a language does not equate to 

competence in interpreting, yet Simon Brown L.J., w riting for the Queen's Bench Division in R. 

West London Youth Court, Ex p. similarly stated that to  ensure quality "a defendant 

should be provided w ith an interpreter fluent in his own language or in another language in 

which he is himself fluent" and that the court should ensure that interpreter and defendant 

"properly understand each other".

As was suggested in the previous chapter, that a defendant and interpreter understand each 

other is not necessarily indicative of accurate interpreting. However, the Supreme Court of 

New South Wales in Gradidge v Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd found that it is the court's 

responsibility to ensure that a party understands what is going on, as did the Canadian 

Supreme Court in R. v Tran^^^ which further found that the court was responsible for ensuring 

that the defendant is understood. Interestingly, in Kunnath v The S t a t e , the Privy Council

Michael and Brian Hill v Spain (1997) § 14
R. Morris, The face o f justice: historical aspects o f court interpreting, 4(1) International Journal of Research and 

Practice in Interpreting 97 (1999) at 29 
‘ ” [1991]93C r. App. R. 96

R V Iqbal Begum [1991] 93 Cr. App. R. 96 at 101 
[2000] 1 W .LR, 2368, [2000] 1 All E.R. 823
R. West London Youth Court, Ex p. N [2000] 1 W.L.R. 2368, [2000] 1 All E.R. 823 cited in T. O'Malley, The Criminal 

Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thomson Reuters, 2009) at 206 
Gradidge v Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. [1988] 93 FLR 414 
/?. V Tran [1994] 2 S.C.R. 951 at 985 - 991
[1993] 4 All ER 30, [1993] 1 WLR 1315, 98 Cr App Rep 455, [1994] Crim LR 937. Privy Council on appeal from the 

Court of Criminal Appeal of Mauritius
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found the judge to  have a duty to ensure "effective use" of the interpreter; in the Court of 

Criminal Appeal of Mauritius the interpreter had translated only the charge, an amendment 

and the accused's statements but "not a word of the evidence", as he believed his duty was to 

interpret only when given instructions to; the Council considered that the judge must have 

been aware that the interpreter -  who had sworn an oath - was not translating the evidence, 

and the appellant had also stated that he had not understood the witnesses. This suggests that 

the judge has a responsibility to oversee the interpreter and intervene where there are 

obvious omissions.

In R. V Tran^^^ a three-step process was outlined that would constitute a satisfactory 

substantiation of an alleged violation of the right to an interpreter, the burden of proof being 

on the applicant and the standard of proof being a balance of probabilities.^^® First, where no 

interpreter was provided, it must be shown that one was needed. Second, in challenging the 

quality of interpreting it is accepted that it need not be perfect, but it should be, at a 

minimum, continuous (no breaks, interruptions or summaries), precise (word-for-word and 

idea-for-idea, as far as possible), impartial (objective and unbiased), competent (to ensure 

"justice is done and seen to be done"), and contemporaneous (accurate tim ing - consecutive 

favoured over simultaneous interpreting), the question being whether the accused may not 

have understood a part of the proceedings due to a language difficulty. Thirdly the applicant 

must show any such lapse to have been during proceedings rather than at a stage "extrinsic or 

collateral to the advancement of the case."

Quality and standards of interpreting in Irish courts

Irish courts have dealt w ith interpreting quality on a number of levels. Mode of interpreting 

was discussed at length by the High Court in MacCarthaigh v lreland;^^° after his claim to an 

Irish-speaking jury was rejected by the Supreme C o u rt,M a cC a rth a ig h  claimed a right to a 

satisfactory recording system and/or an effective simultaneous translation system. The High 

Court held that there was now a recording system in place in the Circuit Criminal Court^®^ and 

found no entitlement to simultaneous interpreting. When the appeal reached the Supreme

^^®[1994] 2S.C.R. 951

Bearing in m ind th a t this refers to  Section 14 of Canada's C harter o f Rights and Freedom s as m entioned  

previously
M acC arthaigh v Ire land  [1999] 1 I.R. 200; M acC arthaigh v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality  and  Law Reform  [2002] 6 

I.C.LIVl.D. 70; and M acC artha igh  v An tA ire D li agus Cirt, ex tem pore  M arch 6, 2008
M acC arthaigh v Ire land  [1999] 1 I.R. 200
M acC arthaigh v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform  [2002] 6 I.C .L.M .D. 70; th e  'Lanier system ', digital 

recording in Circuit and Central Crim inal Courts and High Court Family Law C ourt since 2008
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Court in 2008 it made national headlines for being the first time simultaneous interpreting was 

used In Ireland's Supreme Court;^®^ as the Official Languages Act had by now come into force 

under which the court may decide which mode o f interpreting to use/®'’ the applicant was 

granted leave to re-apply to  the Circuit Criminal Court fo r simultaneous translation at trial/®^ 

Though the case relates to the Irish language, its more general discussion on the impact of 

interpreting is of interest.

In the High Court MacCarthaigh argued that the conventional system of 'sequential 

translation' (consecutive interpreting) used by Irish courts was disruptive to the flow  of 

proceedings and contravened his rights/®^ Schulman was cited as saying that "non English 

speaking defendants are not judged on their own words, and the words attributed to  the 

defendant are those of the interpreter; no matter how accurate the interpretation is, the 

words are not the defendants', nor is the style, syntax or the e m o t i o n " , a n d  that the typical 

situation whereby defendants are judged on the interpreter's words as if these were exactly 

those o f the defendant is unfair, as even the smallest nuance o f language or emotion can 

influence determ ination of guilt or innocence. Hamilton J accepted this as "true enough", but 

said there was no better solution available. While MacCarthaigh made a case for using 

simultaneous interpreting, the court was not satisfied that this would better serve the 

interests of justice; it was noted that while this could save time, time was not the primary 

concern as certain defects were involved, notably that the judge or ju ry may associate facial or 

bodily expressions w ith  the evidence being translated rather than the evidence being given 

due to the delay between speaking and translation, that it was d ifficult to revise what was said 

and assess accuracy, and that simultaneous interpreting would require the advance furnishing 

of relevant papers and possibly skeleton arguments, inappropriate in a criminal tria l where a 

defendant is entitled to reserve his position. Ultimately the High Court correctly found the 

emphasis o f international research to be on accuracy and interpreter training over method, 

such that the discussion on interpreting modes is of less interest than the recognition that 

interpreting can affect how the defendant is perceived by the jury, that nuances of language

M , Carolan, Irish translation sought in crim inal tria l, Irish Times, 7 M arch 2008 . Related, in a judicial rev iew  case 

W ei Sung Jiang v D.P.P., un repo rted . High Court, Peart J., N ovem ber 16, 2005 , th e  decision im plicitly accepts th a t  

police questioning can be carried out via a te lephone in terp re ter; "I am  also satisfied th a t the  applicant, w ho had 

available to  him the  services o f an in terpre ter, a lbeit by telephone..."
Official Languages Act 2003 , No. 3 2 /2 0 0 3 , Article 8(3)
M aC artha igh  v An tA ire D liagu s  Cirt, ex tem pore, M arch 6 2008  

M acC arthaigh v Ire land  [1999 ] 1 1.R. 200

M .B. Shulm an, No hablo ingles: court in terpre tation  as a m ajo r obstacle to fa irness fo r  non-English speaking  

defendants, 46  V anderbilt Law Review (1993)
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can affect the outcome of a case, and that delays caused by interpreting are secondary to the 

interpreting itself.

Despite these pronouncements, however, it was concluded in D.P.P. v Adriano Martins Costa 

& Jose Claudio Batista^^^ before the Court of Criminal Appeal that "complaints about the role 

of interpreters and translators do not amount to more than matters of inconvenience and 

delay experienced during the course of the trial itself: they do not in any way go to the safety 

or reliability of the conviction",^®® and in the Court of Criminal Appeal in D.P.P. v Yu Jie,^^° 

McCracken J notes that although there were "certain omissions in the translation ... this is 

bound to occur in any situation involving an interpreter", raising the question of at what point 

omissions might be found to be prejudicial. The issue of interpreter impartiality was the 

primary basis o f this leave to appeal a murder conviction; after being questioned by the police, 

the applicant had learned that his interpreter was a Chinese police officer seconded to 

Interpol. McCracken J. noted that the objection was based primarily on the realisation of who 

the interpreter was, especially as there is no right to silence under questioning in China, but he 

agreed with the trial judge, who had viewed a recording of the questioning, that the 

relationship between accused and interpreter appeared trusting; the interpreter acted 

"professionally and in a detached way...and, if anything, acted w ith a certain affinity and 

sympathy towards the accused." He found nothing to  suggest that the interpreter was biased, 

had acted from improper motive, or had intimidated the applicant, and while the applicant 

may not have been aware of the interpreter's background, evidence suggested that his 

solicitor had been aware of it and raised no objection. It is interesting that in a ruling on 

interpreter partiality, the Court appears to approve of the interpreter's perceived empathy 

with the accused.

D.P.P. V Adriano M artins Costa & Jose Claudio Batista  [2008] I.E.C.C.A. 1; judgm ent by Kearns J. Hedigan J. 
Birmingham J.

That in terpre ting  causes delay arose in a num ber o f asylum -related cases; Grace Edobar v John S. Ryan as 

Chairperson o f  the  Refugee Appeals Tribunal (2005] 1 I.L.R.M. 113 (Suprem e C ourt), th a t th e  availability of 
in terpreters "and any num ber o f o ther banal daily circumstances" can slow down the w ork of the Refugee Appeals 

Tribunal. N adya Zabolotnaya, V ladim ir Zabo lotnaya v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law reform . Refugee  

Appeals Tribunal, Refugee Applications Commissioner, Ire land and the A ttorney General, un reported. High Court, 
Novem ber 1, 2004; extension o f the  tim e for asylum application was requested w ith  language issues as possible 

grounds, referencing G.K. v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and Law Reform  [2002] 1 I.L.R.M, 81  th a t language 

difficulties and difficulties obtaining an in terp re ter w ere relevant in deciding to  allow  an extension o f the deadline  

for applications o f judicial review  as per the  Illegal Im m igrants (Trafficking) Bill. The case was unsuccessful. Benson v 

M in ister fo r  Justice, Equality a nd  Law Reform  [High Court, unreported, 2 April 2001] th a t language difficulties or 

difficulties obtaining an in terpre ter should be considered in deciding to  extend tim e  allowed to challenge a 

deportation order
D.P.P. V YuJie [2005] I.E.C.C.A. 95
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In Fitzpatrick & Anor v K. & Anor^^^ before the High Court, interpreting first arose as an issue in 

hospital when the p la intiff iVls. K. was given a blood transfusion against her w ill, but w ith  court 

approval. Ms. F. -  a friend whose native language was Portuguese and who had 'a level of 

proficiency' in French, English and Lingala - acted as her interpreter. At trial, Ms. F. admitted 

she was not a professional interpreter and said her English proficiency did not extend to 

medical terminology, but Laffoy J. accepted her evidence that she had no problems translating 

what the medical personnel asked her to. The defendants, claiming Ms. K. may not have been 

compos mentis when refusing the transfusion, highlighted among other factors the 

communication difficulties caused by reliance on interpreting; one doctor testified that they 

were not getting appropriate responses to indicate that she was making an informed refusal of 

the transfusion. Ms. K. testified in French and Laffoy J. noted that "[e]ven with a professional 

interpreter the process was difficult. On occasions during her cross-examination it was difficult 

to determine whether she was being evasive or whether she genuinely did not understand 

what was being put to her". He was satisfied the hospital had done everything possible to test 

the validity of the refusal, and that it had been hampered by communication difficulties not 

limited to linguistic ones. Like the ECtHR, this sets a precedent in Irish courts for accepting the 

competence of interpreters who are not professional; in this case Ms. F was not even fluent 

and her English was, by her own admission, insufficient to cope with the situation.

A number of High Court applications for judicial review of asylum applications have also been 

based on interpreting standards: in Omaar Aly Sherif v Refugee Appeals Tribunal^^^ a 'qualified 

interpreter' is referred to; in Naomitsu Kanaya v MJELR^^^ Roderick Murphy J. implies that 

evidence given through an interpreter may not always be reliable: "[w ]hile  the applicant's 

evidence was given via a Japanese interpreter, I am satisfied from his evidence , and 

similarly in T.D. v Refugee Appeals Tribunal & Anor^^'' Cooke J comments: "It is perhaps 

prudent to bear in mind that the applicant gave her evidence through an interpreter". In 

Skender Memishi v The Refugee Appeals Tribunal & Ors^^^ the US case Diaz-Marroquin i/ 

Immigration and Naturalization Service^^^ was referenced wherein one explanation for 

inconsistencies in evidence was that it had been communicated through an interpreter, the

[2006] I.E.H.C. 392
O m aar A ly Sherif V Refugee Appeals Tribur)al, un reported. High Court, H erbert J., N ovem ber 16, 2006  

N aom itsu Kanaya v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law  Reform , [2000] 2 I.L.R.M. 503
T.D. V Refugee Appeals Tribunal and the M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality a nd  Low Reform  , [2010] I.E.H.C, 125

(unreported. High Court, Cooke J., April 28, 2010)
Skender M em ish i v The Refugee Appeals Tribunal, Rory McCabe, The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law

Reform, The A ttorney-G eneral, and Ireland, un reported . High Court, Peart J., June 25, 2003  

[2001] U.S Court o f Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, U.S. App. Lexis 2352
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implication being tiia t interpreting is fallible; this argument was rejected by Irvine J. in the 

context of Memishi's case.^”

In fact, in F. & Anor v Refugee Appeals Tribunal^^^ Clark J. considered that, among other things, 

the applicant's attempts to blame the interpreter for discrepancies undermined his credibility, 

and in S.I.M. v Refugee Appeals Tribunal & Ors^”  Cooke J. upheld refusal of the asylum 

application, accepting the Tribunal member's view that "the applicant's ... apportioning blame 

on the interpreter [is] disingenuous and wholly lacking in c re d ib ility " .S im ila r ly , in A.Z.N. v 

Refugee Appeals Tribunal & Anor^^^ Clark J. upheld the findings of the Refugee Appeal Tribunal 

that if claims about translation inaccuracies at the hearing had been genuine the matter could 

have been resolved earlier, and that the "applicant's attempt at undermining the procedure 

goes to his cred ib ility"/*^ the Tribunal member had been "singularly unimpressed" w ith the 

submission, and Clark J., finding no substance in it, described it as "an effort at the eleventh 

hour to blame the interpreter". In M.A.W. v Refugee Appeals Tribunal & Anor,^^^ the applicant 

claimed to have been so unhappy with the interpretation that he had abandoned it and 

continued in English; he asserted that the difficulty "must have been obvious to everyone in 

the room", yet the decision rejecting his application for refugee status had described him as 

"well able to  communicate through his interpreter to make himself clearly understood".^®'’ 

Cooke J. in the High Court refused leave to appeal, finding that the applicant's legal 

representatives had not considered the difficulties so obvious as to necessitate intervention; 

he considered that if the problems had been such as to hinder a fair hearing they should have 

been raised at the time, and further noted that the applicant had successfully testified in 

English.

Courts have also found that fair procedures can be breached by poor interpreting; in Petrea 

Stefan v MJELR & leave had been granted to apply for judicial review as omissions in the

English translation o f the asylum application had meant that one question was incomplete; in

See also Conclusion fo r in terpreting and credibility issues in judicial review  proceedings
F. & A nor v Refugee Appeals  Tribuna,l (2010] I.E.H.C. 134
[2009] I.E.H.C. 323  (un repo rted , High Court, Cooke J., July 3, 2009)
S .I.M . V Refugee Appeals Tribunal, M in ister fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform  and  Hum an Rights 

Commission §§ 13 & 24 

[2009] I.E.H.C. 432
A.Z.N. V Refugee Appeals Tribunal & A nor [2009] I.E.H.C. 432  § 2 

[2009] I.E.H.C. 330  (un repo rted . High Court, Cooke J., July 8, 2009)
M .A .W . V Refugee Appeals Tribunal and The M in is ter f o r  Justice, Equality and Law  Reform  [2009] I.E.H.C. 3 3 0  

(unreported, High Court, Cooke J., July 8, 2009) § 21
Petrea Stefan v M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and Law Reform, the Refugee Appeals A uthority  Ire land and  the  

A ttorney General, [2002] 2 I.L.R .M . 134 (Suprem e Court)
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the Supreme Court, Denham J. (McGuinness and Hardiman JJ concurring) dismissed the appeal 

of the respondents, finding that "[t]here may well be many instances where omissions in 

translation occur but which are not such as to render the proceedings unfair", but this 

omission was considered to breach fa ir procedures such that even a full rehearing through the 

Tribunal would be unsatisfactory. Feeney J. in the High Court has also acknowledged that it 

may be d ifficu lt fo r LEPs to recognise deficient interpreting: in Daud Abdilahi Gilingil v Refugee 

Appeals Tribunal & the applicant, who did not understand English, had relied on another 

Somali to  complete the refugee application questionnaire. In the report rejecting the asylum 

application it was stated to be the applicant's responsibility to ensure the accuracy and 

truthfulness of information provided, but that "a serious credibility issue" arose from the fact 

that inaccuracies in the application had not been highlighted in the eight months before 

interview. Feeney J. accepted it was the responsibility of the applicant to ensure accuracy, but 

remarked that "how the Applicant was to be cognisant of any inaccuracies given his lack of 

English is not detailed".

The EU Directive on the Rights to In terpretation  and Translation in Crim inal 
Proceedings

The new EU Directive on the right to interpretation and translation in criminal proceedings 

aims to strengthen the right to an interpreter,^®^ and the provisions of the final text will now 

be examined in relation to the above analysis of the current right to interpreting in Ireland.^**

Extent of the right; what must be interpreted?

The right to an interpreter applies to criminal proceedings, though under the ICCPR it may 

apply in unspecified, exceptional circumstances to civil matters; an offence may be considered 

criminal under the ECHR regardless of its position in domestic legislation, though whether the 

object and purpose of Article 6 requires the same guarantees in petty offences has been 

questioned. The Directive applies only to criminal proceedings, and clarifies that where minor 

offences, such as traffic offences, are dealt w ith by an authority other than a court having

D aud A bdilahi G ilingil v Refugee Appeals Tribunal, M in is ter f o r  Justice, Equality and  Law  Reform, A ttorney  

General Ireland; H um an Rights Commission, unreported, High Court, Feeney J., June 1, 2006
As the  study focuses on in terpreting, translation will only be considered w here relevant; D irective o f the  

European Parliam ent and o f the Council on the  right to  in terpre tation  and translation in crim inal proceedings, PE- 
CONS 2 7 /1 0 , Sep. 24, 2010  (not yet published in the  Official Journal)

D irective o f the  European Parliam ent and o f the  Council on th e  right to  in terpre tation  and translation in criminal 
proceedings, PE-CONS 2 7 /1 0 , Sep. 24, 2010  (not yet published in the  Official Journal)
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jurisdiction in criminal matters, and where it is possible to appeal the sanction imposed by that 

authority in a court, the Directive will apply only to the court proceedings.

The basic right to  interpretation is enumerated in Article 2(1):

"Member States shall ensure that suspected or accused persons who do not 

speak or understand the language of the criminal proceedings concerned 

are provided, w ithout delay, w ith  interpretation during criminal 

proceedings before investigative and judicial authorities, including during 

police questioning, all court hearings and any necessary interim hearings"

Under the Directive, the right applies from the moment a person is made aware that they are 

suspected or accused of having committed a criminal offence until proceedings have 

concluded, including during sentencing and appeals where a p p lic a b le .W h e re  necessary to 

safeguard the fairness of proceedings, interpretation must also be made available for 

communication w ith legal counsel in direct connection with questioning, hearings, appeals, or 

other procedural applications such as bail;^®^ the suspected or accused person should be able 

to  explain his version of events, highlight statements he does not agree with, and inform his 

lawyer of facts relevant to his d e f e n c e . T h i s  confirms and makes more explicit the most 

recent position taken by the ECtHR on the matter, though it does not necessarily contradict 

the position taken in R. v Tran^^^ that an appeal based on interpreting must show that any 

lapse in interpreting occurred when a vital interest of the accused was at stake.

Under the ECHR the right to an interpreter extends to pre-trial proceedings and necessary 

documentary evidence, though there is no obligation to provide translations, and the right 

applies only to that which is necessary fo r the defence. The Directive guarantees the right to 

the quality translation of all essential documents, which includes, but is not confined to, 

decisions depriving a person of his liberty, any charge/indictment, and judgments.^®'' Passages 

w ithin these documents that are not relevant to understanding the case against the accused 

do not have to be translated, and an oral translation or summary may be provided if this does

Paragraph 16 & Article 1(3)
Article 1(2)
Article 2(2) & explanatory paragraph 20 
Explanatory paragraph 19 
R V Tran [1994] 2 S.C.R. 951 
Article 3 (l)-(3 )
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not prejudice fairness;^^^ this also basically consolidates the existing position o f the ECHR. 

Under the ECHR, a person accused o f a criminal offence has the right to be informed of that 

charge in a language, and in simple non-technical language, that he understands, though again 

the provision of interpretation is not strictly required. The information should be provided 

'prom ptly ' so as to enable the accused to challenge the arrest if necessary, but the 

reasonableness o f delay must be measured on a case-by-case basis; in Ireland this has been 

done on a practical basis. The Directive obligates Member States to provide interpretation 

'w ithout d e l a y ' , b u t  similarly provides that delays might not infringe the accused's right if 

these are 'reasonable in the circumstances.'^®^

Payment

Under the ECHR and the ICCPR, and implicitly accepted in Irish case law, interpretation must 

be provided free of charge regardless of the financial circumstances of the defendant or the 

outcome o f the case, though this only applies to that which is necessary for the defence. The 

proposed Directive also specifies that Member States must bear the costs of interpreting 

regardless of the outcome of proceedings;^®* however, the scope o f the Directive is greater 

than that of the ECHR or the ICCPR, which would suggest that the costs of ensuring the 

provision of interpreters under the Directive could be considerably higher than under present 

obligations.

Entitlement to an interpreter

This analysis has found tha t the right to an interpreter applies regardless of citizenship, 

immigration status, age, gender and so on, but also that as a purely functional right it is 

available only to defendants who actually need an interpreter; there is no express right to use 

one's mother tongue or a language of choice. The Directive confirms that interpreting or 

translation may be provided in the suspect/accused's native language or any other language 

that he speaks or understands as long as this allows him to fu lly exercise the right to defend 

himself and safeguards the fairness of proceedings.^®®

A rtic le  3(7)
A rtic le 2(1)
Explanatory paragraph 18 
A rtic le  4
European Parliam ent, Position Paper a t 22
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In establishing whether an interpreter is needed, the ECtHR will accept States' findings where 

serious examinations have been conducted, and appears willing to accept objective criteria 

such as the time spent in a country. It has further been held that the complexity of the case 

should be a consideration. At common law, there is no automatic right to waive the right and 

the judge has a duty to ensure that interpreting is provided where necessary, even when it is 

not desired. It is commonly agreed that the trial judge is responsible for ensuring fair 

proceedings, but while EHCR case-law puts the burden of proof on judicial authorities in 

appeals based on the non-provision of an interpreter to show that one was not needed, a 

leading Canadian Supreme Court judgment has held the burden of proof to be on the 

complainant. In Irish courts the practice of requesting interpreters where not genuinely 

needed has been frowned upon, and unfounded claims of insufficient attention being paid to 

language difficulties have also been treated with scepticism. However, courts have also 

explicitly recognised that specific difficulties may arise when the accused is not Irish or an 

English speaker.

Under the EU Directive, the right to translation cannot be validly waived unless the suspected 

or accused person has had prior legal advice or has learned the consequences of waiving the 

right from another source, the waiver is unequivocal, and it is given voluntarily;^”® waiver of 

the right to an interpreter is not mentioned. The Directive introduces an unusual provision in 

requiring Member States to have a procedure available whereby it can be ascertained if the 

suspected or accused person understands and speaks the language of proceedings, as well as a 

procedure to  challenge negative f in d in g s , th o u g h  the explanatory notes clarify that any 

appropriate manner can be used "including by consulting the suspected or accused person 

concerned"."®^

Quality, competence and standards

Perhaps the most complex area is that of interpreter competence and the quality of 

interpreting. Essentially under the ECHR an interpreter need not be qualified, but 

interpretation should be of sufficient quality to allow the defendant to partake fully in their 

case. Authorities may also bear some responsibility fo r control of interpretation quality where 

problems are brought to the attention of the court, though an Irish court has posed the 

question of how a non-English speaker should be cognisant of errors in a language he or she

Article 3(8)
Article 2 (4 )& (5 )
European Parliam ent, Position Paper at 21 & 25
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does not understand. Nonetheless it seems that under the ECHR, in order to  appeal 

successfully on the grounds of deficient interpreting, a motion to that effect would have to 

have been raised at trial, and it is widely agreed that courts tend not to deal w ith appeals 

based on interpreting quality beyond a superficial level if at all, and that they are rarely 

successful. A common law judgment has held that a judge may be responsible fo r ensuring 

that an interpreter who is present is actually interpreting and may be obliged to intervene 

where omissions are observed, though another judgment found that in an appeal the burden 

of proof would be on the complainant, and the proof would have to involve a vital interest of 

the defendant; it would be insufficient to suggest that something collateral was not 

interpreted.

Interestingly the majority of judicial commentary (particularly judicial review cases) on 

interpreting in Ireland relates to quality, though firm  conclusions are elusive as courts have 

been inconsistent in their views. Most notably there is a major disparity in the acceptance of 

the High Court that interpreting can impact on the jury's perception of the defendant and the 

outcome of case, and the view of the Court of Criminal Appeal that the impact of interpreting 

amounts to no more than an inconvenience. Irish courts have held that any situation involving 

an interpreter involves omissions in translation, and that some will lead to  breach o f fair 

procedure while others may not. A court has accepted tha t a non-professional interpreter 

w ithout the necessary fluency or vocabulary was competent to interpret in a crisis medical 

situation, creating a worrying precedent fo r the type of interpreter who may be acceptable in 

court, and in a ruling on interpreter impartiality, the court appeared to approve of the 

interpreter's perceived empathy w ith the accused, another apparently contradictory position. 

Irish and Canadian courts have expressed a preference fo r the consecutive mode of 

interpreting.

The Directive concretises the case-law of the ECHR in requiring the quality of interpreting to  be 

sufficient to safeguard the fairness of criminal proceedings, "in particular by ensuring that 

suspected or accused persons have knowledge of the case against them and are able to 

exercise their right of defence";^“  the explanatory notes clarify that it should be possible for 

authorities to exercise control over the adequacy o f interpreting if put on notice in a particular 

case, and to replace the interpreter if the standard is considered insufficient to ensure a fair

Article 2(8)
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t r i a l . V e r y  interestingly, the Directive creates an obligation for Member States to take 

'concrete measures' to ensure that the interpreting provided meets this standard, in particular 

by establishing a register of appropriately qualified independent translators and interpreters, 

and it stipulates that Member States must ensure interpreters and translators are required to 

observe c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y . T h e  Directive adds another unusual and innovative provision 

suggesting that Member States request those responsible for training judges, prosecutors and 

the judicial staff of criminal proceedings "to  pay special attention to the particularities of 

communicating w/ith the assistance of an interpreter so as to  ensure efficient and effective 

communication";^®® this is carefully couched in language non-prejudicial to judicial 

independence and organisational differences across the EU.

Very few Irish criminal cases have dealt w/ith language issues; of the six relevant criminal cases 

involving LEP defendants, only four are appeals based at least partly on interpreting issues. 

Three of these f a i l e d , a n d  in the final case the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeal to 

reduce the applicant's sentence was partly based on language difficulties but also partly on the 

wishes of the v i c t i m . L a n g u a g e  and interpreting issues are extremely common in judicial 

reviews of the asylum process, predominantly in relation to credibility findings, and although 

this goes to another area o f research, courts seem to regard claims of poor interpreting 

negatively overall; notably it has been found that a decision on credibility subjected to judicial 

review "must be read as a whole and the court should be wary of attempts to deconstruct an 

overall conclusion by subjecting its individual parts to isolated examination and this has

been relied on directly and indirectly in the rejection of claims of faulty interpreting in 

numerous judicial review cases.

Explanatory paragraphs 24& 26  

Article 5 (2 )& (3 )
Article 5
D.P.P. V Yu Jie [2005] I.E.C.C.A. 95; The People (a t the Suit o f  the D.P.P.) v Valdas Valiukas, un reported, C ourt of 

Criminal A ppeal, Kearns J., April 27, 2009; D.P.P. v Ism et Ceka [2004] I.E.C.C.A. 25
The People (a t the Suit o f  the D.P.P.) v Vasile Vardoshilll, unreported, Court of Criminal Appeal, Finnegan J., 

February 9, 2009
Radzuik V The M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform and  the Refugee Appeals Tribunal unreported , High 

C o u r t , Cooke J., July 24, 2 00 9  cited in M .U .Z . v The Refugee Appeals Tribunal (Tribunal M em ber, Elizabeth O'Brien) 
and the M in is te r fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform  [2007] 1412 J.R. (unreported . High Court, Edwards 

J., February 12, 2010)
M .U .Z . V The Refugee Appeals Tribunal (Tribunal M em b er, E lizabeth O'Brien) a nd  the M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality  

and Law Reform  [2007] 1412 J.R. (unreported. High Court, Edwards J., February 12, 2010) finding th a t the applicant, 
w ho subm itted th a t corrections o f m is-translations had not been taken into consideration and had led to  negative  

credibility findings, was sim ply taking "issue w ith  the  choice o f words used by the  Tribunal M em b er and th a t no 

significance can be placed on this choice". See also T. M . A. v The M in is ter f o r  Justice, Equality &  Low Reform  and  

the Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2009] I.E.H.C. 606  (unreported . High Court, Cooke J., Decem ber 9, 2009 ) w h ere  the  

applicant "blam ed the  in terp re ter" fo r discrepancies leading to  a finding o f negative credibility -  but the  court 
found th a t "the central th rust o f the  ... finding as to  lack o f credibility is sufficiently w ell grounded"; T.D. v Refugee  

Appeals Tribunal and the M in is ter fo r  Justice, Equality and  Law Reform  [2010] I.E.H.C. 125 (unreported. High Court,
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Conclusion

In Ireland there is no constitutional or statutory right to an interpreter; the right is derived 

primarily from  the constitutional requirement tha t anyone charged w ith a criminal offence be 

tried in due course of law according to the basic principles o f justice. Judicial notice must be 

taken o f ECtHR provisions and case-law, the ICCPR right has persuasive value in Irish courts, 

and the right has been widely recognised at common law more generally, w ith relevant cases 

from other jurisdictions having been drawn on by Irish courts. Some o f these sources have 

conflicting views on certain aspects o f the right, and in some cases have seemed to qualify the 

right rather than endorse or add to its protection. The strength o f the new Directive is that it 

makes certain aspects of the right to  an interpreter more explicit; in doing so, it draws heavily 

on, and consolidates the sometimes contradictory and erratic case-law of the ECtHR. Its 

provisions are very clearly influenced by the participation of interpreters and translators in its 

drafting, though the final text has 'watered down' some provisions of earlier drafts that 

appeared less concerned w ith practicability and judicial independence, and more focussed on 

'ideals' of best practice in i n t e r p r e t i n g . T h e  Directive has considerable potential to 

streamline the right to an interpreter across the EU, and to  strengthen the right as it stands in 

Ireland, although it would be unrealistic to expect that, even if fu lly observed, all problems 

related to interpreting in the courtroom would disappear, or that adjudication on interpreting 

issues would become completely consistent; while the right to interpreting applies to the 

appeal process, its nature as an EU Directive does not permit it to define how a breach o f the 

right to interpretation should be adjudicated.

Cooke J,, April 28, 2010) w here th e  court found th a t "The Tribunal M em ber's  view  th a t the re  was a lack of 
concordance may read too m uch in to  the  in terpreter's  use of "confiscation" but held th a t "(t]he  credibility o f the  

account as a whole does not appear to  be affected."
See European Commission, Proposal fo r a D irective o f the  European Parliam ent and o f th e  Council on the right 

to  in terpre tation  and translation in criminal proceedings, COM  (2010) 82 final, 2 0 1 0 /0 0 5 0  (COD), M arch 9, 2010
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Chapter Four: Interpreting Services in 
Ireland

Introduction

Rocketing demand, havoc in court schedules, trying times for courts, incompetent translators, 

appalling standards, soaring costs, slashing of pay rates, proceedings lost in translation; these 

are just some of the references to court interpreting that have appeared in mainstream 

newspapers over the last ten years. The media provides an interesting lens through which to 

consider the topic, particularly as there has been little  academic interest in the area, though its 

reliability as a source cannot be considered absolute. In fact, the media does not present a 

united front on the issue and there has been a distinctly different focus in what has been 

reported by the Irish Times [Times] and the Irish Independent [Independent]; the table below 

considers 31 of the most relevant articles that appeared in these newspapers between 2001 

and 2010 in an effort to create an idea of how the issue has been reported. Three main 

categories are used (organisation and standards; immigration and access to justice; and 

money), and articles are classified according to their principal focus, though many touch on 

more than one category in reality.^

ORGANISATION & STANDARDS

havoc & delay 3 - Independent
need to improve system 

concern for standards

6
(5 - Times;

1 - Independent)complaints about standards 1 -Independent

IMMIGRATION & ACCESS TO JUSTICE

scepticism about providing 
services for immigrants

1 - Independent

focus on immigrants & 
access to justice

6 - Times

EU developments on 
Interpreting rights

2 - Times

MONEY

huge cost to 
system/taxpayer

7 - Independent
poorly paid interpreters 2 - Times

illegal tender process 3 -  Times

TOTAL 12 TOTAL 19

 ̂ Related articles on m edical, Garda, Irish/sign language and asylum /refugee in terpreting are om itted  unless 

directly relevant, as are letters from  th e  ITIA as the ir content is considered through ITIA docum entation. 
Nonetheless these letters m ade up a large proportion o f m edia coverage: the  Times printed five letters from  the  

ITIA and one from  M . Phelan (PRO o f th e  ITIA, but w/rote this le tter in her capacity as lecturer in the  School of 
Applied Language and Intercultural Studies, DCU), and the  Independent printed one. Finally, o ther articles  

referencing court in terpreting w/ithout d irect com m ent are left out; these include fo r exam ple an article about 
in terpreting as a career and an in terview  w ith  an agency ow ner as entrepreneur  

 ̂This is an area th a t seems to  fea tu re  highly in the  reports o f local newspapers
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The Irish Independent is Ireland's biggest selling broadsheet; it has tended to adhere to what 

might be considered the 'officia l' view of court interpreting services; one that claims the 

language needs of LEP defendants are being dealt w ith  in a more than satisfactory manner. 

This view is that put fo rth  by the Courts Service (CS), and it is also embodied in some relevant 

government comments on the topic. The Times -  Ireland's 'quality newspaper' or paper of 

record - on the other hand, has tended to focus on an alternative view of things; an 

unsatisfactory and inadequate system in urgent need of reform. The Irish Translators and 

Interpreters Association (ITIA)^ has perhaps been the strongest champion of this cause, but it 

has been well supported by a number o f other sources including relevant studies and 

academic articles on the topic.

As little  is known about the provision o f court interpreting services, this chapter analyses 

documentation from available sources w ith the aim of building a credible picture and an 

understanding of some of the trials, tribulations, failures and successes tha t have 

accompanied the rise and rise of language needs in Irish courts. It w ill look at how the 

organisation and provision of services has developed, the quality of services being provided, 

and if and how this changed after the Lionbridge interpreting contract; how the need for 

interpreters is perceived and the conflicting media foci on money and the rights of the 

accused, as well as the link w ith immigration.

Organisation and the Provision of Services

Translator shortage causes havoc in court schedules'^

As immigration began to increase from  the mid 1990s and particularly after 2001, more and 

more LEP defendants were appearing before the courts and the need for interpreters was 

growing exponentially. Demand has generally been measured by the number of languages 

being interpreted/translated and the amount o f money spent on interpreting/translating 

services, though it is interesting to note that early references are often to 'translators' and 

'translation services', and that while the terms 'court interpreters' or 'interpreting and 

translation services' are later more in use, some sources continue to mistake interpreters for

 ̂ The ITIA was set up in 1986  as a no t-fo r profit organisation w orking fo r th e  interests o f translators and 

in terpreters  and prom oting standards in these professions amongst other objectives  

R. Riegel, Irish Independent, 14  M ay 2001
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translators.^ Much documentation refers to 210 dialects and languages, a figure that was 

provided by a Courts Service spokesperson and that has been cited frequently over the years, 

but a more diverse range of figures has appeared between In various sources and it Is unclear 

which. If any, are accurate; at least one article refers to 120 languages and dialects,® others to 

the 167 or 200 languages used In the Republic/ In another an agency is reported as providing 

services In 67 languages;* statistics later put the figure at 75^ while another article Interprets 

this as 175/° The most commonly interpreted languages have most recently been cited as 

Polish, Lithuanian, Romanian, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Latvian, Portuguese, French, Czech 

and Arabic.^ In terms of costs, the follow ing table illustrates how these have rlsen:^^

1998 €95,000
1999 €95,146
2000 €130,829
2001 €294,344
2002 €461,000
2003 €631,000
2004 €554,000
2005 €1,257,000
2006 €2 milllon+

2007
€2-€2 .7  
milllon^^

2008 €2.5 million?

As demand grew, a large number of individuals and agencies were involved w ith meeting it; In 

2004, fo r example, 55 different companies or persons provided interpreting and translation 

services to the courts/'* The same year. Barrister Sean Guerin's paper for the Bar Council 

conference on Criminal Procedure noted tha t "It would not be unreasonable to expect that an 

officially bilingual state would have had sufficient experience o f the difficulties that arise In 

multilingual court proceedings, and would have devoted sufficient e ffort to resolving those 

difficulties, to be able to cope with the challenge of an increasingly multl-cultural and

 ̂Again, as this study is focussed on in terpreting , it will no t necessarily include references to  translation  

 ̂T, Felle, € 5 5 0 ,0 0 0  payout fo r  court in terpreters, Irish Independent, 17 August 2005
 ̂ C. O 'Brien, Are  ive lost ir\ translation?, Irish Times, 4  April 2006; M . Tighe, In terpreters in court pay  row , Irish 

Times, 29  M arch 2009
® R. Riegel, Translator shortage causes havoc in court schedules, Irish Independent, 14 M ay 2001  

 ̂Courts Service Annual Report 2007 a t 37  

M . Tighe, In terpreters in court p a y  row , Irish Times, 29  M arch 2009  

Courts Service Annual Reports 2007  & 2008
Figures taken from  Courts Service Annual Report 2005; In terpreters keep the message clear. Courts Service News, 

July 2008
In terpreters keep the message c lear. Courts Service News, July 2008  at 11; FG line on in terpreters breaches  

hum an rights, Irish Examiner, 5 January 2008
“  T. Felle, € 5 5 0 ,0 0 0  payout fo r  court in terpreters , Irish Independent, 17 August 2005
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multilingual society. Sadly, this is not so."^^ The Independent reported that the shortage of 

translators was creating 'legal log-jams' and causing chaos in courts/® and that the increased 

demand fo r translation services was making fo r 'trying t im e s '.T h e  Times talked about the 

haphazard, disorganised and patchy nature of service provision^® and reported that 

mechanisms for providing services were "partial, inadequate and lacking a sense of long-term 

purpose".^® Judge Riordan in Cork District Court talked about the ad hoc arrangements that 

occasionally fell "far short o f the standard required to administer justice openly and fairly",^° 

but the CS in its reports merely recognised that Ireland's increasing ethnic diversity and the 

growing demand fo r interpreting services posed a challenge and in its 2005-2008 Strategic 

Plan undertook to "continue to provide interpreters in court".

In a submission to the Working Group on the Jurisdiction of the Courts in 2002 the ITIA 

suggested that it would be preferable fo r the CS to establish an interpreting section and a 

national register of accredited interpreters "rather than working through agenc ies".S uch  

registers are considered best practice in the EU as they allow control over the interpreters 

approved to interpret in courts and safeguard the interests of all p a r t i e s , i n  the UK, fo r 

example, there is a National Register of Public Service Interpreters whose interpreters are 

bound by a Code of Conduct and subject to Disciplinary Procedures.^'* A national register was 

also recommended by the NCCRl and it was taken up by the Independent and later the 

T i mes . Bac i k  (2007) points out that the privatisation of interpreting and translating services 

can create unacceptable conflicts of interests that may threaten the right to a fair trial, but 

that where private agencies are used they must adhere to national standards; otherwise she

s. Guerin, Criminal practice: the use o f  in terpreters and  translators in the Irish courts, Bar Council conference on  

Criminal Procedure, Dublin (2004)

R. Riegel, Translator shortage causes havoc in court schedules, Irish Independent, 14 M ay 2001  

K. Donaghy, Trying times fo r  courts as translation costs soar, Irish Independent, 3 M ay  2004  

Concern a t  Judge's call fo r  fore igners  to pay in terpreters, Irish Times, 14 M ay 2005; C. O 'Brien, Are we lost in 

translation?, Irish Times, 4 April 2 006  

Growing dem and exposes poor translation service, Irish Times, 27 April 2007

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95 (2007) a t 101-2  

Courts Service Annual Reports 2002  &  2004; Courts Service Strategic Plan 2 0 0 5 -2 0 0 8  at 14  

Irish Translators' and In terpre ters ' Association (ITIA), Submission to  the  W orking Group on the  Jurisdiction o f the  

Courts (2002)
Aequitas: Access to justice across language and culture in th e  EU (E. Hertog, ed .)(A ntw erp: Lessius Hogeschool, 

2001)

National Register o f Public Service In terpreters  ( h ttp ://w w w .n rp s i.co .u k ) cited in National Consultative  

C om m ittee  on Racism and Interculturalism , In terpreting, translation and  public bodies in Ire land: the need fo r  policy  

and training, Advocacy Paper 5 (2007)
B. H effernan, Recruitm ent o f  court in terpreters is p u t in the dock!, Irish Independent, 6 June 2006; C. O 'Brien, No  

quality  controls la id  down fo r  courts and  Garda translators. The Irish Times, 7 June 2010
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warns that "d ifficu lt issues will continue to arise fo r practitioners and judges when deaing 

w ith litigants, witnesses or defendants through interpreters".^®

However, when the CS finally recognised that the growing need for interpreters necessitated a 

"re-evaluation of interpretation and translation services", its "rationalisation of :he 

management of interpretation services" involved the engagement of a single service provider 

to provide an improved, managed service and improved quality.^^ A request to tender was put 

out in 2005, a contract was signed by Lionbridge in 2006 and provision of services by a single 

agency began in March 2007.^®

Despite reservations over privatisation, there was a certain expectation that the new service 

provider would bring improvements. Riordan, fo r example, wrote that the new contract w o jid  

ensure minimum standards and quality control;”  the ITIA expressed hopes that things wojId 

improve, and Bacik talked about changes to the current unsatisfactory s y s t e m . A t  the sane 

time some flaws in the tender were highlighted, principally the system o f language 

qualification levels which focussed on language competence to the exclusion o f interpreting 

competence, and which did not guarantee that interpreters at the highest level would be 

available for languages other than the most commonly used.^^ Indeed, the Lionbridge contract 

later proved controversial when a rival company claimed that the rules of competition had 

been illegally changed during the tender process, and the European Commission announced 

its intention to take the Irish Government to the European Court of Justice for neglecting "its 

obligations under the principles o f equal treatm ent and transparency".^^

On a practical level it remained to be seen whether the contracted agency would improve the 

quality and management of interpreting as intended, or whether the flaws in the contract and 

the move towards privatisation o f services would have negative consequences.

I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 109  

(2007 ) a t 122
Highlighting Ireland's ethnic diversity, Courts Service Annual Report 2005 at 38
There is only one in terpre ting  contract, i.e. w ith  Lionbridge, but when an assignm ent cannot be filled by this 

agency, o ther agencies m ay be called upon.
Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95  (2007) a t 102
I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institu te  Journal 109  

(2007)
I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ireland  (2007); M . Phelan, The Courts Service 

In terpreting Tender, ITIA Bulletin June 2005  at 6; B. Heffernan, Recruitm ent o f  court in terpreters is pu t in the dock!, 

Irish Independent, 6 June 2006
J. Sm ith, European Commission threatens Irish State w ith legal action over Lionbridge contract, Irish Times, 20  

Septem ber 2008; C. Taylor, Ire land brought to court over contract, Irish Times, 14 April 2009
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A single service provider continued to be engaged 
to deal with the increasing need for interpreters”

The Courts Service reported  in 2007 th a t in te rpre ters had been provided in all courts, and tha t 

the increasing need fo r in te rp re te rs  was being dealt w ith  effective ly. It repeated th is  verbatim  

in 2008, and in its July new sle tte r referred to  the  "positive  and proactive w ay" in which the 

demands created by e thn ic d iversity have been met. It pointed to  a satisfaction rating o f over 

99.5% w ith  in te rp re ting  services, and said tha t the few  com plaints made were "p rim arily  due 

to  tee th ing  issues".^'' Perhaps in keeping w ith  the  idea tha t the issue was being adequately 

dealt w ith , the  2008-2011 Strategic Plan and the 2009 Annual Report make no reference to  

in terpreting.

ITIA members observed, however, th a t "the  provision o f in te rpre ters is not w ork ing" and tha t 

there w ere still regular problem s w ith  the booking system. In October 2007 the  Donegal 

Democrat reported  on a case w here no in te rp re te r turned up to  court, leading Judge Zaidan to  

criticise strongly "the  company w ho supplies in te rpre ters to  the  courts service"; he noted tha t 

th is was no t the  firs t tim e  it had happened and threatened th a t if  the in te rp re te r did no t 

appear on the next occasion "I w ill be asking the  state to  supply me w ith  a Polish dictionary 

and I w ill go ahead w ith  the case."^® In January 2009 a m urder case in Galway D istrict Court 

had to  be postponed as the  in te rp re te r was a "no-show "; Judge Fahy com m ented th a t "th is  is 

the m ost serious charge a D istrict Court can have and the in te rp re te r has not a p p e a r e d . O n  

a sim ilar note, a 2008 artic le in the  Independent reported:

" It had been a d ifficu lt m orning yesterday, the  clock ticking on tow ards 

m idday and beyond w ith  no sign o f the  proceedings commencing. A witness 

hadn 't materialised ... and then, fina lly, the real reason -  the  court was 

w aiting fo r an in te rp re te r. ... Collins sat pa tien tly  by un til, at 12.20pm, the 

w eary Judge summonsed the  equally w eary ju ry  to  in fo rm  them  o f the 

hiccup. "W e 're  w a iting  fo r an Albanian in te rp re te r to  arrive," he tersely

Courts Service Annual Reports 2007 & 2008
In terpreters keep the message clear, Courts Service News, July 2008 at 11 
M. Phelan, Court in te rpre ters in the news (fo r the w rong reasons), ITIA Bulletin O ctober 2007 
Donegal D em ocrat reports on lack o f  cou rt in te rpre ters  [Donegal Democrat 25 O ctober 2007] IN ITIA Bulletin 

October 2007
M, Nee, M u rde r case postponed fo r  in te rp re te r no-show, Galway Advertiser, 8January2009
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explained ... . A t tw o  o'clock, the  in te rp re te r took  the a ffirm ation  in hesitant 

English and as barristers exchanged glances o f alarm, the ju ry  were again 

dismissed."^*

The Quality of Interpreting Services

Growing Demand Exposes Poor Translation Service^^

An EU study by Spronken and A ttinger on the compliance o f IVIember States w ith  the m inim um  

standards o f the  EU's 2004 proposed Framework Decision [FD] on Procedural Rights in 

Crim inal Proceedings, m entioned in Chapter Three, found tha t rights were im plem ented very 

d iffe ren tly  across the  EU, and the  Irish response from  the Departm ent o f Justice, Equality and 

Law Reform D epartm ent suggested th a t Ireland m et on ly one o f the  m in im um  standards in 

ensuring the  righ t to  in te rp re ta tion  fu lly  - the  provision o f in terpreters, and confirm ed th a t no 

qualifications were necessary to  act as a legal in te rp re te r in Irish c o u r t s . A  second EU Study 

on provisions in legal in te rpre ting  and translation across the  EU looked at an array o f issues, 

including those re lating to  quality. A lm ost all Irish responses to  the d istributed questionnaire 

were from  those w ork ing  in the area o f in te rpre ting : the  m ajority  said tha t the profession was 

unregulated, and w hile  some indicated th a t some agencies test standards and have internal 

guidelines, m ost agreed th a t in practice there is no m on ito ring  o f quality or testing of 

standards, no requ irem ent fo r competence or proficiency, no guidelines, and no national 

register o f in te rp re te rs .'’  ̂ In a study on in te rp re ting  in I r i sh  courtroom s carried ou t as e a r l y  as 

2000, Perez found th a t there were no in te rpre ting  standards to  be met, there was no system 

to  m on ito r in te rp re ting  quality in court, and tha t in te rpre ters lacked adequate tra in ing and 

guidelines fo r the ir work.''^

Since its inception in 2002, the  ITIA has expressed concerns about the quality o f in te rpre ting  

being provided in Irish courts. In a 2002 submission to  the  W orking Group on the Jurisdiction

N. Anderson, The clock ticked on tow ards tw o  before the legal sparring began, Irish Independent, 20  N ovem ber 

2008
Growing dem and exposes poor translation service, Irish Times, 27 April 2007
T. Spronken &  M , A ttinger, Freedom , security and  Justice- procedural rights in crim inal proceedings: existing level 

o f  safeguards in the European Union. European Commission, 12 D ecem ber 2005. Data is from  2002
E. Hertog & J. van Gucht, Executive sum m ary: Status quaestionls, available at

w w w .ag ispro ject.com /D ocum ents/status% 20 Quaesionis% 20Sum m ary.pdf (AGIS Project JLS /2006/AG IS /052)
A.B. Perez, In terpreting in the Irish courtroom s: the im pact o f  lack o f  regularisation on the quality  o f  the  

in terpreter's  perform ance. Unpublished M A  Thesis, DCU (2000)
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of the Courts, it called the lack of testing and training fo r interpreters a "fundamental flaw" in 

the system and advised tha t many interpreters in the Irish courts "do not have any sort of 

knowledge of the law or o f legal terminology".'*^ In her article on the topic, Bacik also points 

out the lack of guidelines, training, quality control and testing and says that "current practice is 

clearly unsatisfactory".'''' She refers to the fact that the Dublin City University Graduate 

Certificate in Community Interpreting is the only available training course in Ireland, and 

compares this w ith the situation in the UK where the Chartered Institute of Linguistics runs a 

Diploma in Public Service Interpreting that is rigorously tested at the end; the significance of 

this is put in perspective by the fact that o f those that take the Institute of Linguists test, only 

one th ird pass it.'*^ The equivalent exam in the US, the Federal Court Interpreter Certification 

Exam, has a failure rate o f 96%''® and similar results from other countries affirm the 

challenging nature of interpreting as a profession.

In the pre-Lionbridge era, the Independent reported on complaints by judges about the 

"appalling" standards of translators/^ and numerous Times articles discussed the need to 

improve the system, focussing on the lack o f quality standards, qualifications, and training. 

There were reports of dubious recruitment practices by agencies alleged to be handing out 

fliers in ethnic restaurants and recruiting anybody who claimed to speak tw o languages,"*® and 

it was reported tha t agencies were telling their interpreters "to  be seen talking" at all costs in 

court as the judge would only notice a problem if they remained silent.®°

ITIA Submission to  the  W orking Group on the  Jurisdiction o f th e  Courts (2002)
I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in ttte new  Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institu te  Journal 109  

(2007) a t 119
Growing dem and exposes poor translation service, Irish Times, 27 April 2007  

M . Phelan, In terpreting in the courts. Letter to  the Irish Times, 9 June 2006  

Judge attacks low  standards o f  translators, Irish Independent, 28 January 2004
See e.g. C. Coulter, The trials o f  foreigners translate in to  a difficulty, 10 M arch 2003; K. Holm quist, A ct now, while 

times are good, Irish Times, 14 IVIarch 2006; C. O 'Brien, Are w e lost in translation?, Irish Times, 4 April 2006; 
Growing dem and exposes poor translation service, Irish Times, 27 April 2007  

C. Coulter, The trials o f  foreigners translate into a  difficulty, 10 M arch 2003; B. H effernan, R ecruitm ent o f  court 
interpreters is p u t in the dock!, Irish Independent, 6 June 2006  

B. H effernan , R ecruitm ent o f  court in terpreters is p u t in the dock!, Irish Independent, 6 June 2006
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DO YOU SPEAK 
A FOREIGN LANGUAGE?

We are now recruiting speakers of all language: 
for freelance work nationwide 

Contact us on:
Email: recruitment.interps.dub@lionbridge.com 

Tel: 01-2021234/01-2021222 
 We look forward to hearing from you_______

Lionbridge Job A dvertisem ent

Interpreters' knowledge of ethics was questioned: it was reported that defendants sometimes 

asked their Interpreter fo r guidance on how to plead and the ITIA pointed out that because 

there was no code of ethics, interpreters "do not know how to behave If they make a 

mistake".“  In 2003 the Times reported that a 'translator', who had aided the Gardai in taking a 

witness statement from a Chinese man accused of two murders, later went on a date with the 

accused after the Gardai gave the man her phone number.^^ In fact, the criminal record of 

interpreters themselves has been a source of concern; the Garda Representative Association 

reported how a Chinese interpreter, hired to assist in an interview, turned out to be an Illegal 

immigrant himself. It revealed that while interpreters are vetted for a criminal record In 

Ireland, the record in their country of origin is not checked, and it said it "could not rule out 

the possibility that foreign gangs operating here had "planted" Its own members to work as 

interpreters so they could Intimidate people into silence If they were arrested or had agreed to 

be witnesses In prosecutions".^^

The Media Relations Adviser o f the Courts Service acknowledged that it was not always easy to 

find "interpreters of suitable experience", but said that in spite of this, few problems of 

understanding had arisen In court, and that any such problems had been resolved:

"Considering the number o f occasions In which an Interpreter Is used, 

frequently at very short notice, there have been few Issues or problems in 

the understanding of the court process by those involved. Where an issue

ITIA Submission to the  W orking Group on the  Jurisdiction of the Courts (2002)
Irish Times article, 5 M arch 2003  cited in National Consultative C om m ittee  on Racism and Interculturalism , 

In terpreting, translation a nd  public bodies in Ire land: the need fo r  policy and training, Advocacy Paper 5 (2007)
”  C. Lally, In terp re ter system p o o r -G R A ,  Irish Times, 29 April 2009
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o f understanding arises, the dynamic of the court setting tends to make this 

apparent. On these rare occasions the interpreter is replaced.''^'*

This statement, cited repeatedly over the years, somewhat embodies the ongoing tendency of 

the CS to  say little  about interpreting services, but to  say it repeatedly, although in this case as 

early as 2002 the ITIA had pointed out the erroneous nature o f the claim, referring to the 

numerous studies that have shown such problems can easily remain undetected w ith 

potentially serious consequences.^^

Judge d ism isses  ‘in com p eten t’ Polish translators^^

However, if the expectation was that quality would improve w ith the new service provider, the 

CS claimed in 2007 and 2008 to  have continued "to  provide quality interpretation services to 

the courts during the year".®^ The 2008 Annual report referred to a review of the quality and 

cost of interpretation services tha t was underway, but its findings were not mentioned in the 

CS 2009 Annual Report. The conclusion o f the government-funded study commissioned by the 

NCCRI, having taken into consideration the views of government service providers, NGOs, 

representative bodies of people in need of these services and suppliers of interpreting and 

translation services, was tha t where interpreting services were being provided, the "lack of 

quality checking, or the means to  do it" was a "key issue of concern", and other key 

weaknesses included the lack o f coherent policy, quality control, appropriate staff training, a 

lack o f awareness, costs and delays.^® The report strongly recommended developing a national 

policy framework for interpreting and translation services, as well as a code of practice, 

accredited training and standards, and a register of accredited interpreters and translators.^®

Another submission by the ITIA to the CS in 2008 pointed out that there was still no system in 

place to ensure that interpreters were "qualified, adequately trained and competent" and 

they suggested that the time had now come to  improve the situation, stating that:

From Irish to Urdu, Courts Service New s, June 2006
ITIA Submission to  th e  W orking G roup on th e  Jurisdiction of th e  Courts (2002)
Judge dismisses 'incom petent' Polish translators, Irish Examiner, 12 October 2007  

Courts Service Annual Reports 2 007  &  2008
N ational Consultative C om m ittee  on Racism and Interculturalism  & Office o f the  M in ister for In tegration, 

Developing quality, cost-effective in terpre ting  and translating services fo r G overnm ent service providers in Ireland  

(2008) a t xi & xiv
NCCRI &  Office o f th e  M in ister fo r In tegration, Developing Quality, Cost-Effective In terpreting (2008 ) a t iv
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"[t]here are far too many people working as Interpreters in our courts who 

have no background in translation or interpreting, no knowledge of legal 

term inology or interpreting techniques and a doubtful knowledge of ethical 

issues."^

In fact, the point was made in one ITIA Bulletin that the reputation of all interpreters was 

being jeopardized by the fact that "[i]ncompetent, unqualified bilingual people (I hesitate to 

call them interpreters) are being employed to do work that should be reserved for 

p ro fess io na ls .P rob lem s  were still also being reported in the media. The headline above 

appeared in October 2007 when Judge Con O'Leary in Cork District Court asked two Polish 

interpreters to define the word 'ambiguous'; when they could not do so to his satisfaction he 

dismissed them and was cited as saying that this was "another example of Llonbridge sending 

incompetent interpreters." In May 2008 Judge Fahy in Galway District Court would not certify 

for the payment of a Lionbridge interpreter who she believed was not translating everything 

that was said fo r the accused.®^ In 2010 two articles in the Times reported nearly the same 

things as were being reported as early as 2003; interpreters w ithout qualifications, agencies 

not testing interpreter competence or proficiency, no quality control; interpreters with poor 

English and so on.®  ̂ Little seemed to have changed, yet Lionbridge was reported as saying "it 

was proud o f the high levels of quality it provided"; that it had a 'stringent recruitment and 

qualification process' and regularly received positive feedback from its clients."®'’

Guerin made the point in 2004 that: "It is easier to be appointed to act as interpreter fo r an 

accused person facing a serious criminal charge than it is to get a licence to drive a taxi." This 

still seems to be the case.

The Need for In terpreters

It has been acknowledged by the CS that for ordinary members of the public the language of 

the legal system is an "obvious block" to  understanding the "rules that dictate the practice and

^  Irish Translators' and In terpreters ' Association (ITIA), Submission on the  Courts Service S ta tem ent o f Strategy  

2 00 8 -2011  (2008) a t 5 

E. Hayes, Editorial, ITIA Bulletin O ctober 2007
Galway A dvertiser, 2 M a y  2008  cited in C. O 'Brien, No quality  controls la id down f o r  courts and Garda translators, 

Irish Times, 7 June 2 010
C. O 'Brien, N o quality  controls la id down fo r  courts and Garda translators, Irish Times, 7 June 2010; C, O 'Brien, 

Hundreds o f  court, Garda in terpreters have no qualification, Irish Times, 7 June 2010  

^  C. O 'Brien, Hundreds o f  court, Garda in terpreters have no qualification, Irish Times, 7 June 2010  

S. Guerin, Crim inal practice: the use o f  in terpreters and translators in the Irish courts. Bar Council conference on 

Criminal Procedure, Dublin (2004)
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procedure o f all courts".^® Guerin asserts that "[t]he language of the law is of critical 

importance".®^ The Times has talked about the "often arcane legal term inology" “ of the legal 

system which has "its own language, and even a person quite competent in English could find 

some of the terms difficult to understand".®® In discussing sentencing rationale in Irish District 

Courts, Hamilton interestingly remarks that the "reasons for a decision made in the noisy, 

pressurised environment of the District Court w ill only be obvious to someone who is familiar 

w ith the unspoken language of the co u rfV ° and Carey points out that legal language is a 

particular hurdle fo r the unrepresented defendant; he suggests that legal professionals should 

be made aware of, and be sensitive to "the exclusionary operation of legal language for 

unrepresented accused and inarticulate supporting witnesses".

The trials o f  foreigners translate into a difficulty

The CS has more explicitly recognised that for people "for whom English is not their first 

language, the court process can be d ifficult and sometimes unintelligible".^^ In Ireland such 

people are inevitably linked w ith foreignness and immigration, and almost every newspaper 

article on the issue has used one or more of the following terms: non-nationals, foreign 

nationals, foreigners, foreign defendants, immigrants and foreign immigrants. An early article 

in the Independent even refers to the "huge surge on crime w ith  overseas l in k s " .O n e  article, 

however, uses a more integrative discourse on "Ireland's linguistic diversity", "the prospect of 

a polyglot population" and "our increasingly multilingual c o m m u n ity " ,a n d  the CS also 

employs a rhetoric of "increased ethnic diversity"^®, "the increasingly diverse ethnic makeup of 

the population"^^; "the increasing diversity of court users"^®; "the diverse nature of the 

population appearing before the courts" and so on.”  It is fo r these users, and to facilitate

^  Courts Service Annual Report 2005  

S. Guerin, Crim inal practice: the use o f  in terpreters and translators in the Irish courts (2004)
C. O 'Brien, A re we lost in translation?, Irish Times, 4  April 2006  

C. Coulter, Time to look a t Garcia rules fo r  non-nationals, Irish Times, 4  M arch 2003  

™ C. H am ilton, Sentencing in the District Court: "Here be dragons", 15(3 ) Irish Criminal Law Journal 9 (2005) 
G. Carey, Trial courts and  legal language, 17 Irish Law Times 134 (1999)
C. Coulter, The trials o f  foreigners translate in to  a difficulty, Irish Times, 10 M arch  2003  

Courts Service Annual Report 2005  

”  R. Riegel, Translator shortage causes havoc in court schedules, Irish Independent, 14 M ay  2001  

C. O 'Brien, Are we lost in translation?, Irish Times, 4  April 2005

Probably the  m ost com m only used: see e.g. From Irish to Urdu, Courts Service News, June 2006  

”  See e.g. Courts Service Annual Report 2005  at 38  

Courts Service A nnual Report 2006  

Changing Ireland, Courts Service News, June 2006
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access to justice that the CS is ensuring an interpreting service*® that assists "w ith the efficient 

managennent of cases''.®^

It is notable that the Times, concerned w ith the need to improve the system, focuses on 

interpreting services as necessary to facilitate justice and ensure fa ir trials for those who do 

not speak English, while the focus of the largest number of Independent articles is on the 

soaring costs to the taxpayer, leading one commentator to remark: "One has to wonder if this 

continued focus on the cost of language service stems from a veiled anti-immigration 

standpoint."*^ She makes the point that the amounts In question are not, in fact, huge, but 

that "[tjhey are paying for a service that guarantees the human rights of all people in this 

country, regardless of their origins." There is a clear dichotomy in the focal points of coverage, 

even if the conclusions sometimes coincide.

Coulter in the Times reported in 2003 that correctness o f procedure could not be assured 

because the "provision of adequate translation at every stage of the criminal process is now 

becoming a serious problem", and unless universal standards and controls were put in place it 

would only be "a matter of a tim e before it leads to a serious miscarriage of justice."®^ Also in 

the Times, Philip W att of the (then) NCCRI was quoted as saying that the actions of 

interpreters could "literally mean the difference between life and death or between a one- 

year and a 10-year prison sentence",®'*and another article talked about interpreting matters as 

"basic issues of access to justice."®^ The Times also covered Ireland's leading position in 

resisting the 2004 proposed FD discussed in Chapter Three, warning of the consequent risk of 

Irish citizens being exposed to a lack of procedural rights abroad, and citing Professor 

Spronken as disputing Ireland's claim to having sufficient procedural rights in place;®® it further 

describes the 2009 EU Directive on interpreting and translating as a "proposal to  bolster 

defendants' rights to interpretation", which is "designed to help people to get a fair trial 

anywhere in EU."®  ̂ In 2010 in the Times, O'Brien reports that unless interpreting services are 

improved "the rich potential fo r error, breach o f fair procedures and miscarriages o f justice 

w ill remain."®®

Courts Service Annual Reports 2007  &  2008  

Courts Service Annual Report 2005
E. Hayes, In terpreting services cost courts € 2m , ITIA Bulletin August 2007
C. Coulter, The trials o f  foreigners transla te  in to  a difficulty, Irish Times, 10 M arch 2003
K. Holm quist, Act now, while tim es a re  good, Irish Times, 14 M arch 2006
Concern a t judge's call fo r  fore igners  to pay in terpreters , Irish Times, 14 M ay  2005
Irish lead resistance to d ra ft EU la w  on suspects' rights, Irish Times, 12 June 2007
Proposal to bolster defendants' rights to in terp re tation , Irish Times, 15 M arch 2010
C. O 'Brien, No quality  controls la id  dow n fo r  courts and  Garda translators, Irish Times, 7 June 2010
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Costs are soaring as m ore in te rp re t in  court^^

This focus contrasts starkly w ith headlines in the Independent:

Trying times fo r courts as translation costs soar 

Courts are set to spend €750,000 on languages service 

€550,000 payout fo r court interpreters 

€15m is lost in translation by the courts 

Costs are soaring as more interpret in court 

Translation firm  sees business head for € lm

January 2006 

November 2006

May 2004 

July 2004

August 2005

September 2006

Courts body to fork out £2m on interpreters as demand rises July 2007

These headlines coincide with the years of highest immigration, between 2004 and its peak in 

2007, the year the Lionbridge contract began; they are sensational in their financial 

explicitness, sometimes grossly inaccurate (€15m changes to €1.5m in the text), and many 

have distinctly negative connotations; costs are soaring instead of rising; the money is 'lost in 

translation' instead of invested in interpreting and translation services; courts are forking out 

instead of paying this money; interpreters are getting a payout instead of a wage. The content 

of these articles covers financial statistics (spending has increased by 600% in five years; the 

CS will spend 20 times more this year than in 2000; spend has increased 14-fold since 1999); is 

linked w ith the increase in foreign nationals (large increase in foreign nationals before the 

courts; growing immigrant population) and language statistics (interpreting in 210 different 

languages and dialects); and sometimes comments on the proactivity of the CS. Some articles 

also focus on the high earnings and increases in income o f specific agencies.

The comments of some District Court judges on the waste of taxpayers' money and/or abuse 

of the system have also been reported. In May 2005, a Midlands judge was reported to have 

complained about the use of taxpayers' money to finance interpreting services for foreign 

defendants who were not prepared to learn English, allegedly stating that "[n ]o t one of them 

is prepared to attend any o f the classes available to assist them w ith having a command o f the

G. Deegan, Costs are soaring as more interpret in court, Irish Independent, 22 November 2006 
T. Felle, €550,000 payout fo r  court interpreters, Irish Independent, 17 August 2005; Translation firm  sees business 

head fo r  € lm , Irish Independent,! September 2006
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English language. That strikes me forcibly."®^ In 2009 the Independent reported a judge in 

Blanchardstown District Court as asking why a particular asylum seeker needed a court 

'translator' if he was able to swear at the Gardai in English in an article entitled "No English, 

just foul language";®^ a judge in Galway District Court was reported in 2007 to have refused 

certification for an interpreter on the basis that it was "absolutely ridiculous" that a person 

could not speak English having lived here fo r five y e a r s , a n d  in 2005 a judge in Enniscorthy 

District Court reportedly refused to appoint an interpreter fo r two Romanian co-accused 

where "[a] show of being unable to understand English cut no ice".®'*

Academic sources tend to focus on interpreting as a necessity for justice and a right; Bacik's 

article is based on the idea of interpreters and translators facilitating access to justice, and she 

considers interpretation in the context of the right to a fair trial;®^ Judge Riordan looks at 

interpreting and understanding proceedings in terms of "constitutional and natural justice" 

and the ECHR; Guerin asserts that the interpreting system in place challenges "the integrity 

and safety of the Irish criminal process", and calls into doubt the State's ability to guarantee a 

fair trial for all 'non-national residents o f the State'.®® In various submissions to the CS, the ITIA 

also links the provision of interpreting services w ith the right to an interpreter and access to 

justice, exploring the ECHR, the Human Rights Act 2003 and relevant case-law,®^ and 

incorporating a jo in t discourse of human rights and natural justice:

"Interpreters are provided to ensure that the defendant w ith limited 

English will be in the same position as an English speaking defendant. If an 

interpreter cannot interpret all the evidence, the defendant will be 

excluded from part of the proceedings. This is a breach of natural justice."®*

Phelan also poignantly asks in an ITIA bulletin: "Do we really have to wait for a miscarriage of 

justice for the situation to change?"®® However, the submissions of the ITIA to the CS also

Concern a t judge's call fo r  foreigners to pay in terpreters, Irish Times, 14 M ay  2005  

A. Phelan, No English, ju s t fo u l language, Irish Independent, 15 January 2009
G alw ay Advertiser, 11 January 2007  IN ITIA Submission on the  Courts Service S ta tem ent o f Strategy 2 0 0 8 -2 0 1 1  

(2008) a t 11
Judge refuses to appo int transla to r fo r  m an accused o f  handling stolen phone, Irish Independent, 28 July 2005  

I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ire land, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 109  

(2007)
S. Guerin, Crim inal practice: the use o f  in terpreters and translators in the Irish courts. Bar Council conference on 

Criminal Procedure, Dublin (2004)
ITIA Submission to  th e  W orking Group on th e  Jurisdiction o f the  Courts 2002
ITIA Submission on th e  Courts Service S ta tem ent o f Strategy 2 0 0 8 -2 0 1 1  (2008) a t 3
M . Phelan, Court in terpreters in the news (for the wrong reasons), ITIA Bulletin O ctober 2007
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outline the cost-effectiveness of providing better interpreting services. In the 2008 

Submission, fo r example, it states that nearly €3 million had been spent on services in 2007, a 

considerable amount to spend w ithout any monitoring of interpreters and quality which, they 

say, "would help to improve the overall quality and therefore cost-effectiveness of 

interpreting in the courts".

In te rp re te rs  in  c o u rt pay  rowioi

Concerns have also been raised in this context about decreasing pay rates fo r interpreters. In 

July 2007 the Independent cited the CS spokesperson as saying that they pay €46 an hour for 

interpreting services/”  ̂while in October the ITIA reported that rates paid to interpreters had 

been "slashed" in "an alarming development"; interpreters, whose rates were already 

relatively low, "never expected reductions like these", and while Lionbridge continued to 

receive €46, interpreters were now being paid between €15 and €25.^“  ̂ These rates were 

considered inadequate considering that many interpreters have spent years in their study of 

language, translation and i n t e r p r e t i n g , a n d  one commentator wondered what kept 

interpreters going; "It can't be the money, it certainly can't be professional recognition, never 

mind job security", and she compared the situation to cowboys and Indians, "where the 

cowboys are those who make the biggest profits at the lowest possible cost and the Indians 

are those who facilitate the cowboys." The Times reports the complaint o f a Garda of the 

Garda Representative Association that "while the agencies providing the interpreters are 

earning considerable profits the individual interpreters are "being paid buttons".

In 2009 the Times reported that while the CS had sought an 8% reduction in fees from 

Lionbridge, the hourly rate for interpreters was to be cut by a further 28%, thus creating an 

increase in Lionbridge's take per hour, and rendering rates for interpreters among the lowest 

in E u r o p e . T h e  fear was expressed that such low rates would fail to  attract quality 

interpreters, reduce competitiveness, and thus create "a dearth of cover in the future".

ITIA Submission on the  Courts Service S ta tem ent o f Strategy 2 0 0 8 -2 0 1 1  (2008)
M . Tighe, In terpreters  in court pay row , Irish Times, 29 M arch 2009
J. O 'Brien, Courts body to fo rk  out £ 2m  on interpreters as dem and rises, Irish Independent, July 2007  

M . Phelan, Court in terpreters in the news (fo r the wrong reasons), ITIA Bulletin October 2007  a t 4 

M . Phelan, Lost in translation: m any court in terpreters fa i l  test. Letter to  Irish Examiner 

U. Fuehrer, Cowboys and  Indians, ITIA Bulletin February 2008  

C. Lally, In terp re ter system p o o r -G R A , Irish Times, 29  April 2009  

M . Tighe, In terpreters  in court pay row , Irish Times, 29  M arch 2009
M . Tighe, In terpreters in court pay row , Irish Times, 29 M arch 2009  &  F. G artland, Professional fees fo r  crim inal 

legal a id w ork cut by 8%, Irish Times, 27 M arch 2010
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Morris, in her recent monograph on court interpreting, finds in Ireland a 'cautionary' tale as a 

system where because o f a "poorly designed and poorly managed outsourcing system" 

standards are dropping and well-qualified interpreters are likely to leave the profession on the 

basis that they cannot make a living, "leaving only the inexperienced and incompetent to 

service the justice system."^®

Conclusion

While there may not have been a great deal of academic interest in the area o f court 

interpreting in Ireland, a degree of press coverage, extensive documentation by the ITIA, a 

small number of studies, the reports of the Courts Service and the few academic articles that 

have been written allow a picture to be built of how the provision of interpreting services has 

developed, how quality is perceived, and the context in which the need for interpreters has 

been portrayed. The picture that emerges reveals a number of areas of concern: interpreting 

remains unregulated and there are no recruitment or quality standards; interpreters are not 

required to  have qualifications, training or competence and there are no official guidelines for 

interpreters or those working with them; there is no monitoring of performance or official 

code of conduct/ethics; there is no accreditation of qualifications or register of accredited 

interpreters; organisation of services is mixed, recruitment practices dubious, and the criminal 

background of interpreters unchecked. At the same time, the Courts Service insists that a 

quality service is being provided, that there is a high rate o f satisfaction, and that those 

needing interpreters rarely have any problems understanding what happens in court, and 

where this happens it is quickly rectified. Lionbridge is proud of the quality services it provides, 

its stringent recruitment process and its positive feedback from clients.

These views represent the tw o opposing ideologies that emerged from the various sources 

that were analysed: the 'o ffic ia l' view that a positive and proactive approach has successfully 

been taken to  the provision of interpreting for LEP defendants, and the 'alternative' view that 

chronic problems with the existing system are putting the LEP defendant's right to  access 

justice at risk. Perhaps most positively, sources suggest that the need fo r providing 

interpreters is widely accepted, and that interpreters are generally provided in courts. If we 

compare the situation to the US, fo r example, the 'explosion' in foreign language interpreting 

took place there in the 1960s, yet Berk-Seligson reports that appeals based on the failure of

R. M orris, Court in terpreting 2009: an undervalued and misunderstood profession? Or: will justice speak? 

(M onographs on Translation and Interpreting, M onTI 2: 4 7 -7 9 )(2 0 1 0 ). She applies this concern equally to  parts of 
England and W ales, and Scotland
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the court to  provide an interpreter are even now highly frequent;^^° this is also in a context 

w^here 92% of interpreting at the federal level is Spanish-English, compared to a wider variety 

of commonly interpreted languages here.“  ̂ It is also the case that Ireland is not the only 

country to have outsourced the provision of interpreting services w ith not very positive 

results; Morris notes that the "new millennium has brought a marked trend" towards 

outsourcing; she points out, for example, that although there is a national register of 

interpreters in Britain, outsourcing is increasingly popular and the Register has been 

"acquired" by some commercial a g e n c ie s . In  fact, it was announced in August 2010 that all 

language services in the justice sector o f England and Wales are to be outsourced to 

commercial intermediaries, which is causing concern in light of claims that a similar move in 

Scotland the previous year has led to "a mass exodus o f professional interpreters"; and to 

poor interpreting quality, delays, abandoned trials, "and quite possibly miscarriages of 

justice."“ ^

Having experienced immigration growth years and decades after other countries such as the 

UK, the US, Australia and many European countries, Ireland was uniquely positioned to exploit 

the experiences of these countries, and to adopt well-informed best practice; almost since its 

inception the ITIA has been furnishing the Courts Service w ith such information. The lack of 

policy in the area is thus all the more striking; the Courts Service appears content to put 

absolute faith in one agency, and seems unconcerned that even a State-funded study on 

quality and cost-effectiveness found the lack of policy and quality checks to be of serious 

co nce rn .C on s ide rin g  that courts appear fo r the most part well disposed to the provision of 

interpreters and that this provision is consistently linked to the rights of the accused and 

access to  justice; and considering that the Courts Service is willing to spend -  and has spent -  

the necessary amounts to ensure interpreting services are provided, it seems incongruent to 

accept that these funds be invested in a service that is clearly flawed.

s. Berk-Seligson, The bilingual courtroom : court in terpreters in the  judicial process: w ith  a new  chapter (Chicago, 
lll./London: University o f Chicago Press, 2002) a t 199

J. Colin & R. M orris , In terpreters and the  legal process (W inchester: W aters ide, 1996) a t 152  

R. M orris , Court in terpreting 2009: an undervalued and m isunderstood profession? Or: will justice speak? 

(M onographs on Translation and In terpreting , M onTI 2: 4 7 -7 9 )(2 01 0 )

UK Association o f Police and Court In terpreters (APCI), Position Paper: Outsourcing o f language services in 

England and W ales (2010 ) available a t h ttp ://w w w .eu lita .eu /s ites /de fau lt/files /A P C I_po sition _sum m ary .p d f
114

N ational Consultative C om m ittee on Racism and Interculturalism  & Office o f the  M in ister fo r In tegration, 
Developing quality, cost-effective in terpreting and translating services fo r G overnm ent service providers in Ireland  

(2008)
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The Courts Service, in so far as it has discussed interpreting at all, has framed the contract with 

Llonbridge in terms of the "rationalisation and management of interpreting s e r v i c e s " , a n d  

has stressed how this w ill contribute to the "efficient management of cases" and thereby 

Improve organisation and quality; this managerial lexicon has been found to be typical of the 

annual reports and plans of criminal justice agencies in I r e l and . Howev er ,  It has also been 

found that such reports rarely Involve more than rhetoric, and the evidence w ith  regard to 

interpreting services suggests that the same is true in this context; although a strong concern 

for, and heavy focus on money emerges, particularly in Independent newspaper articles, there 

seems to be less concern with ensuring cost-effectiveness and value fo r money in terms of 

interpreting agencies delivering the quality and organisation they are mandated to.

Highlighting Ireland's ethnic diversity, Courts Service Annual Report 2005
S. Kilcommins, I. O 'D onnell, E. O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, punishm ent and the  search fo r order in Ireland  

(Dublin: Institute o f Public Adm inistration, 2004)
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Chapter Five: Research Design and 
Methodology

The initial section o f this chapter outlines the aims of the research, the use of certain 

term inology and the choice of the research setting. In addition it describes the development of 

the research questions and a conceptual and theoretical framework. The second section looks 

at how the research was designed, the choice of methodology - ethnographic observation and 

semi-structured interviews - and the reasons these methods were chosen, with reference to 

previous research studies and theory. Thirdly, the pre-fieldwork phase is detailed: ethical 

issues that were encountered, the choice of courts and access, the interviewee groups and 

how they were selected and contacted. The fourth segment of the chapter describes the 

process of data collection and includes quantitative details on court participation, as well as 

qualitative details on barriers encountered, impressions o f the courts, contact w ith registrars 

and judges, and a shift in data collection. In addition, the development of interview schedules 

and some reflections on the interviewing process are explored, before some o f the principal 

lim itations of the methods used are outlined. The final component of the chapter consists of 

an overview of how data was recorded and analysed.

The Study

The basic objective of this thesis is to understand how the Irish District Court has dealt with 

and is dealing with the growing numbers of limited English proficient (and non-Irish speaking) 

individuals coming before it; is there an adequate system to ensure non-English speaking 

defendants are getting interpreters, is the system efficient, and how is the court affected? In 

answering these questions, the study aims to analyse whether or not limited-English proficient 

defendants can access justice on an equal basis w ith Irish (English-speaking) defendants from a 

language perspective.

Why 'LEP'?

The term 'lim ited English proficient' (LEP) is intended to depict defendants w ith  limited or no 

English language skills. The term is used by Vera, a US criminal justice organisation, in its 

research and publications on immigrants w ithout fluent English in the US justice system, and it 

is increasingly used in academic literature. Although the term 'non-English speaker' was used
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in tw o major UK studies on in te rp re ting / 'LEP' is used here to avoid om itting a potentially 

large category of defendants: those who may be able to hold a basic conversation in English, 

but who could not be considered sufficiently fluent in the language of the court to participate 

fully. This term is also used in preference to other terms that appear in documentation and the 

literature including linguistic or ethnic minorities (most LEPs in Irish courts are immigrants); 

'non-nationals' (used by the Prison Service among others, but controversial due to 

connotations of lacking any nationality^); 'non Irish nationals' (more common, but also not 

necessarily accurate as LEP defendants may hold Irish nationality); and 'foreign offenders' or 

'foreign suspects' (the concern here is w ith those accused of crimes, and 'foreign' people may 

be fluent English speakers).

In terms of the relationship w ith immigration, the study makes no e ffort to categorise why 

defendants are in Ireland -  whether fo r a holiday, as immigrants or asylum-seekers, and so on 

-  and neither do the statistics of the justice system. Nonetheless there is a direct connection 

w ith immigration, as this is the direct cause of rising levels o f LEP defendants. As such, links 

w ith immigration are made, and 'LEP immigrants' are sometimes referred to, while 

acknowledging that not all those in question are necessarily immigrants.

Why the District Court?

The thesis is based on court procedure, rather than looking at any other part of the criminal 

justice system. The presence of the LEP defendant in Irish criminal justice is by no means 

limited to the courts, nor is the impact on the system o f the LEP defendant or their ability to 

access justice, and arguments can be made that the pre-trial process is just as determinative in 

the fate of the accused as a court appearance, and that what happens after conviction is just 

as deserving of attention; as Ashworth observes, "the adversary element in criminal justice will 

remain as the tip  of the iceberg"^ while Martens wonders how a poor knowledge of the 

language influences the interaction between various elements of the justice system," and in 

the Irish context, fo r example, courts have recognised that prison is a particular challenge for

 ̂ I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the  courts o f England and Wales (Cardiff: School o f 
Social and A dm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992); M VA Consultancy, Foreign language  

in terpreters  in the  Scottish crim inal courts (Edinburgh: Scottish Office Central Research Unit, 1996)
 ̂ For a discussion on the  advent and use o f this te rm  see B. Fanning & F. M utw arasibo , N ationals /non-nationals: 

im m igration, citizenship and politics in the Republic o f  Ireland, 30(3 ) Ethnic and Racial Studies 439  (2007) a t 449  

 ̂A, Ashvi/orth, Crim inal justice and  the crim inal process, 28(2 ) British Journal o f Criminology 111 (1988)
P.L. M artens, Im m igrants, crime, and crim inal Justice in Sweden, 21 Crime and Justice 183 (1997) a t 246
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those that don 't speak English.^ The choice of the courtroom context is principally influenced 

by how other, similar studies have approached the m atter and by issues of access.

The majority of research into legal language and interpreting has been carried out in the 

courtroom setting, possibly due the fact that recorded data is available and the forum is open 

to the public,® and due to perceptions of the courtroom as an important and interesting 

setting. Butler and Noaks justify choosing to study interpreting in English and Welsh courts by 

suggesting that several strands of the justice system meet in the courts, and that the issue of 

interpreting is 'a t its most sensitive' here, though they also acknowledge that confining the 

study to  the courts and carrying it out through English creates a one-dimensional view.^ 

Although it necessarily involves neglecting other aspects of the criminal justice system, it 

nonetheless seems logical fo r an initial and exploratory study o f interpreting in the criminal 

justice system to begin in the courts which are publicly accessible,* and which have clear 

connections with and relevance fo r other parts o f the justice system.

Within the courts system, the choice of the District Court was based on a number of factors. 

Unlike this research, the majority of language-based interpreting studies and court studies 

more generally are carried out in higher courts; as Mileski points out, "[o ]u r understanding of 

courts does not reflect court volume since accumulated knowledge disproportionately 

pertains to the higher courts."® The choice o f higher courts for researchers may be based on 

the fact that the stakes are higher and it is logistically easier to observe, analyse and record 

proceedings. For Bacik et al., the District Court was an attractive choice for a study on 

sentencing, precisely because o f the lack of attention that has been paid to it.^° There are four 

other main reasons why the District Court was chosen fo r this research setting: the first is its 

quantitative significance, the second is its sentencing potential, the th ird its growing 

contribution to prison committals, and the last is the fact that the Irish District Court has a 

number of distinguishing features that suggest any findings of interpreting in higher courts are 

unlikely to be wholly applicable to it, or in other words, as most interpreting research is carried

 ̂ The People (a t the Suit o f  the D.P.P.) v Vasile Vardoshilli, un reported, Court o f Criminal Appeal, Finnegan J., 
February 9, 2009

® S, Hale, C om m unity In terpreting (Basingstoke: Palgrave M acm illan, 2007) a t 90
 ̂ I. Butler &  L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in the courts o f England and W ales (Cardiff: School o f 

Social and A dm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992)
* Irish Constitution 1937  Art. 34 .1  th a t justice m ust be adm inistered in public, in courts established by law; access is 

lim ited only vi/hen cases are held in cam era

 ̂ M . M ileski, Courtroom  Encounters: An Observation Study o f  a Lower Crim inal Court, 5 Law and Society Review 473  
(1971) a t 477

I. Bacik, A. Kelly, M . O 'Connell, H. Sinclair, Crime and  Poverty in Dublin: an analysis o f  the association betw/een 

com m unity deprivation. D istrict Court appearance and sentence severity  7 (2) Irish Criminal Law Journal 104 (1997)
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out in the higher courts, very little  is known about how interpreting functions at the level of 

the lower court.

1. The quantitative significance of the District Court

In the Irish (ordinary) courts system, the District Court is lowest in order of importance after 

the Supreme Court, the High Court and the Circuit Court. However it is also the busiest of all 

courts and it processes the "vast majority of criminal cases in the system", which may also 

make it, as Byrne and McCutcheon suggest, the most significant criminal court.“  Although it is 

not known how many LEP defendants appear in the District Court, it follows that the bulk of 

interpreted criminal cases w ill also be heard here: Riordan, a judge in the District Court, gave a 

personal estimate that immigrants in 2007 made up about 10-20% of the daily caseload.

2. The nature of District Court offences, penalties/sentencing and committals

A criminal case can come to  trial either by summons or indictment; the latter usually involves 

more serious offences and leads to a tria l on indictment which has traditionally meant trial by 

jury, while a summons leads to a summary t r i a l . T h e  District Court is a court of summary 

jurisdiction where "[a]ll questions of law and fact" are decided by the presiding judge and 

there is no jury; the right to be tried by jury applies unless the offence is a minor one.^'* The 

District Court has jurisdiction to deal w ith  minor criminal offences,^^ and in defining a case as 

such two factors are relevant; moral quality and authorised punishment.^® Byrne and 

McCutcheon identify "the general 'rule of thum b'" to be that a minor offence can carry a

R. Byrne &  J.P M cCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloomsbury Professional, 2009) a t 223, The District 
Court also deals w ith  civil m atters . The follow ing tab le  shows th e  cases tried by the District Court in 2009  as per the  

Courts Service Annual Report 2009

All cases disposed of 2009
Road traffic  offences 333 ,161

Public order/assault 64 ,748

Theft 31,711

Drugs 17,620

Sexual offences 1,352

O th er* 72,466

Total 521 ,058

* 'O ther' includes breach o f bail, litte r offences, street trad ing  and offences prosecuted by G overnm ent 

Departm ents and State agencies.
Judge D. R iordan, Im m igrants in ttie  crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95  (2007) a t 104; an 

a lternative  estim ate  appears on page 100 o f 15-20%
R, Byrne & J.P M cCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloomsbury Professional, 2009) a t 268  

Irish C onstitution 1937  Article 38  

Irish C onstitution 1937 Article 38.2
M elling V 6  M ath g h am h n a  [1962] I.R. 1; Conroy v A ttorney G eneral [1965] I.R. 411
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maximum prison sentence of 12 months, and fines of up to €5000,^^ although an aggregate 

custodial sentence o f up to  two years can be imposed for two or more offences.^® The District 

Court can also try some indictable offences summarily under certain conditions;^® the District 

Court judge must accept jurisdiction, having satisfied him or herself that it is a m inor offence 

and fit  to be tried summarily; an informed waiver o f the right to trial by jury and election of 

trial at the District Court is required o f the defendant; and some cases require the consent of 

the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The District Court further processes indictable 

offences fo r which the District Court can impose sentence in the event of a guilty plea, as well 

as cases that cannot be tried summarily, which it sends forward fo r trial; in this situation the 

District Court acts as a 'clearing house', dealing w ith  issues of bail and the service of the book 

of evidence/®

There is a perception that the District Court deals only w ith m inor offences, but it is clear that 

LEP defendants who commit serious crimes will also appear before the District Court and need 

an interpreter. In addition, the sentencing potential of the District Court in terms of fines and 

custodial sentence is actually quite severe and contrary to the notion that appearance before 

it does not pose a threat to a person's liberty. There have long been concerns about fines 

becoming custodial sentences in default of payment; in a study by the Irish Penal Reform Trust 

(IPRT), a solicitor described as "disquieting" the situation whereby homeless people are 

effectively being given a custodial sentence when fined by the court,^^ and as mentioned in 

Chapter One, one third of committals under sentence in 2009 was for fine defaulting, although 

this is expected to change with the new Fines Bill 2009.^^

The numbers of those committed on remand is also a serious issue as these have increased 

enormously since the 1996 Constitutional amendment widening the circumstances under

R. Byrne & J.P McCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloonnsbury Professional, 2009) at 223
Criminal Justice Act, 1951 Section 5 as amended by Criminal Justice Act, 1984 Section 12, T. O'Malley, The 

criminal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thomson Reuters, 2009) at 9.01 & 9.08
These are known as Indictable offences triable summarily, hybrid, or 'either-way' offences; they are specified in 

the Schedule to Criminal Justice Act, 1951 which has been amended by: Criminal Procedure Act 1967, Criminal Law 
(Jurisdiction) Act 1976, Criminal Law Act 1997

R. Byrne & J.P McCutcheon, The Irish legal system (2009) at 225; I. O'Malley, The criminal process (Dublin: Round 
Hall - Thomson Reuters, 2009) at 9,10. The table shows how cases in 2009 were dealt with (Courts Service Annual 
Report 2009)

Summary offences disposed of 451,280
Indictable offences dealt with summarily 69,778
[Sent forward for trial 11,772]

C. Hamilton, Sentencing in the District Court: "Here be dragons", 15(3) Irish Criminal Law Journal 9 (2005) 
Irish Prison Service Report, 2009
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which bail can be denied; fo r example in 2009 nearly 30% o f all com m itta ls were on remand. 

The m ajority  o f short sentences are imposed by the D istrict Court, and in 2009, fo r example, 

53% (5,750) o f  com m itta ls under  sentence to  Irish prisons were fo r sentences o f th ree  months 

or less;^^ custodial sentences were imposed by the  D istrict Court in 17,289 cases, and as 

O 'M alley explains, it  is d ifficu lt to  estimate how  many actually go to  prison as a result o f this 

decision though the  high num ber o f com m itta ls suggest th a t a "very considerable num ber o f 

offenders sentenced in the  D istrict Court actually w ent to  prison".^'’

It is recognised th a t w h ile  hugely expensive, short prison sentences do not serve e ither a 

rehabilita tive  or a de te rren t function; w h ile  such prisoners cannot take advantage o f 

education or o the r programmes in prisons, they su ffe r the  same negative impacts: 

stigm atisation, d isrupted ties w ith  fam ilies, employers and the ir com m unity, and the likelihood 

is increased tha t the  o ffender w ill continue on a crim inal path.^^ Appearing before a D istrict 

Court, there fore , can have poten tia lly  far-reaching consequences, which is a concept d ifficu lt 

to  reconcile w ith the triv ia l image through which a low er court's  role in the crim inal justice 

system is sometim es portrayed, and w ith  the relative lack o f research in to  how the District 

Court functions.

3. The District Court as an arena of ritualized linguistic battles^® or a place of 

tedium, dullness and commonality?”

M any in te rpre ting  studies approach cou rt in te rp re ting  from  the perspective th a t the 

adversarial nature o f proceedings and particu larly cross-examination - a 'ritua lized linguistic 

ba ttle ' - can be deeply affected by the in te rpre ter. Studies o f the lower crim inal courts in other 

jurisd ictions, on the  o ther hand, have led researchers to  question w hether proceedings at this 

level can be said to  be adversarial at all. Some o f the  known characteristics o f the  Irish District 

Court w ould suggest th a t proceedings at th is  level w ill d iffe r significantly from  those at a 

higher level, and thus have consequences fo r  the  type o f in te rp re ting  th a t takes place. W hile 

the po ten tia lly  serious consequences o f a D istrict Court appearance have been discussed, it is

”  Irish Prison Service Report, 2009  

T. O 'M alley , Time served: the im pact o f  sentencing and  parole decisions on the prison population, Paper delivered  

to  Irish Penal Reform  Trust, M orrison H otel, Dublin, June 28, 2010 ; O 'M alley 's  figures pertained to  2008, but there  

w ere  significantly m ore com m ittals under sentence in 2009 , and custodial sentences imposed by District Court also 

increased.
See e.g. I. O 'D onnell, Challenging the punitive obsession, 8 (1 ) Irish Criminal Lavi/ Journal 51 (1998)
J. Gibbons, Forensic linguistics: an in troduction to  language in th e  justice system (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

Ltd., 2003 ) a t 6
A. Bottoms &  J.D. MacClean, Defendants in the  crim inal process (London: Routledge &  K. Paul, 1976)
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also the case that a huge number of m inor or petty offences are processed, and O'Donnell 

notes tha t in the District Court there is a perception that in day-to-day dealings "it's  better not 

to involve the Constitution and simply to proceed on the evidence and facts alone, and leave 

any questions of law for higher courts to resolve."^® In addition, most criminal cases are not 

only investigated but also prosecuted by the Garda Siochana, and the investigating Garda or 

the local Garda Superintendent w ill usually act as the prosecutor in court.^® Carey has 

suggested that the word of the Garda will invariably be taken over that of the accused in court, 

and he quotes Michael McDowell talking from the perspective of parliamentarian and tha t of 

Senior Counsel:

"there is a natural tendency ... not to disbelieve a policeman in his account 

o f an altercation with a civilian. A fter many years on the bench dealing with 

local Gardai on a day-to-day basis, the [district] judges are not sufficiently 

objective to conduct a trial where people they know, w ith whom they have 

regular dealings, are swearing the details of an Incident with an ordinary 

member of the public."^®

While Byrne and McCutcheon suggest that it is unusual fo r defendants in criminal cases to 

represent themselves "owing perhaps to the long-standing availability of state-funded legal 

aid",^^ and Riordan notes that most LEP defendants usually get "independent legal advice from 

a legal aid s o lic ito r" ,a n o th e r  feature of the lower court Is the guilty plea. There are no 

definitive statistics on guilty pleas in Ireland, and sentencing research has been hindered by 

the fact that pleas are often not entered into court re c o rd s ,b u t it is generally accepted that 

a high percentage of suspects and defendants plead guilty.^'*

Judge T. E. O 'D onnell, The Constitution, the European Convention on Hum an Rights A ct 2 0 0 3  and  the District 
Court -  a  personal v iew  from  a jud ic ia l perspective, 1 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 137 (2007)

R. Byrne &  J.P McCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloomsbury Professional, 2009) a t 269; P. Dwyer, The 

Garda as prosecuting advocate in the District Court, 9 Irish Law Times 89  (1991)
Vol. 433  Dali Debates col. 1046  cited in G, Carey, Trial courts and  legal language, 17 Irish Law Times 134  (1999 )
R. Byrne & J.P McCutcheon, The Irish legal system (Dublin: Bloomsbury Professional, 2009) a t 354  

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95  (2007) a t 104  

in Bacik et al.'s study out o f 1,603 cases, 50,5%  involved guilty pleas, 28,7%  not guilty pleas, and in th e  rem aining  

20,1%  o f cases, a plea had not been clearly recorded [I. Bacik, A. Kelly, M , O 'Connell, H, Sinclair, Crime a nd  poverty  

in Dublin: an analysis o f  the association betw een com m unity  deprivation. District Court appearance and  sentence  

severity, 1  Irish Criminal Law Journal 104 (1997)]; in the ir study, Jackson and Doran also found th a t in at least 25%  

of cases there  was no record of a plea, and It was thus not possible to  obtain com plete figures on guilty and not 
guilty pleas [J. Jackson & S, Doran, A study o f  the jurisdiction o f  the crim inal courts in Ire land, Report to  the  W orking  

Group on th e  Jurisdiction o f the  Courts (Courts Service, 2003 ) a t 29]
See e.g, T, O 'M alley , The criminal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009 ) a t 117
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This snapshot of the District Court suggests tha t law is not raised a great deal; tha t the Gardai 

(and not lawyers) generally conduct the prosecution; that judges tend to believe the Gardai's 

version of events where there is a dispute; and that a high percentage of cases proceed on a 

plea of guilty. At the same time it is important to note that while summary cases can be 

processed w ith "some degree of expedition and informality", according to Gannon J., their 

validity "depends first and foremost on compliance w ith the principles of natural justice", 

and Keane CJ. has held that in courts, including the District Court, according to the 

Constitution and the law, "natural justice and fair procedures must at all times be observed in 

the administration of justice"/® The High Court has further stated that the District Court must 

"act constitutionally" and "in such a manner as to preserve an individual's constitutional 

r ig h ts " .T h e  District Court thus presents as a fascinating research context where little is 

known about how it functions on a daily basis, and almost nothing is known about how 

interpreting takes place; it can be deduced that the type of interpreting will not correspond to 

that in many existing studies, but it also seems clear that the right to an interpreter w ill also 

apply at District Court level as a matter of fair procedure and natural justice.

The research questions and the theoretical framework

A three-pronged approach to the analysis o f LEP defendants in the District Court is taken to 

include consideration of their linguistic status as LEP individuals, their legal status in terms of 

their rights of access to the justice system from a language perspective, and the broader 

criminological context in which they are situated as participants in the criminal justice system. 

As such, three different fields are drawn on in forming and answering the research questions: 

linguistic, legal and criminological:

1. Language/interpreting: Why should this be a problem?

How is the language o f the court different to everyday language? How are 

interpreting services dealt w ith by the justice system, and what is the impact on 

criminal trials?

2. Legal: W hat rights/protection does a person in this situation have?

What does the right to an interpreter entail and how is this understood and practised 

in the Irish context?

Clune V D.P.P. and Clifford [1981] I.L.R.M. 17; T. O'Malley, The criminal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thomson 
Reuters, 2009) at 15.01 or 563 

Orange Communications Ltd v Director o f Telecoms (No.2) [2000] 4 I.R. 159 at 189 
Coughlan v Patwell [1993] 1 I.R. 31 at 37 per Denham J.
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3. Criminological: How does the criminal justice system deal with the LEP 

defendant and the provision o f interpreting services?

How do criminological trends affect the justice system's treatm ent o f offenders and 

tlie  provision of services?

This broad approach Is taken based on the fact that the nature o f the issue itself is m ulti

faceted, but also because of the desire to analyse, consolidate and make full use of the little 

existing research and documentation on the topic in Ireland w ithin a framework that takes 

account of the context in which the issues are developing; existing information is limited to a 

small number of academic articles, book chapters and unpublished MA dissertations, two EU 

surveys, some newspaper articles, limited case-law and other isolated reports and documents 

(mainly from the Irish Translators and Interpreters Association and the Courts Service).

The broad framework also draws on relevant literature from differing disciplines that have not 

traditionally interacted, but which are equally relevant to  the topic; for example, many 

language and interpreting studies have been carried out in the court settings, justified by 

unchallenged assumptions about the legal and criminological context in terms of rights, justice 

and so on,^* while narrow linguistic perspectives often render the ir work technical and 

inaccessible; many studies researching barriers to  justice and the law for immigrants and 

ethnic m inorities have all but ignored language; and legal discussions on the right to an 

interpreter are often erratic in their consideration of the linguistic aspects of that right. 

Although the interdisciplinary nature of court interpreting has often been recognised, in 

practice it is rarely dealt with. For these reasons the theoretical framework of the study is built 

on a review of relevant criminological literature; literature on legal language and court 

interpreting; and an analysis of the right to an interpreter in international, regional and 

domestic law and consideration o f more general judicial attitudes towards interpreting in Irish 

case-law.

The Research Design

As this is the firs t study of its kind in Ireland an exploratory approach is taken. Butler and 

Noaks, who undertook an exploratory and descriptive study of interpreting in England and

P. Jansen, The role o f  the in terpre ter in Dutch courtroom  in teraction: the im pact o f  the  situation on translational 
norms IN Topics In In terpreting research (J. Tom m ola, ed.)(Turku: University o f Turku, Centre fo r Translation and 

In terpreting , 1995 ) a t 12: Jansen insists th a t " the  w ork o f the  translato r or in terp re ter has to  be studied in its social 
and historical context"
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Wales, consider this type of research important fo r the review o f established practice "even 

when it raises more questions than it answers."^’  The concern is w ith understanding what 

happens when an LEP defendant appears in court, and how  the process affects, is perceived, 

and is influenced by those involved; a qualitative approach is taken that permits the necessary 

flexibility of data collection fo r an exploratory study. Another strength of adopting a 

qualitative approach to this topic is the fact that data are collected directly from where the 

interpreting is taking place and from those directly involved in the processes, allowing an 

insider perspective on something that has only been reported on in the abstract to date; while 

existing accounts are largely based on speculation and anecdotes, qualitative techniques 

embrace the complexity of the process and allow it to be detailed in an holistic and descriptive 

manner.

In order to  obtain a more nuanced perspective and a more complete set of data, as well as to 

ensure the greatest possible credibility of the research, a triangulation of research methods is 

employed.'’® Studies that aim to collect data in courts, including studies of language or 

interpreting in courts, very often use a triangulation of research methods, and most use 

observation as "the logical starting point".'*^ Similarly, this study uses ethnographic non

participant observation of the courtroom, as well as a series of semi-structured interviews.

Ethnographic non-participant observation

In Ireland, "the absence of empirical research on the operation o f our criminal justice system" 

has often been highlighted,''^ and relatively few studies have involved observation in a 

courtroom setting. As the aim of the research was to discover and document how the system 

of interpreting operates in the court, presence in the courtroom and observation of the 

system in process was a vital and fundamental aspect of the study's exploratory and 

qualitative nature. Non-participant observational research allows the researcher to address 

the question of w hat happens and to provide a description o f what is done, rather than 

depending on a report or a second-hand description, and it permits the study of behaviour

I. Butler &  L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in th e  courts o f England and W ales (Cardiff: School 
of Social and A dm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College of Cardiff, 1992)

E.G. Guba, The Context o f  Em ergent Paradigm  Research IN Organization theory and inquiry: th e  paradigm  

revolution (Beverley Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1985); E.G. Guba &  Y.S. Lincoln, Com peting paradigm s in qu alita tive  research 

IN Handbook o f qualita tive  research (N.K. Denzin & Y.S. Lincoln, eds.)(Thousand Oaks, Calif ./London: Sage, 1994)
P. Jansen, The Role o f  the  In terp re ter in Dutch Courtroom  In teraction: the Im pact o f  the S ituation on Translational 

Norms IN Topics in in terp re ting  research (J. Tomnnola, ed.)(Turku: University o f Turku, Centre fo r Translation and  

In terpreting , 1995) a t 12 

T. O 'M alley , The Crim inal Process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2 009 ), Preface
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within its natural se tting /^ In his studies on language in the court, for example, O'Barr found 

that assumptions made by the legal system about the nature of language and communication 

are rarely articulated; instead they are implicit in courtroom procedure and "may be 

discovered through detailed observation of courts in action.

Hammersiey explains that distinguishing between participant and non-participant observation 

highlights the variation in observer r o l e s , a n d  in the context of observing interpreting in the 

court, an observational role involving limited interaction w ith other participants in the setting 

was considered the most appropriate; it was hypothesised that participants who were aware -  

not of the presence of a researcher, but of the precise nature of the research would become 

conscious o f their behaviour with regard to the interpreting issue, and could consciously or 

otherwise alter their normal behaviour.

A number o f problems are associated this method; how one interprets what one observes can 

be subjective, as can the manner in which fieldnotes are processed, and a person's values can 

be influential in the process."*® It is therefore important to remain self-aware and to be 

conscious of potential bias. As Conley and O'Barr recognised w ith regard to their own accounts 

of language in the courtroom; "[t]he reader must put a great deal of trust in the 

ethnographer".'*^

Semi-structured interviews

Complementing the observational phase was a series of semi-structured interviews that were 

undertaken w ith members of tw o key groups involved in court language processes; 

interpreters who work/have worked with LEP immigrants in court and solicitors/barristers that 

work/have worked w ith interpreters and LEP immigrants. When conducting semi-structured 

interviews, the researcher generally has reasonably specific topics in mind or questions to ask, 

but the interviewee has a lot of freedom in how they answer; an interview schedule can guide

C. Barner-Barry, An introduction to no npartic ipant observational research! techniques, 5 (1 ) Politics and th e  Life 

Sciences 139  (1986)
W .M . O 'B arr, Linguistic evidence: language, pow er, and strategy in the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academic 

Press, 1982 ) a t 36-7
M , H am m ersiey, Observation, partic ipan t and  no n -partic ipan t IN Encyclopedia o f sociology (G. Ritzer, 

ed.)(Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2007)
M .B. M iles & A .M . H uberm an, Qualitative data analysis: an expanded sourcebook (Thousand Oaks, Calif./London: 

Sage, 1994)

J.M. Conley & W .M . O 'Barr, Just words: law, language and pow er (Bristol: University o f Chicago Press, 2005 ) at 
101
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the interview, but questions may be added or altered throughout.''® The key advantage in 

using this type of interview fo r this research is Its flexibility; considering the exploratory nature 

o f the research, initial interview guides would necessarily be based on hypothesising how the 

findings o f studies elsewhere would apply to Ireland, such that latitude In the interviewing 

process was key. At the same time, semi-structured interviews will generally involve asking the 

same questions w ith similar wording from one interviewee to the next which allows for 

continuity.

Many studies that use observational methods also use interviews; interviewing participants in 

the research setting not only provides perspective and can help to counteract potential bias on 

the part o f the observer, but it is also a means of supplementing contextual details and facts. 

In the context o f this research, solicitors/barristers are professionals with a huge amount of 

legal expertise and experience, while many interpreters are also professional w ith a great deal 

of knowledge about language and interpreting issues. While not necessarily a disadvantage, 

the data obtained through interviewing can be subjective, factually incorrect or misleading, 

and unrepresentative. Interviewers also have responsibilities in the interview process which, if 

not observed, could affect the answers given, such as careful, specific wording, remaining 

clear, not 'leading' the interviewee, and listening to what the interviewee is actually saying.“

Preparing for the Fieldwork  

Ethics

Having decided on the methodologies to be used, ethical approval from  the ethics committee 

of the School of Social Work and Social Policy was mandatory, but also useful fo r reflection on 

the ethical issues involved in the research, and for refining the information and consent form 

to be used fo r interviewees. An ethical approval form was submitted in January 2009. W ith 

regard to  the vulnerability of the research subjects, the English/Irish language ability of 

participants was of particular relevance; while the defendants to be observed would not all be 

English/Irish-speaking, there would be no direct contact w ith them, and while the interpreters 

to be interviewed would also not have English/Irish as their first language, their job requires

A. Bryman, Social research m ethods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008)
A. Bryman, Social research m ethods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008)
See e.g. J. M ason, Q ualita tive  in terview ing: asking, listening, in terpreting IN Q ualita tive  research in action (T. 

M ay, ed.)(London: Sage, 2002); H. J. Rubin & I,S. Rubin, Q ualitative interview/ing: the  art o f hearing data (Thousand 

Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications, 2005)
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fluency in English such that no vulnerability or ethical difficulty was anticipated. The issues of 

consent, data protection, confidentiality and the anonymity of participants also had to be 

dealt w ith as issues of importance considering the relatively sensitive nature o f the research; it 

was considered that solicitors/barristers would be unlikely to discuss the ir opinions on the 

matter freely -  particularly if they were negative - if names were involved, while interpreters 

could potentially be risking their jobs and livelihoods if certain comments or opinions 

appeared in their name. These questions were dealt w ith in a combined information sheet and 

consent form  which was to be given to each participant and which was also submitted to the 

ethics committee. The committee did not approve the first submission of the ethical approval 

form, tw o of the reasons being based on issues w ith this consent form; a more detailed 

explanation was required of participant anonymity and confidentiality, and clarification was 

requested on what details would be recorded and whether data would be collected and stored 

digitally.

The form  was modified and the final version contained contact details for myself and my 

supervisor, it explained the purpose and aims o f the research as well as what was being 

requested of the interviewee - to participate in a semi-structured interview, and it clarified 

that the interview would be digitally recorded only w ith the interviewee's consent. Recorded 

interviews would later be transcribed, and interviewees could request a transcript; in all other 

cases hand-written notes would be taken and a report w ritten afterwards. The information 

and consent form  noted that the interview would take between 30 and 90 minutes and that 

the location was subject to mutual agreement. It was particularly stressed that participation 

was wholly voluntary, and that the participant could decline to take part, w ithdraw or refuse 

to answer any question at any time and w ithout explanation. Participants and potential 

participants were assured that identifying information would be removed and remain 

confidential, and that all names would be changed to preserve anonymity. To protect the 

identity o f participants and the security of notes, interview notes and recordings would be 

stored on a personal computer w ithout identifying information and numbered anonymously, 

while the list w ith corresponding identifying information would be kept separately in a locked 

drawer.

The second submission was also not approved: the Committee's objection was based on the 

fact that according to the information provided, participants being observed in the District 

Court would not be giving informed consent; it was suggested that advice be sought from the
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court clerk in relation to informing legal advocates and interpreters about the research. 

Although it had been noted on the original form  that the research setting was a public access 

courtroom where observation by any member of the public is possible, that it would be 

logistically impossible to gain individual consent to observation, and that permission was to be 

requested from the President of the District court to carry out this research, a re-submission of 

the ethics approval form  was made.

The Committee was requested to reconsider their condition on the basis that any member of 

the public is free to attend court and there are no privacy restrictions on what is publicly said 

in public court sittings, nor is there any expectation of privacy by those involved in court, or 

any requirement to inform those attending court or worl<ing in courtrooms of the presence of 

any member of the public, journalist, or researcher. Reference was made to the Irish 

Constitution^^ and the general recognition of the desirability of open and transparent justice 

system, and the fact that the research would not involve cases held in camera and not open to 

the public. Further reference was made to the right of the defendant to have his case heard in 

an open and transparent system;”  to the Statement o f Principles o f Ethical Research Practice 

by the UK Socio-Legal Studies Association that when data is gathered in public there is no need 

fo r consent from those observed/^ to the principles compiled by the Office of the Irish Press 

Ombudsman specifying that the right to privacy "should not prevent publication of matters of 

public record or in the public interest",^'' to the Freedom of Information Act allowing public 

access to public records including records of court cases; and to  the message on Courts Service 

website that "[t]he public are welcome to enter all courts except those displaying the 'in 

camera' sign".

The submission was intended to demonstrate that there was nothing unethical about sitting in 

a public courtroom or about making notes there, and that permission to attend court as an 

observer was not needed. It was made clear that permission was nonetheless being sought

Article 34(1): "Justice shall be adm inistered in courts established by law  by judges appointed in th e  m anner  

provided by this C onstitution, and, save in such special and limited cases as m ay be prescribed by law, shall be 

adm inistered in public”
Universal Declaration o f Hum an Rights, Article 10 (Everyone is entitled  in full equality to  a fa ir and public hearing  

by an in dependent and im partia l tribuna l ...); In ternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, A rticle 14(1) 
(...everyone shall be entitled  to  a fa ir and public hearing by a com peten t, in dependent and im partia l tribunal....); 
A rticle 6 (1 ) o f the European Convention on Human  Rights (.. .everyone is en titled  to  a fa ir and public hearing w ithin  

a reasonable tim e by an in dependent and im partia l tribunal established by law. Judgem ent shall be pronounced  

publicly by the  press ....)
53

http ://w w w .kent.ac .uk/ns lsa /im ages /s lsadow n loads /e th icalsta tem ent/s lsa% 20eth ics% 20sta tem ent% 20 final %5B 

l% 5 D .p d f
h ttp ://w w w .pressco uncil.ie /v2 /p ressom budsm an/p orta l.ph p?con ten t=  includes/codeofpractice.php
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from the President of the District Court, and that should information regarding the research be 

sought by the court clerk, judge, interpreter, solicitor or any other party those details would 

be furnished. On this basis the Committee approved the submission.

Non-participant observation in the District Court

in her case study of a US District Court IVIilesl<i draws attention to the limitations o f her data 

collection arising from the fact that only one court was represented, and the concern fo r how 

representative this would be of all lower criminal c o u rts .B e a rin g  such a concern in mind it 

was decided to observe in a number o f District Courts; two in the Dublin area and one outside 

of the Dublin area. It was hypothesised that varying circumstances and logistics between 

courts, where some have duty interpreters while in others interpreters are assigned for 

particular cases, may have an effect on processes and procedures.

It was also considered that due to the wide discretion practiced by Irish judges, observing 

multiple judges was necessary In order to  get a more representative picture of the relevant 

processes and issues. Bacik et al. point out that despite the lim itations on sentencing in the 

District Court, "the District Court judge has perhaps more discretion at this level than at any 

other w ithin the criminal justice system",^® Hamilton has described sentencing as a 

"geographical lottery",^^ and O'Malley compares the situation to the story a judge in Texas 

who handed down a life sentence fo r the the ft of a horse followed by a suspended sentence 

for a manslaughter conviction, and who explained this to a journalist saying; "Well, down here 

there is some men that need killin', but there ain't no horses that need stealin'".^* Essentially 

concerns about how judges use their power and about the appropriateness and consistency of 

sentencing emerge very strongly from  literature on the District Court;®® it seems reasonable to 

anticipate that the attitudes and approaches of judges may also vary widely w ith regard to 

interpreting processes, particularly as there are no standards, regulations or guidelines by 

which to  abide.

M . M ileski, Courtroom  encounters: an observation study o f  a low er crim inal court, 5 Law &  Society Review 473  

(1971)

I. Bacil<, A. Kelly, M . O 'Connell, H. Sinclair, Crime and  poverty in Dublin: an analysis o f  the association betw een  

com m unity deprivation. D istrict Court appearance and  sentence severity  7(2) Irish Criminal Law Journal 104  (1997)
”  C. H am ilton, Sentencing in the D istrict Court: "Here be dragons", 15 (3 ) Irish Criminal Law Journal 9 (2005)

A. Neier, Crime and Punishm ent: A Radical Solution (N ew  York: Stein and Day, 1976) a t 163 cited in T. O 'M alley , 
Principles o f  Sentencing, 1(2) Irish Criminal Law Journal 138  (1991)

See e.g. P. O 'M ahony, The courts: in troduction  IN Crim inal justice in Ireland (P. O 'M ahony , ed .)(lns titu te  o f Public 

Adm inistration: Dublin, 2002)
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In selecting the most appropriate courts, a number of factors were influential, including where 

particular immigrant groups were living according to  the 2006 census, recommendations of 

solicitors/barristers, pilot observations, the presence/absence of duty interpreters, the 

logistics of getting to and from the courts on a regular basis, the type of court and the cases 

they dealt w ith, and the aspiration to be as representative as possible. The firs t court chosen 

was a busy, city centre court in Dublin which has duty interpreters and which, because of its 

location, deals w ith significant numbers of LEP defendants [henceforth City Centre Court]. The 

second court was a custody court, in Dublin but removed from the city centre which also deals 

w ith high numbers of LEP defendants; initially a d ifferent court had been chosen but, as is 

outlined below, a change was made after a number of days as I considered my position as a 

researcher may have been compromised [henceforth Custody Court]. The third court chosen 

was actually a set of three courts tha t share a judge who moves between them on alternate 

days. These courts are located in medium to large towns outside of Dublin; while they also 

deal w ith civil matters, the sittings in these courts were considerably longer than the Dublin 

courts, such that there were equal if not more numbers of criminal cases heard [henceforth 

collectively the Rural Court].

Although the public is entitled to enter the courts, permission was requested from the 

President o f the District Court to carry out the research. This was granted w ithout any 

difficulty, and the President's Office assisted with contact information and in contacting every 

court that I wished to visit.

Preparing fo r  the interviews

Interpreters and solicitors/barristers were chosen as the most appropriate for interview; each 

had a lot to contribute alone, but it was considered that the groups were also complementary 

in the sense that while legal advocates are law-orientated and situated w ithin the criminal 

justice system, interpreters are language-orientated and (in Ireland) situated outside the 

system. Additionally, the tw o groups inevitably come into contact and work together, such 

that d ifferent perspectives of the same situation and relationship were likely to emerge. It was 

decided that, although it would yield interesting results, a number of issues stood in the way 

of interviewing LEP defendants; their lack of English was a fundamental barrier that would in 

almost all cases necessitate the use of interpreters, and aside from funding issues, using an 

interpreter to investigate the adequacy of interpreting carried greater philosophical and 

ethical issues which would be too great to overcome fo r the purposes of this study. W ith
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regard to  judges, it seemed tiia t the majority of their interaction w ith interpreters and 

interpreting was publicly visible, and would not add as much richness to the data as interviews 

w ith the above groups whose interaction went beyond what could be observed in the 

courtroom. Finally, while the Gardaf are very present and active in the courtroom, the majority 

of their interaction w ith interpreters is in the pre-court phase of the justice system. As a result 

semi-structured interviews of between 45 and 90 minutes were carried out w ith 9 interpreters 

and 9 solicitors/barristers.

For both groups it was important that my sample be as representative as possible; for this 

reason although I aimed at a reasonable gender mix, in my observations the majority of 

interpreters -  though not by a huge amount -  were female, and in certain courts there were 

far more male criminal solicitors than female. Overall I observed more solicitors than 

barristers, and because I spent more time in Dublin courts I recruited more interpreters and 

legal professionals here. The divergence o f these groups also meant that recruiting them 

involved different methods.

Legal professionals were recruited through contacts made at events (conferences, seminars), 

personal contacts, and the majority by approaching solicitors/barristers whom I had observed 

in particular courts. Usually this was done towards the end or after I had finished in a 

particular court to ensure that the behaviour I observed was not influenced by the interview, a 

precaution aimed at protecting the validity o f my observations that was also preferable on a 

practical basis; solicitors/barristers were generally busy at court, such that contact by 

telephone was preferable in terms of making the request for participation and providing full 

details w ithout interruption and in more relaxed circumstances. All the participants that I 

approached agreed immediately to  be interviewed, the only hesitation being in one case being 

over whether they could usefully contribute, and all were happy to receive the information 

sheet. One solicitor, on the other hand, recruited himself by approaching me to find out what 

my research was about, and gladly agreeing to  be interviewed.

Of the legal professionals recruited 3 were barristers (2 female, 1 male); and 6 were solicitors 

(5 male, 1 female). All 3 barristers and 2 o f the solicitors were based in Dublin, and 4 of the 

solicitors were based in the Rural Court where over the course of observations only one 

barrister appeared on one occasion, while in the Custody Court the vast majority of 

appearances were by barristers, and in the City Centre there was a mixture, though it was
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mostly solicitors who appeared. The barristers had between 4 and 10 years experience, and 

the solicitors had all been practicing fo r a minimum of 6 years, and some of them fo r much 

longer than this. All solicitors/barristers had experience working with Interpreters and/or LEP 

defendants, and the majority o f them had a huge amount of experience in the area; one 

barrister had slightly more experience in the area of asylum and refugee applications.

A small number of Interpreters were recruited from a request for participation sent out with 

the monthly bulletin of the Irish Translators and Interpreters Association, while the remainder 

were contacted directly in court. It seemed equally important that interpreters be unaware of 

my purpose in court; aside from Influencing their behaviour, some court interpreters I 

observed were particularly young. Inexperienced and intimidated by the court setting, and 

feeling observed might have caused them to feel uncomfortable or threatened. As such I 

generally approached them towards the end of observations in a particular court; while the 

identities o f solicitors and barristers are often referred to in court, interpreters remain 

completely anonymous on a personal level, such that It was necessary to approach potential 

participants directly in court. This was facilitated on a practical level by the fact that in most 

courts I was seated with the Interpreters, usually on the same bench, and was therefore In 

close contact w ith them. Although my approach initially made many of the interpreters 

nervous, when It was accepted tha t they were being asked for their participation in research 

rather than being scrutinized or evaluated, almost all were willing to participate, although four 

did not consent to have the interview recorded.

The first criterion fo r selecting interpreters involved representing the most commonly 

interpreted languages; In 2007 the top five were Polish, Lithuanian, Romanian, Russian, and 

Mandarin and all are represented in the sample; the direct approach recruitment method 

almost always involved interpreters of these common languages as these were most often in 

court and In court fo r the longest periods. Interpreters of less common languages usually 

arrived, interpreted and left very quickly, and were much more difficult to approach, which is 

why the less common languages in the sample (Ukrainian and Spanish) were recruited through 

the call for participation. The second desired criterion of recruitment was that participants 

should have varying degrees of training and experience. This was difficult to know w ith any 

certainty w ithout interviewing the person (though observation alone usually gave a good 

indication), and was also somewhat d ifficult as interpreters of common languages are often 

those w ith the most experience. In general, most of the interpreters I interviewed had a good
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level of experience, w ith only one very inexperienced interpreter, and most also had a high 

level of education -  often in a language-related field -  and a good understanding of the 

interpreting process and related issues. From my observations in the field, I consider that the 

level of experience and knowledge of these interpreters is not representative of interpreters 

overall.

In terms of gender, 7 of the interpreters were female and 2 were male. 7 were based in Dublin 

and 2 were based in the Rural Court, though most Dublin-based interpreters had also travelled 

and interpreted outside Dublin. In terms of nationality and languages 2 were Chinese (one a 

native Mandarin speaker, one a native Cantonese speaker); one was Latvian (Latvian, Russian 

and Lithuanian as m other tongues); one was Lithuanian (Lithuanian, Polish and Russian as 

mother tongues); one was Ukrainian (with Ukrainian and Russian as m other tongues); two 

were Polish (Polish mother tongue); one Romanian (mother tongue Romanian, also interprets 

French) and one Spanish (mother tongue Spanish, also interprets Portuguese). The length of 

time the interpreters had been in Ireland varied hugely from 7 months to 20 years, the 

average standing at just over 6 years. 5 of the interpreters had a minimum of an 

undergraduate degree in philology or linguistics; 2 had completed the Certificate in 

Community Interpreting from DCU and 4 overall had some prior training in interpreting. Three 

had worked as an interpreter before coming to Ireland. 7 of the interpreters freelanced for 

several interpreting agencies, and only two interpreters worked solely fo r Lionbridge.

The Data Collection

In the District Court

Over the course of seven months I spent a total of 45 days or an approximate 183.5 hours“  as 

an observer in a total of seven courts (including a brief period in the first Custody Court and 

counting the Rural Courts separately). In the course of this time I observed how twelve 

different judges dealt w ith  approximately 376 LEP cases and issues related to interpreting. The 

number of interpreted cases on any given day varied in the same way that the length of the 

court list and the amount o f the court list tha t was processed varied; fo r example the court list 

in the Rural Court could run over to over 200 and the court would regularly sit until well after 

6pm, while those in the City Centre Court were often significantly shorter but the numbers of 

LEP defendants were higher at an average of 13 per day (as against an average o f 7 in the

^°This is the num ber o f hours I spent inside the  courtroom , excluding lunch breaks etc.
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Custody Court and 9 in the Rural Court). These figures are quite vague, however, as nnany of 

the cases did not progress to a point where the defendant's English could be evaluated, some 

defendants did not have interpreters though they appeared to struggle, and in some cases 

interpretation was provided where none seemed necessary; these figures therefore represent 

the cases that I identified as probably involving LEP defendants.

Before attending each court I contacted the registrar, and in each case made myself known to 

them on arrival. While I did not specifically request tha t my presence be made known to the 

judge, in each case the sitting judge was informed of my presence and while some did not ask 

to speak to me, others expressed their interest in the research and their willingness to help in 

any way. It was from a conversation w ith one such judge that the need to change research 

setting to a d ifferent court arose; fo r the reasons mentioned above, I emphasised the 

immigration aspect of my research over the interpreting aspect, and the judge discussed a 

number of relevant issues w ith me including the type of offences associated w ith certain 

nationalities and issues of religion in taking the oath. On returning to the sitting, a case arose 

in which the offence largely involved abusive racial comments made to a student Garda. I 

found the response of the judge in this case unusual in the context of what I had observed to 

date; no reference was made to  the victim's status as a Garda, but much was made of the 

racial comments, and the sentence included a contribution to an immigrant charity, 

specifically one that deals w ith the real problems of immigrants, and mandatory attendance of 

a course to curb aggressive, potentially racist behaviour. Although that this may have been the 

judge's course of action in any case, I fe lt it was possible that my presence had somewhat 

affected the judge's attitude, and decided that changing courts would be the safest option for 

ensuring the reliability of my results fo r the Custody Court.

In preparation for the process of court observation, I had endeavoured to find descriptive 

accounts of what to expect in a courtroom, particularly a District Court, but if they exist such 

descriptions are well-kept secrets and I found nothing that even partially prepared me fo r my 

pilot visit to the City Centre Court, though it was this shock that later influenced the course of 

my data collection. The only real image I had o f a courtroom was that of the typical televised 

trial drama which in no way prepared me for the mayhem of the City Centre Court. However, 

aside from the offers of help and information that I received w ithout exception in every court 

and by every judge, registrar and other member of staff that I spoke to, another advantage of 

being officially recognised as a researcher in the court was that I was offered seating that was
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more advantageous than the public gallery; either on the interpreter's bench, with solicitors, 

or in the press area. This greatly reduced the difficulties in hearing court dialogue and 

observing procedure, although it also transpired tha t not all courts were quite as chaotic as 

the City Centre.

Being known to the court staff and knowing that I was 'supposed' to be there also made the 

court atmosphere somewhat less intim idating. Even physically entering a court can be 

intim idating as some courts have security checks that separate members of the public from 

legal and other staff w ith special passes that exempt them from this procedure; as a 

researcher I was also given the privilege of bypassing this step. The District court is a public 

setting that very few members of the public enter unless under obligation to  do so; in the 

months I sat in court I saw only one member of the public who came to court on a regular 

basis simply to observe, and the public galleries were filled almost exclusively with defendants, 

their families and friends. In addition, some District Court judges are particularly conscious of 

the public that is present and w ill not hesitate to have somebody removed from the court if 

they consider it appropriate. During the observation this was particularly -  though not 

exclusively -  the case in the Rural Court where on one occasion, for example, the judge asked 

the Gardai to  remove a 'child' from the courtroom as it was not a suitable place for them. The 

'child' was actually a tiny Asian woman, but although the Garda realised this, she was 

nonetheless brought outside w ithout any apparent thought of contradicting the judge.

One of the registrars I contacted before sitting in the Rural Courts expressed concern that I 

was intending to take notes. She explained that while everybody was free to sit in court, only 

the press were authorised to write things down, and the previous v,/eek the judge had 

removed somebody from court for taking notes w ithout permission. She seemed very nervous 

on my behalf, though it was the case that registrars in general tended to have a deferential 

and sometimes almost fearful attitude towards judges. Although it seemed unusual, I 

nonetheless sought permission from the judge to avoid an embarrassing scenario; the judge 

was more than accommodating, interested in the research and willing to help in any way he 

could; throughout my time in these courts he spoke to me on several occasions to explain 

things he thought I should know, and to ask how the research was progressing and my 

opinions on what I was observing. He was conscious of every person in the courtroom and 

their purpose there, to the extent that he introduced me on my first day in each of the Rural 

Courts and explained why I was there. I had, again, sought to  minimize the interpreting aspect
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of my research and focussed on the language aspect, such that this intervention was not of 

great concern w ith regard to  the validity of my observations.

It quickly became clear that I had access to a considerable amount of data from cases where 

no interpreting was taking place. The only way of identifying possible interpreting cases was 

by the names on the court list, and while in the Dublin courts there was no problem obtaining 

a court list as they circulated relatively freely (though distribution was strictly controlled in the 

Rural Court), all cases were scheduled to be heard either at 10.30 or at 2pm, and each 

registrar called the list in a different order -  some as the names appeared, others according to, 

fo r example, the prosecuting Garda. Just as defendants had to sit in court and wait until their 

case was called, there was also no way of predicting when a possible interpreted case would 

be called. Over time, as court dialogue became increasingly comprehensible to me -  due to its 

repetitive nature and some supplementary research- it became clear that the dialogue was 

highly structured and in many ways different from the legal language depicted in the 

literature. In addition, it was becoming clear that many interpreting issues were more closely 

linked -  and linked in different ways - to the language and dialogue of the court than I had 

anticipated, and any analysis of an LEP defendant in court would have to take this into 

consideration. As a result of these circumstances, data collection was widened to include the 

language and dialogue of the court more generally.

As an exploratory undertaking, I began by recording as much dialogue and detail in the court 

as possible, and in transcribing my notes certain themes began to emerge more solidly as the 

link between interpreting and the language of the court became stronger and more apparent. 

It was striking that in spite of its fascinating nature, to my knowledge there has been no 

previous attempt at describing the language and dialogue of the Irish District court. Although 

in general almost nothing was known about language in the judicial process before the 

1970s,®^ since then a significant literature on language and the law has emerged, but although 

research has been concentrated in the English-speaking common-law world, reference to  legal 

language in Ireland is conspicuously absent.®^ Part o f the interest in widening the data

Language in th e  ju d ic ia l process (J.N. Levi &  A.G . W a lk e r , e d s .) (N e w  York: P len u m  1 9 9 0 ) a t  8 -9 ;  In te re s t beg an  

w ith  th e  firs t  c o m p re h e n s iv e  d e s c rip tio n  o f legal lan g u ag e by a la w y e r, M e ll in k o ff ,  w h o  an a lysed  th e  s tru c tu re  o f  

w rit te n  legal lan g u ag e  a n d  its orig ins; See C h a p te r  T w o  and  D. M e ll in k o ff ,  T h e  Lan guage o f th e  Law  (B oston: L ittle , 

B ro w n  &  C o m p an y , 1 9 6 3 )

See e .g . G ib b o n s: in a th o ro u g h  e x a m in a tio n  o f  legal lan g u ag e , G ib b o n s d ea ls  w ith  th e  lega lese  o f  th e  US, 

E n glan d , W a les  and  N o rth e rn  Ire la n d , A u s tra lia  and  C a n a d a , q u a lify in g  absences by e xp la in in g  th a t  "I h a v e  n o t  

e n c o u n te re d  in fo rm a t io n  on  th e  legal la n g u a g e  o f o th e r  English speak in g  c o u n tr ie s ."  [J. G ibb ons, Forensic  

linguistics; an  in tro d u c tio n  to  lan g u ag e  in th e  jus t ice  sys tem  ( O x fo rd :  B lackw ell P u blish ing  Ltd ., 2 0 0 3 )  a t  4 0 ];  

Discussing th e  legal d iscourse  o f  c o m m o n  la w  co u n tries , M a le y  m e n tio n s  th a t  th a t  o f  E ngland, C an ad a, th e  US,
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collection came from  the obvious differences between District Court language and existing 

descriptions of court and legal language. The flexibility o f the research method was 

fundamental in perm itting the broadening of the data collection. Other researchers in the area 

of court language -  most notably Conley and O'Barr -  have also found that is common to enter 

the court w ith one goal or hypothesis in mind, while "[s]ome of the topics we ultimately 

studied had not occurred to  us in advance but emerged only from  process of repeated 

observations."®^

Conducting Interviews

Writing the interview schedules -  one fo r legal professionals and one fo r interpreters -  was a 

challenge due to  the exploratory nature of the research. Initial drafts were written before 

much observation had been carried out, and it later transpired that some questions based on 

findings of studies and literature elsewhere had no bearing or relevance in the Irish context. 

For these reasons, the legal professional schedule in particular evolved slightly over time, 

though the essence did not change. Questions, based on the research questions that had 

evolved from the theoretical framework, centred around a number of topics:

1. Right to an interpreter; how is this understood? Are interpreters provided where 

(not) needed? Are services adequate?

2. Payment, cost: Who pays, and how is cost perceived?

3. Fair procedure; Who decides when an interpreter is needed? How is this done? Is 

the issue taken seriously?

4. What is being interpreted?

5. Pre-trial and documents; Can interpreters access information/do they have contact 

w ith defendants before court?

6. Quality etc.: What is the perception o f quality, monitoring, qualifications, standards? 

What are attitudes like towards interpreting and interpreters in court?

Care was taken to create precise questions tha t did not imply or give any answers, and were 

unbiased, but many of which were also open-ended enough to encourage interviewees to talk 

freely, and to talk about things that had not been considered and were not included in the 

schedule.

Austra lia and New Zealand "are m anifestly s im ilar", bu t does no t m ention Ireland [Y. Maley, The language o f  the 
law  IN Language and the  law (J. Gibbons, ed.)(London: Longman, 1994) a t 13]

J.M, Conley & W .M . O 'Barr, Just w ords: law, language and power (Bristol: University o f Chicago Press, 2005)
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The interview schedule fo r solicitors/barristers looked for basic details about the interviewee 

and their work, including the amount time spent in courts and w ith interpreters and LEP 

defendants. Interviewees were asked about the type of cases, nationalities and languages they 

dealt w ith, what they saw as barriers to communication, the ir views on the performance and 

standards of interpreters and understanding of the interpreter's role; they were asked to 

describe particularly good and bad experiences, their view of how interpreting impacts on the 

court, and their understanding o f the right to an interpreter; other topics and questions arose 

organically from these. Interviews were almost always relatively relaxed, free-flow ing and 

relevant as the barristers and solicitors I spoke to were extremely eloquent, focussed and 

precise; when I phrased a question poorly or unclearly, clarification was almost always 

requested, and interviewees were concerned about giving the information that was being 

requested, not misunderstanding the question, and not veering away from the point of the 

research. This approach to the process facilitated the task, although it also meant that no 

lapse in concentration would go unnoticed! To a limited extent it seemed that some of the 

interviewees erred on the side of being politically correct, while at the same time some of the 

information and opinions given were surprisingly open.

Before each interview, the interviewee was given (another copy of) the information and 

consent sheet, asked if they had queries or questions, and the consent form was signed before 

recording began. All solicitors and barristers were happy -  and preferred - to  have the 

interview recorded. At the end of each interview the interviewee was given the opportunity to 

add any extra information, which many did, and some o f the solicitors had done research for 

extra information before the interview; for example, one had kept an interesting letter from 

an LEP defendant on the basis of the language used in it; one pointed out a new publication of 

relevance, and another gave me the transcripts of a criminal trial at which they had 

represented one of the LEP defendants, and at which there had been many interpreting 

problems.

The interview schedule fo r interpreters was necessarily different. It began, as above, with 

questions, queries and the consent of the interviewee. Interpreters were asked about their 

nationality, languages, educational and employment background, and about practicalities - 

who they worked for, how they procured employment, how often they worked, financial 

conditions, training and assignments. They were questioned about the District (and other)
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courts -  the type of cases and defendants they worked with, their views on court language 

and proceedings, the ir relationships and consultations with solicitors/barristers, logistical 

details about interpreting in, before and out of court. They were asked what working in the 

court was like -  contact w ith others, attitudes, problems and good experiences, and about 

their work w ith  LEP defendants and the ir role in court -  language levels, attitudes of and 

relationships with defendants, the interpreter's role; ethics, training, monitoring, challenges 

and their view of interpreting standards in Irish courts.

The main challenge in the interviews w ith interpreters was that they tended to become quite 

long, as the number of questions was high and the information being volunteered rich and 

plentiful. All interviewees had at least a reasonable command of English, while the majority 

spoke excellent English, and all had a lot to say about their experiences and their opinions of 

interpreting in the Irish justice system. Almost all o f them had many years of experience not 

just in the courts but in every aspect of the system; w ith the Gardai, Refugee Appeals Tribunal 

(RAT) and Office of the Refugee Applications Commissioner (ORAC), the prison service, 

probation, consultations w ith solicitors and so on. The hope that the two different groups -  

advocates and interpreters -  would talk about many of the same issues and situations from 

different perspectives was realised; in some matters the views of the two groups coincided 

while it differed in others. It was sometimes the case tha t my observations confirmed the 

views of neither side, and it was at these points that the value o f a three-dimensional view of 

the issue appeared most valuable.

Problems with, and limitations o f data collection

There were some limitations inherent in the choice of methods, including the possible 

influence of subjectivity on data collection and interpretation, and while as an observer I 

endeavoured to remain as neutral and objective as possible, the possibility of bias -  whether 

in terms of the data collected, or how it was interpreted - must be acknowledged. There are 

also lim itations to the recording of data in court proceedings as note-taking by hand is the only 

means by which to record information. It is not unusual fo r ethnographic fieldnotes to reflect 

the researcher's presence, as they involve ongoing commentary about the research; the 

challenge is to present an account where that presence has been removed in as far as is 

appropriate.®'' The notes I took, and my perceptions o f particular cases were particularly 

challenged in the Rural Court where I was often able to compare them with the reports in local

^  J. van M aanen, Tales o f the  fie ld: on w/riting e thnography (Chicago: U niversity o f Chicago Press, 1988)
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newspapers. In these articles, quotations, usually of the judge, were used liberally but rarely 

corresponded to my notes and sometimes appeared to misrepresent what had been said. 

Therefore, while there is no doubt that "the validity of newspaper information is 

questionable",®^ and while I consider my note-taking to reflect accurately what I observed, 

quotations used are not transcripts of recordings and should be understood and 

acknowledged as such. Generally I have distinguished between when I was sure of having cited 

a person verbatim (by using quotation marks) and when the essence of the words spoken was 

noted (no quotation marks). Even still it has been estimated by British psychologist Alan 

Baddeley that verbatim speech stays in memory fo r a mere 2 seconds, insufficient time in 

many cases to make a tru ly accurate note of what has been said.®®

As a researcher concerned w ith interpreting, a major concern with the methodology was the 

issue of measuring interpreting quality; it was never going to be possible to analyse the 

technical, linguistic quality, and it was unclear what information would be relevant and 

possible to record. To enhance my observational capacity I began the study of Polish as the 

language most frequently interpreted in Irish courts, and while my standard was far from 

fluent, having some understanding added an extra dimension to observations, as did my 

background in languages, mainly from  the perspective of a theoretical understanding about 

the functioning of language and having had some interpreting training and translation 

experience.®^ However, the fact tha t interpreting in the District Court is almost always 

whispered meant that any assessment of quality had to be based on the observation of 

behaviour, the visible participation or non-participation of interpreters, and the opinions of 

interpreters and solicitors/barristers. While two country studies on interpreting did not find an 

appraisal of quality based on non-technical factors problematic,®* it is acknowledged here that 

discussions of quality are limited to that which was observable and views of interviewees on 

the matter, and that they are limited in their lack of technical linguistic assessment.

A qualitative approach also creates the risk that the sample of courts, and of 

solicitors/barristers and interpreters are not representative of District Courts, legal

F. Roberto, The press as a  source o f  socio-historical data: issues in the m ethodology o f  d a ta  collection from  

newspapers, 20 (1 ) Historical M ethods 5 (1987)
A.D. Baddeley, Hum an M em ory; Theory and Practice (London: Erlbaum, 1990)
I speak Spanish, French and Germ an and studied linguistics, in terpreting and o ther language related subjects as 

part o f my B.A. in Applied Languages; I have also w/orked as a translator.
I. Butler & L. Noaks, Silence in court?: a study o f in terpreting in th e  courts o f England and W ales (Cardiff: School 

of Social and Adm inistrative Studies University o f W ales College o f Cardiff, 1992); M VA  Consultancy, Foreign 

language interpreters  in th e  Scottish crim inal courts (Edinburgh: Scottish Office Central Research Unit, 1996)
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professionals or interpreters, and the concern with the non-representative nature of 

interpreters in terms of training and experience has been mentioned. It should be added, 

however, that after the nine interpreter interviews and the nine solicitor/barrister interviews, 

it was fe lt strongly that no new or relevant data was emerging, and that the information 

gathered through the process was well-developed and cohesive among and between the two 

groups of interviewees.®® In addition, it was only possible to include a relatively small number 

of District Courts; while the diversity in the courts chosen, the number o f judges 

rep re sen te d ,an d  the repetitive and substantively similar nature of District Court proceedings 

alleviate some of the lim itations of the small sample, it is also acknowledged that other courts 

and other judges may possibly take different approaches to the ones observed during the 

research.

Recording and Analysing the Data

As soon as possible, and usually immediately after each interview the data were documented; 

in the case of recorded interviews the entire interview was transcribed, and in the case of 

unrecorded interviews, the hand-written notes were w ritten up in greater detail. In the course 

of courtroom observations -  particularly once the focus of the data collection was widened to 

include courtroom language more generally -  there were often many pages of notes, and 

because I was in court up to  4 times a week it was particularly important fo r the 

documentation to be completed as soon as possible.

While the information that was sought in the interview process was relatively specific, or at 

least belonged to  a pre-set group of themes, the information gathered in the course of 

courtroom observation was not predetermined. At the beginning of the observations most of 

my focus was on how the interpreted case was dealt w ith, and categories of interest and 

relevance emerged fairly quickly; how an LEP case was recognised, who offered or looked fo r 

what information, in what circumstances and at what point an interpreter became involved, 

the physical aspects and logistics of the interpreted case, what was (not) being interpreted and 

so on. The more judges, defendants, interpreters, solicitors, barristers, Gardai and registrars I 

observed, the more complex the data became due to the very diverse ways in which the single 

issue of interpreting was dealt w ith. Nonetheless patterns of behaviour eventually began to

A. Strauss & J.M. Corbin, Basics o f qualitative research: techniques and procedures fo r developing grounded  

theory (N ew bury  Park, California: Sage, 1998)
A t 31^' Decem ber 2009  there  w ere 62 serving D istrict Court judges, 12 o f these w ere  observed a t som e point 

(Courts Service Annual Report 2010)
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emerge from  the data, and observations were more readily observed and classified. Differen 

areas of thematic interest began to emerge, particularly in the writing up of notes as there wa; 

time to reflect on what had happened in the course of the day, and to  juxtapose this with th t 

overall context of what I had observed, and it was at this point -  by which time I had aisc 

become far more familiar w ith the language and proceedings of the District Court -  that thf 

idea of considering language and dialogue more generally arose. The main consequence of thi; 

at the data collection stage was the significant increase in note-taking! It is important to note 

however, that this did not detract from  the recording of LEP or interpreted cases.

Early analysis is recommended by Miles and Huberman on the basis that it encourage: 

reflection and the generation o f strategies fo r collecting new and better data and make; 

analysis "an ongoing, lively e n te rp r is e " ,a n d  the analysis of data from interviews anc 

courtroom observations was an ongoing process that was part of the procedure from the ven 

beginning o f the fieldwork. The first phase was the ongoing reflection that was part of th( 

transcribing and writing up stage after every interview and day of observation. As part of thi: 

process, the data already collected were frequently reviewed in light of new data; this helpec 

w ith the development and verification of thematic areas. A "start list" of codes for the analysi: 

of data had been devised from the review of literature and the analysis of existing document,^ 

but codes were revised both during the data collection phase and afterwards.

By the time the data collection phase ended, the data had already been reviewed many times 

and a second phase of analysis and coding began. During this phase the interviews o' 

interpreter and legal professionals were analysed separately at first, and the informatiofi 

coded into a series of categories and sub-categories pertaining to the interview schedules; in 

the next phase the interviews of both groups were analysed concurrently, and the code; 

modified to correspond to the other set of interviews and to both the initial set of research 

questions and an evolved set of questions influenced by the fieldwork. By the end of thi; 

phase the information obtained from the interpreter interviews fell into 6 categories, and tha: 

obtained from solicitor/barrister interviews into 8 categories w ith numerous sub-categories, 

all of which were easily cross-referenced although the difference in the data obtained mean: 

that the categorisation was necessarily different for both sets.

M.B. M iles &  A .M . H uberm an, Q ualita tive  Data Analysis: An expanded sourcebook (Thousand Oak.', 

Calif./London: Sage, 1994)
”  M .B. M iles & A .M . H uberm an, Q ualita tive  Data Analysis; An expanded sourcebook (Thousand Oak:, 
Calif./London: Sage, 1994) a t 58
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The data collected from  courtroom observation were more copious and diverse; the 

intervievk^s represented over 20 hours of dialogue, and the observations over 183 hours of 

observations or an approximate 376 LEP cases alone. The total number of cases observed 

would amount to between five and ten times that figure. These data were also divided into 

three basic categories; language, proceedings and interpreting, and w ithin these there were 

numerous sub-categories that developed, evolved and changed over the course of the coding. 

Once all the data had been reviewed repeatedly, and the conceptual categories refined and 

cross-referenced w ith those of the interviews, the writing up phase began.

A final stage in the methodology was the distribution of the discussion chapters to those who 

had indicated, at the interview stage, their interest in receiving them. Chapters were sent to all 

solicitors/barristers and two interpreters, and one interpreter and two solicitors gave feedback 

on them; one solicitor noted the absence o f direct input by judges and LEP interpreters, an 

issue that had been carefully considered in the research design and rejected for ethical and 

methodological reasons, while the interpreter observed that it was a monolingual study, and 

that as such the linguistic aspect of the research could not go any further than it did. Although 

it involved a small amount of feedback, the descriptions of District Court language and the 

interpreting process, as well as the substantive issues addressed in the chapters, were 

validated by these participants.

Conclusion

As an exploratory study, qualitative methods were chosen for their flexibility, while a 

triangulation o f methods was adopted to ensure a multidimensional perspective on the topic, 

to allow fo r the supplementation and crosschecking of information, and to ensure greater 

credibility. The choice of non-participant observation and qualitative interviewing was strongly 

influenced by a long tradition of these methods being employed in court and language studies 

elsewhere, and it was also a response to the speculative and anecdotal nature o f existing 

accounts on court interpreting in Ireland; these methods were designed to obtain a more 

holistic, descriptive account of the processes involved.

The District Court was chosen as the research setting based on its quantitative significance in 

processing criminal cases and interpreted cases, the fact that little  is known about how it 

functions, and the fact that the District Court has recourse to quite punitive sanctions. To be as 

representative as possible and overcome hypothesised differences in interpreting-related
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procedures, three courts were observed; a City Centre and a Custody Court within the Dublin 

Metropolitan Court District, and a Rural Court. Although the courts are open to the public, 

permission to carry out research was requested from and granted by the President of the 

District Court; registrars were contacted in advance, and judges informed of my presence. 

After the observation period began, data collection was extended to include language and 

dialogue more generally; it was only through using the observation method and being present 

in the courtroom that the significance of language to the interpreting issue emerged, while the 

qualitative nature of the research allowed the flexibility to adapt accordingly.

Solicitors/barristers and interpreters were chosen as the groups to interview as they work with 

LEP defendants both in and out of the courtroom, they work together, and while one 

profession is law-based the other is language-based which was expected to engender a 

significant difference of perspective on the issues, which it did. Semi-structured interviews 

were particularly appropriate in this exploratory study, and they allowed a number of themes 

to emerge that had not been anticipated. In addition, some of the initial issues that featured in 

interview schedules and had been identified in the literature were later removed as irrelevant 

in the Irish context.

Overall the choice of methods necessitated a great deal of reflection and self-awareness, both 

in terms of collecting data and interpreting it, in order to avoid bias and subjectivity as far as 

possible and where appropriate. Although by the nature of the methods used, sample sizes 

were relatively small, it is considered that the methodology was appropriate for the study, and 

that within its own limitations it achieved what it was intended to: the creation of a 

descriptive account of language and interpreting in the District Court, removing some of the 

'unknown' from the issues of interpreting for LEP defendants, and permitting a more informed 

consideration of how interpreting impacts on the District Court and whether LEP defendants 

can access justice fairly and on an equal basis with English-speaking defendants. It was 

particularly notable throughout the entire research period that, aside from prolonged 

difficulties with ethical approval, there were no other barriers to the research or difficulties of 

access; instead those approached and  involved were extremely helpful, including the 

President's Office, the individual judges, the registrars and all those asked to participate in 

interviews. This openness and willingness to engage greatly facilitated and enhanced both the 

research process and, undoubtedly, its findings.
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Chapter Six: The Language of the 
District Court

Introduction

This chapter explores and describes the language of the District Court in an effort to 

understand what an individual, including someone w ith limited English, will experience when 

coming into or before a District Court for the first time. In the first section the paradox 

presented by District Court language is addressed, namely the fact that it is simultaneously 

inaccessible to outsiders and yet apparently effective and functional, and it is submitted that 

the answer lies in the features of the District Court's function and procedures: these 

necessitate and perpetuate the use of an 'insider' language whereby much communication is 

implicit and dependent on a shared and detailed knowledge base. The first section w ill further 

describe the features of this 'insider' language: the truncation of sentences and omission of 

key pieces of information, District Court jargon, and the use of formal and standardised 

language. Consideration will then be given to the characteristics of, and contrasts between the 

language use of courtroom participants: the linguistic sophistication and reflective language 

use of legal professionals, the jargon and sometimes failed form ality of the Gardaf, the 

manipulation of jargon by repeat offenders as well as the comprehension difficulties and 

colloquial, informal speech of the average defendant, and finally the linguistic discretion and 

control available to and practised by Irish District Court judges.

The second section puts these descriptions into context by providing a step-by-step account of 

what a typical District Court case might sound like. To facilitate such a description, a set of 

discrete linguistic units has been created that broadly parallel the procedural steps through 

which a case moves in the system, focussing particularly on the guilty plea. These are 

imaginary to the extent that no such divide is marked in reality, and they are misleading to  the 

extent that a case will not typically progress in a linear fashion through these units, that not all 

units apply to all cases, and that most cases are not dealt w ith in one sitting but may come 

before the court numerous times and over an extended period before being disposed of. In 

using these linguistic units, the aspiration is to capture the language of the District Court in 

action and to enable a clearer view of how it functions in context, and in so doing to illustrate 

how and why this language is both exclusionary and an effective system of communication.
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Section A: Describing the Language of the District Court

To walk in to  an Irish D istrict Court fo r the firs t tim e  is to  en ter an un fam ilia r w o rld  of 

incom prehensible, organised chaos. Scores o f people busily fu lfil o ften  un identifiab le  roles. 

Silence is regularly called fo r, yet noise levels are o ften such th a t proceedings cannot be heard, 

a fac to r com pounded by so lic itors/barristers addressing the  court (judge) w ith  the ir backs to 

the rest o f the  court, and by the w idespread custom o f ignoring m icrophones and m um bling at 

high speed. O f th a t which is audible, m ost w ill make no sense. And yet things typ ica lly  progress 

seamlessly and in an orderly  fashion w ith  a seeming m in im um  o f confusion. The judge, 

registrars, solicitors, barristers, Gardai, probation officers and so on proceed w ith  efficiency 

and ease, and a lm ost all o f those present, including many defendants and th e ir fam ilies, 

appear oblivious to  and unfazed by the  mayhem th a t surrounds them  and tha t is, to  the 

un in itia ted, seemingly im penetrable.

That an outsider and someone unfam ilia r w ith  the  D istrict Court may understand very lit tle  or 

noth ing o f w ha t is going on is perhaps unsurprising; the  language used in a court o f law is 

w ide ly perceived as d iffe ring  from  th a t used in everyday life, and one m ight reasonably expect 

to  have d ifficu lty  understanding the complex legal argum ents and legal language of 

antagonistic lawyers as they do battle  to  w in th e ir case. However, these factors alone cannot 

account fo r the  com prehension d ifficu lties experienced in the  D istrict Court, no t least because 

they do not accurately represent the D istrict Court setting; firs t o f all the D istrict Court deals 

m ainly w ith  m inor m atters th a t are considered "n o t th a t serious"^ which means, among o ther 

things, tha t " [ f ]o r  the m ost pa rt (...) we d o n 't really open law a w hole lot. (...) W e're not 

getting in to  d ifficu lt legal te rm ino logy, we're not ge tting  in to  legal argum ent."^ Secondly, 

battles between lawyers are unlike ly as the  prosecution o f crim inal cases is generally 

conducted by the Gardaf such th a t usually only the  defence is represented by a legal 

professional. And th ird ly  - and related to  both o f these - confron ta tion  and conflic t are lim ited 

and where they exist tend to be o f a m inor nature; the fo llow ing  rare example o f d isputed 

facts illustrates the nature o f D istrict Court m atters:

Solicitor: "The facts are as the  Inspector stated, bar I'd like to  say one th ing ": the  

defendant d id n 't 'th ro w ' the p in t at the  Garda, bu t an accident resulted in its spilling 

on the  Garda.

 ̂A nna, In terpre ter  

 ̂G w en, Solicitor
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Inspector: (...) "The Garda's report intimated that the pint was thrown at him." 

Solicitor: (....) "There's no doubt that the Garda got wet, but it is the manner in 

which it happened that I am disagreeing w ith."

Judge: [summing up] "iVlr. [Solicitor] says that it happened - inadvertently or 

otherwise - that the Garda got wet. The Garda's report says that the pint was fired 

at, thrown at, poured..."

Solicitor: "We would say it wasn't thrown, but there is no doubt that it was spilled."^

If the bulk o f issues being dealt w ith are not of a serious nature, if legal argument is rarely 

raised and legal term inology infrequently used, and if only one side is represented by legal 

professionals, the question is why the language of the District court is d ifficult to understand. 

The answer, it is submitted, lies in the fact that while outsiders and those unfamiliar w ith the 

District Court struggle to make sense of what is happening, the 'regulars' - all those that work 

and spend a significant amount of time in this setting -  can understand proceedings and 

communicate successfully despite the fact that many of them not do not come from a legal 

background, and in spite of frequently deficient communicative conditions including poor 

acoustics and the sometimes breathtaking speed at which participants speak and at which 

things generally proceed. The defining characteristic of District Court language, and the 

explanation fo r its inaccessibility, is thus not its legal characteristics but its more general 

'insider' nature, or the fact that access to the language of the District Court is restricted to 

regulars or insiders - those w ith experience and who share a specific knowledge base that 

includes aspects of the law. District Court procedure and certain jargon. It is on the basis of 

this shared knowledge that insider language functions, and at the core of its functionality are 

two distinguishing features of the District Court: its large workload and the consequent 

perceived need fo r speed, and the repetitive nature of its workload.

The District Court being the busiest of the criminal courts, its workload is heavy and intense, 

and an individual District Court can have a list of up to 200 cases to deal w ith. Though it may 

not be possible to  get through an entire list of this length in one day, and accepting that courts 

have lists of differing lengths and sit fo r varying numbers of hours, a court that sits between 

10.30 and 1 and from 2 to 4pm with a list of 100, fo r example, has 2.7 minutes to dedicate to 

each of these cases. Some will be dealt more quickly, others will take longer, but the clear 

consequence in any event is that "the District Court is a court of speed. I mean that's the

 ̂Judge Z, Rural Court, 11,12.2009
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whole essence of it."'' There is a strong sense that w ithout being able to process cases at 

speed the system would grind to  a halt, and to achieve this speed necessitates a high level of 

communicative efficiency.

It is essentially the repetitive nature of District Court proceedings that facilitates this 

communicative efficiency; each case progresses through the system according to established 

procedure, as part of which a set of specific elements need to be addressed including, for 

example, the charge, the facts o f the case, the mitigating circumstances of the defendant, the 

sentence and so on. The same elements are addressed by the court repeatedly which means 

that the same questions are asked (e.g. as to what the facts of the case are), the same 

information is provided (e.g. as to the defendant's social situation), and the same decisions are 

made (e.g. as to what the sentence w ill be). This routinization means, for example, that a 

barrister knows exactly what elements will need to be dealt w ith and what information will be 

required in a case that he or she is representing, and it explains why poor communicative 

conditions have much less impact on insiders with knowledge of District Court procedure than 

on those unfamiliar w ith the context. It is also in the repetitive and routinized nature of 

District Court proceedings that the features o f insider language can be found.

Omissions and Truncations

These constitute perhaps the most prominent feature o f insider language in the District Court 

and refer to the omission of key pieces of information in discourse, as well as the truncation of 

sentences and questions whereby selective grammar is used: verbs and pronouns are often 

omitted and even single word sentences may suffice fo r successful communication as certain 

knowledge can be assumed and the relevant information thus omitted, both w ith regard to 

the procedures of the court and the context of the case. As an example, a judge may address 

the court presenter and ask "Directions?" The question lacks the key information that the 

directions are those of the DPP in regard to whether the offence before the court can be tried 

summarily. It is a truncated, one-word question that in its more complete version might be: 

"Do you have directions from the DPP in this matter?" The judge, the court presenter and the 

solicitor/barrister w ill be aware that this is a hybrid offence^ and that the jurisdiction o f the 

court to  deal w ith it must be addressed. Communication, therefore, will continue and the 

response of the court presenter will be given, while those unfamiliar w ith the District Court

M ark , Solicitor 

 ̂See Chapter Five
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procedures, w ith the jurisdiction of the District Court and w ith the nature of the offence in 

question are unlikely to understand the meaning or import of the question.

In addition to the nature of proceedings in the District Court being repetitive, the same 

offences - traffic, public order and so on® - are tried by the District Court over and over again, 

and the same sections of the same Acts are naturally used in these prosecutions (e.g. Section 

47 Road Traffic Act, Section 4 Public Order Act). It thus becomes possible to om it certain 

information such as the name o f the Act where this knowledge can be assumed ("It's a Section 

4"). Although not used in every circumstance, omissions and truncations are extremely 

common in District Court procedure due to  the vast quantity of knowledge that can be 

assumed, and this feature of the language undoubtedly contributes to the speed of processing 

offences;

"Remand in custody, the 5th of November"^

"Any previous road traffic?"*

"Am I to put the Section 38 to him?"®

"Any previous?"^

Many more examples w ill be given in the case break-down in Section B.

Standardised Phrases and Formalities

As the District Court is essentially a formal setting as well as a setting of routine, formalities 

and formal, deferential language are used as standard by all official participants, principally 

the judge, solicitors and barristers, and the Gardaf. Terms o f address are extremely important, 

and the judge is consistently addressed as 'Judge' by most participants (though some 

defendants use 'Your Honour'), w ith some solicitors/barristers and Gardaf punctuating every 

sentence -  often multiple times - w ith the term 'Judge'. The judge also uses terms of address 

such as 'counsel', 'Superintendent', 'Inspector' and so on (e.g. "Forgive me, counsel. In relation 

to Mr. C, I believe you indicated to me there were a number of outstanding charges"^^), and 

will sometimes address a person using the th ird  person ("Does the registrar have a date for

 ̂See statistics of the Courts Service in Chapter Five 
 ̂Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009

* Judge Y, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
 ̂Judge P, Custody Court, 30.09.2009  

“ judge S, Custody Court, 09.10.2009 
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009
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Balbriggan?"^^) as well as regularly speaking as the court In the th ird person (The court note; 

that ...), and being addressed as such in return (I submit to the court that ...) 

Solicitors/barristers sometimes refer to each other as 'my friend', and inevitably refer to the 

client formally as Mr./Ms..

Many o f the deferential expressions used to address the court are standardised form alitie; 

and phrases that are used over and again in the same context. Among these are a smal 

number of archaisms routinely used by solicitors/barristers to address the court, often at the 

end of the case:

If it please you. Judge 

May it please the Court 

Much obliged^^

In making submissions or requests to the court the conditional tense is often used: 'I w/oulc 

ask the court', 'I would request that...', and the formal and respectful nature o f the request; 

are often verbalised ("Very formally I would ask you to fix recognisance"^'*; "In my respectfu 

submission"^^). Because of the routine nature of proceedings, many of these phrases become 

standardised and are used over and over again. Deference to the judge and consequen- 

standardisation of phrases applies across proceedings, and not just to submissions; fo- 

example, the prosecution may verbalise the fact that it is the judge who must decide ("Judge 

I'm in your hands''^®), and when giving evidence w ill use the same formulaic description: 

relevant to the charge ("I made a lawful demand.

District Court Jargon

Here 'jargon' refers to the vocabulary or technical terms used in the District Court. These car 

basically be divided into three sub-categories:

a) terms that are specific to the legal context but are in common usage and therefore familia- 

to the average person

Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009
These terms are widely and frequently employed by solicitors and barristers
Barrister, Custody Court, 27.10.2009
Barrister, Custody Court, 22.10.2009
Court Presenter, Custody Court, 27.10.2009
Prosecution, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
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Examples: accused, allegation, convict, gu ilty  plea, judge, lawyer

b) legally-based term s tha t are specific to  the  D istrict Court but w ould  be unfam ilia r to , or 

unlike ly to  be fu lly  understood by the  average person

Examples: bench w arrant, precis, recognisance

This section may also include Latin term s, used in m oderation in the D istrict Court

"The o the r m atters w ill be rem anded sim plic iter"^*

"I th ink  I could accept the  bona fides o f it"^®

"W hat was the alleged modus operandi?"^°

c) term s th a t are com m only used in everyday language but have e ithe r a d iffe ren t or a very 

specific meaning in the D istrict Court context

Examples: directions, instructions, application, sheets, ju risd ic tion , hearing, m ention,

take in to  consideration, strike out, appear, elect, plead, on her/h is  fee t, at risk and so

 21on

The la tte r category is the largest, and the  one th a t is po ten tia lly  the  most challenging fo r 

outsiders due to  the confusion th a t may be caused by the  use o f fam ilia r term s, b u t in an 

unknown context.

It is notable tha t defendants are not generally expected to  be fam ilia r w ith  th is  te rm ino logy 

("Before lunch you m entioned the  w ord 's trike  ou t'; where do you know th a t from?"^^). 

However, an im portan t feature o f D istrict Court language is th a t because o f its repetitive  

nature much can be acquired th rough d irect experience; the m ore tim e  one spends in the 

D istrict Court, the  more likely one is to  understand w hat is going on. N aturally tra in ing  and the

“  Judge a  Custody Court, 23 .10 .2009  

Superin tendent, Rural Court, 0 2 ,1 2 .2009  

Judge R, City Centre Court, 13 .05 .2009
See Appendix A fo r a m ore com prehensive list of District C ourt jargon  

Judge Z, Rural Court, 18 .11 .2009
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provision o f the relevant information is another route to this l<nowledge, but the fact that 

much can be acquired through osmosis is relevant.

Section B: How language is used by court participants

The above features of insider language are used by all District Court participants to a greater 

or lesser extent. Aside from this common feature, how/ever, the language or speech style of 

participants can differ significantly, w ith those from a legal background often using language 

that is not only more formal, but more sophisticated, fluent and self-reflective than the 

Gardai, whose less experienced members, perhaps in trying to match the sophistication and 

form ality of the language used by legal professionals, often lose control when attempting 

improvised formal use of language, and while some defendants (repeat offenders) master 

some of the jargon, their use of language is often reflective of a lower socio-economic 

background.

Barristers, Solicitors and Judges: Sophistication and Consciousness of Language 
Use

The adept and sophisticated use of language by judges, solicitors and barristers is striking, and 

their fluid, rapid and concise presentation is both notable and potentially a source o f serious 

comprehension difficulties for those less fluent and able. In practice in court, judges and 

barristers/solicitors consistently demonstrate a highly sensitized consciousness of the 

language they use and its impact. Consciousness is sometimes displayed that the language of 

the court diverges from that of everyday life ("When, to use plain man's language, 'he went 

berserk'" and judges may modify speech where this causes difficulty:

Judge: "Is it your intention or aspiration to engage a legal representative?" 

Defendant: "Sorry?!"

Judge: "Do you want to  pay fo r a solicitor?"^'’

Judge: "Give me one good reason why you should not receive a custodial sentence in 

respect of (...) the language you perpetrated on the Garda when she was executing 

her duty."

”  Judge R, Custody Court, 19,10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009
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Defendant: "Eh, can you break that down fo r me?"

Judge: "Would you like 2 months detention?"^^

Judges, solicitors and barristers also commonly reflect aloud on the suitability of their words:

Judge

"I have my own suspicions, if I might use the word."^®

"I'm  going to ask Garda P. the alleged time - and I stress 'alleged'.

"M y hands are tied. I don 't mean it technically, I mean it symbolically."^®

Solicitor/barrister

"...if you want to use the expression, 'horsed in' a payment of 2000 Euros."^^

"...a failure, but w ith a small f, rather than a capital F. I'd like to put it that way."^° 

"It's an explanation rather than an excuse, and it's certainly not a defence, Judge."^^

The same reflective consciousness was apparent in interviews w ith  solicitors/barrister:

"...for want of a better word" (Solicitor, Thomas)

"...would be average. 1 w ouldn 't say excellent. Average, 1 would have thought" 

(Solicitor, Mark)

"There isn't, how shall I say, how do I put this best? ...." (Barrister, James)

Solicitors/barristers also tend to measure the effect of their words and may distance 

themselves from what they are saying on a client's behalf:

"He instructs me that he does not suffer from any addiction"^^

"I told him the court might call his b lu ff and ask fo r urine analysis. Those are his firm  

instructions."^^

Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 04.12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 10,12.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009 
Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Rural Court, 01.12,2009 
Rural Court, 04,12.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 04,12,2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 11,11,2009
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Judge: "W here is his passport?" (....)

Barrister: "He says th a t he lost it."^'*

Some o f the  com m ents made by so lic itors/barristers on the language they use are also 

interesting to  consider in th is context. Solicitor M ark feels the public nature o f the setting 

necessitates consciousness o f how  language is used; " it 's  a public forum;  people are listening, 

the press are a ttend ing ," w h ile  James feels it is im portan t to  speak clearly "and w ith o u t 

recourse to  flow ery language 'cause it's  no t your job  and it doesn't make you be tte r at it." 

However, he recognizes a tension between th is and "m aking sure tha t the way you express 

yourse lf is appropria te" and reflects th a t " if  we all spoke in a straight kind o f way, I mean 

obviously w e 'd  be done out o f a jo b ". Solicitor Gwen explains th a t sometimes you w ant to 

convey things to  the  judge about the  client w ith o u t o ffend ing them , and spoke o f a colleague 

who used her fantastic command o f the  English language to  do this; "[she] was absolutely 

b rillian t at th a t (...) and clients absolutely loved her, because they d idn 't realise (...). They jus t 

heard big words and though t 'she's super'."

The Language of the Gardai

In the  D istrict Court, however, generally only the  defence is represented by a legal 

professional w hile the  prosecution is conducted by a m em ber o f the Garda Sfochana. The 

difference in the  professional background and tra in ing o f solic itors/barristers and the Gardai is 

likely to  be in fluentia l in the  language use and speech styles o f both in court, and a d is tinction  

can also be made between the  language o f the  court presenter (Superintendent o r Inspector) 

and o ther Gardai: the fo rm er prosecutes the bulk o f cases and is a perm anent fix tu re  in the  

courtroom  w ith  po ten tia lly  more experience o f D istrict Court language than many o f the  

Gardai w ho come to  court to  prosecute a particu lar case.

The Gardai tend not to  re flect on th e ir use o f language in the  same way as legal professionals, 

and they also tend not to  use the  archaisms often em ployed by solicitors and barristers (may it 

please etc.). In general th e ir speech styles could be said to  be slightly less 'flow ery '; instead o f 

making requests using expressions like ' i f  the court was so m inded', or 'I w ould respectfu lly 

subm it', a Garda may use a m ore sim ple yet still fo rm al style, often em ploying the conditiona l 

tense:

Custody Court, 27.10.2009
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"I would ask you to strike that out"

"I would be seeking a return to trial on that"^^

Formalities are thus observed and much of the dialogue will involve standard phrases that a 

Garda will use to give evidence of an arrest or a charge: I made a lawful demand, I made a 

legal demand, he was handed a true copy o f the charge shee t.O m iss ions , truncations and 

District Court jargon are also widely and comfortably used by members o f the Gardai. 

However, while the court presenter often uses formal language successfully in addressing the 

court ("That is effectively the case, Judge"^^; "No documents have been proffered to me, 

Judge"^^), it is sometimes the case that when a Garda witness w ith less experience presents 

the evidence and facts of the case, their attempts at improvised form ality fail and betray a less 

sophisticated grasp of the language:

"The likeliness to re-offend again would be pretty high"^®

"His demeanour towards me was one of aggression"'*'’

"I inadvertently forgot"''^

"There was an exchange of unpleasantries""^

The Language of Defendants

Due to the insider nature of District Court language it can be d ifficult fo r defendants to 

understand, particularly where they do not have a solicitor. In such situations judges 

sometimes have to spend considerably more time dealing w ith certain elements of the case, 

as that which is apparent to a solicitor and can thus be truncated or omitted in communication 

must be made explicit to an outsider where an informed response is required.

Judge: "Do you understand the charge before the court?"

Defendant: "No."

Standard phrases used frequently  w ith  som e m odification in all courts 

M ore  exam ples will be given in Section Tw o under The Charge 

”  Superin tendent, Rural Court, 0 2 .1 2 .2009  

Court Presenter, Custody Court, 22 .10 .2009  

M e m b er o f th e  Garda Siochana [Garda], Rural Court, 19 .11 .2009
AO

Garda, Custody Court, 19 .10 .2009  

Garda, Rural Court, 11 .11 .2009  

Garda, Rural Court, 0 2 .1 2 .2009  

See exam ple Jurisdiction below
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Judge: "Right. It is alleged that...." [explained charges] "So do you understand

those?"

Defendant: "I was arrested...."

Judge: "What?"

Defendant: "I was arrested for being drunk."

Judge: "Yeah. Do you intend pleading guilty or not guilty?"

Defendant: "I plead guilty to being drunk."

It is worth pointing out that as the majority of defendants are represented, the voice of the 

defendant is that which is heard least in proceedings, and it is not unusual for a defendant to 

remain silent fo r the duration o f their case. Interestingly as the above extract suggests, it is 

sometimes the case that the judge also has difficulty communicating with an unrepresented 

defendant, though it is impossible to say whether this is due to frustration at proceedings 

being slowed down, to problems with the use of non-standard English, or to the judge being 

focused on interaction using insider language and therefore perhaps not attuned to  language 

that deviates from this. However the language used by the average defendant is clearly not 

insider language and it often lacks formality and sophistication, and in straying from the 

grammar of standard correct English may suggest a lower socio-economic background:

"Once he ownded the vehicle I thought it was OK"'*'*

"I haven't got this chance before. Thanks very much"'’^

"That's exactly what happened. I just d idn't know how to say it like that"''®

Judge: "Do you wish to apply for a legal aid solicitor?"

Defendant: "Yes"

Judge: "W hat solicitor do you want?"

Defendant: "I don't know"

Judge: "You are entitled to choose your own solicitor."

Defendant: [Looking around, obviously doesn't know any] "Whatever you have."

Judge: "What?"

Defendant: "Whatever you have."''^

Defendant, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 
Defendant, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Defendant, Rural Court, 04.12.2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 01.10.2009
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As in this example, judges sometimes display a degree of condescension in terms of believing 

themselves more linguistically sophisticated than the defendant:

Judge: "Two months ago."

Defendant: "No, a couple of months ago."

Judge: "A couple generally means two. What does it mean to you?"'*®

Defendant: "As far as I'm aware I never had probation."

Judge: [disparagingly] "You would be aware if you had."''^

Judge; "In vino veritas, which means that when you're drunk you say what you 

mean."

Defendant: "I know what it means."^°

Many defendants appearing in the Irish District Court are not there for the first time, however; 

such defendants may be familiar w ith the system and insider language. Solicitor Matthew says 

that repeat offenders "would know the system very well, in terms of the procedure, and what 

happens when you come before the court fo r the first time; what a bail application is like etc.", 

and James agrees tha t "they know the process, they know what's coming next, they know the 

difference between a summary and an indictable offence, (...) they know what it means when 

a judge refuses jurisdiction, they know the kind of things that a judge w ill take into account in 

deciding whether or not to grant bail. They know the kind of things that a judge will take into 

account in determining the correct sentence." The repeat offender is thus likely to be able to 

understand and perhaps even use insider language: "I'm remanded on these 4".^^

Linguistic Discretion and Control: The Style of Individual Judges

The judge is "the God of the court"^^, at the head of the court and at the helm of all that 

happens. While solicitors, barristers, the Gardai and other official participants in the District 

Court must adhere to  set protocol, the judge is at liberty to choose his or her own style of 

language, and each has his or her own mannerisms, expressions and methods of conducting

Judge S, Custody Court, 29.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 01.10.2009 
Defendant, Custody Court, 19.10.2009 
Stella, Interpreter
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procedures and keeping contro l o f the  courtroom . For example, w hile  solicitors, barristers and 

Gardai consistently use form al term s o f address, a judge may refer to  o r address the  

defendant fo rm a lly  (M r. D), ind irectly  as 'the  c lien t' o r 'the  defendant', on a firs t name basis, 

or using term s o f address such as "m y dear fe llo w ".”  The judge is generally the  m ost verbally 

active person in court, though some judges are more so than others and th is is som ething tha t 

seems to  equate d irectly  to  the  level o f in te rvention  practised by the judge. It is the  judge who 

controls proceedings and the speech o f others -  who can speak, when, and to  say w hat; some 

do th is fo rce fu lly  by in te rrup ting , contradicting, fo rb idd ing  or demanding speech, w h ile  others 

are less in trusive and may request specific in fo rm ation  o r invite  partic ipants to speak.

Judge S: "W ould  you m ind answering the questions. You're continua lly  w riting  

instead o f listening."^'"

Judge S: "W ill you speak up a little  so I can hear y o u "“

Judge Z: "I d o n 't give a damn. I'm  ju s t interested in find ing  ou t w he ther you have 

been engaged in crim inal activ ity  elsewhere"^®

Judge Y: "W ould  you like to  say anyth ing?"”

Judge Q: "W ould you answer, please?"^®

Judges also use language in d iffe ren t ways to  contro l the courtroom , fo r example by 

expressing the ir au tho rity  or th e ir expectations when behaviour is perceived to  deviate from  

tha t which is appropria te :

Judge S: "This is m y  court"

Judge S: "I ' l l decide how I'll run my lis t"

Judge S: "I'm  entitled  to  pu t the case back"^®

Judge R: " I'm  the  Presiding Judge in th is m a tte r"^

Judge Y: "I w ould suggest, quietly, th a t ne ither you nor the prosecution has the  right 

to  decide w ho should appear"

"W ere you appointed a D istrict Court judge recently?"®^

Judge Z freq uen tly  used such expressions, and occasionally the firs t nam es o f younger defendants  

Judge S, Custody C ourt, 27 .1 0 .20 0 9  

Judge S, Custody C ourt, 06 .1 0 .20 0 9  

Judge Z, Rural Court 
Judge Y, Rural Court, 1 3 .1 1 .2009  

Judge Q, Custody Court 
Judge S, Custody Court 

“  Judge R, Custody Court 
Judge Y, Rural Court
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Judge Z: "N ow  listen here, my good man. This is not a public house you 're  in now " 

"I'm  no t going to  be to le ra ting  th is kind o f arrogance.... I'd ask you to  have some 

manners at the  very least. It's no t a lo t to  ask, but there  you are"®^

In add ition and related to  th is, the  judges I observed also spent tim e  delivering m onologues or 

lectures th a t only sometim es related to  the case before the court on such topics as frustra tion  

w ith  bureaucratic o r court-based inefficiencies ("I really w ish you'd prepare these things 

before you came in "“ ; "In the  High Court...if they w orked any s lower they 'd  slip into 

reverse"®''); societal and moral ills ("The insidious nature o f th is problem  in th is society is not 

recognised"®^); m oney ("D on 't mess up dates. D on't waste taxpayers' money"®®); rights and 

duties ("The defendant is en titled  to  a presum ption o f innocence. He is en titled  to  use the 

system fu lly  and fairly"®^); crim ina lity , courtroom  contro l and so on. As these examples 

suggest, the  linguistic d iscretion and contro l o f judges is used in a varie ty o f d iffe re n t ways and 

represents probably the  m ost indiv idualistic aspect o f D istrict Court dialogue.

Deviance from Standard D istrict Court Language: Inform ality, Colloquialisms 
and Humour

As has been seen, deviance from  standard D istrict Court language is largely contro lled by the 

judge, and in some cases judges themselves may indulge in such deviance (such as the 

m onologues above, the use o f in form al and colloquia l language, o r hum our) but no t to le ra te  it 

from  o the r court participants; solic itors and barristers appear to  know, o r quickly assess, what 

style or degree o f in fo rm a lity  is appropria te  fo r any given judge, and to  adapt th e ir language 

use accordingly. Deviance from  standard D istric t Court language may be an a tte m p t to  reduce 

the banality o f proceedings ("I'm  try ing  to  debate the  m atte r w ith  you. I have to  make 

decisions th a t are no t bland or rubber-stamped"®*) o r perhaps to  render th ings less form al:

"W hat was naughty about his driving?"®®

"His excuse doesn’t  wash.” ^°

"I believe he's try ing  to  pull the  w ool over th is court's  eyes"^^

Judge Z, Rural Court 
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10,2009 

^  Judge Z, Rural Court, 19.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge I ,  City Centre Court, 14.04.2009 
Judge U, City Centre Court, 15.04.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 19.10.2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 29.09.2009 

™ Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009
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"As they say in Ireland you want jam on both sides of your bread"^^

"Had you a liquid lunch or something?"

"This man was polluted"^''

Such informality and colloquialisms are predominantly used by judges, but are also employed 

occasionally by solicitors and barristers, and concurrent use w ith archaisms, form ality or 

jargon can create a bizarre effect:

"Because of the turn number I told him he could go o ff for a cup of tea. May it 

please."”

"Unless he's in the loo. [Pause] We are pleading, Judge."^®

Informality, the m inor nature of the court's workload, or the authority of the judge are also 

sometimes indicated through the humour not uncommonly used by judges:

Judge: [to Garda in bullet-proof vest] "I'm  just looking at your vest; are you in danger 

of being shot?"

Garda: "Sorry, Judge. I apologise for my attire.

Defendant: "Not guilty."

Judge: "Is it going to be one of those cases? Cut throat?"

Solicitor: [Smiling] "It is, yes."^®

Garda: [The defendant assaulted Mr. X in Y Park]

Judge: "What were they doing in the park? Were they there to feed the ducks?" 

Garda: [They were at a concert]

Judge; "What was the nature of the alleged assault? (...) Did he throw  the duck bread 

at h im ?"”

Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 
”  Judge Z Rural Court, 07.12.2009  
”  Judge Y, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
”  Judge R, City Centre Court, 12,05.2009 

Solicitor, Rural Court, 01,12,2009 
Solicitor, Custody Court, 30,09,2009 

”  Judge Y, Rural Court, 13,11,2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 01,10,2009  

”  Judge P, Custody Court, 30,09,2009
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Solicitor; [Defendant pleading guilty to theft of significant amount of alcohol] "This Is 

a young nnan who has been in country for 2 years. The plan was that he was going to 

have a party."

Judge: [laughing] "They weren't going to be thirsty, I can tell you thatl''^°

Section C: Language in action: a break-down of the District Court

case

In this section the District Court case is broken down into a set of linguistic units, created for 

the purpose of contextualising the language described above. The linguistic units used here do 

not exist in reality, as In reality there are no marked divisions between the different aspects of 

a case that are dealt with by the court on a particular day, but they broadly represent the 

stages that a case goes through when being processed and eventually disposed of. On each 

day, the case before the court has a Beginning, a Middle and an End, with the Middle being 

the most variable and that which is dependent on the type of offence in question and on the 

stage at which the case is at as It moves through the system. Analysis of the District Court case 

as a series of linguistic units allows a better understanding of the use of insider language in 

action.

The Beginning

Standing In court 

All stand in court®^

Garda X and [Defendant]

DPP versus [Defendant]

Defendant A followed by Defendant B

In the District Court everything starts with the registrar or court clerk who opens each court 

session and calls each Individual case. The voice of the registrar remains otherwise silent for 

the most part. There Is a degree of amusement to be had when the name is foreign, as 

registrars inevitably struggle and judges have at least as much difficulty ("Can you pronounce

“ judge Z, Rural Court, 19 .11 .2009  

Standard phrase used w ith modifications by registrars
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that properly? Have you got that in fron t of you? It's number 36 on the list"®^). District Ccurt 

jargon and archaisms are prominent, and participants are established using the expression 'to 

appear':

Judge; Who's appearing?*^

"Any appearance by or on behalf of [Defendant]?"®"

Solicitor/barrister: Judge, I appear fo r Mr. N.

If it please you, Judge, I appear fo r Mr. D®̂

In the event of a foreign-sounding name being called the presence, lack of or need for an 

interpreter may be a dd r e s s ed , a nd  if one is assigned the judge often officialises their 

presence verbally; "I certify fo r the interpreter present"; "I certify for a Polish interpreter".®^ In 

the case of unrepresented defendants the question of legal representation may be introduced 

at this point:*®

Judge: "Do you have a solicitor?"

Defendant: "No."

Judge; "Do you know a solicitor?"

Defendant; "No."®®

The purpose of the appearance is sometimes made explicit by the solicitor/barrister 

concurrently ("I appear. It's an ID matter"®°), the judge may raise the context ("What's this 

about?"®^ "There are two  prosecutions before me"®^), or the context may remain undisclosed. 

If the case is in progress through the system, what happened on previous occasions may be 

raised ("It was conceded on the last day that

Judge Z, Rural Court, 0 1 .1 2 .20 0 9  

Standard phrase used by judges  

^  O ften used by Judge Z in Rural Court 
Standard phrase used w ith  modifications by solicitors/barristers  

How and to  w hom  in terpreters  are assigned will be explored in C hapter Seven 

Com m only used phrases 

See also legal aid applications  

Judge R, City Centre C ourt, 2 7 .04 .2009  

™ Barrister, Custody Court, 14 .10 .2009  

Judge R, Custody Court, 19 .10 .2009  

Judge Z, Rural Court, 1 2 .11 .2009  

Solicitor, Rural Court, 1 8 .11 ,2009
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In many instances participants are not present or ready to  proceed. For example, a 

solicitor/barrister may need to 'take instruction' from the client and will request that the 

matter be allowed 'to  stand', be 'put back' or be put to 'second calling', all further examples of 

District Court jargon meaning that the case w ill be called again later. As w ith other aspects of 

court procedure, judges have individualised responses to and tolerance levels for such 

requests; some w ill acquiesce w ithout question ("O f course, no problem"), while others 

become impatient:

Barrister: "I'd like to ask for second calling."

Judge: "Why?"

Barrister: "I need to take instructions"

Judge: "You should know your business..."®'’

The Middle

What happens in The Middle depends on the type o f case and what stage of the system it is at. 

It usually involves a combination of the following units:

The Applications [Strike out/bench warrant; Legal Aid; Bail; Disclosure; 

Remands/adjournments]

The Charge 

Jurisdiction 

The Plea

The Facts/evidence 

Criminal Record 

Mitigation/defence 

Sentence

This analysis focuses on the guilty plea, such that while all of the units before 'The Plea' are 

the same, the principal difference thereafter is that on a plea of not guilty the case proceeds 

to a hearing which from  a linguistic perspective cannot be said to differ substantially from the 

guilty plea at District Court level, though evidence is given and cross-examination carried out 

("I put it to you that..."®^), and there is more likely to be conflict and submissions as to the

Judge R, Custody Court, 20 .10 .2009
Com m only used by solicitors/barristers disputing evidence o f Gardai
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unlawfulness of arrest and so on ("I submit he d idn 't tell him in full where the power of search 

was from"®®).

The Applications

An application is basically any request made to the court. They typically involve heavy use of 

'insider' language including District Court jargon.

Strike out; bench warrant

In the event of non appearance by one party, certain applications may be made; if the 

defendant fails to appear the prosecution may ask for a bench warrant, which gives the Gardai 

the power to bring that person before the court. A Garda will typically say 'M y application 

would be fo r a bench warrant', a request which uses the characteristically formal conditional 

tense and District Court jargon: 'application' and 'bench warrant'. If the prosecuting Garda 

fails to appear and has not given the court presenter instructions, the defence may ask that 

the charge be struck out or dropped. "Application to strike out"®^; this example uses a 

truncated sentence w ithout the pronoun and the verb, and more District Court jargon. Strike 

outs can be made for many other reasons, such as the charges being withdrawn, and they are 

also regularly requested by the prosecution.

Legal Aid

"Would you consider a certificate for legal aid?"®*

"There would be an application fo r bail and legal aid"®®

"Would you consider granting legal aid. Judge? He would be at risk."“ °

Legal aid is often dealt w ith in tandem w ith assigning legal representation; fo r example the 

judge will assign the defendant a legal aid solicitor. If the defendant is already represented, an 

application may be made by the solicitor/barrister for legal aid. The term 'at risk' is confusingly 

used to mean that there is a risk tha t the defendant may be given a custodial sentence, a 

condition of the scheme, and the request is often made w ith formal, deferential language, 

possibly because of the apparently wide discretion of judges to grant or withhold the

Barrister, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Solicitor, City Centre Court, 02.04.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 

“ "solicitor, Rural Court, 18.11.2009
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assistance. It is also likely that the more stringent a judge is about legal aid, the more formal 

and deferential the request w ill be; judges appear to have d ifferent criteria by which they 

consider granting legal aid and very different approaches to applications. Judge Z,  fo r example, 

often pursued the matter of vehicle ownership at length:

Judge: "Do you have possession or control of a vehicle?"

Defendant: "Yes."

Judge: "How much is it worth?"

Defendant: "Around 1500 Euro."

Judge: "Why don't you sell it and pay for your legal fees?"

Defendant: (smiling) "Nobody wants to buy it."

Judge: "Do you drive it?"

Defendant: "Yes."

Judge: "Does it run on water?"

Defendant: "No."

Judge: "Where do you buy fuel?"

Defendant: "In Shell."

Judge: "It is not the intention of this court to spend the taxpayers' money. You can

submit a statement of means and you should sell your vehicle to pay your legal

fees."“ ^

Some judges routinely granted it as it was applied fo r or asked basic questions including if the 

person was at risk or if the person was working. However Judge Y, for example, would not deal 

w ith the issue of legal aid when she replaced the sitting judge fo r a day, saying mysteriously "I 

have introduced very strict conditions for legal aid that you m ightn't like, so I'll leave it to the 

sitting j u d g e . I n  relation to linguistic discretion, the issue of legal aid and the related issue 

of taxpayer's money was a popular monologue topic fo r District Court judges.

Bail Applications

Judge: "Any objection to the defendant being admitted to own bail?"“ ^

Judge: "Is there an objection to bail?"

Prosecution: "There would be an objection to bail."

Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge Y, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009
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Prosecution: "No objection."^®^

Judge: "On the basis of the evidence I'm refusing bail."“ ®

Judge: "I am refusing bail today. If you adduce medical or other evidence you can go 

to the High Court w/ith it . " “ ^

When the defence makes an application to have the defendant released on bail, the judge 

commonly asks the prosecution if there are objections to granting bail, whereupon any 

objections are outlined; these may be based on considerations such as a 'history of warrants' 

(where the person had not appeared fo r trial previously), on the person being a 'flight risk' 

(likely to leave the jurisdiction), or not having proven his/her identity ("It's an identity 

issue"^°®). The judge will grant bail or otherwise. Unlike other units the judge rarely truncates 

this question, and although formal language is used, the terms 'objection' and 'bail' could be 

considered words in common usage here. However the granting of bail often involves a 

number of conditions set by the prosecution and/or the judge which are considerably less easy 

to follow; the conditions and how they are expressed can be complex and vary considerably, 

and they are generally delivered at such speed that sometimes even solicitors/barristers have 

difficulties. Of the following the first three are reasonably standard conditions often imposed 

by the Gardai, while the remainder -  imposed by judges -  differ notably in their complexity 

and the form ality of the ir construction:

Stay away from [Area]

Reside at [address]

Sign on daily at X Garda Station

"No alcohol, no unprescribed medication"“ ^

"Lead a sober and industrious life...barred from all licensed premised in the 

state....not to associate w ith anyone on bail...."“ °

"On leaving custody he must go immediately to [Place] Residential Treatment. He 

must reside there and take all directions. Curfew; he must not leave [Place] at any 

time unless under direction, and he must take all treatm ent."“ ^

Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge a  Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Judge W, City Centre Court, 30.03,2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009 
Custody Court, 06.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
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W hile fo r some judges the  un it ends here, others address the  defendant to  w arn (or threaten) 

about compliance a nd /o r to  ensure th a t the  conditions have been understood before a bail 

bond is signed:

"I w ill review  bail on [date], and if there  is any suggestion th a t you are no t in 

compliance you w ill be spending Christmas in [Prison]."^^^

" If  you've any d ifficu lty  in understanding, consult w ith  your so lic itor. It's 

trem endously im po rtan t th a t you comply. I w ish you well."^^^

"M ay I ask you, before you sign the  bail bond, do you understand the conditions o f 

bail or do you seek clarification on any po in t?"

The registrar usually recalls the case some tim e later, the  judge asks "is th is your signature?", 

and on confirm ation  a copy o f the  bail bond is given to  the  defendant.

Remands/adjournments

Barrister: "Judge, I've been instructed to  seek a remand"^^^

Solicitor: "I'm  looking to  adjourn th a t by consent"

Prosecution: "M y  application w ould be fo r 4 weeks"

Requests fo r cases to  be remanded or adjourned are made very frequen tly  and fo r a myriad o f 

reasons: comm on ones include fo r DPP directions, fo r reports, to  engage counsel, fo r 

disclosure and so on. Again, judges vary enorm ously in the ir to lerance o f such requests; some 

grant them  freely, some do not grant them  w ith o u t w ha t they consider suffic ient reason, and 

some are particu larly concerned th a t any delays be consented to:

"It 's  clearly marked fo r hearing, so it's  e ithe r on or out. I'm  afraid.

"And he's prepared to  consent to  custody fo r 6 weeks?"^^®

Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009 

“ '’ judge Z, Rural Court, 07.12.2009  
Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge Y, Rural District Court, 13.11.2009
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"Is there consent, then, to  remand In custody fo r one w eek?"“ ®

Consent is no t always fo rthcom ing:

Judge: "Is there consent?"

Barrister: "No, there  is no consent to  any tim e  at a ll." (...)

Judge: "W e go in to  evidence when there 's a dispute."^^®

Disclosure

Barrister: "W e are seeking disclosure.

Solicitor: "I am w aiting  fo r statem ents. I have them  in one and not in another."^^^ 

Barrister: "The application is to  put it back fo r one week, and fo r a precis."^^^

Judge: "An order fo r precis and CCTV where applicable.

Judge: "W ould you be kind enough to  get a precis and send it to  Ms. [Solicitor]'s 

office."'^ '

The defence has the righ t to  the  prosecution's evidence. In D istrict Court jargon the so lic ito r or 

barrister w ill 'seek disclosure', make an 'app lica tion ' fo r disclosure, or seek or make 

applications fo r a 'precis' (statem ent of evidence), statem ents, CCTV, in terview  memos and so 

on fo r which the  judge w ill make an 'o rder'. Applications vary slightly between 

solic itors/barristers, and d iffe ren t terms are used m ore frequen tly  in some courts than others.

The Charge

"A llegation, please"^^®

"W hat's being alleged?"

"W hat is the  charge?"

Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009 
Judge a  Custody Court, 23,10.2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009 
Barrister, Custody Court, 20,10.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 02,12,2009 
Barrister, Custody Court, 20,10.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10,2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 30,09.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 16.10,2009
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The defendant has been charged w ith a criminal offence which should be known to  the 

defendant, the solicitor/barrister and the prosecution. As such it is not surprising that 'insider' 

language is generally used in referring to it, such as in the judges' enquiries in the form of 

truncated questions above, and in the reading of the charge, which in District Court jargon is 

frequently abbreviated to a section number, the nature of the offence or a combination of 

both:

Judge: "Stril<e out Section 4. That leaves us w ith Section 49"^^®

Barrister: "He's also anxious to deal w ith the Section 13 matter"

Judge: "Straightforward shoplifting"^^^

Court Presenter: "Three counts of criminal damage"^^^

Garda: "Section 2, public order"

The set o f charges may be more complex, as one solicitor indicates here in a typically eloquent 

manner: "In addition to the new charges before the court today, there are a number of others 

of some antiqu ity"/^ '' Particularly when defendants are unrepresented, judges tend to ask 

them whether or not they understand the charge, though different judges concern themselves 

w ith this to varying degrees:

Judge: "Do you understand the charge before this court?"

Defendant: "I suppose, I guess. Yes."

Judge: "No, I have to be absolutely clear. Do you want me to read out the charge?"

Defendant: "No, I understand."^^^

For charge sheet offences, evidence is required w ith regard to the arrest. The typical examples 

of one judge's questions below indicate their 'insider' nature: it is a standard request for 

standard information, the arresting Garda is fu lly anticipating the question, and the Judge can 

thus dispense with grammatically complete sentences.

"Evidence o f arrest, charge and caution?"

Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 
Custody Court, 27.12.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Custody Court, 09.10.2009  
City Centre Court, 30.04.2009  
Solicitor, Rural Court, 18.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009
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"Reply after caution to the Section 13 offence

Much of the time the Judge simply waits as the Garda is sworn in and begins to  gives the 

evidence w ithout prompting. These excerpts demonstrate the standard and formal manner in 

which evidence is given about the charge; terms and expressions like 'legal demand', 'lawful 

demand', 'true copy of the charge sheet', 'Garda Station of his/her choice', 'conveyed to the 

station' are commonly used by Gardai in providing this evidence.

"Judge, this morning before the court I charged defendant on charge sheets 

[numbers]. He was cautioned fo r each sheet and made no reply."^^^

"I explained in ordinary language what this meant and why I was stopping him."^^® 

"He gave no reply after caution ... He was handed a true copy of the charge sheet. 

"The defendant was conveyed to [Town] Garda Station.

"I made a legal demand for him to produce his licence at a Garda Station of his 

choice.

Jurisdiction

This unit applies only to hybrid or 'either-way' o f f e n c e s . O n  any given day it can involve one 

or a combination of three elements: the 'directions' or 'instructions' of the DPP as to whether 

the case may be tried summarily; the Judge's willingness to try it in the District Court; and the 

'election' of the defendant of summary trial. The insider nature of District Court language -  

particularly omissions, truncations and jargon -  is very apparent in this unit, and the jargon 

can be particularly misleading or confusing; the words 'directions' and 'election', for example, 

though having a very specific meaning in this context, can mean very different things in other 

contexts. If the case is not to be tried summarily the prosecution must produce a 'book of 

evidence' ('the book') fo r the defence which must be 'served' on the defendant ("All charge 

sheets on indictment please. (...) The guard is about to serve the book''^'’ '̂).

Typical phrasing of Judge Z 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009 
Garda, Custody Court, 23.20.2009 
Garda, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Garda, Custody Court, 27.10.2009 
Garda, Rural Court, 19.11.2009 
Garda, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
See Chapter Five
Court Presenter, Custody Court, 22.10.2009
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DPP directions

Judge: "Have d irections been given?"^'*^

"F irst o f all do w e have instructions?"^''®

"The DPP consents to  summary?"^'’^

"M ode  o f tr ia l? "

The judge frequen tly  uses truncated questions to  ask the  prosecution about the  DPP's orders. 

The o rde r may not ye t have been received, and if it  has the  details w ill be given in form al 

language:

Court Presenter: "W e are still aw aiting d irections in th is m atter. The file  is w ith  the 

DPP and I've been to ld  it's being given priority."^'*®

"I have d irections from  the  Director, so it is purely an indictable m atter, and I would 

be seeking a re turn  to  tria l on that"^^°

The ju d g e ’s decision

The Judge may ask fo r the  details o f the  alleged offence in order to  decide w he the r to  accept 

or refuse ju risd ic tion :

Judge: "W hat's the allegation, so th a t I can consider ju risd ic tion? "” ^

"I refuse ju risd ic tion . It's no t a m inor o ffense ."” ^

Judge: "N obody was Intim idated?"

Prosecution: "No, Judge."

Judge: " I'll accept ju r isd ic tio n ."” ^

Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009

14Q
Court Presenter, Custody Court, 06.10.2009 
Court Presenter, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10.2009
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The defendant's election

The decision o f the  defendant may be requested or sim ply given: as the  defendant can onl^ 

waive the right to  ju ry  tr ia l if he/she is aware o f th a t right, judges are concerned to  ver\ 

varying degrees about w he the r th is is the case.

Judge: "Is your c lien t ready to  elect?"

Barrister: "E lecting D istrict Court, Judge, aware o f "  [tra iled off]^^"*

Judge: "Have w e dealt w ith  ju risd ic tion  under Section 2?"

Barrister: "E lecting fo r D istrict Court. I w ould ask fo r disclosure.

Judge: "Is the c lient accepting th is court?"

Barrister: "Yes"

Judge: "Know ing his rights?"

Barrister: "Yes""^®

The Plea

Judge: "Is there  a plea o f guilty?"

Barrister: "Yes, Judge"^”

Judge; "Can you indicate how you 're  pleading; gu ilty  o r no t gu ilty?"

Defendant: "Guilty"^^®

It is probably fa ir to  say th a t the  notion o f adm itting  or denying gu ilt is fundam enta l to  ou' 

crim inal justice system and is therefore no t d ifficu lt to  understand, despite th is un it involving 

the frequen t use o f truncated sentences and the occasional use o f m ore form al constructions 

The so lic ito r/ba rris te r may 'ind icate ' or 'en te r' a plea on appearance, in which case language 

style may involve m ore elem ents o f insider language.

Judge S, Custody Court, 09.10.2009  
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009  
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
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"I appear. There's a plea, Judge"^^®

"We are in a position to indicate a guilty plea"^®°

"It's  in for a plea or a date. I'll take a date, please."^®^

In District Court jargon a case is often described as being 'in ' (before the court) or 'pu t back' 

(remanded/adjourned) for a particular purpose. These include fo r 'mention', 'hearing', 'a 

probation report', 'a book of evidence', 'a plea or a date' and so on. In the expression 'a plea 

or a date', 'a plea' is a guilty plea and 'a date' indicates that a date to be set fo r hearing if the 

plea is one of not guilty. Thus, in the last example the barrister is indicating a plea of not guilty, 

quite an obscure reference if one is not familiar w ith District Court language and procedure.

The Facts

Judge: "Election of summary trial, a plea of guilty. I'll hear the facts"

"Now, facts please"^®^

The 'facts' o f the case are basically what is alleged by the prosecution to have happened in 

relation to the offence before the court. Logically, therefore, the prosecution is the primary 

element in this unit and in the event of a guilty plea the facts w ill be furnished or established 

by the arresting Garda or the court presenter. As mentioned, these may also be considered in 

respect of jurisdiction, and it is not uncommon for them to be given on a number of occasions 

by the prosecution and/or to be summarised or revised by the judge. The facts of each case 

are necessarily different, but a common feature is the speed and low volume w ith which 

Gardaf tend to deliver them, often making them very d ifficult to fo llow  and understand. The 

insider standardised phrases used by the Gardaf are also common, as similar details 

concerning the court are given in many cases, including the behaviour o f the defendant:

"I have to say that Mr. X was fu lly co-operative and completely tru thfu l. Anything he 

was asked he answered truthfully"^®''

"He hasn't come to the attention of the court"

Solicitor, Rural Court, 02.12.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Barrister, Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 07.12.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 19.10.2009 
Garda, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Garda, Rural Court, 12.11.2009
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Questions fronri the judge will often supplement the Garda's account:

Judge: "The chinchillas, were they returned to  the owner?"

Solicitor; "Well, a rabbit escaped."^®®

Judge: "He abused somebody who tried to help him. Did it continue in the presence 

of the Gardai?"

Prosecution: "He had to be restrained."

Judge: "How much damage was done?"

Prosecution: "80 Euro."̂ ®̂

Efficiency and relevance appear to be two important characteristics in the presentation and 

establishment of the facts. Consider the following questions fired quickly (and w ithout verbs) 

by one judge to ascertain the missing details: "Time of evening? ... People present in the 

premises? ... Value, circumstance, location? ... People present, elderly, young? ... Manner of 

entry? ... No violence?"

The facts are rarely disputed, though occasionally an issue may be contested or questioned 

and the judge may give an unrepresented defendant the opportunity to do so. Otherwise they 

are often affirmed by the solicitor/barrister or the Judge:

Solicitor; "That's the position. There's just one issue I'd like to put to the Guard. 

Judge: "Have you any questions for the Garda?"^^°

Solicitor: "The facts are as the Inspector has fa irly stated"^^^

Judge: "In relation to the facts you've no quibble."^^^

Judge; "The facts there speak fo r themselves.

Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 09.10,2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 01.12.2009  
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009  
Judge R, Custody Court, 19.10.2009
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A final possibility, which relates som ewhat to  M itiga tion  below, is tha t the  judge may seek 

clarifica tion or explanations on certain elem ents o f the  facts:

Judge: "W hy was the accused not insured?"

"W hy does he no t have a passport? W here is it? "^”

Criminal record

Judge: "Has he previous?"^^®

"Any previous?"^^^

"Previous convictions?"^^®

"Previous?"^”

"N ow , are the re  any previous convictions?"

Garda; "No previous"^®^

"Reading o f 70. One previous conviction. Section 47 Road Traffic"

In th is un it the  defendant's crim inal history, o r lack thereof, is established, and most dialogue 

is between the  judge and the  prosecution, though the so lic ito r/ba rris te r sometim es provides 

the requisite  in fo rm ation . The dialogue of th is un it is generally very fast and insider language is 

com m on w ith  truncation  o f questions and statem ents used more often than not. The details 

o f previous offences are given and if these are numerous the judge may ask fo r the most 

recent or fo r a breakdown:

Judge: "W hat was the  last one?"^®^

"W hat is the  pattern?"^®'’

"W hat is the  gist o f the  rest?"^®^

Judge R, City Centre Court, 12.05.2009
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10.2009
Commonly used, e.g. Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009
Commonly used, e.g. Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009
Commonly used, e.g. Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
Commonly used, e.g. Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
Judge R, Custody Court, 19.10.2009
Commonly used, e.g. Court presenter, Rural Court, 02.12.2009
Court Presenter, Rural Court, 10.12.2009
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009
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Mitigation

Judge: "Would you tell the court what's causing this? What's causing this recidivism 

by IVIr. C.?""“

"What's going on in his life? Anything in mitigation?"

"W hat are the financial, family and work circumstances?"^^®

"W hat do you have to  say in defence?"^*®

"What's your explanation?"^®”

The objective of this unit is fo r (usually) the defence solicitor/barrister to throw  as positive and 

favourable a light as possible on the defendant, personally and/or in relation to  the offence. 

Details will be given about the defendant's background, typically highlighting either the fact 

that this represents an aberration from  their usual, upstanding selves, or that their social 

background and many difficulties have contributed or led inevitably to deviance; reasons, 

explanations, excuses, apologies and aspirations are proffered in an effort to mitigate the 

severity of sentence. The unit may be opened by the judge addressing either the 

solicitor/barrister or the unrepresented defendant, or by the solicitor/barrister, who in either 

case will generally deliver a monologue that constitutes the bulk of the unit. Interestingly, the 

use of 'insider' language is relatively rare, which may be due to the desirability that the 

defendant understand what is being said on their behalf and thus feel fairly and truly 

represented. That said. M itigation is often -  like the rest o f the District Court case -  extremely 

repetitive w ith the same type of information being given in the same cases over and again. 

The judge, and their known sympathies and intolerances, undoubtedly influence the details 

given, though the follow ing topics are commonly broached:

Age, character and employment

"It's hardly the work o f a criminal mastermind"^®^

"He's not an aggressive type"^®^

"He's a young man in gainful employment. He's never been in bother before"^®^

Family support and background

Judge R, Custody Court, 19.10.2009  
Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court: phrase commonly used 
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10.2009  

™  Judge 2, Rural Court, 02,12,2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 13.11.2009
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"He comes from  a big family, his father died when he was [age]"^®'’

"He is living w ith his father, who is behind him there.

"He is a man who has two young children. He is in a stable relationship w ith  his 

wife"̂ ®®

Alcohol and drugs status

"He appreciates he has a very serious drug problem"^®^

"He is a man who would benefit from treatm ent"

"He admits that a few  drinks had been taken"^®^

"He has no addictions"^°°

Achievements, co-operation and guilty pleas 

"He's one of the success stories"^^

"He has turned his life around, he's trying to improve. He drinks a lot less than 

before."“ ^

"I would respectfully submit that his plea of guilty is not based on being caught red- 

handed"“ "

"He did assist the Gardai, and when he was approached on the street he admitted the 

offence, thereby saving the Gardai time and expense"^'*

Apologies, remorse and acknowledgment of mistakes 

"He wants to apologise for his behaviour"^®^

"It was an appalling mistake"^®®

"He greatly regrets and is embarrassed by this"^°^

"He throws himself on the mercy of the court, Judge"^°*

Acknowledgment of seriousness

"He knows that he's facing a custodial sentence today"

"He is fully aware tha t the court will take a very dim view"^“

1Q4
B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 1 9 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

S o lic ito r, Rural C o u rt, 1 0 ,1 2 ,2 0 0 9  

B a rris ter, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 2 2 ,1 0 ,2 0 0 9  

B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 0 8 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 2 2 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

S o lic ito r, C ity  C e n tre  C o u rt, 2 6 .0 3 .2 0 0 9  

™  B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 2 7 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

S o lic ito r, R ura l C o u rt, 1 2 .1 1 .2 0 0 9  

S o lic ito r, C ity  C e n tre  C o u rt, 1 2 .0 5 .2 0 0 9  

B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 2 2 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

™  S o lic ito r, Rural C o u rt, 1 0 .1 2 .2 0 0 9  

S o lic ito r, R ura l C o u rt, 2 1 .1 1 .2 0 0 9  

So lic ito r, R ura l C o u rt, 0 1 .1 2 .2 0 0 9  

So lic ito r, R ura l C o u rt, 1 0 .1 2 .2 0 0 9  

™  B a rris te r, C u s to d y  C o u rt, 2 2 .1 0 .2 0 0 9  

™  B a rris ter. C u s to d y  C o u rt, 0 8 .1 0 .2 0 0 9
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Request for leniency

"I would ask for leniency. He has pleaded guilty to an opportunistic offence."^^^

"He regrets the offence. These are his only tw o transgressions ever. I would ask you to 

be lenient, Judge."^^^

The follow ing illustrates a typical nnonologue:

"He is a Polish man of 36. He has been married for 2 and a half years. He 

minds his friend's child. He was employed in warehousing for a year and a 

half. He is on social welfare. He knows that his behaviour was stupid. Drink 

is the problem, alcohol-dependency. He did plead guilty."^^^

Judges sometimes react to the points raised, fo r example in congratulating a person on an 

achievement, or -  more commonly - expressing disbelief or a lack of acceptance:

Judge Z: "It was disrespectful of the client to raise the issue of his bereavement in 

this court in defence of his position. If you respect the dead, this is the last place it 

should be resurrected"^^''

"I'm  always suspicious of people who use innocent children to save their own 

bacon"^^^

"I wouldn 't accept that. You're nothing but a blackguard"^^®

"Why was he drinking all night and all day. That doesn't show any remorse or 

contriteness."^^^

Judge Q: "It is not credible"

"For him to make excuses like this is no credit to him at all."^^®

Judge S: "He may have had something terrible happen to him... but it doesn't really 

seem to have much to do w ith the offences"^^®

Barrister, Custody Court, 27.10.2009 
Barrister, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Solicitor, Rural Court, 03.12.2009 
Barrister, Custody Court, 27.10,2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 19.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 04.12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 07.12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009
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"A  bad childhood? That sounds like you're blam ing your parents"^^°

Judge R: "Excellent, w ell done. I congratu late you"^^^

"I see tha t, which is very excellent news"^^^

"I'm  impressed by one fac to r only - he's been drug-free since the  18th o f 

December."^^^

Sentence

Judge; "Section 49 convict and fine  400 Euro, 4 m onths"

"Convict and fine  200 Euro, one m onth to  pay, 10 days in defau lt. Recognisance on 

ow n bond 50 Euros"^^"*

Judge: "I'm  im posing a three m onth sentence. I w ill suspend it fo r 12 m onths. He w ill 

en ter a Probation bond, 12 months, in his own bond 200 Euro. He w ill provide 

com pensation to  the  ow ner o f the  property. In w hat sum [Inspector]?"

Prosecution: "200 Euro."

Judge: "And he w ill a ttend counselling. The second m atter, convict and taken into 

consideration in ligh t o f the sentence imposed.

Sentence may be (or have been) adjourned fo r  a varie ty o f reasons such as fo r a pre-sentence 

report, probation  report, com m unity  service report, substance abuse report and so on, and it 

is natura lly imposed by the  judge. As such it is generally only the judge w ho speaks in this un it 

which is notable fo r the  extrem e speed and low  volum e w ith  which it is custom arily delivered, 

fo r the am ount o f jargon used, and fo r the com plexity o f sentence s tructure  as w e ll as the 

com plexity o f the  sentence itse lf which may involve numerous orders: details o f fines involving 

the am ount and how long the  person has to  pay; dates, length and place o f custodial 

sentences which may suspended or given concurrently; the  length o f tim e  o f d isqualification 

from  driving; probation or com m unity  service; Probation o f O ffenders Act, com pensation or 

contribu tions to  charities or the  court poor box, taking in to  consideration o f offences and so

Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10,2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 19.10.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 20.10.2009 
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Judge 0, Custody Court, 02.10.2009 
Judge a  Custody Court, 23.10.2009
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on. W here sentencing is In respect o f m u ltip le  charges, as It o ften Is, this un it can be u tte rly  

bew ildering.

In add ition  some judges o ffe r a degree o f sentencing rationale or reasoning:

Judge; "W hat I'm try ing  to  do is keep people o u t o f prison. I th ink It's In the  interests 

o f justice"^^®

"I've  no option  bu t to  send him to  jall"^^^

"I took a dim view  because this man has been tw ice disqualified from  driving. 

"C igarette smuggling is a serious offence. Convict, fine 400 Euro, fou r m onths In 

prison, suspended fo r tw o . Enter in to  a peace bond fo r 12 months on own bond of 

1000 Euro."^̂ ®

Finally In th is  un it the  judge frequen tly  expresses h is /her views on the crime or the  convicted 

person, and m onologues are no t uncomm on:

Judge S; "It's  crimes like th is th a t prevents people getting help when they need i t " ” ° 

"It's  a b latant, crim inal, putting-llves-at-rlsk th ing  to  do"^^^

"This was outrageous. (...) It's more than a d rink  problem"^^^

Judge Z: "It's  im portan t fo r th is court to  understand how many people th is person 

has contam inated"^^^

" It is a sad re flection o f certain people in Ireland who persist in th is shameful 

[behaviour]"^^'*

The End

If the  case is no t being disposed o f on tha t date but m ust come before the court again, a 

fu rth e r date is given and the  purpose o f the new date often specified. Jargon and truncated 

sentences are usual:

Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009  
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Judge T, City Centre Court, 07.05.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 08.10.2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 29,10.2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009  
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009
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"28*'  ̂of October for a plea or a date in all matters"^^^

"In for hearing, of July. 2pm"^^®

"By consent to the 15*^ this court, to verify 

"Remand in custody, 8*'̂  of April 2009"^^*

"Remand on continuing bail until 23'^  of April."^^^

"For directions ASAP"^‘’°

If being disposed of, the judge may formally announce this:

"That completes that matter"^''^

"That leads me to conclude the proceedings in respect of Section 50."^''^

"The accused is now free to go. He's at his liberty."^'*^

Some judges end by thanking the participants -  sometimes as a signal that it is over, and as 

the solicitor/barrister did at the appearance stage at the beginning of the case, he or she will 

usually thank the court with formal and archaic expressions:

Much obliged

If it pleases the court '̂*'*

Breaking down the case in this manner may create a somewhat false illusion as things do not 

always progress in this, or any, neat sequence; there is no pause or divide between what have 

been labelled units here; turns are not taken slowly, one by one, as it may appear when neatly 

written down; and a case may come before the court on numerous occasions, and over long 

periods of time, before it is disposed of. The reality is that when a case is called, three or four 

units may be dealt with in less than a minute and the case swiftly remanded or adjourned to 

another date. In one breath, the solicitor or barrister, for example, can cover multiple topics.

Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009 
Judge T, City Centre Court, 30.04,2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 09.10.2009  
Judge X, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009  
Judge X, City Centre Court, 26.03.2009  
Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009  
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009  
Judge R, Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
These are commonly used phrases
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provid ing  in fo rm at ion  an d  m ak ing  applica tions, all w ith  fas t  flowing and  fo rm al articulacy, 

r e p le te  w ith  District C ourt  ja rg o n ,  p u n c tu re d  w ith  t ru n c a t io n s  an d  om issions, an d  w ra p p e d  in 

de fe ren t ia l  a rcha ism s.

Conclusion

In o n e  s e n s e ,  th e  District C o u r t  is a  m od e l  o f  eff ic ien t a n d  effec tive  c o m m u n ica t io n .  In a n o th e r  

s e n s e  its exclusive an d  exclus ionary  lan gu age  m a k e s  it inaccess ib le  and  m e a n in g le s s  to  

ou ts id e rs .  Its defin ing f e a t u r e  is its re liance on  sh a re d  k n o w led g e  a n d  e x p e r ie n c e  t o  funct ion  

as c o m m u n ic a t io n ,  and  th e  lang uag e  u sed  in th e  District Court is b o th  a p ro d u c t  of, and 

facilitative o f  District C ou r t  p ro c e e d in g s  an d  th e  w ork load  o f  th is  court ;  th ing s  m o v e  quickly 

d u e  to  th e  large w ork lo ad ,  such  t h a t  sp e e c h  an d  p ro cee d in g s  a re  o f t e n  rapid an d  difficult for 

o u ts id e r s  to  fo llow. The p e rce iv ed  n e e d  fo r  s p e e d  is a lso  u n d o u b te d ly  a fac to r  in s o m e  o f  th e  

principal f e a tu r e s  o f  t h e  ' in s ider '  n a tu r e  o f  District C ourt  language ; th e  om iss ion  o f  pivotal 

p iece s  o f  in fo rm at io n  t h a t  a n o th e r  p a r t ic ip a n t  can be  a s s u m e d  t o  identify an d  u n d e rs ta n d  

implicitly, and  th e  g ram m at ica l  t r u n c a t io n  o f  s e n te n c e s ,  w h e re b y  principally v e rb s  and 

p r o n o u n s  a re  o m i t t e d  a n d  s e n t e n c e s  or q u e s t io n s  m a y  consis t  of  only o n e  w ord .

T he e ffec t iv e n e ss  o f  such  c o m m u n ic a t io n  s t e m s  fro m  th e  rep e t i t iv e  n a tu re  o f  District C ourt 

p ro ceed in gs ;  first of all t h e  s a m e  ty p e  of cases ,  o f ten  w ith  similar c i r cu m s tan ce s ,  a re  d e a l t  with 

o v e r  an d  ov e r  again  su ch  t h a t  th o s e  familiar w ith  th e  District C ourt  will be  fam iliar  w ith  th e  

c a ses  b e ing  p ro c e s se d  an d  can  easily  u n d e rs ta n d  t r u n c a te d  r e f e re n c e s  such as  "It 's  a Section  

99". Secondly , t h e  p ro cess in g  o f  t h e  District C ourt  c a se  is essen tia l ly  a r i tualised , rou t in ized  

p ro c e d u r e  t h a t  cons is ts  of a co m b in a t io n  of a limited s e t  o f  e le m e n ts ;  t h e  e le m e n ts  r e le v a n t  to  

t h e  case  d e p e n d  on  th e  o f fen ce  in q u e s t io n  a n d  on  th e  p lea, w hile  t h e  e le m e n ts  d e a l t  w ith  on  

a par t icu la r  d ay  d e p e n d  on  t h e  s t a g e  a t  w hich  t h e  case  is in th e  sy s tem , w h a t  th e  c a se  is in fo r  

on  t h a t  day, and  w h a t  is be ing  so u g h t .  On any  g iven day  a c a se  will have  a very  fo rm al 

Beginning an d  End in w hich  s ta n d a rd is e d ,  de fe ren t ia l  a n d  o f ten  a rchaic  ex p re s s io n s  a re  u se d  

by p a r t ic ip an ts  t o  a d d re s s  t h e  cou r t .  The M iddle  sec t ion  typically consis ts  o f  a co m b in a t io n  o f  

th e  following units: A pplica t ions (strike o u ts ,  w a r ra n ts ,  legal aid, bail, d isc losure , r em an d s) .  

The  Charge , Jurisd ic tion , The Plea, The F ac ts /ev id e n c e ,  Criminal Record, M i t ig a t io n /d e fe n c e  

an d  The S e n ten ce .  The m o re  e x p e r ie n c e  o n e  has  in t h e  District Court, t h e  e a s ie r  it b e c o m e s  t o  

u n d e r s ta n d  and  u se  t h e  langu age .  In ad d it io n  to  o m iss ion s  an d  tru n c a t io n s .  District C ourt  

in s ider  lan gu age  f e a tu re s  fo rm ali t ies  and  s t a n d a rd is e d  p h rases ,  as well as District C ourt  ja rg o n  

w hich  can  b e  d iv ided in to  t h r e e  su b -ca teg o r ie s :  legally-based lan g u ag e  t h a t  is fam iliar  a n d
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commonly used; legally-based language that Is not commonly used; and everyday words that 

are used in a different sense or have a specific meaning in the District Court context. The latter 

sub-group is the largest, the most commonly used, and also that which can potentially create 

the most confusion for those unfamiliar w ith the language and proceedings.

Perhaps the final defining feature of the language used in the District Court is the difference in 

the speech of various participants. Judges are undoubtedly the most verbally active and in 

control of the speech used in the courtroom; they use all the features o f insider language, but 

it is also the judge that controls variance or deviance from this including the use o f humour, 

informalities and colloquialisms. Judges also reserve the discretion to use terms of address 

inappropriate fo r other participants and to deviate from set procedure to  deliver monologues 

or lectures on topics that may include, fo r example moral ills, societal problems or 

bureaucratic frustrations. Judges, in common with solicitors and barristers, not only tend to be 

fluent and excellent language users, but also reflective language users that demonstrate a 

sensitised consciousness of the language they use, and they will often reflect on or qualify a 

choice o f words.

This tendency is not evident in the language used by the Gardai' who nonetheless use very 

formal, standardised language in the course of proceedings. The difference between solicitors 

and barristers and the Gardai is further underlined by the less experienced Garda, who 

sometimes attempts to improvise w ith formal and sophisticated language but fails to  use the 

formal language correctly. In general, members of the Gardai tend not to use archaic or 

'flowery' expressions to the same extent as solicitors/barristers, and a d ifferent style is in 

evidence. Though the voice of the defendant is that which is heard least in the courtroom, 

there is a notable difference in the language of repeat offenders who have experience and 

knowledge of the language and procedures of the District Court, and the average defendant 

who has no such experience, as the form er often understands and can use insider language, 

specifically District Court jargon. However, the language spoken by defendants often suggests 

a lower socio-economic background as it lacks the correctness o f standard English and the 

form ality otherwise used in court.

District Court language reflects the defining feature of the court itself; generally minor, 

repetitive matters lacking conflict, processed at high speed and with little  legal argument, 

presided over by judges with significant discretion as to how their court is run and offences
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processed, and where the defence is usually conducted by a solicitor/barrister and :he 

prosecution by a member of the Garda Siochana. The language of the higher courts can thus 

be expected to d iffer considerably, and indeed it has been described by solicitor Gwen as 

being slower and more complex, and involving "a lot of references to legal decisions and 

precedence", as well as "legal argument about the admissibility of evidence and rules in 

evidence and hearsay, and a lot of Latin terms"; solicitor Mark considers there to be "more 

formality, it's slower, and I suppose it's more perhaps pompous"; while James depicts i1 as 

having "an extra degree of form ality" and being "a little  b it more obfuscated, and reliant on 

seemingly dense term inology". The language used in the District Court is thus unique to this 

setting, yet it is not designed to be inclusive or facilitative of outsiders, and w ithout direct 

experience in the court, and/or the requisite knowledge of certain aspects of law, procedjre 

and jargon, what one encounters in the District Court is a world of incomprehensible mayhem.
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Chapter Seven: Interpreting in the 
District Court

Introduction

This chapter introduces interpreting in the District Court: how and to whom interpreters are 

assigned, what interpreters are expected to do and what they are actually doing, and 

perceptions of interpreting standards in the courts. Section A considers in detail the various 

circumstances under which an interpreter is assigned or not assigned in District Courts; how 

the interpreter may simply appear or the issue be raised by Garda, solicitor/barrister or judge; 

how second callings or adjournments may arise if an interpreter is not available; and how it 

may happen that a foreign defendant is not assigned an interpreter. It also considers 

situations where the wrong interpreters are assigned to defendants. Section B looks at the 

interpreter at work, considering the oath and what the interpreter is expected to interpret, as 

well as where interpreters are prevented from interpreting. It looks at the challenges to 

interpreting created by the dynamics of the District Court, and a typology of District Court 

interpreters is created that identifies d ifferent types of interpreter and describes the work 

typically done by these; the Silent Interpreter, the Selective Interpreter, the LEP Interpreter, 

the Advocate and the Competent Interpreter. Finally, perceptions of interpreting quality and 

standards are discussed.

Section A: Providing interpreters for LEP defendants

Interviewees -  interpreters and legal professionals alike -  were adamant tha t interpreters 

should be provided as necessary to defendants in court; firs t of all, as Gwen puts it, to make 

"sure that the accused is afforded every opportunity to have a fair tria l", and secondly to 

protect against any suggestion that procedures were not carried out correctly and thus to 

avoid appeals on the basis that the defendant's "rights were trampled on because they didn't 

really understand what was going on".^ Most solicitors/barristers recognise that "there's a big 

difference between basic, conversational English and understanding what goes on in a court"^  

and that basic English is insufficient to follow a case for which a certain level of procedural 

knowledge is also required. It was also suggested that even when a person can speak English

'  M a rk , S o lic ito r  

 ̂ G w e n , S o lic ito r
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well, the Intim idating nature of the court setting can cause nerves and seriously diminish a 

person's language ability; James points out that " if you're panicked or in fear; there can be a 

block there"; Gwen maintains that "you always have to bear in mind, I think, it's an 

intim idating scene", and Thomas has experienced many incidences where "the person who 

appears to have excellent English falters when challenged in the court system". This indicates 

a belief that interpreters may be needed even where defendants have some English.

Solicitors/barristers indicated that there is a collective responsibility to ensure that 

interpreters are assigned where needed. Aoife remarked that while it is essentially the judge's 

responsibility to ensure that things are run properly, there is an onus on the defendant and/or 

their representative to request an interpreter if needed. Mark also feels that " if  the client 

doesn't understand he must say so", but points out that at the end o f the day whether or not 

an interpreter is assigned is "not our decision, it's the judge's". Gerard and Stephen consider it 

the solicitor's professional responsibility to ensure that clients fully understand, and Matthew 

emphasizes the collective nature of responsibility, the primary role being with the Gardai, the 

onus in court on the solicitor, and overall the responsibility lying w ith "everyone in the 

criminal justice system, no matter what angle you're coming at it from, to ensure the basic 

objective, which is that somebody who is there who doesn't speak English as the ir first 

language knows what's happening."

W hat is his command of the English language? Assessing Proficiency and 
Assigning In terpreters

Fundamentally the names on the court list are used to identify foreign defendants; as barrister 

Aoife explains "you'd know from the names that they're not Irish". The nature of Irish 

immigration means that this is effective though not foolproof:

Solicitor: "He is an Irish national, though his name would belie that. His father is a 

Malaysian national."^

Judge: "Nationality?"

Solicitor: "I don 't actually know."

Judge [to defendant] "W hat is your nationality. Sir?"

Defendant [Mohammed]: "Oirish."''

 ̂Rural Court, 17.12.2009
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It is often at the start of the case that the issue of interpreting arises, though no set procedure 

is followed and the issue may equally arise at a later point or not at all. One of six things 

usually happens:

1. no mention is made o f language or interpreting but an interpreter appears

2. the court presenter/Garda raises the issue

3. the solicitor/barrister raises or is consulted on the issue

4. the judge raises the issue of nationality/language/interpreting

5. (AND/OR) no interpreter is present: second calling, adjournment or remand requested

6. no mention is made o f language or interpreting and no interpreter appears

1. No mention is made of language or in terpreting but an in te rp re te r appears

Very often interpreters have, or can access, a court list and they generally remain attentive to 

the names being called by the registrar. It is usually easy for them, as solicitor Mark points out, 

to "recognise their own nationality's names", and once these are called an interpreter will 

often appear next to a defendant w ith no mention being made of that fact by the court.

2. The court presenter/G arda raises the issue

This is perhaps least common, but it happens occasionally that the court presenter or a Garda 

alerts the court to the fact that an interpreter is required:

"Polish interpreter, please"^

"It is very important that he have a Latvian interpreter."®

3. The so lic ito r/b arris ter raises or is consulted on the issue

"I appear. A Slovakian interpreter is needed."^

"Judge, I appear in this matter. There's an interpreter here."^

"A Russian interpreter was assigned the last day."®

'' Judge Z, Rural Court, 16.12.2009 
 ̂Court Presenter, City Centre Court, 14.04.2009 
 ̂Court Presenter, City Centre Court, 07.05.2009  
 ̂Solicitor, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 

* Barrister, Custody Court, 06.10.2009
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Very often a solicitor will indicate the presence, lack of or need for an interpreter at the same 

time as announcing their appearance. The solicitor/barrister is also frequently consulted by 

the judge for their opinion on whether or not an interpreter is required. This view is often 

accepted:

Judge; "A Polish interpreter is required, I am told, so I will accept tha t that is the 

case."“

Judge; "Do we need an interpreter?"

Solicitor; "No, Judge."^^

Sometimes, however, the judge will pose further questions, and may request an interpreter 

even where the solicitor/barrister and/or the defendant claim that none is required:

Judge; "Does he need an interpreter?"

Solicitor; "He doesn't need one."

Judge; "Does he have sufficient competence; can he speak English?"

Defendant: "Yes."

Judge: "Where are you from?"

Solicitor; "Pakistan"

Judge: "And what language do they speak in Pakistan?"

Defendant: "Urdu."

Judge; "What?"

Defendant; "In Pakistan? Urdu."

Judge: "Go to your solicitor and write it down."

Solicitor: "Urdu. U - R - D - U."

Judge: "I request an interpreter for that date."^^

This case was remanded for an interpreter despite the fact that the solicitor declared the 

defendant's ability to  speak English and that the defendant had no apparent difficulties 

understanding or speaking English. While Urdu is the national language of Pakistan, it is a

 ̂Solicitor, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009  
Judge 0 , Custody Court, 02.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009  
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009
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m other tongue only fo r a small percentage o f the  popula tion and it is no t even clear th a t the  

defendant speaks it - the  defendant to ld  the  judge th a t Urdu is spoken in Pakistan, bu t no t 

th a t it was his own language. W ithou t fu rth e r assessment there  was no reason to  assume tha t 

th is defendant needed an in te rpre ter, le t alone an Urdu in te rpre ter. Even claim ing to  be a 

native or fluen t speaker o f English is no t always accepted w ith o u t question:

Judge: "Language?"

Solicitor; "English."

Judge: "Has he proficiency in English?"

Solicitor: "Yes, Judge. He's fluen t."

Judge: "His response to  the charge a fte r caution was; 'you give me th is tom orrow ?  I

do no t understand.' If he speaks English, w hy did he not understand?"

Solicitor: [laughing] "The reason he did no t understand was th a t the  charge was a

500-year-old provision. It took  me a good w hile  to  find o u t (...)"^^

The so lic ito r/ba rris te r has a responsib ility to  ensure the ir c lient has an in te rp re te r if  one is 

needed, particu larly as some judges address the issue only if  it is firs t raised by a party to  the 

case, and there  is no guarantee th a t one w ill be provided if it is no t d irectly  requested. It is 

also clear th a t w hile  the u ltim ate  decision o f assigning an in te rp re te r lies w ith  the judge, the  

so lic ito r/ba rris te r's  opin ion carries heavy w eight. As well as often having the confidence o f the 

court on th is m atter, so lic itors/barristers portray confidence in th e ir own judgm ent, rarely 

expressing doubts or alluding to  the  fa llib ility  o f the ir op in ion . However the re  are a fe w  factors 

th a t cast a doub t over the ab ility  o f a so lic ito r/ba rris te r to  make this judgm ent w ith o u t error; 

aside from  not being tra ined to  assess a person's linguistic competence, it is notable tha t 

where the  opin ion o f a so lic ito r/ba rris te r is challenged, the judge often reaches a d iffe ren t 

conclusion. M ore im portan tly , it is sometimes the  case th a t defendants whose solicitors have 

declined an in te rp re te r seem to  struggle w ith o u t one, suggesting th a t so lic ito rs/barris te rs may 

sometimes overestim ate the  ab ility  o f th e ir c lien t to  speak English: perhaps th is is because 

consultations are possible even w ith  lim ited  English, perhaps solicitors are sim ply respecting 

the ir client's instructions, or perhaps the  clien t has expressed a w ish to  'get it over w ith ', and 

to proceed w ith o u t an in te rp re te r is more expeditious.

Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009
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Whatever the reason, it Is notable In court that although solicitors/barristers regularly request 

interpreters for their clients, it is also the case that they often advise the court against their 

necessity. In the follow ing examples the court is w/illing to  provide an interpreter but the 

solicitor seems more anxious to  proceed w ithout one:

Judge: "Does the defendant speak English?"

Defendant:" A little bit."

Judge: "Is there a Polish interpreter?"

[Second calling fo r an Interpreter]

Judge: "It was put back for an Interpreter."

Solicitor: "Judge, his English is quite good."

Judge: "Well, when he was asked..."

Defendant: "Don't speak English very well. Can understand."

Judge: "Well, that's fine."^'*

Solicitor: "A Russian interpreter was assigned the last day."

[Second calling fo r another reason]

Judge: "Is there a Russian interpreter?"

Polish interpreter: "In Court [Number]."

Solicitor: "I've explained to him about the CCTV. He understands what's 

happening.

Garda: "If an interpreter is required, he is in Court [Number]"

Solicitor: "Judge, they do speak some English."^®

4. The judge raises the issue of nationality /language/in terpreting

If a case Is already In the system and the defendant's file contains a note that an Interpreter 

has been certified, the judge may raise the issue by asking if the interpreter is present, or by 

requesting their presence:

"A Polish Interpreter is required"^^

”  Judge X, City Centre Court, 26.03.2009 
Judge X, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009  
Judge T, City Centre Court, 30.04.2009  
E.g. Judge O, Custody Court, 02.10.2009
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"Do we have a Slovakian interpreter?"^®

"He's a Latvian-speaking Russian"^®

Depending on the judge, at the beginning of the case the judge may enquire as to the 

defendant's need fo r an interpreter, usually through questions on nationality, language and 

language ability, or simply whether or not an interpreter is needed. As noted, these questions 

are often directed at the solicitor/barrister:

"W hat nationality do we have here?"^°

"Does the defendant speak English?"^^

"Is there a language d ifficulty

"W hat language are we speaking, please?"^^

When a defendant is unrepresented, or as a preference in the case of some judges, the 

defendant w ill be questioned directly. The nature of the assessment procedure is simple and 

usually consists solely of asking the defendant if they speak English or if they understand what 

is going on:

Judge; "Is your command of the English language OK?"

Defendant: "Yeah."^''

Judge: "Do we need an interpreter? " [to defendant, slowly] "Do you speak English?" 

Defendant: "Yes, I do."

Judge: "All right.

Judge: "Does Mr. G need an interpreter?"

Garda: [hesitantly] "No."

Judge to defendant: "Do you understand what's going on?"

Defendant: "I do."

E.g. Judge X, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009  
“  Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009  

Judge Z, Rural District Court, 11.11.2009
Common question, for example Judge X, City Centre Court, 23.03.2009
Judge V, City Centre Court, 06.05.2009
Judge P, Custody Court, 29.09.09
Judge Z, Custody Court, 18.11.2009
Judge X, City Centre Court, 23.03.2009
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Judge: [unsure] "You do?"

Defendant: "I do."

Judge: "OK."^®

Judge: "What is your understanding of the English language? I mean, can you speak

English?"

Defendant [French]: "Yeah."

Judge: "Do you want the assistance of an interpreter?"

Defendant: [D idn't understand, question repeated several times] "No."

Judge: "Comprends?"

Defendant: "I'm  all right."^^

Judge: "Do you have sufficient English?"

Defendant: [laughing] "Yes, I've been speaking English fo r 12 years.

While there is insufficient detail in the first three extracts to gauge with any certainty the 

defendant's level of English, the final two extracts provide a little  more information. They are 

particularly interesting because although this information points to two opposite conclusions 

about the defendant's proficiency, the outcome in both was the same; no interpreter was 

provided. The last extract is grammatically sophisticated, it contains factual detail to  support 

its complexity, and it was delivered w ith confidence and flu idity, all of which strongly support 

the defendant's claim of proficiency. The penultimate extract does the opposite; the first 

'yeah' provides little information, but the question about the interpreter had to be repeated 

several times before the defendant understood; additionally his spoken English was laboured 

and heavily accented. The case proceeded w ith the aid o f an Irish friend, but it moved slowly 

and painstakingly, w ith  the defendant unable to understand the court, and the court equally 

unable to understand the defendant. A full description of the case is provided in Appendix B 

that illustrates the delays and frustrations caused for both sides when an interpreter is needed 

but not provided.

Some interpreters have expressed concern about the methods used to assess a defendant's 

English. In Marta's experience when a defendant says they understand English this is accepted

Judge R, City Centre Court, 27.04.2009 
”  Judge Z, Rural Court, 21.11.2009  

Judge Z, Rural Court, 19.11.2009
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w ith o u t question, bu t she does not feel th is is suffic ient evidence o f w he ther a person is 

pro fic ien t enough to  stand tr ia l. She says a person is probably  going to  say yes when asked if 

they speak English fo r a varie ty o f reasons: perhaps because it is an easy question, or they may 

th ink  they can understand; they may also be ashamed th a t they cannot speak English, or they 

may ju s t w an t to  get th ings finished quickly. However, M arta  regularly sees such defendants 

struggling and com plete ly lost a fte r a few  m inutes when they realise th a t they are no t able to  

fo llow  w hat is going on - even where they had been able to  converse w ith  the  solic itor 

previously. Jevgenius gave the  example o f a Slovak defendant w ho said th a t his English was OK 

and th a t he d id n 't need an in te rpre ter, but when the judge asked 'how  do you plead?', he 

d idn 't understand and the  case had to  be postponed.

Every judge deals w ith  the in te rp re ting  issue in th e ir own manner, but it  is fa ir to  say th a t if  a 

request fo r an in te rp re te r is made, it w ill be granted, and there is a strong sense th a t judges 

"e rr on the side o f caution",^® appointing in terpreters if there  is any doub t in order to  p ro tect 

themselves. Mark explains th a t the  judge's orders "stand up to  be tte r scrutiny if the defendant 

th a t he has sentenced or penalised has been legally represented and has had an in te rp re te r," 

and Aoife concurs, explaining th a t a judge could be jud ic ia lly  reviewed if the hearing "w asn 't 

conducted pursuant to  the Constitutional rights o f the person". She opines tha t "D istric t Court 

judges w ould  be very cautious about no t exposing themselves like th a t."  Overall, m ost feel 

th a t judges rou tine ly  grant requests fo r in terpreters, though so lic ito r Gerard suggests tha t 

some have issues about 'these people' ge tting  som ething fo r noth ing and grant in te rpre ters 

grudgingly. He also says th a t the  Gardai sometim es h ighlight th a t 'th is person spoke English 

fluen tly  yesterday, w hy does he need an in te rp re te r today', but th a t in the end the in te rp re te r 

is always provided:

Judge: "I'm  absolutely aghast th a t people have been in th is country fo r 7 years and 

have not one word o f English. I suggest th a t he knows as much as English as you and 

I. Well, tha t's  not a m atte r fo r now. Through the  in te rp re te r can I indicate to  the  

defendant th a t the  m atte r is ad journed."^”

Judge; " I'm  getting concerned at the am ount o f taxpayers' money being wasted in 

these particu lar cases." (...)

Judge: "H ow  long have you been in the  country?"

James, Barrister 
“ judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009
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Defendant: "One year and a half."

Judge: "Oh, you've great English now!"

Defendant: [Laughed. Then confused face]

Judge: "How many English classes have you attended in the last one and a hal 

years?"

Defendant: "None."^^

Judge: "How long are you in Ireland?"

Defendant: [Silence. Shrugs]

Judge: "I tell you. Sir, you've more English than I have." [Addressing court] "Ht 

knows what's going on!" [To defendant] "O ff you go! Write to Santy!"^^

These extracts raise the issue of defendants pretending not to speak English, or bein( 

perceived as doing so. Interpreter Jevgenius is of the opinion that some Lithuanian and Latviai 

defendants (those he interprets for) are abusing the system by pretending not to understan( 

English; he says he has heard about defendants w ith many previous convictions who will ust 

'any excuse' to avoid more penalties or to buy time. Molly feels that while some defendant; 

might understand and not say anything, only a very small number use the services of th* 

interpreter in the hope that things will turn out differently. Solicitor Mark feels that th* 

strategy of pretending not to speak English is more likely to be used in the Garda statioi 

where "they sort of feign a lack of understanding, rather than having to answer some awkwar< 

questions", but that it is less likely to be used in court, while Stephen says:

"I think it's definitely a strategy (...) and people will certainly sometimes 

pretend that they have less English than they have. Because I have had 

experience myself of talking to people maybe at the station, and then 

they're in court and they don't seem to have any English at all, all of a 

sudden (laughs). Now it wouldn't happen too often, I have to say that. But it 

is certainly a tactic by some individuals, and generally the ones, they're a 

little  b it more experienced."

”  Judge Z, Rural Court, 17,12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009
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5. (AND/OR) No in te rp re te r is present: second calling, adjournm ent or remand  
requested

"It should be going ahead, but I don 't th ink the interpreter is here yet"^^

"The defendant is in court. I was hoping it m ight be put back. I th ink I'm going to 

need the assistance of an interpreter"^'*

If an interpreter is needed but none is present, the case may be put to second calling in the 

case o f temporary absence, or put back so an interpreter can be ordered. A second calling may 

also be requested by the solicitor/barrister fo r a consultation "w ith  the benefit of the 

interpreter."^^ Interestingly, judges routinely grant requests for the latter, in contrast to the 

impatience sometimes caused by requests for ordinary consultations. This suggests tha t the 

court accepts the practice o f consultations being held in court where these involve 

interpreters, and most solicitors said it was unusual to have interpreters in their office; as 

Mark explains, the court is "the only place the interpreter would be", so tha t is where such 

consultations take place. In his experience the interpreter doesn't generally come to  the 

office, as unless clients are proficient in English "there's very little  we can do or achieve", 

though he adds that some may come with a friend. Gwen makes the point that you have to 

wait fo r the court to certify fo r the interpreter and that many LEP cases are disposed of on the 

same day she is assigned to  the client. Thomas, too, rarely has interpreters in the office, but he 

encourages clients to  bring someone w ith them who can speak both languages; in "more 

relaxed circumstances" and w ith more time he finds it is usually possible "to  detect if they're 

not understanding", in which case consultation is postponed until the day of court. In 

Stephen's experience clients usually have a reasonable grasp of English, failing which "e ither a 

close friend or a relative would be the facilita tor" in office consultations. Only Matthew's 

office commonly uses interpreters fo r consultations.

There also appears to be an expectation that interpreters s/iotz/c/facilitate such consultations; 

Mihai says that as far as judges are concerned the interpreter's job is to work fo r whoever 

needs them and tha t "[w]hen you're needed, just get up and go." It emerged from  interviews 

with interpreters, however, that these consultations have been a source o f controversy, and 

are forbidden by agency policy on the grounds that an interpreter is hired fo r the court, while 

solicitors/barristers should request and pay fo r any additional interpretation. Molly explains

”  Solicitor, City Centre Court, 1 3 .0 5 ,2009  

Solicitor, Rural Court, 1 8 .1 1 .2009  

Solicitor, Rural C ourt, 0 7 .1 2 .20 0 9
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that at one point this led to "m urder in court", as when interpreters refused to facilitate 

consultations, complaints were made to the judge who then ordered the interpreters to do so. 

She says the agency finally agreed to consultations where the situation permits it, but the area 

remains a grey one. Belen finds the guidelines unclear and says that "[sjometimes is d ifficult - 

you are there, and they ask you, what do you do? Excuse me, I can't interpret for you?"

Ewa sees no reason not to facilitate consultations, but others prefer to get the judge's 

permission and to make sure it doesn't interfere with their cases, though this has not proven 

to be an ideal or popular solution: Mihai describes how a judge shouted at him fo r telling a 

solicitor to get the judge's permission; "the person in question thought it was very cheeky of 

me to refuse - made quite a big fuss to the judge about it", and when Jevgenius told a solicitor 

that he wouldn 't interpret for his client because he wasn't working fo r him, the solicitor 

became very angry and insisted that "you just fucked up my case". Indeed solicitor Gerard 

views the refusal of interpreters to do consultations cynically, describing how there were no 

problems as long as interpreters were seeking work and Lionbridge wanted the courts service 

contract, but that this changed when their position was concretised.

In practice such consultations happen frequently and interpreters are expected to facilitate 

them. Ultimately they also facilitate the interpreter's job; interpreters say their job is easier 

and they can work more quickly if they know some details before going into court. Solicitors 

and barristers agree; for M atthew it is important "tha t the interpreter is briefed somewhat on 

what the situation is, because it helps everybody" and it means getting "the best use of an 

interpreter, if I want to be as blunt as that." James talked about a recent experience where he 

had explained beforehand what he would say, with the result that " it made him twice as fast 

(...) it just made things a lo t quicker."

6. No mention is made of language or in terpreting and no in terp re ter appears

Judge: "Who's your solicitor?"

Defendant: "L.G."

Judge: "What?"

Defendant: "M y name is L.G."^®

Judge N, City Centre Court, 06.05.2009
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W hen the  issue o f in te rp re ting  is no t raised by the  judge, the  prosecution, th e  defendant or 

the ir representative, it  may be th a t the case has been before the  court already and it has been 

noted in the  defendant's file  th a t no in te rp re te r is required. It is no t uncom m on, however, fo r 

the issue to  remain unaddressed even w here a de fendant is in court fo r the  firs t tim e. When 

and why th is  should be the case does not have an obvious answer, though it is the  case tha t 

some judges are inclined to  w a it fo r an in te rp re te r to  be requested instead o f addressing the 

issue themselves. In the above example the  Polish defendant had no in te rp re te r and was not 

asked if he w anted or needed one, though his English profic iency seemed questionable at best 

as he did no t (appear to ) understand the judge's question. The defendant was assigned a 

solic itor, the  la tte r entered a plea o f gu ilty  and explained the defendant's background, and 

L.G. was given Section 1.1. o f the  Probation o f O ffenders Act. A t no po in t was the  issue of 

in te rp re ting  raised.

An in te rp re te r could easily have been requested had the so lic ito r considered it necessary, as 

there was a Polish in te rp re te r present. It may be th a t the  defendant in itia lly  pretended not to  

speak English to  buy tim e, bu t th a t his English was su ffic ien t fo r the purposes o f this case. This 

explanation is particu larly easy to  accept as the case was s tra igh tfo rw ard , the  defendant had 

legal representation, and a Section 1.1 means tha t no crim inal conviction was recorded. It is 

possible th a t because o f the m inor and expeditious nature o f the  case no necessity was fe lt to  

address the issue o f in te rpre ting : from  the  tim e  the  case was called (fo r the second tim e) until 

L.G. le ft the  court w ith  no crim inal record, tw o  m inutes or perhaps even less had elapsed. It is 

possible th a t had the case been m ore serious and a custodial sentence a like lihood, the 

in te rpre ting  issue w ould  have taken on more significance. This case can be contrasted w ith  the 

case outlined below in the  section on the LEP in te rp re te r (and also in Appendix C) where an 

in te rp re te r is dismissed fo r being incom petent, bu t only a fte r the situation becomes so serious 

tha t a custodial sentence is involved.

The wrong interpreter?

"You see sometim es there are people w ho w ould say, let's say, th a t they 

are Lithuanian, but they are really not. Sometimes passports are forged in 

o rder fo r people from  outside the  European Union to  be able to  come here 

- they w ould ask fo r Lithuanian in te rp re te r, and apparently it's  not 

Lithuanian. (...) A lm ost always it's  Russian, because th is are people e ither
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from Moldova, Georgia, well from  Russian-speaking states. It doesn't 

happen that often, but it does happen."

(Anna, Interpreter)

It arose in the interviews that interpreters are sometimes assigned to a client whose language 

they don 't speak. In some cases it is an administrative error; fo r example Molly was once 

assigned to a Polish speaker whom they thought needed a Spanish speaker, and Ewa once 

travelled four hours to an assignment only to find that the 'Polish' defendant she has come to 

interpret fo r was Latvian. It can also be the result of false identities being claimed by 

defendants, as explained by Anna above. Marta had an experience where she was assigned to 

a 'Polish' defendant but when she started interpreting she quickly released that he didn't 

speak any Polish; she explained that Polish is not a language that has different, unintelligible 

dialects - either you speak Polish or you don't. However when she tried to tell the solicitor, the 

solicitor disagreed, insisted that he was Polish, and he asked her to continue. She explained 

that the defendant was claiming to be Polish but wasn't; this scenario can arise, she surmises, 

where someone has a fake passport or papers, they get caught for drunk-driving, for example, 

give the fake ID to the Gardaf, and then become afraid that if they say they can't speak the 

appropriate language their real identity will be discovered and there will be an investigation. In 

Marta's opinion, solicitors prefer not to ask too many questions, and in this case the solicitor 

made a statement in court to the effect that the man was a Polish national that preferred to 

speak Russian. Marta points out that not only was this not true, it d idn 't even make sense, but 

the court accepted the explanation w ithout question. In her view some solicitors do not pay 

enough attention to language issues.

Section B: The interpreter at work

The In te rp re te r’s Role: In terpreting  and its challenges

I swear by Almighty God that I shall well and tru ly interpret and explain to 

the court all matters and things that shall be required of me to the best of 

my skill and understanding

Some judges have interpreters sworn in and others do not. Of those that do, some have all 

interpreters sworn in at the beginning of the day, and some have them sworn in solely when 

evidence is being given by the defendant. It is thus not a consistently observed practice: even
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where the  in te rpre ters tal<e the  oath at the sta rt o f the  cou rt session, some arrive late or may 

sim ply fa il to  take the oath. The fo llow ing  extract dem onstrates how the practice depends on 

the  individual judge; in th is case the  in te rp re te r's  dem eanour indicated tha t she had not only 

never been sworn in bu t had never heard o f such a th ing:

Solicitor: "Having spoken w ith  my client th rough the  in te rp re te r I have a plea."

Judge; "Very good, I'll hear the  facts. Does the  in te rp re te r need to  be sworn in?"

[Solic itor looks at in te rp re te r, in te rp re te r looks alarmed, confused. She shakes her

head]

Solicitor: "No, Judge."

Judge: "Very well."^^

Solicitors and barristers agree th a t an in te rp re te r is unlike ly to  have any legal responsib ility to  

provide com petent in te rpre ting , and they re fer both to  the  sporadic nature o f oath-taking and 

the  im probab ility  o f an in te rp re te r being jud ic ia lly  reviewed. Stephen says, fo r example, th a t 

he is "n o t aware o f them  having a legal responsib ility  where they could have a du ty o f care and 

be sued fo r breach o f th a t du ty o f care fo r negligence." The in te rp re te r's  oath thus seems to  

be lit tle  m ore than a fo rm a lity  th a t is observed inconsistently, perhaps to  impress upon 

in te rp re te rs  the  seriousness o f the ir undertaking or to  instil confidence in the  accuracy and 

re liab ility  o f the  in te rpre ter. It is nonetheless interesting in term s o f its content; the  w ord ing  

suggests th a t the in te rp re te r is no t expected to  provide verbatim  or word fo r w ord 

in te rp re ta tion , but ra ther to  in te rp re t and explain. It remains unclear if  th is means th a t an 

in te rp re te r may be expected to  provide explanations beyond w hat the  defendant actually 

says, o r if it means th a t where a te rm  or concept w ould be incom prehensible to  the court -  fo r 

example if a cultural term  is used th a t has no meaning in the Irish context - the in te rp re te r 

should explain this te rm . It is fu rth e r in teresting in th a t it demands o f the  in te rp re te r to  

in te rp re t and explain only to  the court and not, fo r example, to  the  defendant; and fina lly  it is 

in teresting in its specification th a t the  in te rp re te r should in te rp re t th a t required  o f them , 

im plying th a t perhaps not everything said in court need be in terpreted.

This oath does not d iffe r from  th a t used in England and Wales and is like ly to  have existed in 

th is  fo rm  since before the Irish crim inal justice system existed independently and long before 

the  in te rp re te r became a perm anent fix tu re  in the  Irish courtroom . As such it seems unlikely

”  Judge Y, Rural Court, 13,11,2009
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that consideration has been given to the implications of its wording w ith regard to  whrt is 

expected of the interpreter in court. This is supported by the fact that some District Ccurt 

judges do seem to expect verbatim or word-for-word interpretation; a judge will sometines 

pause between phrases and wait fo r his or her words to be interpreted. Due to the nature of 

interpreting this can complicate rather than facilitate the job of the interpreter; Ewa explsins 

that " if you are fluent in both languages, you know you have to wait for the first sentence to 

be finished to be able to translate it. Sometimes the judge is looking at you like, 'why are 'ou 

not translating?' Because he did not finish the sentence yet, I do not know what he is going to 

say." It is further supported by the fact that most of the interpreter's work does not involve 

interpreting for the court, but standing beside the defendant and quietly interpreting w h jt is 

said in court, a mode of interpreting known as chuchotage or whispered interpreting. Finally, 

the court almost never directs the interpreter as to what to interpret: a judge occasionally 

instructs an interpreter to interpret something when it seems that it is not being interpreted 

or where it is of particular importance, but in general there is an expectation that everything 

said in court w ill be interpreted.

Interviewees all feel it is important that everything be interpreted; Anna says, fo r examale, 

that although she was never given instructions about what to interpret by the agencies or the 

court, she interprets everything. Stella was told in training that she should interpret 

everything, but makes the point that this is not possible, something that is widely 

acknowledged; as Thomas explains "they can't interpret everything that's going on, that's the 

reality, because the dynamics won't allow them to ." One of the main challenges, particularly 

for the less experienced interpreter, is the insider language of the District Court; much o' its 

jargon is not contained in interpreting glossaries and is almost impossible to prepare for. 

Barrister, James talks about "the working language of the court" that all interpreters need to 

know; "you can't do the job unless you know what a sentence is, and then you know you need 

to know what, fo r example, a suspended sentence is." Gwen also refers to the specific nature 

of the language used in court; "how do you translate 'may it please the court' and some of the 

rubbish that we use on a daily basis? Or 'I'm  obliged', or those kind of things that ha\e a 

d ifferent import than the strict translation of it." From the perspective of a non-native speaker 

colloquialisms, local expressions and humour may also pose difficulties, and Ewa and Jevgenius 

affirm their biggest d ifficulty was the Irish accent; "It took me about a month before I cculd 

understand the accent. I had to ask questions over and over."
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Other serious challenges are posed by the high speed o f proceedings and the often poor 

acoustics in courtrooms, and there are also less obvious challenges such as the many numbers 

and figures that arise throughout a District Court case but which the setting can make very 

d ifficult to  hear; road traffic offences involving number plates and expiry dates; theft offences 

involving dates, addresses, quantities, and sums; public order offences specifying times, 

addresses, numbers o f people; fine amounts and so on. Nonetheless, allowances are almost 

never made for the interpretation; speakers do not slow down, speak up or use microphones, 

and for the most part the case continues as if nothing were different, to the point that many 

interpreters say they have had to learn to lip read. Some more experienced interpreters say 

they are sufficiently familiar w ith the language and procedure to anticipate dialogue and 

overcome this communicative interference, while others say they ask people to slow down or 

speak up when they have difficulties, something which I never observed happening in practice, 

but which interpreters say is easier w ith some judges than others and tends to happen more 

frequently in higher courts.

It is also the case that judges, solicitors/barristers and defendants can prevent the interpreter 

from interpreting everything. The judge, who controls what is said, by whom and when, 

sometimes interrupts:

Judge; "Is he working?"

Interpreter - Defendant - Interpreter: "No Judge, 1-" *̂

The Judge interrupted to ask a solicitor to represent the defendant, and interrupted twice 

when the interpreter was explaining why the defendant had failed to appear previously. There 

are also times when the solicitor/barrister halts interpretation of what is said in court by 

consulting with the defendant through the interpreter as proceedings are ongoing, something 

that will be considered in the next chapter, and finally the defendant sometimes prevents the 

interpreter interpreting what is said in court by asking him or her questions during 

proceedings. Defendants also sometimes inform the interpreter that they do not need them to 

interpret, and interpreters react in d ifferent ways to this; Belen tells the defendant that she 

has to translate, and similarly Jevgenius feels that he is there anyway and if he doesn't 

interpret they might later use as a defence the fact they hadn't understood. Svetlana says that 

sometimes she translates and sometimes "I was just sitting there looking at them, and when

Judge T, City Centre Court, 30.04.2009
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they forgot some word, I said this is this word, and they said 'oh, ok. Thanl<s"'. Ewa also waits 

until they need help: "I just step aside and Ok, I'm here anyway. If you have any question vou 

can ask me." Mihai says he would generally wait for the solicitor or court to confirm that it is 

OK to do this, and Molly also says that you need to declare your position and have permission 

before you stop interpreting.

A Typology of D istrict Court In terpreters

As noted, the main mode of interpreting used in the District Court is chuchotage, as a result of 

which most of what the interpreter says is not heard by any other than the defendant and the 

interpreter's voice is rarely heard by the court. In any case, what the interpreter says is rarely 

understood by any other than the defendant. It would thus be difficult to assess the quality of 

interpreting from a linguistic perspective, but it is possible from observation of interpreted 

court cases to identify how different interpreters work and what they interpret, rather than 

how they interpret. The follow ing typology of District Court interpreters has been createc to 

classify these interpreters and their work, thus providing an insight into the nature of 

interpreting in Irish District Courts. The typology encompasses the Silent Interpreter, the 

Selective Interpreter, the LEP Interpreter, the Advocate and the Competent Interpreter.

The Silent In terpre ter

"There he was in court there, the collar of his coat up a little; he looked like 

a gangster, a b it of an intellectual gangster, and his case was called, and the 

defendant was produced, and he said nothing throughout maybe the seven 

minutes of court proceedings. And just as they were preparing to put the 

defendant away he uttered a few words, and that would have been 15 

seconds in total. Nobody really noticed; it was normal. I was sitting on a 

bench there, and I was looking at myself potentially, because nobody cares.

That doesn't mean that it's general, but it does happen very often."

(Mihai, Interpreter)

The Silent Interpreter says nothing or very little  for the entire duration of a case, and is thus 

not interpreting what happens in court for the defendant. Throughout months of observation 

it became clear that the Silent Interpreter is a widespread phenomenon in the District Court, 

but one that attracts the attention of the court on only the rarest of occasions. The following
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notes taken during observation of d ifferent courts are representative of many such notes 

taken, and they highlight the fact that the phenomenon is not confined to, nor is it typical of, 

any particular court or interpreter nationality:

Interpreter saying nothing [Romanian]^®

The interpreter doesn't say much in this case [Lithuanian]''®

Serious doubts about how much Polish interpreter was actually interpreting'’  ̂

Interpreter said about 5 words [Chinese]'’^

The Silent Interpreter is very familiar to interpreters and solicitors/barristers. James had an 

"alarming and frightening" experience when the Italian interpreter fo r his case "really was not 

interpreting at all", and Thomas says he has "seen a situation occasionally w ith inexperienced 

interpreters -who apparently have not been interpreting anything, virtually, at all, that's quite 

frustrating when that happens". Gwen, too, comments that "you've sat in court often enough 

to  see interpreters standing beside a client completely silent for the duration. It's very 

frustrating." Gerard makes the point that although it is very, very common for the interpreter 

to stand w ith their mouth closed while people are talking in court, solicitors and barristers are 

unlikely to see when the interpreter isn't talking because o f the physical set-up of the court; 

solicitors/barristers usually stand facing the judge and w ith  their backs to  the defendant and 

interpreter.

The Selective Interpreter

"I've seen [a] few interpreters who are just looking at the ceiling while he is 

talking to the defendant. And saying nothing, or just interpreting the 

questions he asks; 'I'm  asking you through the interpreter, tell me what's 

your address'. So they say 'what's your address?' (...) And they are quiet for 

half an hour, and there's a talk going on."

(Ewa, Interpreter)

Ewa considers that there are not many interpreters who are skilled enough to interpret 

everything that goes on it court which is why they sit quietly w ithout saying anything, or

City Centre Court, 30.04.2009 
''“ Rural Court, 11.11.2009 

Custody Court, 30.09.2009 
Custody Court, 06.10.2009
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interpreting only what they are directed to. This is the Selective Interpreter, which is more 

common than the Silent Interpreter; he/she may interpret only that which directly concerns 

the defendant, what the solicitor/barrister says directly to the defendant, when the judge asks 

the defendant a direct question, or when told directly by the judge to do so, though even 

direct instructions are not always immediately effective:

Judge: "Could the interpreter interpret that I've decided to accept jurisdiction, stay 

in the District Court."

Interpreter: [Silence]

The Judge looks at her expectantly and after a pause the interpreter finally nods and 

speaks to  defendant."*^

Barrister, Aoife, had an experience whereby a Kuwaiti interpreter would say five or six words 

after two or three minutes of conversation w ith the client, as a result of which she didn't feel 

that she was getting to the bottom of the issue, and she tried to reason the silence; "I fe lt that 

maybe the interpreter was a man of few words, maybe my guy was a man of a lot o f words; 

(...) there are cultural barriers where maybe a Kuwaiti man wouldn 't be happy discussing 

certain things w ith a woman", but concluded; "I don 't know what the reason was that I was 

getting a fraction of the information from whatever chats were going on between them." 

Although this concerns the preparation of an asylum application, the principle remains the 

same in the District Court. The Selective Interpreter routinely omits those units of the case 

that do not seem to involve the defendant directly: monologues by judges. Jurisdiction, the 

Facts, Disclosure and so on.

It may be that communicative interference or the nature o f District Court insider language 

pose obstacles too great to overcome; it may be that the interpreter does not feel it necessary 

to interpret these units, and it is also possible that interpreters are unaware that they should 

interpret them; fo r example Stella, the least experienced interviewee, says at first she thought 

she only had to interpret what the solicitor was saying for the defendant, but a solicitor 

reminded her she also had to interpret what the judge said. She suggested that if she didn't do 

this the judge would think it rude. Some also feel that the intim idating nature of the 

courtroom might scare inexperienced interpreters. Interpreter Molly says it is common for 

these to get nervous; many do not know what to do, and may come from backgrounds that

Judge P, Custody Court, 30.09.2009
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have not prepared them for their role; she gives the example of someone who used to be a 

farmer, can speak tw o languages, and suddenly finds himself in a courtroom. Such a person, 

she says, does not have the skills required for the environment. In Mihai's experience most 

interpreters are very "very, very shy" and do not have the courage to tell the court if they 

cannot hear something, and Thomas agrees that young interpreters often get nervous; "I think 

sometimes they can get a little star struck."

The LEP Interpreter

"I'll give you an example. I did have, I can't remember from  where, a client last 

week, and I was speaking to him, and the - actually, I do remember where he 

was from; he was Asian. But the interpreter had asked me what did a 

'sentence' mean. What was a sentence! And I actually, I slightly lost the rag. I 

said that it's an incredibly important word -  learn it!"

(James, Barrister)

Ewa describes meeting another Polish interpreter who was in court for the firs t time; "The girl 

was shocked. .She d idn 't understand anything. (...) She was working in the court as an 

interpreter w ithout actually understanding anything. She said that she learned her English in 

France, and then she was working in Penneys. (...) It's just shocking." Poor levels of English 

among interpreters are widely noted; Eleanor has often been frustrated by interpreters "that 

clearly don 't have a good enough command of the English language to interpret properly", and 

Stephen has often "had serious doubts as to whether the interpreter was understanding what 

was being said". Stella talks about one person for whom she interpreted and who actually 

corrected her; "he said 'no, she d idn 't mean that'", and Gwen does not consider it unusual for 

the client to  have better English than the interpreter. As the interpreter's voice often remains 

silent it can be easy fo r a lack of proficiency to remain undetected, but when it is heard, the 

frequency o f basic grammar and vocabulary mistakes is notable:

Interpreter: "The ID was true"

Interpreter: "Yeah. He agree w ith that. Thank you Judge."'*^

Judge: "Does he want to consult w ith  a solicitor?"

"  Custody Court, 27.10.2009 
Rural Court, 01.12.2009
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Interpreter: "Yes, I would like."'*®

The fo llow ing is an account from  the Rural District Court where an interpreter was dismissed 

on account of his poor English and interpreting incompetence. The extract demonstrates that 

he lacked basic vocabulary, including the word fo r solicitor, and that his grammar is very poor, 

but while the judge notices this immediately he allows the interpreter to continue. As the case 

progresses a member of the Gardai comes to  help the struggling interpreter as it is becoming 

obvious that w ithout representation the defendant is unknowingly setting up the 

circumstances under which the judge will be obliged to impose a custodial sentence. It is at 

this point that a real sense of concern and almost outrage arises in the court and leads a 

solicitor to behave in a way that is later censured by the judge. Nonetheless, the action leads 

to the dismissal of the interpreter.

Judge: "Would you tell Mr. L that after he was charged and cautioned he replied 'no 

reply' to the criminal charge."

[The interpreter hesitated; the Judge became suspicious]

Judge: "W hat competency do you have in interpreting?"

The interpreter said he was a level three interpreter and the judge continued:

Judge: "Can he afford to pay for legal representation?"

Interpreter: "He w on 't be waiting for legal advice." (...)

Judge: "M y dear man, your English isn't great. And I'm talking to the interpreter." (...) 

Interpreter: "He doesn't want the legal advice."

Judge: "What?"

Interpreter: "He doesn't want the legal" [pause] "representation." (...)

Judge: "I have difficulty. Sir, in understanding your English. It is my obligation-" 

[Waits fo r interpretation. Interpreter remains silent. Judge shouts, extremely 

agitated] "Translate as I'm speaking!"

The case continued haltingly through the plea o f guilty. Facts and Mitigation. The penalty was 

to be a fine, and when it transpired that the defendant was homeless, the Judge stated that

City Centre C ourt, 26 .0 3 .20 0 9  

”  Judge Z, Rural Court, 19 .11 .2009 , For a full description o f the  case see Appendix C: Unrepresented French 

defendant
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the penalty had to  be paid immediately or he would have to serve a sentence. The interpreter, 

instructed by the defendant, asked if the penalty could be less or if he could pay in 

instalments, and a Garda came to stand beside the interpreter and explain that unless the 

defendant could pay he would have to serve a jail sentence because he had no address. Finally 

the Judge announced:

Judge; "All right, payment forthw ith. In default, prison sentence of 30 days. I certify 

w ith  some reluctance for the interpreter present."

The Garda explained this to the interpreter, and the judge -  in an unusual move -  adjourned 

court. In the judge's absence a number of people approached the defendant and the 

interpreter in seeming concern at the custodial sentence, and on his return a solicitor voiced 

concern to  the judge about whether the defendant had fu lly understood what had happened. 

Although the judge took "grave umbrage and exception" to the Implication that he had not 

discharged his duties fully, he recalled defendant and interpreter, and he asked the interpreter 

what the solicitor had said to the defendant in his absence;

Interpreter: "He can have the solicitor w ith no money"

Judge; "And when I was explaining that to him in the most simple way possible, 

through you the interpreter, did he not understand?"

Interpreter; "He says he d idn 't understand."

The Judge again asked the interpreter what his competence was to interpret:

Interpreter: "It is just a translating word to word."

The Judge reiterated that he had explained in great detail about the defendant's right to a 

solicitor and to apply fo r legal aid, and the interpreter said he had interpreted this:

Judge; "I am not fluent in the Polish language. I am reliant on you, the interpreter, to 

translate."

Interpreter: "He said he couldn't understand the legal terms."

Judge; "Well, 'free' is very simple. What did he not understand about 'free'?" 

Interpreter; "He only understand -"
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Judge; [Interrupting] "Now listen! I expressed my dissatisfaction w ith you earlier on.' 

(...) "It appears to me, Sir, that you are incompetent (...) in the field of in terpretatio r 

fo r the purposes of the administration of justice. Please leave the court."

Court was again adjourned, and when the judge returned he vacated the earlier order "basec 

on the lack of competence of the interpreter". He told the defendant: "I don 't have one wore 

of Polish -  the assigned interpreter was tota lly incompetent to deal w ith the sensitive issues 

before this court", and he invited him to re-appear the follow ing week.

The interpreter's English was, indeed, very poor and certainly inadequate, but although the 

case resulted in the dismissal of the interpreter on this basis it is interesting that the 

interpreter was not dismissed until the issue had evolved into a significant issue in the 

courtroom. It seemed, in fact, that everybody in court, the judge included, was looking for a 

way to ensure that the defendant did not have to serve a custodial sentence, and it also seems 

from the way the case progressed that the real problem lay in the lack of representation; a 

solicitor would not have allowed the defendant to declare himself homeless unless there was 

absolutely no option, and in this case the defendant did have a home w ith his father, but they 

had quarrelled. It seems unlikely that it would have come to this point if a custodial sentence 

had not been imposed, and it is interesting to compare this w ith the example given in Section 

A where no interpreter was assigned to a defendant w ith poor English but where the case was 

straightforward, lasted two minutes and ended w ith no conviction recorded. It seems there 

may be a strong connection between the seriousness of the case or penalty and the provision 

of interpreters and concern for interpreting quality.

The situation, however, did not end on this date, largely due to the fact that the local papers 

printed an account of the case that portrayed a miscarriage of justice to which the judge 

reacted very strongly when the defendant re-appeared the following week. The Judge called 

the arresting Garda as a witness, and some time was spent establishing that not only had the 

judge discharged his duty fully and fairly, but that the defendant had deceived the court: the 

Garda testified that the defendant did, in fact, understand and have some proficiency in 

English. In an interesting submission the solicitor tried to  mitigate the effect of this testimony 

by explaining that while the defendant had some English, it was not sufficient for a court case. 

An interpreter was present throughout.
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Judge: "W e're  try ing  to  ascertain if  he had any understanding o f English at all. You 

may or may not be aware o f why the court is seeking th is in fo rm ation. I'll take you 

back to  [date], [Street] at m idn ight. W hat happened? W hy did you come in to  contact 

w ith  th is [m an]?"

The Garda testified  th a t she had observed him  driving, stopped him and spoken w ith  him. She 

to ld  the  court: "He understood", "he  understood m e", "he understand w hat I w anted; he 

d id n 't have a problem ".

Judge: "Did he understand w hy you had stopped him?"

Garda; "I asked him to  pu t ou t his cigarette; he pu t it out. I explained th a t I wanted 

him to  take a deep breath and b low  in to  the bag; he did it."  (....)

Judge: "And arising from  th a t [breath] test, som ething happened."

Garda: "He was arrested and conveyed to  [Town] Garda Station. And I had requested 

an in te rp re te r fo r h im ."

The Judge asked if they had spoken during th is  journey:

Garda; "Yes. He said th a t he was a Polish national and th a t he'd eaten too  many 

apples." (...)

Judge: "I am absolutely satisfied th a t he proceeded in a m ethodical and 

prem editated fashion to  mislead the  court. (...) I was w atching the  in te rp re te r, and 

w h ile  I w asn 't satisfied w ith  his competence, I was satisfied th a t the defendant 

understood w hat was going on."

He w en t on to  discuss the behaviour o f the  solic itor, the article in the  paper which he 

described as "grossly offensive and m isleading", and he re iterated the  events o f the previous 

week. The defendant's solic itor, as the  defendant was now represented, addressed the  court:

Solicitor; "Yes, Judge. (...) There is ju s t one issue I w ould like to  address. The 

defendant did have some English th a t he had learned in school. He has w hat you 

m ight call 'survivor English'. He understood w hat the  Garda was saying, and he 

certa in ly understood the  process-"
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The defendant had appeared in court w ith his father, his address was given, and the judgt 

convicted and fined the defendant. The case is noteworthy fo r the variety of interpreting 

related issues that arise: the LEP interpreter, the defendant pretending not to speak English 

assessment of language proficiency and interpreting quality, and the dynamic of th( 

interpreted case w ith and w ithout representation, something that will be considered it 

Chapter Eight.

The Advocate

"I remember the very firs t time we ever had an interpreter in court - a 

marvellous character, a Polish man came to court, and he ran his own show, 

he was larger than life. He told us that he was a photographer by profession 

and that he had come to Ireland w ith the Pope but stayed. So he turned up; 

it was about 10 years ago or more, and I'll always remember that the 

interpretation of the remarks of myself - I th ink I was the advocate at the 

time - moved well beyond what I was saying. Quite. And he was beginning 

to address the judge himself \n relation to what the Polish client was saying.

And he also had started very successfully in calling the Judge 'Your Honour', 

but he had moved quickly onto calling the Judge 'Your Majesty', and it was 

really one of the funniest times! I'll always remember in court this Polish 

interpreter. So I suppose that was an extreme example [laughs] of an 

interpreter running his own show completely."

(Thomas, Solicitor)

It is generally accepted that an interpreter's job is to render what the speaker says into the 

listener's language as accurately and impartially as possible, and that this should not involve 

the interpreter adding personal views, opinions or thoughts to what is said, or leaving out 

anything that is said. As has been highlighted, however, the dynamics of the District Cour 

oblige interpreters to make decisions about what to om it and include as they are not able to 

interpret everything. While solicitor Thomas thinks interpreters should "use their judgement' 

as to what is important, the question arises as to the point at which, in so doing, the 

interpreter ceases to  be a language mediator and becomes an advocate of sorts. Gwen 

highlights this dilemma: "who's to say what's important and not? You're relying on an 

extremely efficient and able interpreter if they're able to say 'well, you know, I needn't give 

you Judge X's one hour long lecture on Coillte', you know. 'I'll tell you what's relevant to your
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case.' How much faith do you put in the interpreter? If they're not going to interpret 

everything."

Also at this level, while outsiders to the District Court, including defendants, are not expected 

to understand its proceedings and discourse, interpreters are; the question arises as to 

whether interpreters should facilitate proceedings by changing what is said by the court to 

make it comprehensible to  the defendant, and changing what is said by the defendant to 

match the formalities of the court? It is possible that the interpreter is implicitly expected to 

do so, as if they did not proceedings could become very lengthy. Observations suggest, in fact, 

that judges can become frustrated when interpreters do not give the desired response:

Judge: [repeats] "Did you sign this?"

Interpreter: [holds up hands in despair] "He's telling me something else; his friends-" 

Judge: [interrupting] "Never mind that, is this his signature?"'**

Interpreter: "I had an argument with my wife 

Judge: [interrupting] "And that was on the 21st?"

Interpreter: "Yes." [continued interpreting]

Judge: [in terrupting] "Agh now, hang on, I'm  not interested in any fights he had."'"®

Observations also show that some interpreters do change what is said; in this example the 

interpreter adds a level of form ality to the defendant's answer:

Judge: "Is he working?"

Defendant: "No." [in English]

Interpreter: "No, Judge"^°

And some interpreters even speak on behalf o f the defendant: in the following, the interpreter 

answers the judge before interpreting his questions:

Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009 
”  Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 

Judge T, City Centre Court, 14.04.2009
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Judge: "And may I ask if he has any objection to the case being put back because..."

[four reasons at extrennely high speed] "Does the defendant have any objection to

that?"

Interpreter: [Innmediately] "No objection.

Judge: "19th June. Is that by consent?"

Solicitor and Interpreter simultaneously: "Yes, Judge."”

Judge: "Does he understand the bail conditions?"

Interpreter: [Immediately] "Yes, Judge.

In most cases the interpreter seemed to explain what had been said afterwards, but it is not 

clear what or how much was explained. District Court cases are often routine and predictable 

and it seems that interpreters sometimes slip into the role of answering on the defendant's 

behalf, whether or not they have a solicitor/barrister. It also happens not infrequently that 

when a defendant is asked a question in court, instead of simply asking it and interpreting the 

answer, a private conversation ensues between the interpreter and the defendant. If this is 

short, the judge is unlikely to intervene, but as it becomes lengthy the judge may become 

frustrated;

Judge: "It's taking forever to get simple answers."^''

Judge: "There's a lot of muttering going on there.

Judge: "I want a straight answer to a straight question."^®

Judge: [Shouting] "STOP! JUST TELL ME EXACTLY WHAT HE SAID!"”

Judge: "Guilty or not guilty?"

[Defendant and Interpreter consult at length]

Judge: "It's a simple question."

Interpreter: "Guilty."

[(...) Another lengthy consultation]

Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009 
Judge X, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009 
Judge X, City Centre Court, 01.04.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 16.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009
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Judge: "W hat is he saying, please?"^®

It is impossible to  know w hat is being discussed in the consultation, bu t in answering fo r the  

defendant, in em bellishing the  defendant's answer, and in consulting w ith  the  defendant 

about th e ir answer instead o f sim ply in te rp re ting  it, the in te rp re te r appears to  go beyond the 

role o f m ed ia to r o f com m unication alone, and to  b lur the  boundaries between th is  and the 

role o f the  legal advocate.

Another challenge arises fo r the  in te rp re te r w here the  defendant o r arrested person sees 

them , as Thomas describes it, as "a beacon o f ligh t" because they speak the same language or 

are from  the  same place, and in te rpre ters agree th a t defendants regularly view  them  as allies; 

as a defendant said to  Stella; "you are Chinese, you m ust help me." In terpreters and 

defendants are often le ft alone together, and it is comm on to  see them  ta lking during 

proceedings; in te rpre ters reveal th a t they are often asked questions like "w h a t should I do 

now?", "w h a t is going to  happen next?", "Can I do this, can I do tha t, can I call, can I pay?"; 

defendants w an t to  know how things work, about bail, prison and so on. S olicitors/barristers 

agree th a t in te rpre ters should avoid giving legal advice, bu t also acknowledge th a t defendants 

are sure to  ask such questions and Aoife says th a t in te rpre ters, having acquired a certain 

am ount o f experience from  s itting  in court, may "find  them selves giving semi, pseudo-legal 

advice". Thomas insists th a t a lthough they may have a good knowledge o f procedure "they 

can make mistakes on the legal issues" and are no t in a good position to  give advice. He has 

nonetheless seen in te rpre ters "give pre lim inary advices to  a c lien t", though he considers th a t 

in general in te rpre ters are careful not to . However, so lic itors/barristers themselves often ask 

the in te rp re te r to  explain things, such as a bail bond, to  the  defendant at the  end o f a case if 

they have another client to  represent.

It w ould be very d ifficu lt to  say to  w ha t exten t in te rpre ters give legal advice or semi-legal 

in fo rm ation, bu t the in terpreters in terview ed say th a t w h ile  they often sympathise w ith  

defendants, th e ir role is still a com m unicative one. M arta says defendants' questions in court 

are annoying and pu t her in a d ifficu lt position, and M olly finds th a t because some defendants 

"are desperate" you w ant to  be able to  help them , but "you have to  draw  a line." M ost 

in te rpre ters say th a t when they are asked such questions they re fer the  defendant to  th e ir 

so lic itor, as they do not feel qualified or as if it were th e ir place to  answer them  or o ffe r

Judge P, Custody Court, 30.09.2009
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advice. W hen a defendant does not have a representative, Anna says she m ight give him some 

general in fo rm ation  "like th a t he is entitled  to  a solic itor, let's say, o r th a t he is allowed to 

plead gu ilty o r not guilty, and if he pleads no t gu ilty his case w ill be adjourned to  some o the r 

date, ju s t th is general in fo rm a tion ."

However, Gwen's experiences suggest th a t no t all in te rpre ters confine the ir role to  one o f 

language m ediation: in one case the  in te rp re te r commissioned by the defence examined 

videos o f the police questioning and found th a t the orig inal in te rp re te r had to ld  the accused 

w hat answers to  give; "the  in te rp re te r said 'no, no, no - you d o n 't w an t to  say this. W hat you 

w ant to  say is- Actually ju s t leave it to  me and I'll give the  answer fo r yo u .'" In another case the  

in te rp re te r was a fo rm e r priest; "I th ink  his pastoral duties got in the way o f his in te rpre tive  

duties. The in te rp re te r was try ing  to  convince the  clien t to  confess to  a m urder." The fo llow ing  

is another ra ther extrem e example o f an in te rp re te r going beyond the  role o f language 

m ediator, th is tim e  in court. A Romanian defendant was charged w ith  providing a fake driver's 

licence; a Garda expert w itness testified  th a t the  docum ent was a fake and was cross- 

examined by the defence so lic ito r w ho accepted this. The Romanian in te rp re te r fum bled in his 

w alle t, tapped the so lic ito r on his shoulder and handed him a card; he explained som ething, 

looking bemused.

Solicitor: "The in te rp re te r has come to  my assistance."

The so lic ito r to ld  the  court th a t the in te rp re te r had given him a copy o f his own driving licence, 

and asked if the expert w itness could examine it to  see if it looked real. The Garda expert 

w itness appeared som ew hat uncom fortab le , bu t took the  licence explaining tha t she did not 

have the correct equ ipm ent to  make a de fin itive  pronouncem ent. She confirm ed tha t it 

seemed genuine and it was only at th is  po in t th a t the Judge intervened, stating th a t the 

in te rp re te r was there  to  assist the  court and could the so lic ito r please ask the in te rp re te r not 

to  in terfere :

Judge: "It 's  no t the  in te rp re te r's  job  to  come to  the  assistance o f the  defence"

The case continued and the  defendant was asked th rough the  in te rp re te r about how  he had 

come by the  licence and w hat explanation he had fo r being in possession o f a fake one. W hile 

the defendant mum bled no more than a few  words the in te rp re te r responded:
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Interpreter: "W hat can I say? It never occurred to me to  consider that it might be a 

fake document or something."^^

The court has a relatively strong, albeit slow reaction when the interpreter visibly involves 

himself in the case and this is verbalised by the solicitor, but when the interpreter embellishes 

the defendant's reply in explanation of the offence, this is accepted. Similarly, in the earlier 

examples the court does not remark upon the interpreter's formalising of the defendant's 

reply, or the fact that the interpreters answered on behalf of the defendants. This suggests 

that the court's objection to an interpreter acting on the defendant's behalf is limited to when 

intervention is blatant, but where this is subtle it is likely to go unchecked. It may be that it 

remains unnoticed, but it is also possible that because such intervention facilitates 

proceedings and the speed of proceedings, it may in fact be welcomed, particularly when the 

defendant is unrepresented.

The Competent Interpreter

"You don't know the language but these two seem to be quite professional.

And they certainly seem to communicate w ith the clients what the judge is 

saying and back."

(Gwen, Solicitor)

An interpreter is likely to be considered competent by the court if they are experienced and 

familiar w ith the language and procedures of court, if they can speak English reasonably and 

carry out their job w ith confidence, and if the ir dress and behaviour is professional. Such an 

interpreter may appear w ithout being called; he or she will seem to interpret everything that 

is said and the defendant will not look lost or baffled, they will be easily understood by the 

court when they speak in English and they w ill interact confidently w ith the court. Essentially, 

as the interpreter is rarely heard and almost never understood except when speaking English, 

their competence is necessarily gauged by appearances: successful participation in the court 

case and appropriate behaviour and dress.

Solicitor/barrister interviewees equate the quality of interpreters w ith their level of 

experience and whether they appear professional: fo r James the more experienced the

Judge N, City Centre Court, 06.05.2009
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interpreter, the higher the standard of interpreting, and Stephen is of the same opinion; he 

says that once an interpreter has worl<ed for a couple of years in the District Court and done 

some Circuit Court trials, "they tend to know all of the issues that are going to crop up". 

Matthew, too, points out that interpreters who have spent a lot of time in court "know the 

score", and he believes tha t "experience is key, and I think if they have a knowledge o f the way 

that the court system works, it makes life a lo t easier." Gwen comments that judges have a 

much more positive attitude towards interpreters "even if they're not particularly good at 

what they're doing, if they seem to be doing their best", and in her positive appraisal of two 

interpreters she says they 'seem' professional, and 'seem' to be communicating what is said.

However, she also makes the point that she doesn't understand the language, and interpreter 

IVIolly concurs, saying that nobody actually knows what you say when you are interpreting or 

whether or not you are saying it right. Mihai also feels that because nobody ever checks on 

what is said, he could "te ll a little  story about Snow White while everybody's talking" if he so 

chose. In fact Belen makes the disquieting claim that the agency instructed them to  interpret 

even where they couldn't hear or d idn 't know what was going on; "That was the first 

instructions we were given from  the agency, like the most important thing is not only that you 

interpret, is that they see you are saying something". What is perceived as competence, 

therefore, does not necessarily mean that the person is interpreting accurately or well, and 

good quality interpreting may or may not be an additional attribute of the Competent 

Interpreter.

Perceived standards

"I th ink generally it's like the standards of anything else (...) you're going to 

have some brilliant ones, and you're going to have not-so-good ones (...).

But fo r the most part I've found them professional, and I've found them 

experienced, and I've found them approachable."

(Matthew, Solicitor)

Some solicitors/barristers proclaim themselves satisfied with interpreting services; James finds 

that while "the standard isn't always great", overall it is quite good, and Stephen believes 

standards overall are pretty good and have improved since the less competent interpreters 

more or less disappeared o ff the scene. Eleanor also feels things have improved in recent 

years; "I think it was very poor when interpretation services started to come on board about 5
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or 6 years ago" when "anyone who could speak any language was able to work as an 

interpreter w ithout any real training, any real regulation." On the other hand many o f the 

interpreters do not consider standards to be very high; Ewa believes them to be very low, and 

Molly feels that because of the relentless recruitment campaigns by the agencies over the 

years, standards have dropped massively; she says that while there used to be a preference 

for experience when assigning interpreters to a case, now it Is not even a consideration. 

Interpreters also confirm that agency-provided training for court interpreters involves no 

more than a half day spent outlining the basic functioning o f the courts system and giving 

some general guidelines as to what the job entails.

Overall, the feeling is that standards are mixed and Mark states that they can vary greatly; 

"sometimes it can leave a little  to be desired" and overall "they could be better." He is 

concerned about the calibre of interpreters; "I'm  not sure how they're recruited, from where 

they're recruited, whether they're Garda-vetted, whether they have previous convictions 

themselves. I don 't know how these interpreters are appointed, (...) whether they are suitable 

to be interpreters." Thomas avers that he "w ouldn 't like to criticise, I certainly wouldn't, I 

mean I th ink that it's quite good" which is interesting in light of Gwen's point:

"I th ink courts tend to facilitate interpreters. And I th ink if judges weren 't 

that facilitating - it sounds awful - we might have a better standard, 

because if they were to say more often 'I'm  stopping this trial until 

somebody comes in who can properly interpret', I th ink it's a fine line, you 

don't want to be rude to people, but at the end of the day it's about the 

accused's constitutional right to a fair trial. W ithout being over-dramatic 

about it, a lot of them aren't getting a fair trial; you're entitled to know 

what's being said, and a lot of them aren't."

She feels that quality varies from poor to extremely good, but that "a lot of it is substandard."

There is also, however, an almost paradoxical assumption among legal professionals that 

interpreters are qualified and competent, and that interpreting is monitored to ensure 

adequate standards. "I presume, again w ithout knowing, that there are safeguards put in 

place", says Matthew, while Thomas muses that "the Court Service probably do keep an eye, 

do they not, on what's going on?" James supposes that agencies providing interpreters to the
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court have a responsibility to  ensure proper standards, "I mean they have no busines 

receiving the taxpayers' money otherw/ise", and interpreter IVlihai agrees that "the court, 

would never doubt, or if they do they do it in a silent way, but they would never doubt you 

abilities or your competence", and says that the fact that you appear on behalf of an agency i. 

proof enough fo r the court that you are sufficiently qualified to be there. This assumption wa 

occasionally evident in court;

"There's no need to repeat everything; it's all been interpreted, so he's heard i: 

be fo re "^

"Would you just translate what he says. If you're an interpreter you know what t< 

do. (...) Speak up and te ll me what he is saying."®^

Matthew wonders whether the issue of interpreting in courts may be "one of these accident 

waiting to happen", but he and others tend to focus on cases involving serious offences. H* 

considers that "somebody could be convicted for a very serious offence on the basis of i 

difficulty where something is literally lost in translation", and Gwen emphasis cases o f murde- 

and rape where the interpretation "could be the difference between somebody getting a lif*

sentence and not." She goes as far as to say that not having an efficient interpreter at Distric

Court level "is more frustrating than anything else, but I don't know that it hugely impacts oi 

the outcome", while Gerard also considers that interpretation at trial level is o f the utmos: 

importance, but doesn't have the same urgency at District Court level. In his view there are si 

many other issues of concern that you have to pick your battles - and interpreting in th? 

District Court does not seem to be one of them. An interesting point was raised by tw> 

solicitors about whether it is in the best interests of some solicitors not to complain aboit 

interpreting standards, which Mark explains here:

"For the hungrier solicitors, interpreters can be a source of work. (...) Some 

solicitors would make it their business to establish relations w ith an 

interpreter, so that the interpreter would contact them, or bring the 

business to them. ...It's not in the solicitor's interests to be raising

difficulties about interpreters (...), so it's not likely that there'd be

complaints about interpreting."

Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 16.10.2009
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Gwen further feels strongly that "judges would be very, very reluctant to allow an appeal on 

the basis of poor in terpretation" as it would get a lot of media attention and "the whole 

system would then be called into question." She spoke of her experience appealing a case in 

the Court o f Criminal Appeal; the legal team had planned to make interpreting one of the 

grounds o f the appeal, but

"It was quite apparent to us -that the Court of Appeal did not want to know 

about us saying it was down to the interpreter.- They froze, said 'the 

interpreters are doing the best they can.' - In other words forget that point 

and move onto something else, because you're wasting your time on that 

one."

Conclusion

It is generally accepted that LEP defendants should have access to an interpreter when 

appearing in court to ensure their right to a fair trial, and to reduce the possibility of judicial 

reviews, and that even those w ith good English may fa lter and become nervous in the 

intim idating setting such that interpreters should be provided wherever there is any doubt. 

Although it is conceded that there is a collective responsibility to ensure interpreters are 

assigned when necessary, and in practice the issue can be raised by any party to the case, how 

the issue is dealt w ith in court and the ultimate decision about assigning an interpreter 

depends on the judge. Some judges wait until an interpreter is requested, while some raise 

the issue themselves. In assessing proficiency, some judges are guided by the 

solicitor/barrister and some address the defendant, generally asking if he or she speaks English 

or can understand. There is some evidence that solicitors/barristers can overestimate the 

language proficiency of the ir clients, and it was found that when defendants say they speak 

English they may do so fo r a number of reasons, such as believing the ir English good enough or 

wanting to get things over w ith. However, there is also some evidence to suggest that such 

defendants often have difficulties understanding the case; sometimes LEP defendants leave 

the court in obvious confusion, and some approach the registrar or a member of the Gardai 

for help after their case is finished. Although it appears to happen rarely, interpreters for the 

wrong language are sometimes assigned as a result of administrative errors or because of a 

false identity provided by the defendant.
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Decisions about interpreters are d ifficult to predict: some defendants w ith  clear 

communication difficulties say they don't need an interpreter and are accepted at the ir word, 

some defendants who neither want nor seem to need them are assigned interpreters, and 

some defendants are not asked if they want one, even when they appear to struggle. 

Whenever an interpreter is requested, however, it w ill not be denied, however grudgingly 

granted. If no direct request is made, on the other hand, there is no guarantee that an 

interpreter w ill be assigned. The impression given by judges and solicitors/barristers in court 

and in their interviews is satisfaction with how the need fo r interpreters is assessed and how 

interpreters are assigned, and there is no evidence o f self-doubt about the competence to 

make accurate assessments. There is a suggestion, however, that the more serious the case, 

the more concern there will be about providing an interpreter and conversely, the less serious 

a case -  and the less likely to provoke a judicial review - the less urgency there will be.

Sometimes interpreters take an oath that they will interpret to the best of the ir ability, but the 

swearing in of interpreters is a sporadic practice that depends on the judge and it is unlikely to 

be more than a formality. The wording of the oath is interesting in that it suggests that an 

interpreter should interpret and explain, interpret only for the court, and interpret only that 

which is required of them. In practice the interpreter is not instructed what to interpret, and 

most interviewees agree that everything should be interpreted. It is equally acknowledged, 

however, that the dynamics of the District Court make this impossible; insider language, high 

speed proceedings, often poor acoustics and the fact that allowances are rarely made for 

interpretation are some of the main obstacles. Interpreting is also sometimes prevented by 

the judge's interruptions, by a defendant asking private questions, or by the solicitor/barrister 

using them fo r private consultation as the case is ongoing.

Observations in Court have allowed a typology to be created of different types of interpreting 

styles, the first of which is the Silent Interpreter who stands beside the interpreter but says 

nothing or very little. These interpreters are widely known and have been the cause of some 

alarming experiences, but they go largely unremarked in court. Related and perhaps more 

common is the Selective Interpreter who omits certain parts of the case, usually those not 

directly involving the defendant such as monologues by judges, disclosure, and the facts. The 

Selective Interpreter usually interprets direct communication between the court and the 

defendant, that which directly involves the defendant, as well as anything he or she is directed 

to. It is probable that the Silent Interpreter is inexperienced, and possible that the Selective
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Interpreter does not consider it their job, or necessary, to interpret more. It is possible in both 

cases that insider language and communicative interference impede interpreting, and that the 

interpreter is unprepared, inexperienced and nervous. The LEP interpreter does not speal< 

English w/ell; although the majority of interpreting in the District Court is done through 

whispering, chuchotage, when the interpreter's voice is heard it often reveals a lack of fluency, 

and it has been found that the defendant sometimes speaks better English than the 

interpreter.

Challenges are posed by the nature of District Court proceedings to the role of the interpreter 

as a mediator of communication alone: because o f the impossibility of interpreting everything, 

the interpreter must make decisions about what to include and what to omit. Additionally, 

many defendants see interpreters as allies and will often ask them for advice. The Advocate on 

an extreme level may give the LEP defendant legal advices, they may tell them what to say or 

they may speak on the ir behalf. They may also answer on behalf of the defendant in court in 

the same way as a solicitor/barrister would. On a less extreme level, the Advocate may, for 

example, embellish the answer of the defendant with District Court formalities. The nature of 

District Court proceedings may favour the interpreter as Advocate where intervention is 

subtle, particularly where the defendant is unrepresented and the interpreter can facilitate 

proceedings. Finally, the Competent Interpreter is perceived as such by the court when he or 

she behaves professionally, appears to interpret most of what happens and is understood by 

the court when he or she speaks English. Usually the Competent Interpreter is experienced, 

familiar w ith the language and procedure of court, and speaks reasonable English. However, a 

professional appearance does not necessarily guarantee good and accurate interpretation.

Some interpreters consider that standards are dropping as a result of mass recruitment, a lack 

of training, and a system that does not give preference to or acknowledge experience. Some 

solicitors/barristers find the interpreters good overall, but most say that standards are mixed 

and range from excellent to sub-standard. At the same time there is an assumption that 

interpreters are competent, that they are monitored and that steps are taken to ensure the 

quality of court interpreters. Although it is agreed that interpreters are necessary fo r LEP 

defendants, there seems to be a tendency in court to tolerate all kinds of interpreters and a 

reluctance to complain about standards. It was suggested that it may not be in the best 

interests of solicitors to complain where interpreters bring them business, and that the higher 

courts are reluctant to hear appeals based on the quality of interpreting. Perhaps most
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fundamentally, there is a strong sense that the cases heard in the District Court are of such . 

m inor nature that any issues w ith the quality of the interpreting are more o f a frustration thai 

a real influence on the outcome of the case, or danger to the liberty of the defendant, an( 

that there are other problems in the District Court that are more pressing than assurin' 

interpreting quality.
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Chapter Eight: The Impact of 
Interpreting and the LEP Defendant

Introduction

In this chapter a slightly broader perspective is taken on interpreting in Irish District Courts. 

Beyond describing w/hen and how interpreting takes place, it questions how interpreting and 

the LEP defendant have impacted on the District Court and the District Court case, and looks at 

how the dynamics o f the interpreted case are influenced not just by the competence of the 

interpreter but also by the presence and competence of legal representation. In the first 

section it considers the interpreter's place in courtroom interaction, and assesses how 

interpreters perceive and are perceived in the court context. It w ill look at whether and how 

interpreting can delay or lengthen proceedings, and it will raise the issue of representation in 

LEP cases: the attitude o f the court w ith regard to legal representation, and how the presence 

of a legal representative can change the dynamic of the interpreted case. The second section 

revisits the linguistic units of the District Court case, this time to analyse how the LEP or 

interpreted case differs from the monolingual one. It details differences in language and 

content that go beyond a strict focus on interpreting to look at how the fact o f not being Irish 

or English-speaking can change the content of some units, and how some units apply to non- 

Irish or LEP defendants in d ifferent ways. At the end of the chapter, a final section will be 

dedicated to a consideration of the right to an interpreter in practice, drawing on empirical 

findings, analysis of the right, analysis of documentation, and linguistic court interpreting 

studies.

Section A: Interpreting and Court Dynamics

The in terp re ter in court

While interpreters are not entirely new to Irish courts, neither have they been a traditional 

fixture in the courtroom. Now the consistent presence o f one or a number o f interpreters is 

commonplace, and they have become standard participants in District Court proceedings in 

the same way as solicitors, the Gardai, probation officers and so on. This becomes 

immediately apparent on entering court in the morning before it is in session, the time when 

solicitors, barristers and Gardai consult each other and the registrar informally fo r information
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and clarifications, to make arrangements, come to agreements and so on. The subject o 

interpreting, principally the language needs of clients and the availability of interpreters, haf 

become an intrinsic part of this interaction:

"W hat language is he?"^

"The translator isn't here yet"^

"We have a lot of interpreters today"^

"Is there any interpreter here for G.B.?"'‘

"There is no Chinese interpreter."^

Sometimes light-hearted jokes are made:

Prosecution: "W hat nationality is he?"

Barrister: "We think Egyptian."

Prosecution: "So he walks like an Egyptian?!"®

Some courts reserve an area for interpreters, but otherwise they might sit w itt 

solicitors/barristers, the Gardai or even in the public benches and, as with other participants 

may not always be easy to identify. Typically interpreters are sent by Lionbridge and weai 

identifying badges, but these are not always visible and most interpreters dress professional!' 

such that cases of mistaken identity can occur, though these are not always appreciated: ot 

one occasion a young Garda approached and asked a solicitor if she was a Polish interpreter 

She said no, but afterwards muttered to  another solicitor; "Do I look like a fuckinf 

interpreter?"^ In general however, the relationship between interpreters and others in court i: 

somewhere between amiable conviviality and tolerant detachedness, w ith an apparent!' 

harmonious working rapport. Court participants chat and joke w ith interpreters, thank anc 

praise them fo r their work ("Good job, it's not easy"^), and some even try a few words in the 

interpreter's language ("Do cvidanya"®).

 ̂Custody Court, 12 .10 .2009  

 ̂ Rural Court, 12 .11 .2009  

 ̂Solicitor, Rural Court, 0 1 .1 2 .20 0 9  

“  Barrister, C ustodyC ourt, 1 2 .10 .2009  

 ̂Custody Court, 12 .10 .2009  

 ̂Custody Court, 0 6 .1 0 .2009  

’’  Custody Court, 0 2 .1 0 .2009  

* Solicitor, City Centre Court, 3 0 .03 ,2009  

 ̂Solicitor, City Centre Court, 02 .0 4 .20 0 9
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Interpreters describe working in the District Court as a positive experience overall; they feel 

they are treated w ith respect and that their help is needed and appreciated, though some 

more experienced interpreters say attitudes were not as positive before interpreting was 

contracted out; IVIarta says that some o f the registrars hated interpreters and were very 

unpleasant, and Anna describes how "nasty things were happening in court, because different 

translation agencies would be fighting for new cases", and she fe lt that interpreters were 

tota lly disrespected. She considers, however, that things have changed and says "I th ink I 

would see my role as respected now". Molly still feels that because they are not directly 

employed by the Courts Service they are treated as outsiders, but most criticisms levelled by 

interpreters w ith regard to their current situation were aimed, perhaps ironically, at the 

agency; those interpreters working in the area for a number of years report that treatm ent has 

become more anonymous and less attentive over time, and that it is marked by a lack of 

appreciation, flexib ility and personalized management.

Interpreters find the attitudes of judges to be positive; Mihai finds them neutral and fair, Belen 

thinks they are polite and good, and Jevgenius feels that judges treat interpreters very well. 

For Stella it varies from judge to judge, and Molly also emphasizes a divergence between those 

who are conscious of the interpreter and keen to ensure they do a good job and those who 

don't even notice the ir presence. Some interpreters seemed a little  more reserved about the 

relationship w ith solicitors/barristers: while Ewa feels interpreters are respected because they 

facilitate communication and Jevgenius finds solicitors/barristers grateful for the work, some 

seem to consider the relationship built on u tility  alone and therefore somewhat negative: 

Mihai feels "[t]hey treat you the same way you would treat a tool that you th ink you might 

need tom orrow  - half nice, half polite, and half kind o f neutral", and Stella agrees that 

solicitors approach interpreters when they need them, expect co-operation and want the job 

done quickly. Marta further asserts that they fail to appreciate the difficult nature of the job 

and how much interpreters actually help them, and Belen feels that they often make demands 

beyond that which can reasonably be expected.

There is also a little  tension in the dynamic from  the perspective of solicitors/barristers. 

Attitudes are generally positive, respectful and appreciative: Matthew says that "it's important 

to have a good working relationship w ith them ", and James considers that "everyone treats 

each other w ith respect and courtesy and (...) in a professional manner." Mark says that 

people have become used to interpreters and Gerard finds that things generally run smoothly.
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At the same time, however, interpreting is seen as "yet another layer of expense added to the 

criminal justice system"^°, and concerns are raised as to whether money is being well spent. 

According to Eleanor resources are not being used well and interpreters are "paid more 

through the agencies than some lawyers are getting on the legal aid scheme per hour." 

Although she concedes that the agency may take the main cut, she notes that "they're 

certainly paid for the tim e that they're there or have been waiting." Mark also considers 

interpreting a lucrative profession and has heard "that you would probably make more money 

in courts as an interpreter than as a solicitor". Gerard comments that interpreters 'aren't slow' 

about filling in their time sheets, as does Gwen who empathises with judges' increasing 

frustration w ith interpreters who fail to do their job competently, "and the only thing they do 

efficiently is produce their cert, for a signature to make sure they're paid." She mentions a 

case she was involved in where the "company made more out of the substandard interpreting 

facilities than the solicitor and the jun ior counsel", and suggests that people who complain 

about legal fees should look at what is spent on a very, very poor interpreting and translation 

service.

Interpreters' accounts of their earnings are at variance with the perceptions of 

solicitors/barristers. They say that pay was excellent before services were contracted to a 

single service provider, but that wages have fallen progressively since then and that current 

rates are poor and uncompetitive; the agency may be making a lot of money, they say, but 

they are not. They explain that as freelancers, interpreters pay their own tax making the 

hourly rate considerably less in reality, and because assignments are sporadic they may only 

work for a couple of hours per week. Belen also suggests that the minimum time fo r which 

one must be paid on an assignment is consistently dropping, and interpreters say tha t every 

time they are offered an assignment they have to consider if it is worth it, particularly when 

short notice is given or travel is required, as the transport rates paid are poor. Belen sums up 

the issue:

"Taking into account the current prices situation, and the fact that is not a 

full time job, or at least is d ifficult to make a full time job 'cause there is no 

need for interpreters full time, 1 would say that the rates are low. ... Now 

the rates are 18 [Euro an hour], it's not worth it."

T h o m a s , S o lic ito r
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Svetlana was not able to make a living from interpreting as the work was not frequent or 

regular enough and Ewa says she continues in the role because she likes it, but that the pay is 

not good enough, particularly considering that "usually after working for a few years you get a 

rise, and our wages were slashed". She reveals that many interpreters left after the latest pay 

cut and IVIolly agrees that it caused a lot of interpreters to lose heart. Anna thinks rates are "a 

disgrace" and considers the fact that "qualifications are never checked by anyone" to be a core 

problem preventing interpreters from fighting for higher rates. The fact that cutbacks are 

being made due to the economy is also referred to by solicitors/barristers; IVlatthew points out 

that in the children's court "they are doing as best they can to cut down on the number of 

interpreters" and Eleanor says that cases requiring interpreters are sometimes dealt with first 

to reduce expense, and that the legal aid board is "trying to cut down on interpreters" in the 

Refugee Legal Service. Observations also suggest that duty interpreters are being cut back in 

some courts.

Delays and the lengthening of proceedings

The need for an interpreter can cause delays when there is none present in court; there may 

be a second calling if the interpreter is temporarily absent, or if one needs to be ordered the 

case may be remanded or adjourned. Second callings for consultations with an interpreter also 

create short delays, though they seem to expedite proceedings in the long run. All o f these 

delays are beyond the control of the individual interpreter and are more organisational 

matters than strictly interpreting-related. In fact, solicitor Gerard makes the point that delays 

caused by interpreting are negligible in the greater scheme of things, and aside from the fact 

that in the District Court remands and adjournments for other reasons are extremely 

common, proceedings are perhaps most often delayed by administrative efficiencies of the 

court itself. Because of the fact that cases are frequently remanded, a lot of court time is spent 

re-establishing what happened previously:

Judge: "Refresh my memory.

Judge: "There was damage to a series of cars....isn't that right?"

These delays are exaggerated by the lack of a unified system of record-keeping and a reliance 

on hand-written notes; files have to be located and deciphered ("I'm guessing this says

Custody Court, 23.10.2009
Custody Court, 27.10.2009
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Lithuanian in te rp re te r, I can 't really read it"^^); the  in fo rm ation  o f d iffe ren t parties must b* 

pieced together, disputes over differences resolved, and gaps and enigmas worked ou t befor* 

the case can proceed, a particu lar problem  in courts where files regularly change hands, an( 

judges, solic itors and barristers change and move around:

Judge: "There is conflicting evidence, because nobody actually recalls w hat th?

evidence is."^'*

Judge: There seems to  be a sheet missing here. It was fo r ID to  be estab lished/^

Judge: "The defendant was in custody by consent."

Barrister: "There was never any consent."^®

Beyond adm in istra tive delays, the in te rpre ted  case is often perceived as taking much longe- 

than a m onolingual case - at least tw ice as long. The obvious logic is tha t everything m ust b- 

said at least tw ice, once in the language o f the  defendant and once in tha t o f the  cour. 

However, th is is only the  case when there is d irect com m unication between the defendart 

and the court, in which case the court must w a it w hile  its questions or com m ents an 

in te rpre ted  fo r  the  defendant, and then w a it w hile  the response o f the defendant i; 

in te rpre ted  fo r the  court. In a typical D istrict Court case there w ill only be direc 

com m unication when the defendant is giving evidence, usually a t a hearing, or when the  judg? 

asks the defendant a d irect question which m ight happen, fo r example, during the Plea or th; 

Facts. The vast m a jo rity  o f in te rpre ting  in the  D istrict Court involves chuchotage, a nor- 

d isruptive mode o f in te rp re ting  whereby the  in te rp re te r stands beside the  defendant anl 

whispers an in te rp re ta tion  o f proceedings. This does not lengthen proceedings, and indeel 

M ark com m ents th a t "in  the  D istrict Court w here m ost business is done m ore quickly, then it i 

no t so much a factor; I d o n 't th ink  it slows up". Barrister James agrees th a t most cases th rt 

come before the  court "are  jus t being rem anded back fo r som ething else" and do not involv? 

much dialogue except w here somebody is giving evidence, and Stephen does not consider th a  

in te rpre ting  delays "you r run-o f-the-m ill case where there is, say, a plea o f gu ilty", b it 

com m ents th a t in a contested hearing " it  adds a lo t to  it because everything has to  b? 

in te rpre ted ; each w itness tha t gets up, it  all has to  be in te rp re ted ."

Judge Y, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
”  Custody Court, 09.10.2009 

Custody Court, 27.10.2009 
Custody Court, 20.10.2009
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The dynamic of the interpreted situation also depends very much on the competence o f the 

interpreter, whether or not the defendant is represented, and how well prepared the 

so licitor/barrister is.

The Assumption of Representation

A number o f factors suggest tha t the court largely functions on the premise that defendants 

w ill be legally represented. Firstly the right to representation is taken very seriously; much 

tim e is spent in court ensuring defendants are aware o f the right, and ample opportunity is 

given to defendants to procure representation. Secondly, on a practical basis the language of 

the District Court is not designed to be, nor is it, easily understood by outsiders, and an 

unrepresented defendant can cause delays and frustration in court; while some judges are 

prepared to  spend time w ith unrepresented defendants, the preference for legal 

representation is sometimes manifested in an unwillingness to explain things:

Judge: "Convict, fine 170 Euros, one month, 5 days."

Defendant: "Sorry?!"

Judge: "Convict, fine 170 Euros, one month, 5 days."

Defendant: [Clearly d idn 't understand, shrugged shoulders and left]^^

Another indication o f the preference fo r the voice of the legal representative in court is that 

judges sometimes overtly silence defendants:

Judge: "W hat is her drug status?"

Defendant: "I have the letter-"

Judge: [interrupting] "Listen, I'm asking your solicitor to ask you."^®

Judge: "You are not placed to say anything, Sir. I'm waiting for your so lic itor."’'®

Interpreter: "The defendant would like to speak."

Judge: "He has a solicitor fo r that."^°

Judge Y, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 

“ judge S, Custody Court, 29.10.2009
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Judges also verbalise the dependence of defendants on their solicitor to explain what ha: 

happened in court;

"M r. [Solicitor], who is present today, w ill fu lly inform you of the import anc 

meaning of..."^^

"Your solicitor w ill advise you what the consent of the DPP means.

"If you've any difficulty in understanding, consult w ith your solicitor. It', 

tremendously important that you comply."^^

The solicitor facilitates communication between the court and the defendant, a rok 

comparable to that of the interpreter in that it often involves 'translating' the words of tht 

court for the defendant and vice-versa:

Judge: "What ages are the children?"

Solicitor: [to defendant] "What ages are the children?"^"*

Defendant: "Where am I supposed to get 500 Euros?"

Judge: "What?"

Solicitor: "Where is he going to get 500 Euros?"”

Judge: "It says here you find prison a challenging environment, Mr. D."

Defendant: "No."

Judge: "Hmmmm?"

Defendant: "NO."

Solicitor: "He's saying that he doesn't want to  go back to prison."^®

Judge: "W hat is your connection with the motor vehicle... that you were illegall' 

driving on that day?"

Solicitor: "It was a friend's car. Judge."”

Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009  
Judge Q, Custody Court, 23.10.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 12.11.2009 

”  Judge Z, Rural Court, 18.11.2009
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As in these examples, the solicitor often answers on behalf of the client or intervenes to give 

the appropriate response, and there is sometimes a sense that the solicitor prevents the 

defendant from  damaging the case by saying something inappropriate; this notion resonates 

w ith the words of one judge who declared that when she gives the defendant an opportunity 

to speak w ithout their solicitor "saving them from themselves", she would never hold what 

they say against them.^* From another perspective the solicitor/barrister expedites 

proceedings: w ithout their presence, insider language cannot be successfully used in 

communication, and proceedings can be delayed where the court takes the tim e to  explain 

things to defendants; Thomas suggests that the solicitor has an "im portant role to play in court 

in speeding things up", and that if the defendant doesn't want a solicitor "it's going to take 

longer, w ith more judicial time". If the court is not prepared to take this time there is no 

guarantee that a defendant w ill leave the court understanding what has happened.

As such, it is desirable from the court's perspective that a defendant be represented; not only 

do the solicitors make proceedings more reliable in terms of avoiding judicial review, they 

facilitate smooth and quick proceedings, a logistical advantage w ithout which the court which 

would be unable to process the sheer volume of cases it is listed to hear. For defendants, legal 

representatives are desirable as they can generally represent the interests of the client to  the 

court w ith greater effect than a layperson, and they can ensure that the defendant 

understands what has happened in court. An LEP defendant is undoubtedly even more reliant 

on the solicitor/barrister to speak on their behalf and to explain what happens in court, 

particularly when they do not have an interpreter.

The Unrepresented and Represented LEP defendant

The first question is whether or not LEP defendants have legal representation. Barrister Aoife 

is confident that LEP defendants are less inclined than Irish defendants to  get a solicitor; in her 

opinion "whereas 90% of Irish people have solicitors", many non-Irish defendants charged 

w ith offences, particularly minor ones, "just want them out of the way". Some 

solicitors/barristers also expressed the concern that LEP individuals may not always be fully 

informed of the ir rights in Garda stations, including the right to a solicitor. Gerard considers 

this among the biggest barriers to the system fo r LEP defendants, and Eleanor gives the 

example of a Georgian client who was arrested and brought into custody but "d idn 't have, in

Judge S, Custody Court, 29.10.2009
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his own language, explained to him that he was entitled to have a solicitor. No solicitor wa 

called". It may also be the case that the likelihood of engaging a solicitor is related to one', 

previous experience in court: Aoife opines that "people who are in the system day in, day out 

they have such a good idea of what's going on, not only with procedural issues, but thei 

rights; they're very, very aware of it." Many LEP defendants will have not spent much time ii 

Ireland and may even have been arrested entering the country, and while there art 

undoubtedly repeat LEP offenders, many LEP defendants w ill be appearing in court fo r the firs 

time. Nonetheless, in court all defendants are given the opportunity to engage representation 

and although observations did not verify Aoife's assertion that most LEP defendants do no 

have representation, they did confirm that many LEP defendants decline representation, oftei 

anxious to have things dealt w ith quickly:

Friend of defendant: "He doesn't want a solicitor. He wants to deal w ith it today.

Judge: "Is it your wish or aspiration to be legally represented?"

Defendant: "I know I was in the wrong.

Where an LEP defendant is unrepresented and has an interpreter, communication is fairl' 

straightforward as the interpreter mediates between judge and defendant, and with , 

competent interpreter this does not take any longer than it would via a solicitor/barristei 

though it clearly takes longer than in the case of an unrepresented English-speakin; 

defendant. Having an interpreter in this situation may even be advantageous for th* 

defendant as he or she is likely to make the judge's questions more comprehensible, and ma' 

also render the defendant's responses more formal and court-friendly, as a solicitor/barriste 

would. It is unclear at what point such an interpreter may be considered to be advocating fo 

the defendant, which is a serious ethical issue, but it is also the case that the Advocat* 

Interpreter may disadvantage the defendant: for example, while the court will assume tha 

any consent given is informed, the defendant may potentially find himself in custody fo 

another tw o weeks where remand has been consented to on his behalf. However, as this roh 

expedites -  or at least doesn't delay -  proceedings, the court appears at worst to tolerate am 

at best to welcome and expect it.

Rural Court, 12.11.2009 
Rural Court, 07.12.2009
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An incompetent interpreter can greatly disadvantage the unrepresented LEP defendant: the 

Silent, Selective or LEP interpreter may not interpret or even understand proceedings, and 

may not represent accurately to the court what the defendant says. Yet the court, in providing 

an interpreter, may reasonably assume that the defendant has understood proceedings, and 

the defendant w/ill clearly be expected to comply w ith court orders; what are the implications, 

fo r example, if the interpreter fails to interpret the bail conditions and the defendant does not 

comply w ith them as a result? Although, as we have seen, such a situation is also possible 

where the defendant is represented, the unrepresented defendant necessarily relies to a 

greater extent on the interpreter. The words spoken by the interpreter fo r the defendant can 

also influence the attitude of the court towards the defendant, and if misrepresented have the 

potential to influence the judge's opinion of the defendant negatively, and possibly even affect 

the outcome of the case.

The unrepresented LEP defendant w ithout an interpreter is relatively rare, but it was seen in 

the last chapter that communication can become very difficult, complicated and lengthy if the 

defendant declines representation and no interpreter is a ss ig n e d .C o u rt proceedings are 

generally unaffected by an LEP defendant who is represented but does not have an 

interpreter, but the defendant, as was also seen, may struggle to understand proceedings and 

is reliant on the solicitor/barrister fo r explanations of what happens in court. The most 

complex situation is that of the defendant w ith representation and an interpreter, the most 

obvious factor being that there are now four people involved in communication between the 

court and the defendant instead of the three: the judge, the solicitor/barrister, the defendant 

and the interpreter.

See Appendix B: U nrepresented French defendant
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Judge

Defendant

Defendant

Defendant

Defendant

Interpreter

Interpreter

Solicitor/Barrister

Communication in the District Court

When the defendant Is represented, the preference is often to communicate w ith  and througl 

the representative. Many if not most of the questions asked by the judge are routine an( 

predictable, and the solicitor/barrister will have the necessary information to answer. It i: 

when the defendant must be consulted for this information that communication can becom* 

unwieldy; the judge puts a question to the solicitor/barrister; if the interpreter has beei 

listening and understands, the question may be simultaneously interpreted for the defendan 

whose reply w ill be interpreted for the solicitor/barrister, who will answer the judge. Ven 

often, however, the solicitor/barrister will first 'translate' what the judge says for the (possibi' 

LEP) interpreter who w ill interpret it fo r the defendant; the Selective or Advocate interprete 

may engage in a private conversation before giving a reply to the solicitor/barrister, and tht 

judge is finally answered. When the solicitor/barrister is not standing next to the defendant ht 

or she may be literally running back and forth  during the exchange.

This scenario frequently occurs even when standard, basic information is requested tha 

anybody familiar w ith District Court proceedings could have anticipated. It is clear in suci 

situations that the solicitor/barrister has either not consulted w ith the client, or tha 

instructions were insufficient. The practice of taking instructions 'on the hoo f, as Judge Z call: 

it, is very common, and is often commented on as a concern of judges:
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Judge: "It's  a disgrace tha t a person's firs t m eeting w ith  th e ir counsel should be at 

th e  w indow  [o f the custody box]; it is a practice th a t must be stamped out. (...) 

Imagine if it was your own b ro the r o r sister."^^

Judge: "You haven't even spoken to  him?! This is outrageous, this man is in custody; 

you are consenting to  a week in custody w ith o u t even consulting him."^^

However, w hen the  defendant is English-speaking such consultations, when necessary, can 

generally be done re la tive ly discreetly. In the  in te rpre ted  case th is is impossible as 

consulta tion involves the in te rp re te r, and particu larly where the  in te rp re te r is not 

'com petent'^ '' proceedings can become com plicated. Barrister James supports the  idea tha t 

delays are caused by unprepared so lic ito rs /ba rris te r in an in te rpre ted  case; "I'm  up there and 

if I'm  doing my jo b  right, I have all o f th e ir details and I d o n 't need to  say anything; I should 

only maybe clarify something. But I know  w hat w e 're  consenting to  o r not consenting to, or 

w hat w e 're  asking the court to  do." M a tthew  agrees th a t the  "process is speeded up -where 

you have had the  oppo rtun ity  beforehand to  speak w ith  your c lient in the presence o f the 

in te rp re te r", and in te rp re te r M ihai questions w hether the in terpre ted  consultations 

conducted in the few  m inutes before the  case is heard are su ffic ien t preparation fo r the  case.

The preference fo r com m unication via th e  so lic ito r/ba rris te r thus impacts m ore on the 

in te rpre ted case than on the m onolingual case when com m unication w ith  the  defendant is 

necessary; lengthened proceedings in the in te rpre ted  case are o ften  the result o f this 

preference, and can be compounded by a so lic ito r/ba rris te r's  lack o f preparation and /o r by an 

incom petent in te rpre ter.

Judge R, Custody Court, 2 2 .1 0 .2009  

Judge S, Custody Court, 0 6 .10 .2009
As per C hapter Seven, accurate In terpreting m ay o r m ay not be an additional a ttribu te  o f the  com peten t 

in terpre ter
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between interpreter and 
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Interpreter replies to 
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Judge asks question
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'translates' question for 
interpreter

Communication through LEP/Selective Interpreter

There is another, less obvious consequence of the unprepared solicitor/barrister in the 

interpreted case, which instead of inconveniencing the court may disadvantage the LEP 

defendant. Solicitors/barristers frequently take instructions from their client quietly and as 

proceedings are ongoing, and such consultations are particularly common in advance of 

Mitigation (when the solicitor must provide the court w ith specific details about their client) 

and during the Facts unit; this generally precedes M itigation and readily facilitates such 

consultations as it is usually involves only the prosecution and judge. When an Engish- 

speaking defendant and solicitor/barrister consult as the Garda is giving the Facts t  is 

conceivable that the defendant can hear what the Garda is saying at the same time, and would 

therefore be in a position to challenge something if necessary. The LEP defendant who is 

reliant on the services of an interpreter would not be in such a position; while the interpreter 

is facilitating the consultation it is impossible fo r him or her to interpret the Facts at the same
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tim e. Observations suggest that this occurs regularly in court and that it may therefore be 

common fo r the Facts in an interpreted case to  remain uninterpreted, something which 

essentially deprives the LEP defendant of the opportunity to  contest the prosecution's version 

o f events. Although contesting or disputing the Facts on a plea o f guilty is rare, it is 

nonetheless possible fo r an error to be made, particularly considering the frequency of errors 

and omissions in case files resulting from administrative inefficiencies and poor record

keeping in the District Court. It is a short step to suggesting that fo r an LEP defendant, prior 

consultation with the solicitor/barrister may mean the difference between having parts of the 

case interpreted and not.

Section B: The LEP/Interpreted Case

The Charge

The Charge unit in the LEP/interpreted case does not d iffer greatly from the monolingual case, 

which in and of itself is of interest: the court does not generally seem to question whether or 

not steps were taken on arrest to ensure that the LEP defendant understood the charge, for 

example through the provision o f an interpreter. The issue arises outside of court and 

concerns the Gardai more directly but it is of relevance here due to  the fact an integral part of 

a charge sheet case is the evidence of arrest, and it is of interest because over the course of 

observations a pattern emerged from  the evidence given of replies made by LEP defendants 

after caution: in case after case no reply was made to the charge:

Garda: "The defendant is a Polish man w ith poor English. ... The defendant made no

reply to the charges.

Solicitor; "He has a certain amount of English...."

Garda: "There was no reply after caution."^®

Judge; "The evidence is tha t he made no reply after caution."

Interpreter; [Silent]^^

Judge R, City Centre Court, 12.05.2005 
Rural District Court, 17.12.2009 
Judge Z, Rural District Court, 01.12.2009
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Garda; "He was charged over the telephone by an Interpreter."

Judge: "The evidence is that he made no reply after caution."

Interpreter: [Not interpreting]^*

The pattern emerged during analysis and after the period of observation, such that little  can 

be said other than to highlight the question of whether or not this pattern is significant, and if 

so what the implications may be. Firstly there is the question of whether or not a defendant 

must be fu lly informed in detail of the charge against him/her; it arose in court that if the 

reason fo r arrest is obvious there may be no need to verbalise the charge, raising the question 

of whether there are circumstances where that which is obvious to an Irish person may not be 

obvious to someone unfamiliar w ith Irish culture and the criminal justice system. Another 

issue concerns the consequences o f mal<ing no reply after caution; if a defendant who does 

not respond is considered to be availing of the right to silence and this silence is not identified 

as the result of incomprehension, w ill this silence carry negative consequences?

In terms of the type of charges answered by LEP defendants, while it is d ifficult to generalise 

and this study did not attempt to quantify the offences being observed, the comments of 

solicitors/barristers largely support observations in the court. Basically LEP defendants come 

before Irish District Courts on the full range of possible offences; Matthew feels that "you 

can't pinpoint one particular area", but it is the experience of some solicitors/barristers that 

LEP defendants tend to answer m inor and less serious matters; Aoife considers tha t charges 

are generally of a m inor nature such as public order, drunk and disorderly, driving offences. 

She is of the impression that "they're not the people who are going into places to  try  and 

shoot people or anything (...) They're not the worst cases in the world", and Mark comments 

that up until now "they have been involved at the lower end of the criminal structure -in road 

traffic matters". Many o f the solicitors have experienced particular trends in offences among 

certain nationalities, particularly young Eastern European men being charged w ith  driving 

offences such as drunk driving. Thomas, being politically correct, submits that "there would be 

an unusually large proportion o f young Eastern European, I don't know if that's a really good 

term, but European men are charged w ith drunk driving", and Stephen considers that "they 

seem to have a blind spot about that". Gwen agrees and expands on this categorization:

Judge Z, Rural District Court, 01.12.2009
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"They seem to  f i t  in to  niches fo r some reason. The Eastern Europeans seem 

to  be predom inantly road tra ffic  cases, and you know a fte r serious nights 

ou t on the tow n  assaults and manslaughter, m urder cases. I th ink  there  was 

some staggering statistic about a Lithuanian w ould  be m ore likely to  be 

killed by his own in Ireland than at home. (...) [S]ome o f the readings o f the 

drunk driving cases are ju s t phenomenal when you see the level o f alcohol 

in th e ir system when they 're  driv ing around, -they're  scarlly high readings.

So they seem to  f i t  in to  th a t category. (...) The Romanis w ould be m ostly 

begging and those kind o f cases, and the Romanians w ould be 

p redom inantly  cred it card fraud, ATM related th e ft and fraud stu ff. (...) The 

Nigerians you'd get a fa ir b it o f m inor th e ft and fraud, com ing in pinching 

groceries-. So they tend to  f i t  in to  categories; I'm  not saying th a t you'd 

obviously apply th a t rig id ly ."

Naturally, d iffe ren t so licitors have had varying experiences in representing d iffe ren t 

defendants on d iffe ren t charges in courts, bu t the pattern  o f young Eastern European men 

being charged w ith  road tra ffic  matters, particu larly drunk driving, emerges m ost strongly. This 

experience also depends on where they practice. For example, in certain courts in Dublin a 

huge num ber o f LEP cases involve individuals arrested under Section 12 o f the  Im m igration 

Act, w hile  such cases are unlikely to  come before m ore rural courts. Under Section 12 a person 

can be arrested and detained if they do not satisfactorily prove the ir identity , and these cases 

are often rem anded fo r very lengthy periods as identifica tion  is verified; some judges show 

concern fo r w he ther the  defendant understood why he/she was being held:

Judge; "And has it been explained to  M r. Y w hy he's being held in custody?"

Barrister; " It has."

Judge; "And he understands why he is being held?"

Barrister: "He does. Judge, com pletely.

Barrister Eleanor expressed deep concern about the  Catch-22 situation many asylum seekers 

find  themselves in as a result o f being arrested under Section 12;

Judge R, Custody Court, 22.12,2009
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" it  means th a t they 're  le ft w ith  a crim inal conviction, and it makes it much 

more d ifficu lt fo r them , then, to  obtain asylum or leave to  rem ain, which 

certa in ly requires a clean sheet, so by v irtue  o f the ir fleeing from  the ir 

country w ith o u t docum enta tion ; usually it's held against them  if they do 

have correct docum entation, th a t they cou ldn 't be fleeing th e ir country  if 

the  au thorities allowed them  correct docum entation, so they 're  in a Catch- 

22 situation. The o the r big issue is th a t they end up in the crim inal system, 

in prison w ith  convicted offenders, o r people on remand - fo r weeks on end 

until they 're  actually able to  obtain the  necessary docum entation to  prove 

th e ir identity. It's a shame th a t they are crim inalised like tha t, and it is a 

breach o f the ir rights."

Section 12 cases are strik ing in th a t m ost require in terpreters; the Chinese in te rpre ters tha tl 

in terviewed, fo r example, said th a t ID cases constitu ted the  m ajority  o f th e ir w ork, and in th? 

Custody Court a huge num ber o f cases were 'Section 12s'. Because o f the  nature o f thes; 

cases, they involve much discussion about receiving and not receiving ID, verify ing ID and S) 

on;

"W e have not received any ID yet""*®

"The Egyptian embassy is try ing  to  establish his identity""*^

"W e are still awaiting verifica tion  o f ID""*^

"I'm  not satisfied w ith  the ID; it's a m ilita ry  card'"'^

Such discussions also frequen tly  involve the  questioning o f defendants to  try  and resolv? 

iden tity  issues; in terrogations a lm ost inevitably require in terpreters and com m unication cai 

become complex when the  in te rp re te r is not com petent. The fo llow ing  extract is from  th j 

case o f three Chinese co-accused heard in the  Custody Court in m id-O ctober; the  defendanis 

had been in custody since m id-August:

Prosecution: "This ID issue is ongoing since the  13th o f August, and no progress hfs 

been made."

Custody Court, 22.10.2009 
Custody Court, 16,10.2009 
Custody Court, 29.10.2009 
Custody Court, 16.10.2009
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He explained that the defendants had provided Chinese national ID cards, the Chinese 

embassy had been contacted, and they had been awaiting a response since the 29th of 

August. No response was forthcoming; e-mails were not replied to and phone calls were not 

returned.

Prosecution: "The Irish Embassy in Beijing has also been onto the authorities there 

to try to get a sample ID; they were given a lot of d ifferent sample documents, but 

not the Chinese identity card. These are fo r use only w ithin China."

Judge: "So they are not prepared to give a sample ID?"

Prosecution: "No."

The prosecution told the court he believed the defendants had access to passports. He said 

they had travelled from China to an EU country, possibly Spain, but that they had to have a 

passport getting onto the plane. He said that organised crime gangs are smuggling people into 

Ireland.

Judge: "It is not disputed that they had the passports getting onto the plane. The 

passports were allegedly taken by traffickers." (...) "The usual story" (...) "I am not 

accepting it."

Prosecution: "I believe they still have their genuine passports."

Judge: "You think they got fake documents to get in? But you are only surmising; it's 

what usually happens."

She then asked the barrister what the defendants said to this, and the barrister, interpreter 

and defendant consulted as the prosecution continued to talk.

Judge: [to defendants] "Where is your genuine passport, each one of you?" 

Interpreter: "M y passport was taken by-"

Judge: [Interrupting] "I can't hear you. Where did each one of them come from? 

Where did you get a flight from?"

Interpreter: "No idea."

Judge; "No idea?!"
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The barrister said they had tal<en a number o f flights, and the prosecution expressed doubts 

about whether they were telling the truth.

Judge: "W ho delivered the documents?"

[Barrister, defendant and interpreter continue to consult]

Judge: "It's a simple question. I don't know why it's taking so long (...) and why th? 

blank faces."

Interpreter: "One friend."

Judge: [shouting] "WHAT FRIEND?""

The Judge then decided to hear them one at a time; " it goes to credibility." The first defendant 

was called as a witness and went to take the oath.

Registrar: "I swear by Almighty God-"

Interpreter: "I swear by Almighty God-"

Registrar: "No; repeat it to him in Chinese."

The interpreter is speaking in whispers, and the judge repeatedly asks her to speak up.

Barrister: "Now, if you could just address your answers to the Judge."

Interpreter: [Nothing]

Barrister: "Tell him to address his answers to the Judge."

The interpreter is clearly confused; she had no idea that she had to interpret the oath, and sh? 

doesn't seem to understand what is going on: even when instructed to, she fails to interpret 

what the barrister says. In addition, the judge is interrupting frequently as well as asking 

m ultiple questions at high speed w ithout waiting for these to be interpreted, or waiting fo r ai 

answer:

Barrister: "He gave an answer there. Judge, you interrupted."

Judge: "Where is his real passport? He's saying" (...) [that he has no idea, that a 

foreigner took it before he came to  Ireland.] "Where was he when the foreigner too< 

it?"

Interpreter: "I was on the flight."
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Judge: "W ha t fligh t?  A m inute  ago he said it was in the  a irport. Is he saying It was 

stolen from  him ?"

The case continues at length In the  same vein and Is eventually rem anded fo r another tw o  

weeks. A t the  end o f O ctober the  th ree  defendants, still In custody, are brought before the 

cou rt again. ID has still no t been verified, but the defendants have applied fo r asylum. The 

Judge com m ents:

Judge: "This is a s tra igh tfo rw ard  charge, bu t i f  they are convicted com plications arise 

w ith  regard to  how  well they co-operated in establishing th e ir iden tity ."

Barrister: "I w ould subm it th a t they have."

Judge: "I am not pre-judging them . They may w ell be innocent, bu t people fo rge t 

th a t th is  is very im po rtan t In m itiga tion ."

The Judge puts the  case back fo r a hearing fo u r weeks later and asks if th is remand is by 

consent. The barris te r w rites down the  date fo r the in te rp re te r, and asks her to  ask them  it if  Is 

OK.

Judge: "There is libe rty  to  reapply should they w ish to  change the ir plea, or if they 

find o the r ID." [to  prosecution] " If you verify  th e ir identifica tion  earlier, please apply; 

there  is an onus to  reapply."

The barrister seems to  be listening to  the  in te rpre ted  reply o f the  defendants w ith  regard to  

consent, bu t the  Judge has moved on to  the  next case w ith o u t w a iting  fo r a response. The 

Chinese In te rp re te r tu rns to  sit down, and sighs heavily.

The In te rp re te r on th is date is no t the  same as the In te rp re te r on the firs t date. She gives the 

impression o f being extrem ely com petent, and she la ter revealed th a t she has been in Ireland 

fo r 20 years and w ork ing  as an In te rp re te r fo r  six. The in te rp re te r from  the  firs t date was also 

la ter Interviewed. Her English in the  in te rv iew  was poor, but essentially she described her 

partic ipation in th e  case as fo llow s:

She was asking questions, and I d id n 't hear them , bu t som ehow I kept 

In te rpre ting  to  the  defendant anyway. He had no Idea w hat I'm talking
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about. When the Judge asked 'what did the defendant say?', I just say 'yeah' 

to the Judge. I said he couldn't hear me, but that was just an excuse. I don't 

know if the Judge knew or not, but she said OK, and repeated the question.

The first part of this case demonstrates an inexperienced and incompetent LEP interpreter, 

but although it was obvious that she did not know what she was doing and that her English 

was poor, no remark was passed on this. In addition, throughout the case the court did little to 

accommodate interpretation: even a competent interpreter could not realistically have 

interpreted all of the judge's questions, and any answers being given were continuously 

interrupted or ignored. A question that has not yet been considered is how interpreted 

communication takes place in terms of whether the judge talks to or simply through the 

interpreter: standard practice when using an interpreter is to talk in the first and second 

person to the person being addressed as if there were no intermediary, and for the interpreter 

to speak in the first person as if the words were their own. Observations suggest that while the 

majority of interpreters in the District Court do this, judges alternate between addressing the 

defendant directly, using the th ird person, and asking the interpreter to say something:

Judge: "Can I ascertain through the Lithuanian interpreter, how long are you in the 

country?"'*''

Judge; "Does he have a solicitor?"

Interpreter: "No, I don't"

Judge: "Does he want an opportunity to speak w ith a solicitor?"

Interpreter: "No."

Judge: "Does he understand?"

Interpreter: "Yes, I understand."'’^

In the case of the three Chinese co-accused the judge moved frequently between the second 

and third person ("Where is your genuine passport, each one of you?"; "Where is his real 

passport?"), and the barrister begins his examination of the witness using the second person 

("if you could just address your answers to the Judge"), but is then forced to address the 

interpreter directly as she has not understood ("Tell him to address his answers to the Judge"). 

Judges commonly move between using the second and th ird person in all cases, usually

Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge P, City Centre Court, 26.03.2009
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alternating between addressing the defendant directly and talking to the solicitor/barrister 

about the defendant, and it is to be expected that the same should happen in interpreted 

cases. However, judges also use the third person when there is no solicitor/barrister present 

and some address the interpreter directly, both of which contravene the norms of interpreted 

communication. While Chapter Six revealed that the District Court judge has full linguistic 

discretion in the courtroom, this nonetheless suggests a lack of awareness about how to work 

w ith interpreters, although interpreter Mihai considers it more as a lack of interest:

"You're not talking to the interpreter. I'm not there. I'm not on trial, you 

cannot ask me. You ask the defendant. I will ask him, and he w ill answer 

and I'll give you the answer. (...) I don't th ink it takes very, very much, really, 

to understand what a triangular communication means, but I do believe 

there's no interest really, rather than understanding."

Bail Applications

The Bail Unit of the LEP case is distinctive in that many objections to bail commonly apply to

LEP defendants, such as being a flight risk:

"He has no ties to the jurisdiction. Straightforward unlikely to appear"'*®

"He is a flight risk. He has no ties here, no family, no job. He is from Poland. He lives

here, but doesn't own any property'"*^

The other principal issue affecting bail for many LEP defendants is identity; aside from Section

12s, bail is unlikely to be granted in any case where identity is an issue, such as where a

defendant has given a false name or address to the Gardai:

Prosecuting Guard: "There is an objection to bail fo r both defendants"

Judge: "On what grounds?"

Prosecuting Guard: They both gave false names, dates of birth and addresses in the 

past. They gave false details on arrest yesterday, and have produced no 

identification.'*®

Judge S, Custody Court, 12.10.2009 
Court Presenter, Custody Court, 15.10.2009 
Judge 0, Custody Court, 02.10.2009
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Some LEP defendants may also have difficulties understanding the concept of bail; some 

interpreters report that because bail doesn't necessarily exist in the legal system of the LEP 

defendant -  or exist in the same form, when bail is set at 200 Euro they th ink they have to pay 

that sum and the case is over, and IVIarta considers that such confusion is one of biggest 

barriers for the LEP defendants in the Irish system. Additionally, the unit itself is particularly 

fast-moving to the point that a defendant w ith limited English would not be in a position to 

understand the conditions of their bail w ithout having them interpreted or explained. There is, 

therefore, heavy reliance on the interpreter or representative in this unit: even a competent 

interpreter may find it d ifficult to keep up and solicitors/barristers do not always have the 

time to explain the conditions before the bail bond is signed as many remain 'on their feet' 

throughout the follow ing cases. It sometimes happens in this scenario that the 

solicitor/barrister instructs the interpreter to 'explain' the bail bond to the defendant, which 

seems inevitably to lead to confusion; the bail bond is a legal document which the interpreter 

is not trained to understand or explain, and w ithout the relevant experience an interpreter 

may not themselves understand the concept of bail, the bail bond, or the conditions:

Judge: "Is this your signature?"

Interpreter: [confused] "Me?"

Judge; [impatient] "Would you ask him if this is his signature?"

Interpreter: "Yes, I signed it just now."

Judge: "Yes, he did."

[Defendant is released, looks confused, asks interpreter something]

Interpreter: [whispers to barrister] "Is he free?"

Barrister: "I appear fo r " [Doesn't answer, next case begins]

[Interpreter points to door, defendant leaves. Later she approaches barrister again]

Interpreter: [whispers] "Sorry, is he free?""*®

It is clear here that the interpreter has difficulties understanding the bail process (and the 

basics of interpreted dialogue), and on a number of occasions I observed interpreters spend 

some time trying to decipher bail bonds, sometimes engaging the help of a Garda or 

solicitor/barrister, before the defendant left the courtroom holding the document and looking 

very confused.

Judge S, Custody Court, 14.10.2009
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Jurisdiction, Plea and Facts

The Jurisdiction and Plea units do not differ greatly in the LEP/interpreted case if at all; 

sometimes reference is made to the interpreter or comprehension of what is going on: 

"Having spoken w ith my client through the interpreter, I have a plea"“ ; "Through the 

interpreter can I ascertain whether Mr. S understands that his solicitor is indicating a plea of 

g u i l t y I t  is during the Facts that the voice o f the interpreter is most likely to be heard by the 

court at any length as the Judge may wish to clarify things or put questions to the defendant. 

As it more frequently consists of the Garda citing facts at high speed and very often in a low, 

unclear voice, it is a particularly challenging unit fo r the interpreter and allowances are rarely 

made fo r the interpretation. It is also during the Facts that, as we have seen, the 

solicitor/barrister uses the interpreter to consult w ith the client, leaving the facts 

uninterpreted. The combination of these factors may make the Facts Unit the least likely to be 

interpreted for the defendant.

LEP defendants are sometimes called to give evidence during the Facts or in the case o f a 

hearing, and as with all witnesses they must take an oath. The issue of religion may arise, and 

courts provide defendants w ith the appropriate Holy Book, though more commonly a 

language issue arises and an interpreter is involved. Perhaps because it happens so seldom 

that an LEP defendant is sworn in to give evidence, there is often uncertainty as to the 

protocol: whether the interpreter should also be sworn in, whether the oath should be taken 

in English or in the defendant's own language, and whether the interpreter should confirm 

that the oath has been properly taken. Some judges seem to take for granted that the oath 

must be taken in the defendant's language:

"Explain if you are going to give evidence you must repeat the oath in your own 

language after the interpreter, and the interpreter must confirm that it has been 

fu lly taken"“

In the following extract, on the other hand, it is the reaction of the defendant that leads to the 

oath being taken in Romanian:

Solicitor, Rural Court, 13.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 10.12.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10.2009
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Registrar: "I swear by Almighty God-" [Defendant turns and addresses interpreter at 

length]

Judge; "What is he saying, please?"

Interpreter: "He doesn't understand."

Solicitor: "I think he's saying he wants to take the oath in his own language." [to 

interpreter] "Roma?"

Interpreter: "Romanian."

Judge: The registrar w ill announce the oath to the interpreter, the interpreter will 

translate it and the defendant w ill repeat it.^^

Crim inal History, M itigation and Sentence

The criminal history unit rarely differs in the LEP/interpreted case as the record of the 

defendant is generally confined to the Irish one, and does not involve, for example, any record 

of crimes committed in an immigrant's country of origin. Judge S on rare occasions asked 

about criminal history outside Ireland:

"Does he have previous in this or any other jurisdiction?"^''

"Can you tell me more about the charges in other countries?"^^

Solicitor Stephen submits that where the case is more serious, checks would be more detailed, 

but that this happens more in the higher courts; "certainly for District Court matters, they 

don't seem to pursue that line; they check the Irish system and if there's nothing there they 

don't tend to go further. Maybe if there is something on the Irish system they may check with 

Interpol."

The M itigation unit always includes details related to the fact that the defendant is not Irish; 

monologues usually begin with the nationality of the defendant, and if it has not already been 

stated, the Judge may ask how long the person has been in this country or what their purpose 

here is:

Solicitor: "He is a Slovakian national"“

Judge P, Custody Court, 30.09.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 12,10.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 27.10.2009 
Rural Court, 11.11.2009
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Solicitor: "This is a Lithuanian man who has been in Ireland fo r 5 years"^^

Judge; "H ow  long has he been living in th is country?"^®

That the defendant was fo re ign and the re fo re  not fam ilia r w ith  Irish law was raised a couple o f 

tim es by so lic ito rs/barris te rs in M itiga tion . In one case a barrister subm itted th a t if  a foreign 

national is being asked fo r his name and address he should be cautioned th a t no t to  give th is 

in fo rm ation  w ould  be an offence, bu t the  judge replied th a t the same principle applied as 

w ould to  an Irish person; th a t the  circumstances o f the  event were so obvious tha t th is was 

not necessary.^® In another case a 27 year old Lithuanian defendant was charged w ith  

possession o f a knife. His so lic ito r to ld  the  court th a t he worked in a garage and had le ft w o rk  

w ith  the knife still in his pocket, but th a t he "d id n 't realise the seriousness o f having a knife in 

his pocket"; he was convicted and fined 200 Euro.®° On another occasion a Polish defendant 

was charged w ith  fa iling to  produce an NCT, and his so lic itor suggested that, despite a pattern 

o f driving offences, he had no t been aware un til consultation how  serious these were; he had 

4 young children, needed the  car fo r his fam ily and work, was "extrem ely con trite " and 

undertook to  abide by the  tra ffic  laws in fu tu re . He was convicted and fined 250 Euro.®^ These 

three judges did no t seem to  consider foreignness a m itigating factor, and Judge Z seemed to  

support th is ideology:

" If you wish to  rem ain in the State you must abide by the  law like o the r c itizens"^  

"You're very welcom e in th is country, bu t you must comply, as any resident, 

w ith  the  laws o f the  land".®^

In terpre ter M ihai expressed concern th a t consideration is not given to  the  fact many m inor 

offences "have probably a cultural o r an in te rcu ltu ra l conno ta tion" and th a t mistakes are 

made "because they move in to  a d iffe ren t country; they w ould assume everyth ing works as in 

the ir own coun try", and it is no t until an offence is com m itted  th a t they realise w hat they did 

is unacceptable here. However, th is concern was no t voiced by o ther interviewees, and 

in te rpre ter Jevgenius considers tha t non-Irish defendants generally realise th a t they have 

com m itted an offence and they get on w ith  it, as does so lic itor Thomas who says tha t "w h ile

”  City Centre Court, 07.05.2009 
Judge P, Custody Court, 29.09.2009 
Judge R, City Centre Court, 12.05.2009 

”  Judge T, City Centre Court, 07.05.2009 
”  Judge P, Custody Court, 29.09.2009 

Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
Judge Z, Rural Court, 02.12.2009
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they're all such different systems, basically it's the same thing"; the allegation is heard, 

accepted, "then they like to have an opportunity to give an excuse, and they take and respect 

the sanction w/hen it's applied." Stephen concurs, saying that "most of them are quite realistic, 

that they say 'I've done w/rong. I've been caught. I'll accept the punishment'."

When the Judge reads the sentence this happens at such high speed and is often so complex 

that it is inevitably d ifficult to  fo llow  and understand, and to interpret. It is not necessarily 

usual fo r the judge to check that the defendant has understood, but by doing so in the 

follow ing example the judge reveals that the interpreter may not even have understood him, 

and that the defendant certainly hasn't:

Judge: "And I trust the defendant understands the order."

[Interpreter looks at the solicitor then at Judge]

Interpreter: "Sorry?"

Judge: "I trust the defendant understands the order."

[Interpreter addresses defendant who shakes head. Interpreter continues to talk] 

Judge: [Sighs] "Well anyway" [The court giggles]. "We're talking about Christmas 

cards."®"

Discerning whether or not judges differentiate between Irish and non-Irish defendants in 

sentencing is not an aim of this research, but on relatively rare occasions conditions are 

imposed that would not be relevant to the Irish defendant, specifically conditions requiring 

departure from the jurisdiction. One judge wanted to know if a Polish defendant would be 

going home, saying "it's  not because he's not from the jurisdiction. It's not about that. It 

would be the same if he were from Donegal."®^ He was given a peace bond for one year, the 

terms of which included a return to Poland if he had no other means of surviving here, and the 

obligation to notify the Gardaf of flight dates. In a similar case a Romanian defendant was 

given a peace bond which included an undertaking to return to Romania, to show the Gardaf 

his travel tickets, and the condition that "If he is not gone in two weeks he will be picked up, 

brought back to me and put in prison."®® Another charge was dismissed by the judge on 

condition that the defendant leave the state by a particular date and not return for 12 months.

^  Judge Z. Rural Court, 02.12.2009 
Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009 

“  Judge S, Custody Court, 06.10.2009
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Finally, some judges, in these examples Judge Z, com m ent on crim ina lity  in the context of 

im m igration:

Judge; "Can I ascertain through the Lithuanian in te rp re te r, how long are you in the 

country?"

Interpreter: "One and half years."

Judge; "You've found your crim inal fee t very quickly."®^

Judge: "I'm  re luctan t to  give Mr. X any m ore leeway. He has not jus t w orn o u t his 

welcom e in th is country ... He seems to  have come to  th is  country [to  com m it 

crimes]. (...) This is a d ifficu lt tim e  fo r every person in th is  State; you are m aking a 

to ta l mockery o f those who are unemployed."®®

Judge; "You were made very welcom e in th is  country; you were treated w ith  d ign ity 

and respec t.... I'm  n o t going to  see th is country abused."®®

Conclusion

According to  the accounts o f so lic itors/barristers and in terpreters, many things changed after 

Lionbridge started the ir in te rp re ting  contract. Before this, the  s itua tion  in courts was held to  

be messy and unorganised; fo r so lic itors/barristers th is seems to  have been an ind ication of 

poor standards, and in te rp re te rs  found, correspondingly, th a t they were no t well trea ted  or 

respected. Since the contract, some so lic ito rs /ba rris te r consider th a t services have im proved 

and in te rpre ters say trea tm en t in court is much better, bu t in te rpre ters also say th a t the 

a ttitude  and trea tm en t o f the  agency has dim inished considerably, and tha t no t only have pay 

rates been slashed but in te rp re ting  standards have fallen, no t least because professional 

in te rpre ters are losing heart and leaving. However, a lthough so lic ito rs/barris te rs say they are 

relative ly pleased w ith  the  in te rp re ting  service, once the  issue o f m oney arises, a ttitudes 

change and much is said about the  concern o f in te rpre ters fo r the ir tim e  sheets, the fact th a t 

they earn more than solic itors or barristers in some cases, and the  substandard service th a t is 

offered in return. This suggests tha t the  perception o f in te rp re ting  standards is based on partly 

on appearances - if  things run sm oothly the in te rp re te r is perceived as being com petent -  and

Judge Z, Rural Court, 11.11.2009 
“  Judge Z, Rural Court, 01.12.2009 
“  Judge Z, Rural Court, 07.12,2009
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partly In terms of money, and there is a strong feeling that resources are being wasted and 

insufficient return gained.

Interpreting-related delays are often administrative, and can be considered negligible in the 

overall scheme o f remands, adjournments and second callings. The vast majority of 

interpreting in the District Court involves the interpreter whispering an interpreted version of 

proceedings for the defendant, which does not impact on the court. Interpreting does impact 

on the court and cause delays, however, under a particular set of circumstances; unavoidably 

where the court addresses the defendant dialogue may take twice as long, but proceedings 

can become far more protracted when the interpreter is incompetent: the LEP Interpreter, for 

example, may require things to be repeated, sometimes many times, or the Selective 

Interpreter may leave the court waiting during a private conversation with the defendant, 

necessitating intervention by the court to ask additional questions. Proceedings can also 

become much lengthier when a solicitor/barrister has not taken (full) instruction from their 

client, as this often* leads to unwieldy four-way dialogues when basic, predictable questions 

are asked by the court. The lack of protocol surrounding interpreted events in the District 

Courts also causes confusion and delay, as roles and expectations seem unclear; the basic 

norms of interpreted interaction, the swearing in of interpreters and LEP defendants, and the 

line between the interpreter as mediator of communication and the interpreter as advocate 

are three obvious examples of this.

The interests of the LEP defendant are also linked to  the competence of the solicitor/barrister 

and interpreter, as they rely on one or both to explain what happens in court, and to address 

the court on their behalf. Where unprepared solicitors/barristers consult the defendant during 

proceedings, important parts of the case, usually the Facts, may not be interpreted for the 

defendant, thus depriving him or her of the opportunity to contest the prosecution's version 

of events, or to correct errors. (t“ also emerged that because the court often fails to make 

allowances for the interpreter, the Facts and the Sentence are among those units that pose 

particular difficulties fo r interpretation due to high speed, poor acoustics, and complexity; 

factors which lessen the likelihood of their being properly interpreted for the LEP defendant. 

An incompetent interpreter may not interpret anything or may interpret selectively or
'm

incorrectly, something of particular concern when the defendant is expected to have 

understood and therefore to comply with court orders including bail conditions and the 

sentence. The interpreter may also, fo r example, consent to remands on the defendant's
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behalf w ithout consultation, and they may change, om it or otherwise misrepresent the 

defendant's words. This has the potential to influence the judge negatively, and because of 

the enormous judicial discretion of the judge, could potentially influence the outcome of the 

case.

In terms o f the substantive differences of LEP/interpreted cases, LEP defendants appear 

before the District Court on all possible types of offences, though young Eastern European 

men appear particularly often on driving offences, and certain courts deal w ith a large number 

of Section 12 Immigration offences that are notable in almost always involving interpreters. It 

was found that the court does not seem to differentiate between fluent speakers of English 

and LEP defendants when hearing evidence o f arrest, yet a pattern was identified showing that 

LEP individuals regularly fail to make any reply when cautioned by a Garda on arrest, 

suggesting the possibilities of language difficulties. Some objections to  granting bail seem to 

apply particularly to non-Irish defendants such as failing to provide ID or providing false details 

to the Gardaf, as well as being a flight risk, while some orders made by the judge require that 

the offender leave the country. The fact that a defendant is not Irish is always referred to 

during M itigation, when their country of origin, as well as the length of time they have been 

here and their purpose is discussed, but not being Irish and therefore not being familiar w ith 

the law does not seem to  be acceptable as a m itigating factor for Irish District Court judges.

LEP defendants and interpreters have now become fixtures in Irish District Courts. Considering 

that speed is the essence of District Court proceedings, the interests o f the court would clearly 

be served in interpreted cases by agreed protocol that is adhered to  by all participants, by the 

full preparation of solicitors/barristers and by the guaranteed competence of interpreter, and 

for the LEP defendant it is of perhaps as great significance to have p rior consultation with a 

solicitor/barrister as to have a competent interpreter. Additionally it seems clear that the 

impact of interpreting cannot be considered in isolation but that the many other elements of 

District Court proceedings that influence how it happens, and how successfully it happens, 

must be taken into account.
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The right to an interpreter in practice

This section uses the foregoing analysis to consider the right to  an interpreter in practice in 

Ireland, focusing on what the findings tell us about compliance w ith the new EU Directive on 

the rights to  translation and interpreting in criminal proceedings.

Entitlem ent, provision and paym ent of interpreters

In Ireland, interpreters are routinely granted where requested. The right of LEP defendants to 

have an interpreter granted is accepted by courts, and no appeals have been based on 

interpreters not being provided (although a number of judicial reviews of the asylum process 

have). Where an interpreter is provided, the court certifies for it, and the costs are covered. 

Under the new EU Directive, there must be a procedure to ascertain whether or not an 

interpreter is needed. This is completely lacking in Irish courts, where some judges 'assess' 

language proficiency, others ask the solicitor/barrister if an interpreter is needed, and some 

judges wait until one is requested before dealing w ith the matter.

Under the Directive, any appropriate manner may be used to  ascertain fluency, including 

consulting the suspected or accused person. From a linguistic perspective consulting with the 

defendant is probably the most effective way to assess proficiency if done properly: questions 

like 'do you speak English?' are not reliable, however, as a defendant may answer 'yes' for a 

number of reasons including fear, wanting to get the process over with, shame, exaggerated 

conception of their own fluency and so on. Some jurisdictions have devised rating scales to 

ascertain proficiency, but otherwise research suggests that judges should ask open-ended 

questions and be alert to clues that can indicate a lack of proficiency, such as grammar 

mistakes, inappropriate responses, or repeating the question. Judges in Irish District courts 

rarely go beyond asking the defendant if they understand, or speak English when assessing 

fluency; this is an area where the suggestion of the Directive might be usefully taken up that 

trainers of judges, prosecutors and other relevant personnel pay attention to communication 

issues.

The Directive consolidates the position o f the ECtHR that interpreting should be provided at all 

stages of criminal proceeding and fo r communication with legal counsel in direct connection 

w ith questioning, hearings, appeals, or procedural applications like bail. This thesis has 

focussed only on the courtroom, but found that interpreted prior consultations w ith the
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solicitor/barrister to be of particular significance in terms of the impact on court proceedings 

and the LEP's access to justice. It has emerged that most interpreted consultations take place 

at the courtroom before or during proceedings, rather than in the solicitor's office. Although 

issues of consultation go beyond interpreting practices to District Court practice more 

generally, the Directive seems to  prescribe a wider use of interpreters than is currently the 

practice in Ireland.

(Not) Ensuring quality and standards

The area of quality and standards, as well as appeals of this aspect of interpreting is complex, 

and it is questionable how much the prescriptive provisions of the Directive can meaningfully 

contribute to this area. However it is also clear that quality is one of the biggest issues in the 

Irish context.

In general there is no requirement fo r a court interpreter to be qualified, but interpreter 

competence is a basic requirement in ensuring the right to a fa ir trial, due process and access 

to justice. Interpreting should be of sufficient quality to allow the defendant to understand the 

case against him, and to defend himself. The Canadian Supreme Court has provided a five- 

point test that can usefully be applied in assessing whether proceedings were fair based on 

the quality of interpreting; it need not be perfect, but should be, at a minimum continuous (no 

breaks, interruptions or summaries), precise (word-for-word and idea-for-idea, as far as 

possible), impartial (objective and unbiased), competent (to ensure "justice is done and seen to 

be done"), and contemporaneous (accurately timed - consecutive favoured over simultaneous 

interpreting), the question being whether the accused may not have understood a part of the 

proceedings due to a language difficulty.^® Although this is part of a wider test devised for the 

assessment of individual cases, it is nonetheless the case that by this standard the minimum 

requirements of justice with regard to interpreting are not being met in the District Court. In 

addition, while judges are responsible for ensuring not just the provision of interpreters but their 

effectiveness, judges in Irish District Courts do not generally monitor interpreting, and they 

almost never intervene, even where nothing or almost nothing is being interpreted.^^

It has been shown that the complexity and difficulty of the interpreting process requires 

specific and rigorous training, and that not only is bilingualism no proper measure of

" ° R .v T r a n  [1994] 2S.C.R. 951  

Kunnath  1/  The State,  [1993] 4  All ER 30, [1993] 1 WLR 1315 , 98 Cr App Rep 4 55 , [1994] Crim LR 937; R. v Tran 

1 9 9 4 ]  2S.C.R. 951
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interpreting competence, but the use of an untrained interpreter can have serious and 

unintended effects; interpreters can alter the nature and content of proceedings, the court's 

perception of the defendant, and influence or change the outcome of a case. Although the 

interpreting process is acknowledged as being imperfect, trained interpreters are aware, at a 

minimum, that the source message should be conveyed as accurately and completely as 

possible, maintaining style, register, form ality and tone; and they should be aware of how to 

behave, what to interpret, and how to deal w ith potentially complex and pressurised 

situations. However, ECtHR and Irish cases have set a precedent in accepting the interpreting 

ability of people who are bilingual but have no interpreting training or competence. In 

addition, the competence of interpreters cannot be guaranteed under the current system in 

Irish courts; this thesis has documented serious concerns about the calibre of interpreter 

being employed, the lack of ethical and practical guidelines, the lack of training and quality 

controls.

An important provision o f the Directive is its requirement of Member States to take 'concrete 

measures' to ensure that interpreting o f an adequate quality is provided in courts, and it 

recommends establishing a register of qualified, trained and independent interpreters, 

something that the ITIA has also advised. The register is a recommendation, but taking 

measures to ensure quality is an obligation. It is clear that there are virtually no quality checks 

in the recruitment and provision of interpreters to Irish courts, that there is no monitoring in 

the court, either by the agency or the judge, and that the interpretation that is taking place is 

flawed on many levels. However, both the agency and the Courts Service have maintained that 

the provision of quality interpreting has been, and is, consistently assured, or that 'concrete 

measures' have already been taken, which leaves uncertain ground for the Directive to have 

any impact.

Appeals

Successful appeals based on the quality of interpreting are extremely rare, and it has been found 

that courts tend to deal w ith issues of quality either not at all or on a superficial level. In many 

ECtHR and HRC cases it is considered unnecessary to consider the issue of quality where a 

violation of the right was found on another ground, and other claims are deemed 

unsubstantiated. Appeals often fail because the interpreting issue was not raised at trial, and 

the Directive follows this line in suggesting that authorities should be able to exercise control 

over a particular case i f  pu t on notice. However, an Irish court has correctly pointed out that a
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defendant who cannot speak English cannot be expected to know whether or not the 

interpretation of what he says is correct. A major issue w ith proving inconsistencies, omissions 

or incorrect interpretation at trial is the fact that it is generally not recorded and the only 

record of proceedings is in English. It is thus difficult to prove to a court's satisfaction that 

interpreting was inadequate.

Although this thesis is not looking at asylum cases per se, many judicial reviews of the asylum 

process in Ireland are based on issues w ith interpreting quality from which two main points 

are strongly in evidence: firstly, if the issue was not raised during proceedings, judges often 

have a scathing reaction to applicants trying to blame interpreters 'at the eleventh hour', and 

secondly, attempts to attribute incorrect findings of credibility to  poor or inaccurate 

interpreting have been construed as simply taking issue w ith a choice of words, and it is 

established that such discrepancies must not be considered in isolation or construed, alone, as 

rendering negative findings of credibility invalid. While judges have recognised that being an 

LEP defendant can make criminal proceedings more difficult, the most explicit comment on 

interpreting in a criminal case was to the effect that problems with interpreting are matters of 

inconvenience and not impediments to justice. This can perhaps inform the answer to why 

there have been so few interpreting-related appeals (four in total), and why those that have 

been brought were almost all unsuccessful (three of the four).

The suggestion emerged strongly in the views of solicitors that judges routinely provide 

interpreters -  not necessarily because it is right or necessary, but to protect against judicial 

review. This speculation is supported by the fact that judges sometimes provide interpreters 

when they are not genuinely needed, and by the fact that concern about interpreting issues 

appears to increase according to the seriousness of the case. Seen from this angle, it becomes 

less surprising that issues of quality go unnoticed or are quietly ignored in court. To at least 

some extent, the concern of the court seems to be whether or not an interpreter is provided, 

and not whether or not the defendant understands what is going on. Considering the 'insider' 

nature of District Court language, the lack o f concern fo r the comprehension o f defendants 

may relate less to the particularity of not being an English speaker, and more to the general 

exclusion of defendants from District Court proceedings.
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Conclusion
Introduction

This t he s is  a ro s e  f rom t h e  q ues t i o n  of  h o w  Ireland' s District Cour t  has  deal t ,  and  is deal inj  

wi th t h e  s u d d e n  and  signif icant  r ise in t h e  n u m b e r s  of  peo p l e  wi th  little or  n o  English language 

skills (Limited English Prof icient  or  LEP) appea r ing  be fo r e  it. The  large,  rapid and  diverst  

g row th  in immigrat i on  t o  Ireland,  part icular ly over  t h e  last  t en  years ,  has  m e a n t  having t o  pu 

in place  an i nf r as t ruc tu re  t o  deal  wi th  large n u m b e r s  of  LEP d e f e n d a n t s  speak ing  a widt  

var i ety  of  l anguages  and  dialects,  a s i tua t i on  fo r  wh ich  t h e  Cour t  wa s  not  eq u ip p e d  and  witl 

whi ch  it h ad  very  little expe r i ence .  From a ro u n d  2000  o nw ar d s  th i s  m e a n t  t h a t  h u g e  change:  

w e re  u n d e r w a y  in I r eland ' s  cour t s ,  y e t  t h e r e  has  b e e n  little a ca de m ic  i n t e r e s t  in w h a t  t hes (  

have  actua l ly  en ta i led  or  t h e  impl i ca t i ons  of  h ow  t h e  issue has  be e n  dea l t  wi th.  The  fi rs  

r e l evant  a c ad e m ic  ar t icle did no t  a p p e a r  unti l  2007.  Focussing on t h e  rights of  t h o s e  w i th ou  

f l uency in t h e  cou r t ' s  l anguage  t o  a cces s  just ice,  Bacik revi ewed t h e  r e l evan t  i n t e rna t i onal  ani  

regional  legal f r a mew ork ,  as well  as  looking a t  t h e  d o me s t i c  law and  pract ice;  sh e  fount  

cu r r e n t  prac t ice  t o  be  unac cep t a b l e .  The  art icle,  wh ich a p p e a r e d  s o m e  m o n t h s  be fo r e  a singl? 

agency  beg a n  providing i n t e rp r e t i ng  and  t r an s l a t i on  services  t o  t h e  cou rt s ,  q u e s t i o n e d  th* 

pr i vat i sa t i on of  t h e s e  services ,  and  highl ighted flaws t h a t  could have  se r i ous c o n s e q u e n c e s  fo- 

t h e  qual i ty  of  service and  t h e  rights of  de f e n da n t s .  Yet thi s  ma j o r  d e v e l o p m e n t  w a s  in t roduceJ  

wi th o t he rw i s e  barely a wh i sper ,  and  if any th ing  t h e  med i a  channe l l ed  public a t t e n t i o n  t o  th^ 

hu ge  cos t  of  t h e  co n t r ac t  t o  t h e  t axpaye r .

The  obj ec t i ve  of  t hi s  t he s is  is t o  begin t o  fill in s o m e  of  t h e  gaps  in kno w led ge  on t h e  bas is  tha; 

thi s  i ssue is an  im p o r t a n t  on e  on  a n u m b e r  of  levels:

•  i n t e rp re t i ng  i ssues  have  b e e n  r e spons ib l e  for  majo r  mi sca rr i age s of  j us t i ce  in o t h e  

jur isdict ions,  and  r e s ea r ch  has  sh o w n  t h a t  its impac t  on  cou r t s  is genera l ly  muci  

g r e a t e r  t h a n  rea l ised and  can  grea t ly  inf luence  cou r t  p rocee d i ngs  and  t h e i r  o u t c o m e ;

•  LEP d e f e n d a n t s  a r e  ent i t l ed  t o  t h e  s a m e  fair and  j us t  t r e a t m e n t  as  English-speaking 

d e f en d an t s ,  a n d  t h e y  shou ld  be  ab le  t o  access  jus t ice  fairly a nd  on an  equa l  basis  witi  

t h o s e  f l uent  in t h e  l anguage  o f  t h e  cour t ;
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•  finally, it is logical that the increase in LEP defendants w ill have had a qualitative as 

well as a quantitative impact on the District Court, as it has experienced not only an 

increased workload but a shift in the type o f defendant appearing before it, and has 

nonetheless had to  continue to operate efficiently and communicate w ith defendants.

Located in the District Court where the bulk of criminal offences -  and therefore also LEP 

defendants -  are dealt w ith, the thesis therefore aimed first of all to explore and describe the 

reality o f what happens when a person with limited English ability appears on a criminal 

charge from  a practical, language-based perspective; secondly, it aimed to analyse whether or 

not these LEP defendants could access justice fairly and on a par w ith their English-speaking 

counterparts from both a practical perspective and the perspective of the right to an 

interpreter; and th ird ly it aimed to consider the impact of these LEPs on the court and the 

system, examining in particular how the provision o f interpreting services is affected by more 

general trends in the criminal justice system.

Considering the paucity o f directly relevant literature and previous studies, it was clear that 

answering these research questions would require an exploratory approach. A triangulation of 

research methods was used in order that the research be as comprehensive as possible in 

taking fu ll advantage of existing resources, and to provide greater legitimacy, as there was 

obvious conflict between the documentation that did exist. Four methods were used.

The firs t method used was ethnographic non-participant observation; over the course of seven 

months hundreds of interpreted (and English language) cases and LEP defendants were 

observed in a number o f courts in Dublin and outside of Dublin. This allowed personal 

observation of the reality of LEP defendants, the work of interpreters in court and how courts 

deal w ith  related issues. The choice of this methodology was based on the need to start 

removing the speculative and anecdotal nature of what is known about court interpreting.

Secondly and complementing the observation methodology was a series of eighteen semi

structured interviews w ith key participants in interpreted cases -  interpreters and 

solicitors/barristers. This style of interview facilitated questions on specific issues of relevance, 

but also allowed for the introduction of additional, unanticipated information which drove the 

exploratory nature of the research. The choice of interpreters meant that although the voices 

of some interpreters have been heard vicariously through their representative organisation
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(ITIA), a more nuanced picture of interpreters' experiences was revealed, while the views o 

barristers and solicitors on interpreting issues has been almost completely absent in previou? 

documentation.

The third method was legal analysis. An analysis of Irish cases up to August 2010 that ruled or 

commented on interpreting was carried out in an effort to understand the extent to whicP 

interpreting has arisen as an issue in Irish courts, and the ideologies of Irish judges in dealin; 

w ith it. As there is no explicit constitutional or statutory right to an interpreter in Irish courts 

the right to an interpreter in Ireland was also examined in terms of provision, as well as who il 

applies to, who pays for it, what has to be interpreted, responsibility for ensuring quality anc 

so on. This included an analysis of other relevant instruments, courts and bodies, namely thf 

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the European Court of Human Right. 

(ECtHR); the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Human Right 

Commission (HRC); important common-law judgments, and the new EU Directive on the right: 

to translation and interpretation in criminal proceedings (EU Directive).

The fourth and final method involved a review of existing reports, publications, studies anc 

articles, as well as a qualitative content analysis of newspaper articles in two mainstrean 

newspapers from 2000 to 2010. These sources constituted a wealth o f relevant informatiot 

that had never been exploited, but consolidating and analysing them enabled a broad picturt 

to be painted of how interpreting was being portrayed in official reports, in the reports o 

interested bodies, by the press and so on. It also allowed the identification of two distinc 

ideologies on the interpreting issue in Ireland; the 'official' view that all is well, and tht 

'alternative' view that all is very far from being well.

Methodological Perspectives

The methodology used in this thesis makes an original contribution to research in this area 

while the use of ethnographic methodology draws on a long tradition of courtroom researct 

elsewhere, its use in Irish courts has been extremely limited, as a result of which very little  ha: 

been written about how the District Court actually works on a day-to-day basis. However, ar 

empirical presence w ithin the court itself was the only methodology that allowed persona 

observation of the day-to-day reality of LEP defendants and of the interpreter's work, and i: 

contributes strongly to removing the speculative and anecdotal quality of existing accounts o' 

court interpreting. W ithout having spent months sitting and observing in District Courts i
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would have been impossible to anticipate or understand, for example, the degree to which 

interpreting is intimately connected w ith the procedure and participants of the District Court, 

and to  the language of the court. The ethnographic method also contributes to sentencing 

research fo r which the case-law of higher courts and the analysis of court records have been 

more commonly used; this method involves the creation o f an ethnographic description that 

can be useful in understanding what happens during the sentencing process, rather than 

understanding sentencing outcomes. It has, again, been common in courtroom studies to 

complement ethnographic observation w ith interviews

The research methodology used in this thesis is unique in its combination of methods; 

generally, qualitative accounts using ethnographic and interview methods are not 

complemented by the other two methods used here. However, the triangulation of research 

methods ensured a multi-dimensional perspective on, and a more complete view of, the issues 

at hand in a context where almost nothing was known on the topic. It also improved the 

legitimacy of findings, and resulted in the emergence of broad themes that cut across 

individual methods.

Crim inal Justice and In terpreting in Ireland

As multi-disciplinary research, this thesis contributes to existing l<nowledge in a number of 

ways. The thesis makes a contribution to Irish criminology and the study of criminal justice in 

Ireland; as a 'fledgling' discipline, research, and particularly empirical research on the Irish 

criminal justice system is limited. The thesis provides an in-depth ethnographic account, from 

a language perspective, of how the District Court functions in practice, and contributes to an 

empirical understanding of District Court proceedings, and therefore to the sentencing 

process, on which there has been very limited commentary and of which there is limited 

understanding in Ireland. To this it adds an original dimension: interpreting. Aside from  Bacik's 

comprehensive look at issues related to interpreting,^ Riordan's speculative comments in his 

article on immigrants in the criminal courts more generally,^ and the recent chapter in 

O'Malley's 'The Criminal Process' that discusses language-related rights in the courtroom,^ 

there has been no academic commentary on the topic of interpreting in Ireland's courts; prior

 ̂ I, Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to justice in the new  Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 109  

(2007)
 ̂Judge D. R iordan, Im m igrants in the crim inal courts, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 95 (2007)
 ̂I .  O 'M alley , The crim inal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009)
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to this no empirical research had been carried out and nothing was l<nown about interpreting 

in action in Irish courts.

In addition, the thesis contributes to an understanding o f interpreting services as part o f the 

criminal justice system by considering how the issue of service provision has been dealt with 

by the Courts Service, and the ideology discernable in how the issue has been depicted b\ 

various sources, including the Courts Service, the media and the ITIA. A consolidated picture oi 

the growth and status o f the service is considered w ithin the wider framework of relevant 

trends in the Irish criminal justice system and the right to an interpreter in Ireland (including 

the new EU Directive), which provides a more complete, in-depth and relativistic 

understanding of these services than has been available up until now.

The thesis thus makes an original contribution to an underdeveloped body of criminologica 

knowledge in Ireland and to knowledge about the sentencing process in Ireland, and i 

represents a first a ttem pt at understanding the part played by interpreting in this. Criminology 

and criminal justice studies on an international level have neglected the role and impact o1 

language and interpreting in the criminal process, such that the thesis adds to th t 

international body of knowledge on the issue. The thesis is also inevitably connected w ith th( 

question of immigration in Ireland, as immigration is directly responsible fo r the rise in LEF 

defendants coming before the District Court. While the focus was on language as a barrier 

more general issues arise throughout, including judicial review of the asylum process 

prosecutions under Section 12 of the Immigration Act 2004, and the impact on the bail proces; 

o f not being Irish. While the literature on immigration and crime is growing quickly elsewhere 

it is all but absent in Ireland; this thesis therefore makes a contribution to a criminologica 

perspective on immigration.

The thesis deepens the understanding of the right to an interpreter in Ireland. This has beet 

dealt w ith previously, notably by Bacik'" and O 'M alley/ though the analysis in this thesis goe: 

into more depth on the sources of the right, and it updates the right as per recent decisions o 

the ECtHR, recent Irish case-law, and the new EU Directive, which only became law in Octobe- 

2010. Finally, it considers Irish case-law in a more qualitative sense in an effort to understanc 

not just the rulings on interpreting, but the attitudes displayed by judges towards the issue o-

'* I. Bacik, Breaking the language barrier: access to Justice in the new  Ireland, 2 Judicial Studies Institute Journal 10) 
(2007)
 ̂T. O 'M alley , The crim inal process (Dublin: Round Hall - Thom son Reuters, 2009)
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interpreting more generally, and to this end It includes relevant judicial reviews of the asylum 

process, and offers an analysis of the ideology of Irish judges in this matter.

In presenting an ethnographic account of interpreting in the District Court, the thesis adds to 

the literature on interpreting more generally. Previous interpreting studies, many of which 

have been carried out in English-speaking common law countries, have focussed almost 

exclusively on higher courts and have involved technical linguistic analyses of the interpreting 

process or psychological studies of its impact. This thesis contributes to knowledge of 

interpreting in lower courts, something which has largely been overlooked, and it considers 

the issue in a broader criminological context, exploring how interpreting impacts on the court, 

on court proceedings and on access to justice. In terms of language, the thesis presents the 

first descriptive account of the language used in an Irish court - the District Court; this is also 

an original contribution to the literature on legal language more generally, the bulk of which 

has also focussed on higher courts and on English-speaking common-law countries, but with 

the conspicuous absence of Ireland.

Principal findings

It is found that there is a distinct ideological division in how the issue of interpreting is 

represented in the media as well as how it is viewed politically, officially and by interested 

bodies; essentially there is the 'official' view that portrays the 'positive and proactive' reaction 

of the Courts Service to increasing ethnic diversity in courts and the provision of interpreting 

services, and the 'alternative' view, which is that of an ailing system where problems with the 

provision and quality of interpreting are o f such magnitude as to represent a genuine 

impediment to  justice fo r LEP defendants.

Adhering to the former ideology, newspaper articles on the issue in the Irish Independent, 

Ireland's best-selling broadsheet newspaper and generally considered to have a populist social 

agenda and a conservative economic one, have consistently been headlined w ith sensational 

claims of 'soaring' costs and huge sums being 'forked' out and 'lost in translation'. These 

articles have also consistently connected these costs w ith foreignness and immigration, 

referring to non-nationals, foreign defendants and immigrants, and one early article went as 

far as referencing a "huge surge on crime w ith overseas links".® Some anecdotal accounts have 

also depicted District Court judges adhering to this ideology in their refusal or reluctance to

 ̂R. Riegel, Translator shortage causes havoc in court schedules, Irish Independent, 14 M ay 2001
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provide interpreters. Money emerged as a strong and contentious theme throughout the 

thesis: from the contracting of the agency, Lionbridge, based on their ability to offer best valuf 

services, to the EU Commission subsequently taking the Irish Government to court over the 

allegedly illegal tender process and translation companies being reported for makinf 

enormous settlements with Revenue^; from the Independent newspaper claims of hug* 

'payouts' to interpreters and the perception o f interpreters getting paid more than senio 

counsel in some circumstances, to consistent interpreter wage cuts and reports of 'cowboy 

agencies taking the bulk of profits.

The 'official' view fails to take into consideration the vast numbers of well-founded concern: 

about the quality of interpreting in practice that are expressed strongly and in some case: 

consistently by various sources; indeed this thesis finds that the sheer number and prevalence 

of factors acting as barriers to  interpretation in the District Court makes the likelihood o 

proceedings being fully and accurately interpreted on a consistent basis very low. A set o 

linguistic units was created to  facilitate descriptions and understanding of language anc 

interpreting, broadly paralleling the stages through which a typical District Court progresses 

and it was found that one or a combination of the factors listed below regularly preven 

important units like the facts, bail conditions and the sentence from being interpreted, while 

the plea, m itigation and communication addressed directly to the defendant are the mos 

likely to be interpreted. Those factors are:

•  language: the 'insider' language used, the complexity of language and detail;

•  conditions: communicative interference (speed, acoustics etc.);

•  lack of awareness: consultation with solicitor/barrister; interruption by judge

• the interpreter: e.g. Silent Interpreters, Selective Interpreters, LEP interpreters

W ith regard to the first point above, this thesis finds that the language o f the District Court i; 

characterised by its 'insider' nature, making it almost impossible for outsiders withou 

experience in the court to understand. This is not, as one would imagine, primarily because d  

the complexity of legal arguments and legal language or 'legalese', but mainly because ke> 

words and phrases - as well as grammar - are regularly om itted from speech, and District Cour 

jargon, which includes seemingly common words w ith a different or specific meaning in thi;

 ̂W ord  Perfect Translations Ltd. also provide in terpreters to  the  court w/here Lionbridge cannot fulfil an assignment 
in Septem ber 2010  they  w ere  reported for the ir €1 .67  million settlem ent w ith  Revenue. C. Keena, Translatioi 
com pany pays €1 .67m  to Revenue, Irish Times, 15 S eptem ber 2010
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context, is very common. This communication between court 'regulars' (judge, 

solicitor/barrister, prosecuting Garda) is based on assumptions of shared knowledge of law, 

procedure and jargon, which is made possible by the repetitive nature of proceedings, and 

which facilitates greater speed of proceedings while effectively excluding outsiders; this 

includes most defendants, but also inexperienced interpreters.

In relation to the second two points, it is found that there is a lack of consistent practice or 

protocol w ith regard to court procedures, which appear to  be completely at the discretion of 

individual judges, and how these are carried out suggests a lack of awareness about 

interpreting issues, particularly in unreliable language assessments, confused swearing in of 

interpreters, and the failure to use the norms o f interpreted conversation. Ethically 

questionable issues, such as interpreters acting as advocates, either go unnoticed or are 

tolerated, and allowances are generally not made fo r interpreter to  do their job. 

Communication is often very unwieldy due to the court's preference for the voice of the legal 

representative, and a casual approach to prior consultation in the District Court means 

consultations regularly take place during proceedings which can prevent the actual 

proceedings from being interpreted.

The final point above involved the creation, fo r the purpose of this thesis, of a typology of 

interpreters working in Irish District Courts. Five 'types' o f interpreters were identified: the 

Silent Interpreter, who remains silent or almost silent fo r the duration of the case; the 

Selective Interpreter who interprets selectively - usually direct communication w ith the 

defendant or when directed to interpret; the LEP Interpreter, whose English may be worse 

than the defendant's; the Advocate, who to a greater or lesser extent appears to adopt the 

role of advocate through answering on the defendant's behalf, embellishing or formalising 

what the defendant says and so on; and the Competent Interpreter who, due to a combination 

of professional attire, competency in English, apparent fam iliarity w ith court proceedings and 

language and self-confidence, appears competent. They may or may not also interpret well 

and accurately.

Two final aspects of the practice of District Court interpreting in Ireland are worth comparing 

w ith what the broader, international literature on court interpreting has consistently found. 

First, the issue that interpreting causes delays; this thesis has found that the level of delay 

caused by interpreting in the District Court is very low in the greater scheme o f things; most
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delays are caused by poor organisation, the lack of protocol, and by characteristics o f the 

District Court itself, and as most interpreting involves non-intrusive chuchotage, or whispered 

interpreting, dialogue is lengthened only in hearings or direct communication w/ith the 

defendant. The second aspect is the notion of the interpreter as the 'necessary evil'; that 

interpreters are barely tolerated and negatively perceived. This thesis finds little  support for 

this, and finds, on the contrary, that interpreters have been accepted as part of the landscape, 

are treated well w ithin the courts (interpreters had far more complaints about the agencies), 

and are happy w ith their treatment.

Immigration, and interest in the interpreting issue, peaked in 2007 when the then IVIinister for 

Justice, adhering to the 'official' view of interpreting, claimed that procedural guarantees -  

including the right to an interpreter -  were sufficiently protected in Ireland. However, analysis 

of the right to an interpreter in Ireland finds this claim overstated; the right is not directly 

protected in the Constitution or by statutory provision, and while the right is accepted by 

courts, and requests for interpreters are routinely granted, anything beyond provision is a very 

grey area. It is interesting that while the available information suggests that a large number of 

criminal cases in the last ten years have involved LEP defendants, and although the quality of 

interpreting is shown to be inconsistent at best and the system of assigning interpreters 

unreliable, only four criminal appeals involving LEP defendants have emerged as clearly based 

on interpreting. Of these, three were unsuccessful, and in the fourth the applicant's sentence 

was reduced - partly based on the language difficulties o f the defendant, but also partly 

because of the victim 's wishes.®

Some of the solicitors interviewed gave a number of plausible explanations for the low levels 

of appeals. It was suggested that interpreting is not a battle solicitors/barristers are likely to 

choose; firstly, because there are many other issues of more immediate concern to be tackled 

in the District Court; secondly because it is not in the interest of the 'hungrier'® solicitor to 

complain about interpreters, as they can be a source of business in bringing foreign clients; 

and th ird ly because judges would be -  and are -  extremely reluctant to allow appeals based 

on interpreting due to the media attention this would engender and the fact that it would call 

the whole system into question.

* The People (a t the Suit o f the D.P.P.) v Vasile Vardoshilli, un reported , Court o f Criminal Appeal, Finnegan J., 
February 9, 2009
 ̂From in terv iew  w ith solicitor, M ark; hungry fo r business
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This thesis has suggested a number of other reasons for the low number of appeals; in terms 

o f the District Court, there is a strong perception that as only m inor offences are dealt with, 

interpreting isn't as big an issue as in higher courts and In practice evidence was found that 

the concern of the court w ith regard to interpreting rose according to the seriousness of the 

case. It also emerged that protecting against judicial review, and ensuring procedural 

correctness, are at least as important to the court as the defendant's comprehension, if not 

more so, and a judgment of the Irish Court of Criminal Appeal has explicitly held that 

Interpreting problems create inconvenience, but do not impact on the fairness o f proceedings.

Overall, predominant and dual concerns emerge about the amount of money being spent on 

interpreting services and the quality and reliability o f services being provided in return, but 

lim ited concern is found for the impact of poor services on the District Court In terms o f access 

to justice.

The Language and Practice of the D istrict Court

A number of theoretical contributions are made In this thesis, and the framework created 

using Garland's Culture of Control Is useful in outlining what these are. Basically, in agreement 

w ith Kilcommins et al.,^° the thesis finds little  concrete evidence that a culture of control Is 

responsible fo r affecting the provision and implementation of interpreting services in the Irish 

District Court. The thesis finds that trends Identified by Garland, and in other parts of the Irish 

criminal justice system, are somewhat In evidence in the provision of Interpreting services and 

the LEP defendant's access to justice but that overall, services and access to justice are 

affected by local practices, namely the characteristics of the District Court; by the language 

ideology of Irish judges which has historical roots^^ and Is comparable to historical judicial 

attitudes towards language and interpreting elsewhere; and at least potentially and 

theoretically by increasing European, and particularly EU, protection of the right to an 

Interpreter.

Punitiveness and the prim acy o f prison

The orientation of Irish courts towards custody and the primacy o f prison has been noted In 

the Irish criminological literature and non-Irish persons appear to be over-represented, at least

s. Kilcommins, I. O 'Donnell, E. O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, punishm ent and the search fo r o rde r in Ireland 
(Dublin: Ins titu te  o f Public A dm in is tra tion , 2004)

See M . ni Dhonnachadha, Irish language In te rpre ting  In the courts since the 1850s, Unpublished MA Thesis, DCU 
(2000) and In troduction  o f th is thesis
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in te rm s o f com m itta ls to  Irish prisons. This thesis did not analyse the  actual sentences given 

to  LEP offenders, bu t in its exam ination o f language and in te rpre ting  it observed the 

sentencing process. It is no t possible to  say w hether o r not poor in te rp re ting  services are 

responsible fo r LEP individuals being com m itted  to  prison, bu t it is argued th a t in te rpre ting , 

particu la rly  poor in te rpre ting , affects the sentencing process and tha t poor in te rpre ting , 

ine ffic ien t court practices, and no t being Irish may d isproportionate ly  a ffect the bail process in 

particular.

Studies elsewhere have shown th a t how  a defendant speaks in court affects how he is 

perceived; O 'Barr found, fo r example, tha t the  'p o w e rfu l' style o f speech, most associated 

w ith  the  w ell-educated, w ith  w h ite  collar men and w ith  expert witnesses^^, was perceived 

m ore positively in term s o f cred ib ility  and the veracity o f testim ony, competence, intelligence, 

and trustworthiness.^^ It emerged in th is thesis th a t the speech o f most D istrict Court 

defendants could not be so characterised, and th a t in fact some judges display condescending 

attitudes tow ards a person's speech where th is is conspicuously d iffe ren t from  th a t used more 

generally in the  court, suggesting th a t the  concept th a t speech influences perceptions may 

also hold true  in Irish courts. Further to  th is, studies have also shown tha t an in te rp re te r can 

consciously o r unconsciously a lter th is perception by m odifying the  defendant's speech, and 

indeed it has been accepted by the High Court in Ireland tha t when com m unication is via an 

in te rp re te r, the  words, style, syntax and em otion are not those o f the  defendant;^"* there is 

evidence, in fact, th a t in te rpre ters o ften  convert speech to  a more powerless style o f speech. 

This may be o f significance in Irish D istrict Courts considering the  very w ide discretion of 

judges and th a t the qua lity  o f in te rp re ting  has been found to  be unreliable.

M ore  concretely, th is thesis has also found th a t certain parts o f the case are less likely to  be 

in te rp re ted  than others, im plying an inbu ilt processing d iffe ren tia l fo r non-English speaking 

defendants. In add ition, in fo rm ation  -  such as m itigating factors -  tha t is likely to  affect the 

judge's decision may be om itted  or altered d irectly  through poor in te rpre ting , ind irectly 

th rough  poor in te rp re ting  in a so lic ito r-c lien t consultation, or th rough the  fa ilu re  o f a 

so lic ito r/ba rris te r to  ensure adequate consulta tion before court. In in te rpre ted  cases, details

W .M . O 'Barr, Linguistic evidence: language, povi/er, and strategy In the  courtroom  (N ew  York/London: Academic 

Press, 1982)
J.M . Conley, W .M . O 'B arr &  E.A. Lind, The p o w er o f  language: presen tational style in the courtroom , 6 Duke Law 

Journal 1375 (1978)
”  M acC arthaigh v Ire land  [1999] 1 I.R. 200  in which M acCarthaigh's citation of M . B. Shulm an, No hablo ingles: 
court in terpre tation  as a m ajo r obstacle to fairness fo r  non-English speaking defendants, 46  V anderbilt Law Review  

(1 9 9 3 ) was accepted as 'tru e  enough'
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of the offence presented by the prosecution are often not interpreted fo r the defendant, 

putting the defendant in a d ifficult position to understand the case against him or to correct 

even a simple error, yet this thesis has found chronic problems of efficiency in the District 

Court which regularly lead to errors and information gaps; w ithout proper interpreting, such 

errors may go undiscovered and have a negative impact on the case.

Finally, and perhaps most vitally, it is argued that bail is a specific area where not being Irish 

could take on disproportionate importance. First, bail is a concept unfamiliar to some non-Irish 

defendants; second, bail conditions are among the procedural elements least likely to  be 

interpreted in the District Court; and third, non-Irish defendants may be more likely to have 

bail refused considering the heightened flight risk issue, but also as there seems to be an issue 

with certain non-Irish groups giving the Gardaf false details. An LEP defendant released on bail, 

who understands neither what it means nor what conditions he is obligated to  adhere to may 

be more likely to breach those conditions and/or fail to appear at the subsequent court date, 

both of which carry serious consequences including arrest, loss of sureties, remands and 

possibly harsher sentences. This argument may be particularly salient in light of the fact that a 

huge proportion of overall committals to Irish prisons involve committals on remand: 29% of 

committals in 2009, 37% in 2008 and 42% in 2007, the year that immigration trends peaked.

It has also been suggested by Riordan, a judge o f the District Court, that LEP defendants are 

less likely to  be given probation or community service orders because of (perceived) language 

difficulties and a lack of available interpretation services^^ -  something that is likely to have 

become more acute w ith recent cutbacks to the Probation Service. This thesis cannot confirm 

or deny this assertion: judges rarely handed out probation or community service orders during 

the observation phase o f this study.

The changing nature o f the criminal justice system

Privatisation is one of the trends identified by Garland in the changing nature of criminal 

justice systems; in Ireland there has been discussion of privatising prisons and prison escorts, 

though this has not happened as yet. However, interpreting and translation services have 

been contracted to a sole service provider since 2007. A managerial lexicon is very much in 

evidence in the reports of the Courts Service who have referred to the contract as the 

"rationalisation and management of interpreting services", and to interpreting as "the

Judge D. Riordan, Im m igran ts in the c rim in a l courts, 2 Judicial Studies Ins titu te  Journal 95 (2007)
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effic ien t m anagement o f cases." This thesis agrees w ith  the findings o f Kilcommins et al/® tha t 

th is appears to  be little  more than rhetoric, and a real emphasis on cost-effectiveness is 

missing: there  is no evidence o f m on ito ring  or evaluation being carried ou t on the service. 

How/ever, a lthough this thesis argues tha t the  lack o f com plaints about in te rpre ting  by courts 

or lawyers has little  or noth ing to  do w ith  the  in te rp re ta tion , th is silence has translated into an 

appearance o f custom er satisfaction; in 2008 a Courts Service new sle tter pointed to  a 

satisfaction ra ting o f 99.5%, and suggested th a t the o ffend ing  .5% was due to  tee th ing  issues. 

Rhetorically, therefore, the system appears cost-effective, well managed and successful, and 

this is amply supported by the lack o f appeals based on in terpreting. However, although this 

puts the Governm ent in a com fortab le  position w ith  regard to  the  new EU Directive, it 

com plete ly obscures the reality.

The new emotions o f crime

The media has become an extrem ely im portan t influence in crime and crim inal justice policy; 

although O'Connell's study o f the  im pact o f media reporting  on perceptions o f crime found 

tha t Irish newspapers displayed broadly comparable patterns in the ir reporting o f crime, this 

thesis finds th a t coverage by the media o f the  in te rp re ting  issue has been d istinctly split 

between the support o f 'o ffic ia l' ideology by the Independent, and support o f the 'a lte rna tive ' 

ideology by The Times. Reporting on the  subject by the  Independent was undoubtedly 

sensational, though it seems, like the  Courts Service, to  have lost its in terest in the top ic . The 

Times has given considerably m ore coverage, and m ore recent coverage to  in te rp re ting  in 

courts. It has only, add itiona lly, been partly sensationalised; although most articles associate 

the issue w ith  foreigners or immigrants, only one early artic le  made a link w ith  increasing 

im m igrant offending.

Due process concerns

In Ireland in recent years, the  many legislative changes w rough t in the  battle  against crime and 

organised crime have caused serious concern about the  declining pro tection  o f due process 

rights. The in te rp re ting  issue is in teresting in tha t i t  is new, at least on a large scale, and 

protection o f it the re fo re  less likely to  decline per se; the  historical connection between 

in te rpre ting  and the  Irish language arises in a com plete ly d iffe ren t context and has less to  do 

w ith  fa ir procedure than the  righ t to  speak and use the  Irish language. A lthough the righ t to  an

s. Kilcommins, I. O 'D onnell, E. O' Sullivan, B. Vaughan, Crime, punishm ent and  the  search f o r  o r d e r  in I re land  

(Dublin; Institute o f Public Adm inistration, 2004)
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interpreter has no explicit standing in Ireland, it is accepted as part of natural justice or the 

right to a fair trial, and where an interpreter is requested by a defendant or their 

representative, one is routinely assigned. Rather than declining, the right can be considered as 

having gained additional strength through the incorporation into Irish law of the ECHR and 

more particularly through the new EU Directive.

The issue of interpreting standards and quality have been shown to  be less straightforward, 

and the conflicting positions taken by various courts -  including Irish courts - could potentially 

be seen as a tension between crime control and due process, but this would be stretching the 

reality: it is well documented that there has always been tension in courts between 

interpreting as necessary to facilitate justice, and accepting that the quality o f interpreting 

provided can impact on the fairness of proceedings. On a practical level, the needs of the 

individual must be balanced w ith those of the court, and the District Court as a court where 

speed is paramount must take a practical approach to the issue. Additionally, while legal 

professionals tend to be excellent language users, there is no expectation tha t they have 

knowledge or understanding of linguistic processes, but the fact tha t these are not always 

based on common sense means that a lack of awareness can impact on the approach to 

interpreting. Judges are also conscious of protecting themselves against judicial review, and 

fo r this, provision will almost always suffice; it is argued tha t when courts rule on interpreting 

issues, either failing to rule or ruling inconsistently on issues of quality is due more to a 

reluctance to call the system into question, among other things, combined with an 

inconsistent understanding and appreciation of language issues. There are tensions, but they 

are not between due process and crime control.

This thesis also argues that in the context of the Irish District Court, any consideration of 

whether an LEP defendant can access justice on an equal basis with Irish, English-speaking 

defendants goes beyond the issue of interpreting alone and must take the issue of 

representation into account. For LEP defendants, the competence of the interpreter and 

effective interaction with a lawyer are of similar -  and interconnected -  importance, but the 

current system of brief consultations taking place in the minutes before court or during 

proceedings are arguably insufficient to ensure access to justice. The new EU Directive, in its 

provision that interpreters should be made available fo r necessary meetings with lawyers, has 

the potential to strengthen this area. However, the breadth of the Directive's provisions also 

has the potential to increase dramatically the cost of interpreting in criminal proceedings.
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Considering the 'official' view on current practice (and spending) in Ireland, it is therefore also 

possible that any real change w ill be resisted either actively or w ith passive self-confidence in 

the adequacy o f the existing system, and that the Directive's full potential w ill not be realised.

Otherness

A differential in processing and a potential difference in sentencing based on language and 

interpreting issues has been discussed. However, there is no real evidence -  from the sources 

used in this thesis -  of an 'etherisation' of immigrants in the context of criminal justice. In 

courts, judges want to know the nationality of non-Irish defendants, how long they have been 

there, and why they are here, but there is no suggestion that this is anything more than an 

element of an individual's social background. Discussions in the media and other 

documentation on the provision o f interpreting services in the courts almost invariably refer to 

the fact that these services represent increasing diversity, and/or that they are being provided 

fo r foreigners or immigrants, but the main focus has not been on the 'foreignness' of the 

people, but the fact either that they need language services to access justice, or that these 

language services are costing the state a lot of money.

It is also argued that the common concern w ith the provision of Interpreting services to the 

court and the provision of an interpreter to an individual defendant is, to at least some extent, 

the fact of ensuring provision rather than ensuring that the defendant understands 

proceedings; considering the 'insider' nature of District Court language, this may have less to 

do w ith the particularity of not being an English speaker, and more to the general exclusion of 

defendants from  District Court proceedings. The defendant in a District Court is an outsider or 

'o ther' by virtue of not being an 'insider' and in a poor position to understand District Court 

'insider' language.

The thesis also found that the common use of non-standard English by defendants differs from 

the form ality used by all regular court participants, and diverges dramatically from the 

exceptional sophistication of the language used by legal professionals in court; this resonates 

w ith the suggestion made in Bacik et al.'s study that the backgrounds of those adjudicating 

and those being judged may have an impact on sentencing as judges and lawyers are generally 

from middle-class backgrounds and defendants disproportionately from economically-
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deprived areas/^ and with the findings of various linguistic studies that high levels of 

education and social status are more likely to  lead to more positive and 'successful' interaction 

in court. Considering the condescension and linguistic superiority demonstrated by some 

District Court judges and the wide discretion practised by judges in sentencing, it is therefore 

also suggested that the linguistic 'otherness' of the defendant may have an effect on the 

sentencing process.

Conclusion

That a person may be deprived of his or her liberty due to faulty interpreting is not only a real 

possibility, but it also carries wider implications fo r prison populations and fo r society. The 

literature shows that serving even a short prison sentence can have a disproportionate effect 

on a person in terms of their future employment and the likelihood of re-offending; it also 

shows that a custodial sentence is one of the strongest predictors o f recidivism, and that being 

held on remand as part of confinement is another. The literature on immigration and crime 

investigates the link between immigration and crim inality as well as the possibility of 

discrimination in sentencing, but the possibility has not really been considered that a person's 

inability to speak the language and their dependence on (potentially poor) interpreting may go 

beyond creating difficulties for the defendant in court and actually have an impact on 

sentencing. Immigrants are commonly overrepresented in prison populations, yet the 

contribution o f the language barrier to this has not been given due consideration.

In Ireland, the prison population is at an all time high. In 2007 one th ird  of committals to Irish 

prisons involved non-Irish persons; while this fell to 'only' one quarter in 2009, when those 

committed fo r immigration offences are taken out of the equation, more non-Irish people 

were committed to prison in 2009, the majority from  EU countries other than the UK. It is not 

known how many of those committed would have required an interpreter, but a low estimate 

m ight be somewhere between 15 and 20% of all committals. Considering the standards of 

interpreting and the obstacles to interpreting observed in the District Court, the number of 

LEPs being held in Irish prisons is an area of concern. Aside from the large numbers committed 

on remand, concern is further increased by the fact that the huge growth in the prison 

population over 2009 and 2010 has been particularly characterised by the increase in shorter 

prison sentences, especially of less than three months. It is at least notable that many o f these

I. Bacik, A, Kelly, M . O ’Connell, H, Sinclair, Crime and  poverty in Dublin: an analysis o f  the association betw een  

com m unity deprivation, D istrict Court appearance and sentence severity, 1  Irish Criminal Law Journal 104 (1997)
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pertain to road traffic offences, the offence this thesis has established to be most strongly and 

consistently associated with young Eastern European men, and that, according to the last 

available statistics, Polish and Lithuanian interpreters are those most frequently requested in 

court, while Latvian also features in the top six.

Statistics can be misleading, and the paucity of complete and reliable statistics from the Irish 

criminal justice system makes analysis difficult. However, it is clear that large numbers of non- 

Irish committals are contributing to a growing prison population, a growth that is increasingly 

fuelled by the District Court. Considering further that chronic issues of inefficiency, linguistic 

exclusion and exclusivity, and questionable interpreting and interpreting practices have 

emerged as characteristic of the District Court's processing of (LEP) defendants, the case for 

making a correlation becomes strong. In the criminological literature, the identification of a 

culture of control and increasingly punitive criminal justice systems has contributed to an 

understanding of rising prison populations on a macro level; in Ireland the prison population 

has reached an all-time high, and analysis suggests that a culture of control continues to be in 

a 'stuttering' state. This thesis has found that the provision of interpreting services w ithin the 

District Court, while influenced by some of the trends identified by Garland, is affected more 

obviously by the characteristics o f that Court, the language ideology of Irish judges, and 

increasing EU and European protection of the right to an interpreter. It is suggested, therefore, 

that considering the question from a more localised perspective is likely to yield results that 

would neither emerge from nor be relevant on an international level.
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Appendix A: District Court jargon

Table 1: Archaisms used in addressing the court

Expression Context Meaning

If it please you. Judge 
If it please the court

May it please. Judge 
May it please the Judge 
May it please the court 

May it please

Barrister: If It please you, Judge, 1 appear for Mister X

Judge: 1 am refusing bail 
Barrister: If it please the court

Solicitor: I'd ask you to consider an application for legal 
aid

Judge: Not on the basis - he's not at risk 
Solicitor: May it please

Flexibly used in numerous contexts -  usually by 
solicitors/barristers - and d ifficult to give a precise 

definition; most generally it is an expression of 
deference to the court. It also tends to be used to 

indicate acceptance of a judge's order, and 
particularly of a decision that is not in the 

defendant's favour

Obliged 
Much obliged

Obliged 
Much obliged 

I'm obliged 
I'm very much obliged to the court

Thank you. Used by solicitors/barristers as w/ell as the 
Gardai, usually the court presenter. It usually marks 

the end of a case
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Table 2: Words not used in everyday language

Term Used in context Meaning

bench warrant
Prosecution: My application would be for a bench 

warrant

In the District Court bench warrants are often issued 
when a person fails to turn up for a court date. If 
ordered by the judge the Gardai can arrest that 

person and bring them before the court (the bench) 
to address the warrant

bond 

bail bond

peace bond 

probation bond

Judge: Convict, 200 Euro, one month to pay, 10 days in 
default. Recognisance on own bond, 50 Euros

You are now discharged from the conditions of your bail 
bond

Judge: Enter into a peace bond fo r 12 months on own 
bond of 1000 Euro. The terms of the bond include ...

Judge: He will enter a Probation bond, 12 months, in his 
own bond 200 Euro 

- 6 months, 5 months suspended. Probation bond, 1 year,
500

A sworn undertaking by sureties in respect of a 
defendant's adjudged liability in proceedings. May 

include numerous conditions
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book of evidence 
[the book]

Judge; Consent to remand, [date], for book of evidence 
- How are you getting on w ith the book? 

Prosecution: The guard is about to serve the book

The book of evidence, prepared by the prosecution 
where a case goes forward fo r trial on indictment, 

contains the prosecution's evidence and is served on 
the defendant in court

indictable

indictment

Prosecution: It is purely an indictable matter, and 1 would 
be seeking a return to trial on that

- The DPP now consents to trial by indictment
Triable/to be tried by jury

peremptory Judge: 4th August, 2.30 peremptory hearing There is no excuse fo r non-compliance

precis
Barrister: The application is to put it back for one week, 

and for a precis
A statement of evidence

remand

Judge: Remand on continuing bail to [date] for election, 
plea or date

Prosecution: Application to remand in custody

When the hearing is adjourned to a future date, the 
defendant is either admitted to bail or kept in 

custody

recognisance Judge: I'll fix recognisance in his own bond

A recognisance is a bond, w ith or w ithout sureties, 
that is acknowledged before or a court of authorised 
officer, and enrolled in a court of record. Its purpose 

is to secure the performance of some act by the 
person bound, such as to appear in court, keep 

peace, or be of good behaviour

second calling Solicitor: I'd like to ask for second calling
Where the case is called later for a second time. 

Logically third callings are also possible, though less 
common

summary disposal 
summary justice 

summary trial

Prosecution: There is consent to summary disposal 
Prosecution: The DPP has agreed to summary justice 
Prosecution: Consent to summary trial in all matters

Whereby the offence is tried in the District Court 
w ithout a jury

Summons Barrister: No summons has been received
The document that requires the person in question 

to attend court
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Table 3: Words specific to a legal environment, but also in common usage

T erm

accused ju d g e

a llegation ju d g m e n t

bail law yer

ba rr is te r legal aid

convict (not) guilty plea

c u s tod y o a th

d e ta in  (d e ten t io n ) p ro b a t io n

e v id en c e s e n t e n c e

guilty plea solicitor
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Table 4: Everyday words used in a different sense or having a specific meaning in the District Court context

Term Example Meaning

adjourn
(adjournment)

Solicitor: I'm looking to adjourn that by consent 
Solicitor: 1 am seeking an adjournment 
Judge: I'll adjourn sentence for a pre-sentence report 
Judge: We'll adjourn for five minutes

A hearing is suspended or put o ff until a future date

appear
(appearance)

Judge: Any appearance by or on behalf of Mr. X? 
Barrister: 1 appear fo r the defendant/Mr. X

To appear: to be before the court 
To appear for: to represent

application
(apply)

Prosecution: My application would be for a bench 
warrant/remand
Advocate: There is an application for bail /counsel 
/disclosure /a precis /to  put it back

Requests made to the court

caution

Garda: He made no reply after caution 
Judge: The court is obliged to caution you that if you 
intend to use an alibi for your defence you must furnish 
this in w riting to the prosecution w ithin 14 days

To inform someone of their legal rights or 
obligations: the Garda cautions a person on arrest, 
and when sending a case forward for trial to a higher 
court, a caution is made about using an alibi

consent
Judge: Is that by consent? /  Is there consent? 
Prosecution: The DPP consents to summary disposal.

This can refer to the defendant's consent to be 
remanded or the DPP's consent to summary trial

consult
(consultation)

Judge: Did you have a consultation with your solicitor? 
Solicitor: 1 haven't had a chance to consult w ith my client.

Usually refers to the meeting between lawyer and 
client

conviction
(convict)

Judge: Any previous convictions?
Judge: Convict, fine 100 Euro.
Convict, 2 months from 13**' of September

Usually used in reference to previous convictions, or 
to announce sentence

directions
Judge: Do you have directions from the DPP? 
Prosecution: The DPP has directed trial on indictment

Instructions from the Director of Public Prosecutions 
as to whether the offence is to be tried summarily or 
sent forward fo r trial on indictment

disclosure Barrister: We are seeking disclosure
Whereby the prosecution reveals or discloses their 
evidence
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elect Solicitor: He is electing this court
Where the defendant has the right to trial by jury 
but may choose to have their case tried summarily 
in the District Court

facts Judge; 1 w ill hear the facts The facts or circumstances o f the alleged offence

flight risk
Prosecution: There would be an objection to bail; he is a 
flight risk. He has no ties here; no family, no job.

There is a real danger that the person will leave the 
jurisdiction while on bail and not turn up to trial

go back
Prosecution: If it could go back to [Court] in 2 weeks time 
Judge: Your case has to go back for a week

A case can 'go back' to another judge (or court) to 
deal w ith certain issues, or it can be remanded or 
adjourned to another date

hearing
Judge; The hearing is set for the 10th of June at 2pm 
Solicitor: I'm seeking a date for hearing

On a not guilty plea the case proceeds to a hearing

instructions
Judge; Do we have instructions?
Solicitor; 1 haven't had a chance to take instruction from 
Mr. B

Depending on the context 'instructions' may be 
those of the DPP with regard to summary trial 
(Jurisdiction), or they may be the instructions given 
by the defendant to the so lic itor/ barrister

jurisdiction
Judge: 1 accept jurisdiction on all sheets 
- Have we dealt w ith jurisdiction under Section 2?

In the District Court this usually refers to whether or 
not a hybrid offence will be tried summarily or on 
indictment

liberty to reapply Judge: For mention with liberty to reapply
The next court date is fixed, but should the reason 
for the remand by resolved earlier, there is liberty to 
request an earlier court date

(the) list
Judge: Put it to the end of the list for proper consultation 
Solicitor: It's his first time on the list

The actual court list w ith the names of all the 
defendants and usually the names of the 
prosecution Garda and the number of offences. Can 
also be used more abstractly to refer to the order in 
which cases are heard or to a person's record of 
appearing before the court

mention
Judge: Remand, [Date] at 10.30 for mention. All sheets. 
Judge: Is that fo r hearing or for mention?

The first stage a case goes through in the system -  it 
is mentioned
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mitigation Judge: What's going on in his life? Anything in mitigation?
The provision of factors that mitigate the severity of 
the offence

on her/his feet Judge: Would you go and see if he's on his feet? Actively participating in court

order

Judge: An order fo r precis and CCTV where applicable

Judge: 1 have a number of orders. First, the sentence is 
adjourned to this court on [date] for a community service 
report. Second, there is an order for compensation: 
€49,840 to be discharged by monthly instalments of 500. 
In respect of the second offence, 5 months consecutive, 
adjourned for community service report. A compensation 
order w ill be served on you. There are consequences 
regarding non-compliance with this order.

Anything the court orders to be done; the court may 
order the Prosecution to furnish evidence or make 
orders in sentencing an offender; fines, custodial 
sentences, community service order, probation 
order and so on. A judge may make, conclude or 
vacate an order (which annuls it). An order may 
refer to one specific thing (a High Court order, 
indictment order, exclusion order, safety order); or 
it can be used in more general reference to what the 
court orders. The word is also used in other senses, 
perhaps most notably in the contexts of order in 
court, public order and order an interpreter

plead
(plea)

Judge: How do you plead?

Advocate: We are pleading, Judge
- The application is to plead
- There is a plea of guilty

To say that you are guilty or not guilty; a plea is 
'entered'. It is also possible to plead law, though in 
practice in the District Court generally it generally 
refers to pleading guilty or not guilty

represent
(represented)

Judge; The court notes that the defendant is not legally 
represented
Advocate: I'm representing Mr. X /  the iVlinister

Acting on behalf of, acting as the legal advocate for

return (to trial)
Judge: Mr. X, this court is now returning you fo r trial to 
the present sittings of the Circuit Court

Send forward for trial on indictment in a higher 
court

serve (a sentence)
Judge: If he doesn't have the money he will have to serve 
21 days

Spend time in prison
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serve (the book)
Judge: Has the book been served?
Prosecution: All charges on indictnnent please, the Guard 
is about to serve the book.

If the case is proceeding to trial on indictment, a 
book of evidence must officially be given (served) to 
the defendant by the prosecution in court. Other 
orders such as a summons may also be served on 
the defendant

sheet(s)
Prosecution: One sheet -  strike out 
Judge: It's not noted on that sheet

The charge sheet; the piece of paper on which the 
details are written of the person being charged with 
an offence by the Gardai

stand

Judge: If you want to take instructions 1 can let it stand

Advocate: If you could let it stand to permit me to consult 
w ith the defendant

If the case is called and one of the parties is not 
ready to go ahead it may be allowed to stand, and 
called again later

strike (out)

Judge: Strike out Section Four. That leaves us w ith a 
Section 49.

Prosecution: Strike out please. Judge 

Solicitor: Application to strike out

If an offence is struck out, the prosecution is 
dropped. It often happens if the prosecuting Garda 
fails to turn up and has not instructed the court 
presenter to proceed, and the Gardai ask fo r strike 
outs for various reasons
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submission
(submit)

Judge: I'm making my judgment; have you any more 
submissions or are you going to interrupt as 1 go along?

Advocate: In my respectful submission, he is a man with 
two young children.

1 submit the Garda didn't tell him in full where the power 
of search was from.

In the District Court, submissions often represent 
what the solicitor/barrister submit in defence or 
explanation of the ir client's actions, but legal 
submissions can also be made, and forms or 
documents such as a statement of means or a 
passport can be submitted to the court

take into account/ take into 
consideration

Judge: Convict and take into account

When a person is convicted of an offence, they can 
plead guilty to another offence and ask to have it 
taken into consideration; in this case it is noted with 
the record of sentence, and the accused cannot be 
prosecuted for that offence unless the conviction is 
reversed in an appeal

travel Judge: Garda X's case can travel w ith that order

If more than one offence is before the court, and 
one of them is being sent back to another District 
Court judge, the offences may be kept together, and 
allowed to 'travel' together

warrant
Garda: Application to remand in custody; he has eight 
previous warrants

A w ritten authority to execute process; e.g. a 
warrant may be issued fo r a person's arrest to have 
them brought before the court
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Appendix B: Unrepresented French 
defendant

The follow ing scene takes place in the Rural Court on a Thursday morning in November, 2009. 

Judge Z is sitting, and the defendant, a young French man who is working in the town, has 

been called. He arrives w ithout a solicitor.

Judge: "What is your understanding of the English language? 1 mean, can you speak 

English?"

Defendant: "Yeah."

Judge: "Do you want the assistance of an interpreter?"

Defendant: [Doesn't understand; the question is repeated several times]

Defendant: "No."

Judge: "Comprends?"

Defendant; "I'm  all right."

( .. .)

Judge: "May I ask you whether it is your wish or aspiration to  have legal 

representation?"

Defendant: [Looks at Judge in confusion; clearly doesn't understand]

Judge: "Do you want to pay fo r the professional services of a lawyer?"

Defendant: "Yeah."

Judge: [making a note] "Yes."

Defendant: [Suddenly unsure] "I already do. I already pay the fine."

Judge: [sighs] "Let's start again." [Asks in an equally complex manner if he wants a 

solicitor]

Defendant: *Silence* [Doesn't seem to understand the question]
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Judge: "Well, your English isn't that good, and my French is disastrous. Can you come 

back at 2.15?"

Defendant: "Yeah."

Judge: "I'll try to  get a French interpreter fo r then."

The Judge is about to adjourn the case when another young man appears beside the 

defendant.

Judge: "You've a Dublin accent, good man! What's your competence in the French 

language?"

Friend: "I don 't speak French. I'm here to help him to understand. He has good 

English but w ith the mic he couldn't hear."

Judge: [laughing] "Agh now, if you have complaints about the P.A. system, direct 

them to [the Courts Service]. It has nothing to do with me - 1 just do my best!"

[Court laughs]

Friend: "He doesn't want a solicitor. He wants to deal w ith it today."

Judge: "I have obligations..."

[Asks if he wants to apply for the assistance of a solicitor under the Criminal Justice Legal Aid 

Act]

Defendant; "No."

Judge; [noting] "Legal Aid declined. (....) Inspector X will go slowly."

Inspector: [Facts: the accused had been in town on the date in question. He was 

drunk; he had told three Gardaf to fuck o ff and called two female Gardaf bitches. 

Cannabis was found on his person]

Judge: "What work do you do here?"

Defendant: "I am a pestrry chiff."

[The defendant's accent is so heavy, it is very d ifficult to understand him]

Judge: [Flummoxed] "You're a what?!!"

Defendant: "Pest-rry ch iff ' [pause] "Chiff."
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Judge: "You're a chef! You've heard the facts. In my experience this usually happens 

when people are intoxicated of one of a number of substances. ... Give me one good 

reason why you shouldn't go to prison for 2 months ...."

Defendant: "I was drunk...."

[The defendant's English is extremely difficult to understand; Judge Z asks him to repeat 

himself several times after each answer, such that every question is requiring 4/5 turns before 

each side understands the other]

( . . . )

Judge: "Why d idn 't you have manners? Why d idn 't you give your correct name?"

Defendant: "I was drunk...."

Judge: "Where do you work?"

[He repeats the question at least 4 times; he cannot hear or understand the defendant's 

answer. The friend then names the place of work, but he still can't understand. Finally a 

solicitor calls out the name of the hotel that the defendant is working in.]

Judge: [to the friend] "Tell me, my good man, how do you f it  into this?"

Friend: "I work w ith him. He asked me to come up with him in case he d idn 't 

understand something."

( .. .)

Judge: [to the defendant] "Like everybody else you're very welcome in this country, 

but I w on 't tolerate abuse of our police service. If you want to abuse [it] you can go 

back to the Eiffel Tower, stand on top, and abuse to your heart's content, but it 

w on 't be tolerated here. ... It would be a good idea to go up and apologise to those 

two female guards."

Defendant: "I already did."

[Or something similar, it is particularly d ifficult to understand what he is saying]

Judge: "What?"

Defendant: [repeated what he had said]

Judge: "What?"

Friend: ['Interpreting '] "He already went and apologized the next day."
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Judge: "Good." [To defendant] "A ren't you lucky you have him !"

[The Judge adds something about the defendant learning English now; he goes on to  read the 

sentence at high speed. The defendant and his friend lool< completely bewildered]

Friend; "Does he have to  sign a bail bond or anything?"

Judge; [Seems not to have heard; there is no response]

Court is adjourned fo r lunch.

The defendant and his friend go to the registrar, apparently to ask fo r information and/or 

explanations.
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Appendix C: Dismissal of Polish 
interpreter

This is the case o f a young, male Polish LEP defendant who is being prosecuted for drunk 

driving in 2009; Judge Z is presiding. The description that follows involves tw o dates; on the 

first date there are several parts to the case, as it is put back, and court is adjourned a number 

of times. The defendant is unrepresented.

Part A

Judge: "What is your nationality. Sir?"

Defendant: [Silence]

Judge: "Polish, is it?"

Defendant: "Yes."

Judge: "What is your command of the English language?"

Defendant: [Silence]

Judge: "Right. My Polish is great but I've forgotten most o f it. W e'll try and get an 

interpreter for 2. [Aside] That doesn't mean anything to you. How are you supposed 

to run a court under these conditions? Mr. L, w ill you take a seat, suf sfos."

Part B

Court has resumed after lunch and the Polish interpreter has arrived; a young man.

Judge: "Would you tell Mr. L that after he was charged and cautioned he replied 'no 

reply' to the criminal charge."

The interpreter hesitated in translating this and the Judge became suspicious.

Judge: "What competency do you have in interpreting?"
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Interpreter: "Level 3."

Judge; "Would you inform Mr. L that the court knows that he is not legally 

represented."

Interpreter; "Yes."

Judge; "Can he afford to pay for legal representation?"

Interpreter; "He w on 't be waiting fo r legal advice."

(...)

Judge; "M y dear man, your English isn't great... and I'm talking to the interpreter." 

( . . . )

Interpreter; "He doesn't want the legal advice."

Judge; "What?"

Interpreter: "He doesn't want the legal" (pause) "representation."

Judge; "Could you please inform him [that he is entitled to be represented]." 

Interpreter: "He said he's just one month here..."

( . . . )

Judge; "I have difficulty. Sir, in understanding your English. It is my obligation..."

Judge Z pauses for the interpreter to interpret. The interpreter remains silent, and the Judge 

shouts at the interpreter, becoming extremely agitated now.

Judge; "Translate as I'm speaking! My obligation....is to inform....of his right [to a 

solicitor]."

Interpreter; "He says he can't afford a solicitor."

Judge; "That's the point I'm coming to. If he can't afford a solicitor he is entitled to

apply for free legal aid. Does he want a solicitor?"

Interpreter: "He doesn't know."
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Judge; "W ould  you in fo rm  Mr. L th a t it is my obligation to  in form  him o f his rights. I 

d o n 't know  If he has the  capacity to  watch 'W ho wants to  be a M illiona ire ', bu t he 

doesn't have the op tion  o f phone a friend, ask the  audience, or do 50:50."

At th is point, everybody in the  court is laughing.

Judge; "Does he understand the charge?"

Interpreter; "Yes. Yes, he does,"

Judge; "Is he pleading gu ilty  or not guilty?"

Interpreter; "G u ilty ."

Judge: "G u ilty ."

Interpreter; "Yes, he pleads guilty. Judge."

Judge; "To the best o f your competency transla te  the  evidence."

Garda: [Gives the evidence very slowly. He is w atching the in te rp re te r to  see if  he is

ready fo r him to  continue. This is very unusual] "  the  defendant was conveyed to

[Town] Garda Station...."

Judge; "W ould you ask Mr. L if he wishes to  say anything to  the  Court by way o f 

explanation."

The defendant looks extrem ely embarrassed or uncom fortable.

Interpreter: "He has no excuses, he said."

(. . .)

Interpreter; "He is a single. ( . . . )  money from  part tim e w ork."

Judge; "Can I confirm  if  his address is [address]?"

Interpreter; "N o t any m ore."

Judge; "W hat is his present address?"

Interpreter: "He is homeless."

Judge: "And w ho is living at th a t address?"
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Interpreter: "His father."

Judge: [asked why he wasn't living w ith his father] "Has there been some sort of 

disagreement?"

Interpreter: "Yes."

Judge: "Considering his lack of address ... the penalty must be paid forthw ith. If he 

doesn't have money....he will have to  serve 21 days."

Interpreter: "He's asking if that could be less."

The Judge leans forward as if he isn't sure what the interpreter has just said.

Interpreter: "If you could drop the price...less amount."

The interpreter explains that the defendant is asking if he can pay in instalments. The Judge 

says that unfortunately he doesn't make the laws.

Judge: "How much money does he have on him today?"

Interpreter: "He doesn't have any money, Judge."

Judge; "He doesn't look like he's homeless."

Interpreter: "He says he looks after himself."

Judge: "I can see that."

Judge: [As he has no address and cannot pay the fine fo rthw ith :] "He has to  go to 

prison."

Interpreter: "There's nothing he can do, Judge, he said. (...)."

Judge: "Who lives at home w ith his father? [Accepting, he says, that it is true about 

the dispute]

Defendant: "He's living on his own."

( . . . . )

By now a young female Garda has come to stand beside the interpreter and defendant; she is 

conveying the Judge's words to the interpreter; she explains to him that unless the defendant 

can pay today he has to serve a jail sentence because he had no address that the fine can be
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sent to; the Inspector had said that he wasn't happy that the defendant could be contacted 

w ithout an address.

Interpreter: "Can he say something? Can he put his address at the old one for 

correspondence?"

Judge: [Asked the Inspector if he would be happy with that]

Inspector: [He would have concerns]

Judge: "All right, payment forthw ith. In default, prison sentence of 30 days. I certify 

w ith  some reluctance fo r the interpreter present."

The Garda continues to explain what Judge Z is saying to the interpreter. However, as the 

Garda is explaining the first part, the Judge continues to explain that he has 14 days to lodge 

an appeal if he wishes. It appears that the interpreter is not listening, nor could he be 

conveying the Judge's advice, as he is still interpreting what the Garda is saying.

Judge: "Court is adjourned."

This is the only time Judge Z has adjourned the court in the middle of a session. After he leaves 

the courtroom, a group of various different people who are present in the courtroom 

approach the defendant and talk to him and the interpreter for some time. The group includes 

a solicitor, other Polish defendants, and the Garda who was helping out earlier. There is an air 

of concern about what has happened.

Court Resumes

The solicitor that had been talking to the defendant stands up and addresses the Judge. She 

expresses a concern that the defendant had not fu lly understood what was happening. She 

notes that he is still unrepresented. Judge Z becomes extremely angry, and shouts:

Judge; "I take grave umbrage and exception to  [what you are implying]. If you want 

to take over the administration of justice .... It is completely unethical and 

unprofessional to engage w ith a defendant who is in custody when you have no 

authority to do so."
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The monologue continues fo r some time, after which the interpreter and defendant are re

called.

Judge: "May I ask him, did he approach her, or she did she approach him?" 

Interpreter: "She approached him."

Judge: "And what did she say (...)?"

Interpreter: "He can have the solicitor w ith no money" (...)

Judge: "And when I was explaining that to him in the most simple way possible, 

through you the interpreter, did he not understand?"

Interpreter: "He says he d idn 't understand."

Judge: "And what is your competence (...)?"

Interpreter: "It is just a translating word to word."

The Judge says that he had spent a long time and gone into great detail about the defendant's 

right to have a solicitor, and his right to apply for legal aid if he could not afford a solicitor.

Judge: "Did you tell him that?"

Interpreter: [That he had]

Judge: "I am not fluent in the Polish language. I am reliant on you, the interpreter, to 

translate (...)."

Interpreter: "He said he couldn't understand the legal terms."

Judge: "Well, 'free' is very simple. What did he not understand about 'free'?" 

Interpreter: "He only understand..."

Judge: [Interrupting] "Now listen! I expressed my dissatisfaction with you earlier on. 

What agency are you from? What agency?"

Interpreter: "[Agency]."
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Judge: (....) " It appears to  me, Sir, tha t you are incom peten t (...) must be dismissed 

(....) in the  fie ld o f in te rp re ta tion  fo r the purposes o f the adm in istra tion o f justice. 

Please leave the  court."

[To so lic ito r] "I am absolutely appalled [a t the ] suggestion tha t I had not discharged 

my duty line by line (...). Your conduct (...) is grossly offensive and (...) irresponsible 

(...) To approach the  defendant in the  m anner you had. (...) You could have conveyed 

your concerns to  a m em ber o f the Garda Si'ochana (...). Your conduct suggests th a t I 

have failed m iserably in my duty."

Court adjourned until further notice

The Judge leaves the  courtroom  fo r a second tim e, which is even more unusual than his 

leaving before. There is a buzz about the court as people discuss w hat has happened. The 

ad journm ent lasts fo r a considerable am ount o f tim e. Finally court resumes. Judge Z te lls the 

court th a t he deems it appropria te  to vacate the earlier o rder w ith  regard to  Mr. L's sentence 

based on the  lack o f com petence o f the in te rpre ter.

Judge: "It 's  no t fo r me to  choose the in te rp re te r, bu t from  now on, Ms. [in te rpre ter] 

from  [Town] is the  only in te rp re te r to  attend in fu tu re . (...) W ith  regard to  the 

com petency o f [Agency] to  assign in te rpre ters to  th is court (...) his incompetence to 

speak English was o f concern to  me from  the  very beginning."

He w en t on to  question w he the r he should certify fo r the  in te rp re te r; he mentioned th a t the 

in te rp re te r had approached the  registrar, and he found th a t there  was no reason he shou lcn 't 

be paid fo r his attendance.

Judge: "Any in te rp re te r from  [Agency] shall not assist the  court w ith  any defendant 

before the  court from  now on, I am concluding m y o rder."

[To the  de fendant] "I d o n 't have one word o f Polish -  the  assigned in te rp re te r was 

to ta lly  incom petent to  deal w ith  the sensitive issues before th is court."

The Judge says he had believed the in te rp re te r to  be conveying the correct in form ation; he 

had in form ed him at length about his rights w ith  regard to  legal aid and representation, anc so 

on.
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Judge: "I will invite you to come back next Thursday. Do you understand that?" 

Defendant: [Shakes head.]

Garda: [that had been helping] "Judge, there is another Polish national in court; he 

can understand and tell him - if that's acceptable."

The Polish national in question arrives, and w ith the Garda and the defendant it was 

established that the defendant could come back to court the follow ing Thursday.

Judge: "Does Thursday or Friday suit him best?"

Friend -  Garda -  defendant: "Thursday."

The Judge Formally requests an interpreter fo r the remand date, and specifically requests that 

the above-mentioned Polish translator be present.

Judge: "M r. L, you are free to go."

Part 3 

The Next Week

The case o f the same Polish is called.

Judge: "Is there any appearance by or on behalf o f Mr. L?"

Solicitor: "Yes, Judge. I appear. He's speaking to the interpreter."

Judge: [reading] "A Polish national. Is Garda W here?"

Court Presenter: "Yes, Judge."

As Garda W was coming to  the witness stand, Judge Z asked her what Mr. L's understanding of 

English was. The Garda took the oath.

Judge: "We're trying to ascertain if he had any understanding o f English at all. You 

may or may not be aware of why the Court is seeking this information. I'll take you
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back to  [date], [S treet] at m idnight. W hat happened? W hy did you come in to  contact 

w ith  th is [m an]?"

The Garda testified  th a t she had observed h i m  driv ing; she stopped him  and spoke w ith  him.

Garda: "He understood, (...) he understood me, (...) he understand [sic] w ha t I 

w anted; he d id n 't have a problem ."

( . . . )

Judge: "D id he understand why you had stopped him?"

Garda: "I asked him to  put ou t his cigarette; he put it out. I explained th a t I wanted 

him to  take a deep breath and b low  in to  the  bag; he did it (....)"

Judge: "And arising from  tha t [breath] test, som ething happened."

Garda: "He was arrested and conveyed to  [Town] Garda Station. And I had requested 

an in te rp re te r fo r h im ."

Judge: "During th is journey to  [Town] [did you comm unicate w ith  h im ]?"

Garda: "Yes. He said th a t he was a Polish national and th a t he'd eaten too  many 

apples."

( . . . )

Judge: (...) "I am absolutely satisfied th a t he proceeded in a m ethodical and 

prem editated fashion to  mislead the court. (...) I was w atching the in te rp re te r, and 

w h ile  I w asn 't satisfied w ith  his competence, I was satisfied th a t the defendant 

understood w ha t was going on. (...)

The Judge goes over w ha t had happened on the  previous court date w ith  the so lic ito r w ho had 

"w ittin g ly  o r o therw ise" addressed the court on the grounds th a t she w asn 't happy w ith  

proceedings. He then explains th a t the press had proceeded to  publish an article on the case 

th a t was "grossly offensive and m isleading"; it did not note th a t Ms, [Solicitor] was not 

appearing on behalf o f the  defendant, but talked about unfa ir procedure. (...)

Judge: "M s. [Solicitor] was physically and em otiona lly  upset. The problem  is th is; if  I 

had said to  a so lic ito r representing a client a t the end o f th e ir case th a t 'you have 

made a dog's d inner' o f it, it should rightly be reported. (....) Ms. [Solicitor] go t up
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and intervened where she had no audience, and the Court had to respond, because 

the implication was that I had not discharged my duties fairly and fully. I had timed 

the case, and I had spent 40 minutes going over and over and over again, and I was 

absolutely satisfied that he had understood.

The Judge goes on to  say that the reporters should go back "and put right the wrongs they 

have stated." He says that he had asked the prosecution whether they could envisage any 

situation where the court could allow time to pay the fine, but the answer had been 'no'; if the 

Prosecution had agreed, and said 'yes, he's around [Town], we know where to find him', that 

would have been the end of the matter. Judge Z points out that it is not fo r him to comment 

on the prosecution's decision over which he has no discretion, but that issues arose by the 

conduct of the defendant. He says that he is clearly concerned w ith Ms. [Solicitor]'s behaviour, 

and believes her intervention to have been wrong. However:

Judge: "I have no doubt in my mind that from the minute the interpreter started, the 

defendant understood what was happening; I am satisfied that he knew, chapter and 

verse, exactly what was happening."

( . . . )

Solicitor; "Yes, Judge. (..) There is just one issue I would like to address. The 

defendant did have some English that he had learned in school. He has what you 

might call 'survivor English'. He understood what the Garda was saying, and he 

certainly understood the process-"

( . . . )

Court breaks fo r lunch.

Solicitor: [to defendant, smiling] "Now go away!"

After lunch
Mr. L is called.

Solicitor: "Judge, I appear. This is the same case that was being heard before lunch." 

Judge: "You're not in a position to indicate a plea."

Solicitor: "Oh, I am. Judge. There continues to be a plea. Just the in te rp re te r..."
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He looks around, waiting for interpreter.

Judge; "W ait a moment for the interpreter."

( . . . )

A few minutes later the Garda was sworn in again and gave the facts; that at 12.11 am, the 

accused was stopped driving vehicle with [Registration]; he was arrested and a breath test was 

administered. The result was 46.

Judge: "Is legal aid a requirement?"

Solicitor: "I would like to re-apply for legal aid. He moved here recently from Poland; 

his father is here in court w ith him. He didn't think he was over the lim it. He is living 

w ith his father - who is behind him there - at that address again."

Court Presenter: "I am satisfied that he is at that address. Judge."

Judge: "May I enquire before I complete the order of the court if he is unclear about 

any aspect of the proceedings here today?"

Interpreter: "He understood everything, Judge."

The Judge convicted and fined the defendant.

Solicitor; "I would apply fo r the release of his passport."

The passport was handed over.

Judge: (...) "He's fu lly discharged from his bond."

End of case
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Appendix D: Table of fieldwork 
participants

The Interpreters:

Name Gender Nationality 
Time in Ireland

Languages other 
than English

Qualifications & 
Experience

Svetlana F
Ukrainian 
3 years

Ukrainian, Russian 
and German

B.A. English and German 
philology/linguistics;
3 years experience

Anna F
Lithuanian 

5 years

Lithuanian, Polish, 
Russian (mother 

tongues); 
Arabic and Turkish

Linguistics background; 
Graduate Certificate in 

Community Interpreting
(DCU);

5 years experience

M arta F
Polish 

4 years
Polish

English degree (including 
interpreting);

3 years experience

Mihai M
Romanian 
11 years

Romanian and 
French

B.A. English; Masters 
French Literature; 

6/7 years experience

Belen F
Spanish 
7 years

Spanish and 
Portuguese

English at school; 
Graduate Certificate in 

Community Interpreting
(DCU);

4 Yi years experience

Molly F
Chinese 
20 years

Cantonese and 
Mandarin Chinese

Studied business and 
administration in 

London;
6 years experience

Stella F
Chinese 

7 months
IVlandarin Chinese

English at school; graphic 
design degree and 

Masters;
7 months experience

Jevgenius M
Latvian 
2 years

Latvian
Russian

Lithuanian

Learned English in the US 
on an exchange. 2 jobs; 

security guard and 
interpreter;

15 months experience

Ewa F
Polish 

2 years
Polish

English Degree; 10 years 
as interpreter; 7 years as 

court interpreter
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1

The legal professionals:

Name
Profession

Gender
Location

How long 
practising

Criminal work with LEP 
defendants /  interpreters

Aoife
Barrister

F
Dublin 4 years

Focus not crim inal; has 
worked w ith  im m igrants and 

in terpreters particu larly 
asylum

M a tth e w
Solicitor

M
Dublin c. 10 years

Criminal so lic itor works daily 
w ith  LEP defendants and 

in terpreters

Eleanor
Barrister

F
Dublin 10 years

Works daily w ith  im m igrants 
and in terpreters; focus on 
asylum but experience in 

crim inal

Gerard
Solicitor

M
Dublin 6 years

Criminal so lic itor; abou t 10% 
o f clients non-Irish; works 

frequently  w ith  in terpreters 
and LEP defendants

James
Barrister

M
Dublin 4 years

Represents LEP defendants in 
crim inal matters daily; also 

asylum experience; w orked in 
ORAC; taught asylum law

Thomas
Solicitor

M
Rural c. 30 years+

c. 20% o f crim inal case-load 
non-Irish; works regularly 
w ith  LEP defendants and 

in terpreters

Gwen
Solicitor

F
Rural 11 years

At D istrict Court level c. 25 -  
30% o f workload LEP 

defendants; works regularly 
w ith  LEP defendants and 

in terpreters

Stephen
Solicitor

M
Rural c. 15 years

Large crim inal w orkload and 
deals regularly w ith  LEP 

defendants and in terpreters

M ark
Solicitor

M
Rural c. 20 years +

LEP defendants as part of 
crim inal workload 1-2 days 

per week
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